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PREFACE 

This volume on the Economic Demography of Eastern and 
Southern Europe constitutes the second of a series prepared for 
the League of Nations by the Office of Population Research of 
Princeton University. The first was published last year under the 
title "The Future Population of Europe and the Soviet Union." 

These studies have been prepared in execution of a programme 
of enquiry drawn up shortly before the outbreak of war by a com
mittee appointed by the Council of the League to study demo
graphic problems in their economic, financial and social setting. 
After the outbreak of war it proved impossible to convene the com
mittee, and for a time there were grounds for fearing that the 
whole undertaking would have to be postponed indefinitely. For
tunately, however, thanks to the courtesy and helpfulness of 
President Harold W. Dodds of Princeton University, these fears 
have proved groundless; for he was good enough to arrange for 
the University's Office of Population Research, under the direction 
of Professor Frank W. Notestein, to undertake an extensive pro
gramme of research and analysis for the League. 

Amongst the questions covered by the programme drawn up by 
the League's Demographic Committee were "the problems which 
present themselves in countries with rapidly increasing popula
tions." 

It was felt desirable when turning to these problems to select, in 
the first instance at any rate, a single more or less homogeneous 
area in which social customs and market conditions were not as 
widely dissimilar as they are between one continent and another. 
For this reason the enquiry has been confined to eastern and south
eastern Europe, which seemed to be the most appropriate area to 
select, as both the economic and the social statistics are relatively 
satisfactory and at the same time the countries composing it, while 
all belonging to the same type of civilization, presented enough 
variety to afford a rich source of testimony. But rich as the evi
dence afforded by this area is, it would be a mistake to assume that 
it is necessarily pertinent to other parts of the world. Some of the 
special problems which present themselves in other still more 
densely populated countries are discussed in a volume now in the 
press, entitled "Industrialization and Trade," which, though 



CHJ 
mainly an economic rather than a demographic study, deals with 
many of the issues raised by Professor W. E. Moore in the course 
of these pages. 

The thanks of the League are due to President Dodds for ar
ranging for the University Office of Population Research to under
take this work, to Professor Frank Notestein, the Director of this 
Office, and to Professor W. E. l\Ioore and his colleagues. 

League of Nations 
Princeton, New Jersey 
July,l945. 

A. LoVEDAY 

Director of the 
Economic, Financial and 
Transit Department 
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CHAPTER I 

DEMOGRAPHIC POSITION AND PROSPECTS 

IF ONE were to draw a circle on a map of Europe, with a center 
in the North Sea off the English Coast and with a radius of some 
800 miles, the arc dividing the European continent would approxi
mate the boundary between the relatively prosperous industrial 
economies of the North and West and the relatively undeveloped 
and predominantly agrarian economies of the South and East. 
Within the area of the circle lie most of the major commercial and 
industrial centers of Europe, and the regions with virtually sta
tionary populations; beyond its borders lie countries of meager 
wealth and growing populations. 

Whether the problems of the countries of Northern and West
ern Europe are as great as those of the nations of the South
western Peninsulas and the Eastern belt (exclusive of the Soviet 
Union'), obviously depends on one's point of view. But from any 
point of view there is little gainsaying the fundamental differ
ences between the problems of one section and those of the other. 
Two of these differences are of critical importance to the present 
study. Demographically, the former countries have low birth 
rates and are entering a period of population stability or decline. 
The populations of the latter countries are still expanding rapidly, 
and bid fair to challenge the numerical superiority of the West. 
Economically, the Western European countries have become 
primarily concerned with problems of distribution for their tech
nologically developed production, whereas the Eastern and South
ern nations have attempted with unequal success to develop an 
adequate volume of. products. Other regional differences, such as 
unequal political stability and ethnic homogeneity, are relevant 
for present purposes only as they bear on the economic and demo
graphic problems. 

These differences provide the basis for selection of a group of 
countries for analysis in terms of their prewar difficulties and 
postwar prospects. For reasons both of geography and of eco

~The drmographle oltuatlon of the Soviet Union Is dealt with In another otudy 
In this series. (See. Frank .Lorimer, Tho PopuU.tioR of th1 Bovi•t Unioa: Hutorr 
aM Pro•pocu.) 
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nomic situation, the countries with which this study is primarily 
concerned comprise two main groups: (1) Eastern and South
eastern Europe, exclusive of the USSR, and (2) the Southwest
ern Peninsulas, including Italy, Portugal, and Spain. Naturally, 
the differences in economic and social situation within each of 
these groups are substantial, yet not so impressive as the exten
sive similarities. 

The first group of countries outside the hypothetical circle 
form a clear-cut belt from north to south, lying between the in
dustrial West and the rapidly industrializing USSR. Almost all 
of them are either "succession states" established by the peace 
treaties following the First World War, or states whose terri
torial extension was profoundly modified by the postwar settle
ments. Roughly from north to south they include: Estonia, Lat
via, Lithuania, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Roumania, 
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Albania, and Greece. Although the two 
northern Baltic states (Estonia and Latvia) fall within the Scan
dinavian sphere in some respects, their inclusion in this survey is 
justified by their position as small succession states, faced in the 
interwar period with major problems of economic adjustment. 
Finland, the northernmost country of the north-south marginal 
belt, was not a succession state in the same sense. Considerations 
of the same order justify the inclusion of Czechoslovakja, which 
would be split by the imaginary circle referred to above, as indeed 
it is in economic fact. A. will be noted later, its four major divi
sions from west to east illustrate perfectly the transition from 
western to eastern economies. 

The Southwestern Peninsulas form an area intimately involved 
in the early period of Western European commercial expansion, 
but now lying at the "fringe" of Western European economy. In 
comparison with the countries to the north they have been slow to 
~dust?alize, predominantly conservative in tradition, and poor 
~1ther ~~ ~s_our~s o~ in the use made of resources. That the imag
mary WVld~ng line l8 not wholly arbitrary is again attested by 
the separation of northern continental Italy from the peninsula 
P.roper, for this division corresponds to actual economic distinc
tions. ~e perfect: regularity of the circle is, however, more arbi
trary m 1!6 exclus1on of the Catalonian industrial region of Spain. 
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Present and Future Population 

The population of the countries of Eastern and Southern Eu
rope within their interwar boundaries represents just less than 
half (47 per cent) of the total population of Europe exclusive 
of the Soviet Union. As shown by Table 1, in 1938 some 110 
million people were living in the eleven countries of Eastern Eu
rope, and over 76 million in the three countries of Southern 

TABLE 1 

Estimated Populations of Eastern and Southern European 
Countries, 19381 

Country 

Estonia 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Poland 
Czechoslovakia 
Hungary 
Roumania 
Bulgaria 
Yugoslavia 
Greece 
Albania 

Total Ea.terra Europe 

Italy 
Portugal 
Spain 

Total Southena Europe 

Estimated 
Population 

in Thousands 

1,Ist 
1,995 
2,575 

85,090 
10,500 

9,078 
19,852 

6,278 
15,490 
7,108 
1,057 

110,152 

48,480 
7,460 

25,600 

76,490 

• From Btatillical Y 101'-BoolG of l111 Leagu• of N aliofll, 193~, Table II, pp. 
17-18. 

Europe. The former figure is well over one-fourth of the total 
population of Europe outside the USSR, and the latter figure an 
additional one-fifth. 1 These proportions of the total European 

1 The population estimates as shown in Table I may be compared with the 
estimated total European population (exclusive of the USSR) of 400,100,000 In 
1938. The llO,lft2,000 of Eastem Europe thus represents 27.M per cent of the 
total, and the 76,,90,000 of Southern Europe 19.12 per cent of the totaL 
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population have certainly been rising ~t least sin.ce 1920, th~s 
reversing an earlier trend of more rapid populat~on growth m 
Northern and Western Europe.• · 

The economic problems already created by past growth and 
those that will be created by the prospective continuation of the 
growth in the future provide the basis for the present study. The 
general pattern of demographic change in Europe is cl~ar. A 
period of very rapid growth that started approximately With the 
industrial revolution in Northwestern Europe, and is now near
ing an end in that region, has appeared more recently in the areas 
to the south and east. \Vith minor exceptions, the onset of rapid 
growth has been most recent in those areas most remote from the 
center of diffusion. The characteristic feature of the change in 
rates of population growth, and the one that accounts for its 
occasional designation as the "vital revolution," is a rapid decline 
of death rates followed after some considerable interval by a de
cline of birth rates. The intervening period gives rise to unprece
dented groWth in successive populations as they become affected 
by the commercial, agricultural, and industrial influence of the 
West. 

Net Reproduction Rate1. In so far as the vital revolution can 
be generalized, and it appears amenable to such generalization at 
least within Europe, the relative stage in the cycle of any given 

. area at any given time may be judged by the growth rates then 
current. One refined measure of growth that takes into account 
differences in age and sex distribution in the population is the net 
reproduction rate. "This rate indicates how rapidly the popula
tion would ultimately grow if the risks of death and the fertility 
of each age group remained unchanged and there were no mi
gration.'" A rate of 1.00 would ultimately yield a stationary popu
lation. Rates above or below 1.00 would yield expanding or de
clining populations. The amount of the departure from 1.00 
indicates the percentage increase or decrease per generation under 
the assumptions noted. As shown in Figure 1, most of the coun
tries of Northwestern Europe during the late interwar period did 

I See Frank W. Notesteln, Irene B. Taeuber, Dudley Kirk Ansley J. Coale and 
Louiae K. Kiaer, Tlo F•tur• Popvlatw• of Euro'f' and th•' Bo'Dilt Unw• • p0 ,_ 

14tW.. Proj~etwno 1940-1970 (Geneva: League o Nat1on1, 1944), pp. 44-TJ, Thll 
ftnt Yolume In the aerie~ of which the present 1tudy 11 a part constitute~ the prln
dpal 10urce for the demographic background 1ummarl&ed In these page~ 

• Ibid. p. 17. ' 
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not have sufficient births to continue the replacement of their popu
lations under existing mortality conditions. While most of the 
populations were actually growing, aside from migration, their 
net reproduction rates indicate that they were doing so only by 
reason of an unusually heavy concentration of numbers in the 
reproductive years, and that continued growth can not be as
sumed after the concentration is removed through aging and death. 

NET REPRODUCTION RATES, ABOUT 1930·1935 

OuNOE" .1o 
0 10-.lt 

D ,o:.n 
EZ)1.00-r rt 

~I 20·'-lt 

• r.•o-r.5t 

•r•o+ 

FiguTB 1. Net Reproduction Rates by Country in Europe, about 1930-1935- (Re
produced by permission from Frank W. Notestein and Others, Th• Futuro PoP"
lation of Europ• and th• Soviet Union [Geneva: League of Nations, 19~). 

Fig. 1, p. 18). 

On the other hand, with few exceptions the countries of Eastern 
and Southern Europe show evidence of continued potential growth 
implicit in the birth and death rates of the late interwar period. 

Prospects for Growth. Although net reproduction rates allow 
significant comparisons between the growth patterns of different 
areas at a given time, and have a precisely defined predictive 
value under the assumption of continuance of existing fertility 
and mortality characteristics, they neglect precisely the changing 
pattern of birth and death rates implicit in the vital revolution. 
Under the dual assumption that the future course of vital rates 
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in Europe ''will represent orderly developments of those in the 
interwar period," and that no migration will take place over the 
1937 national boundaries, a previous study' presents population 
projections for the countries of interwar Europe to the year 1970. 
The procedure involves projecting age-specific birth and death 
rates on the basis of past European experience, and applying 
these rates to the population of each country at the time of the 
base-year census and at successive five-year intervals after 1940. 
Thus the size and composition of the population at the census 
year provides the initial base to which the generalized rates are 
applied; the projected population at the end of each five-year 
interval then becomes in turn the base to which projected vital 
rates for the succeeding period are applied. In this way it is 
possible, under the assumptions noted, to project not only the 
total size of the population in each area but also its age and sex 
structure. 

The significance of these projections for the present study is 
the regional differences in future population growth. These dif
ferences in potential growth are great enough to compensate for 
the assumption that reproductive rates will decline most rapidly 
where they are highest. As indicated in Figure 2, the countries of 
Northwestern and Central Europe show changes in the thirty
year period 1940-1970 ranging from substantial losses to small 
gains (with the exception of the considerable projected gain in 
the Netherlands).' On the other hand, most of the countries here 
classified as Eastern and Southern show indications of large in
creases b' 1970 relative to their 1940 populations. These pro
jected populations will certainly not be the exact populations at 
any given future date; yet the gross relationships implicit in the 
projections will almost certainly hold. 

The regional differences are even more marked in the projected 
size of the potential male labor force. As shown in Figure 3, all 

•Ibid. See espedally pp. 20-43 and Appendix I for exposition of the method em
ployed. War losses and future International migration are left out of account In 
the population projections. Their algniftc:anee II di&Cillaed with reference to the 
preaent atudy In Chaptera Ill and IV. 

'Note that four muntrle.-Estonla, Lat"fla, Caeehoslovakla, and Hungary
Included with Eutern Europe In the present atudy are grouped with the muntrlea 
of Northwestern and Central Europe In Figure 2. Of theae, only Hungary hao a 
projected population inereue after 1970. The reuon for their dloeusaion In thll 
1tu Y II the almllarlty of aome of. their emnomle problema to thoae of neighboring 
COIIDtries abowing greater potential population growth. 
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ABSOLUTE CHANGE 
(1940-1970) 

-----· 
NORTHWESTERN a CENTRAL 

EUROPE 

PER CENT CHANGE 
(1940-1970) 

NORTHWESTERN a CENTRAL 
EUROPE 

SOUTHERN a EASTERN 
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EUROPE 
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Figure 2. Absolute and Per'Cent Change from 1940 to 1970 In Projected Total 
Population of European Countries (Reproduced by permission from Frank W. 
Notestein and Others, Tho Future PopulatioR of E•ropo aR<I tho BoNt URioR 

(Geneva1 League of Nations, 19~], Fig. 19, p. 69). 
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of the European countries will have growing labor forces, neglect
ing war losses, in the first postwar period (to 1955), with relative 
growth greater in the East and South than in the West. In the 
second period (1955-1970) the projections indicate declining 
labor potentials in most of the Northwestern and Central Euro
pean countries, while in most' of the countries of Eastern and 
Southern Europe it will still be necessary to rind increasing ave
nues of economic opportunity if the projected trends develop. 
Those trends seem to require economic expansion precisely in 
those areas where such expansion has been least evident in the 
recent past. 

Population Dependent on Agriculture. The foregoing observa
tion is given added point by the fact that the regions of poten
tially rapid growth in Europe exclusive of the Soviet Union are 
in general much more heavily agricultural in economic structure 
than are the regions approaching population stability and de
cline. The proportions of the total population dependent on agri
culture (see Table 2 and Figure 4) indicate that in all of the 
Eastern and Southern European countries, excepting only Czecho
slovakia, more than 40 per cent of the population is dependent on 
agriculture. On the other hand, of those European countries fall
ing outside the range of this study only the Soviet Union, Finland, 
and Ireland are so heavily agricultural. Eastern and Southern 
Europe as a whole may be characterized therefore as predomi
nantly agrarian, although the individual countries are unequally 
dependent on agricultural production. 

Population and Production 

At the end of the Second World War national and international 
government agencies are now faced with reconstruction tasks that 
will make all previous postwar rehabilitation problems seem simple 
by comparison. Moreover, no country could desire to return to the 
disastrous economic conditions of the second interwar decade. The 
peoples of well-to-do areas want not only further opportunities 
for economic development but also the world security necessary to 
protect their gains. Those who live in undeveloped areas want an 
even greater economic development sufficient to overcome their 
poverty in comparison with other regions. This is markedly true 

' See pre·vloUI note for dUFerencea In regional classUicaUon In the present atndy. 
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TABLE 2 

Population Dependent on Agriculture. European Countries. 
around 1930' 

(OOO'a omitted) 

Po pula· 

Popula-
tion De- Per 

Country' and Date 
pendent on Cent tion Agricul-

ture 

l,OOS 800 80 
Albania, 1980 

18,984. 10,629 76 
Yugoslavia, 1981 

5,4.79 4.,088 75 
Bulgaria, 1926 

18,057 18,069 72 
Roumania, 1980 
Lithuania 

2,867 1,657 70 
(including Memcl) c. 1980 

Poland, 1981 82,107 19,847 60 

Finland, 1980 8,562 2,015 57 

Estonia, 1984. 1,126 626 56 

Latvia, 1980 1,900 1,086 55 

Ireland, 1926 2,972 1,561 58 

Hungary, 1980 8,688 4.,472 51 

Spain, 1980 28,564. 11,864. 50 

Portugal, 1980 6,860 2,954. 4.6 

Greece, 192 8 6,205 2,829 4.6 

Italy, 1981 4.1,177 17,958 4o4o 

Czechoslovakia, 1980 14,780 4.,812 ss 
Sweden, 1980 6,142 1,906 Sl 

Denmark, 1980 8,551 1,061 so 
Nortbem Ireland, 1926 1,257 872 so 
France, 1981 4.1,228 11,890 29 
Lm:embourg, c. 1980 soo 85 28 
Norway, 1980 2,814o 762 27 
Austria, 1984. 6,760 1,772 26 
Switzerland, 1980 4.,066 901 ~2 

Germany, 1988 66,029 18,297 20 
Nether lands, 1980 7,986 1,486 18 
Belgium, 1980 8,092 • 1,190 15 
Scotland, 1981 4.,848 887 8 
England and Wales, 1981 89,952 2,117 5 

• The figures gl•en represent In the main the official data for the several countries 
at the years Indicated. In some Instances the official data gl•e only those gainfully 
occupied In agriculture. In these caoes the percentages of those dependent on agrl· 
eulture h&Ye been estimated from the general relation between the ratios, based 
upon eYidenee from the countries where both are known. These percentages were 
then applied to the total population to yield the population dependent on agrlcul• 
ture expressed u aboolute numbers (column 2). 

• Arranged In order of magultude of lut column. 
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in Europe, where economic development is likely to be regarded 
as an end in itself, but may also be a necessary condition for the 
perpetuation of peace. 

Despite Europe's historical role as the center of modern indus-

PER CENT OF TOTAl POPULATION 

0 , .• 
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Gl!jH ·lt 

••o·•• 

Figure 4. Per Cent of Population Dependent on Agriculture in European Coun
tries, around 1930 

trialism, the continent retains remarkably divergent economic 
systems. The industrial expansion and complex market organiza
tion characteristic of Northwestern Europe have made slight in
roads in the belt of agrarian states in Eastern and Southern 
Europe. It is the inevitable postwar problem of effecting not only 
reconstruction but renewed and accelerated economic development 
in the agrarian regions of the European continent that prompts 
consideration of their economic and demographic position. 

The essential question posed by this study is the ability of the 
countries of Eastern and Southern Europe to support growing 
populations at a "Western" level of living. This necessarily as
sumes reasonably common standards or aspirations throughout 
Europe. Thus the critic may inquire by what right the absence of 
manufactured products is a problem of the Roumanian peasant if 
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that peasant has no knowledge of ?r inte~st in any incrc:ase in 
material standards other than the s1ze of h1s farm or the y1eld of 
his crops. Historically, and even contemporaneously, the question 
has considerable merit. Unquestionably the hopes of Eastern Eu
rope differ not only in degree but also to a certain extent in kind 
from those prevailing in the urban and industrial West. Yet the 
eastward spread of Western ideals has been steady, and was given 
added impetus by the upheavals of the First World War and has 
doubtless been further accelerated by the Second World War. 

It is therefore no longer an academic exercise in "welfare eco
nomics" to point to the relative poverty prevailing in Eastern and 
Souiliern Europe. The problem is a concrete one because it is re-

. garded as such by a growing proportion of the populations of 
those regions. It seems safe to assert that whatever political lead
ership emerges in these areas after ilie Second World War, that 
leadership must perforce face and attempt to solve the problems 
of growing populations with rising aspirations and with existing 
means of support that appear somewhat less than adequate to 
meet present and future demands. 

The present chapter has summarized briefly the demographic 
background of iliis problem. Chapter II presents materials show
ing ilie low per capita productivity of agriculture precisely in 
the regions where the burden of dependency on agriculture is 
greatest. The relation of agricultural population to agrarian 
economy is examined in greater detail in Chapter III, especially 
with reference to "surplus" rural population, the institutional 
and technological features of agricultural production, and some 
of the broader implications of inefficient agricultural organization. 
Th~ chapte~ thus ~ttempts to indicate why the productivity of 
agnculture 18 low 1n the countries of Eastern and Southern Eu
rope. Chapter IV examines the chief possibilities for changes in 
the demographic and economic situation as outlined in the first 
tJuoc:e chapters. Sin~ n~ne. of t~e economies considered is purely 
~gncul~ural, attention 18 g~ven m that chapter to commercial and 
mdustr:'al devel?p~ents and prospects. Finally, Chapter V turns 
~ a bnef ex~mmabon of the poiitical and institutional precondi-' 
bone for va.no?s possible changes in the economic order, and, in 
tum, ~he. •1gn.Ificance of these possible changes for the demo
graphic 11tuation. 



CHAPTER II 

VOLUME OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 

THE magnitude of agricultural production always has a bearing 
on the demographic position of a country or region. The rela
tionship arises in part from the fact that a substantial proportion 
of the population is directly or indirectly dependent on such pro
duction for a livelihood, and in part from the fact that agricul
tural production implies ways of life that themselves influence the 
forces of population change. Within Europe the relationship is 
strongest in the South and East, where, as was shown in Chap
ter I, a large proportion of the population is dependent on agri
culture. Analysis of the economic demography of these regions 
requires, as a first step, an appraisal of the relative volume of 
agricultural production by means that permit international com
parison in common units. The appraisal is presented in this Chap
ter, supplemented by Appendix I. 

Indez of Agricultural Production 

The basic data available for the computation of agricultural 
output are quantities of products and national prices. In order to 
eliminate random variations due to conditions in a particular 
year, both production and price data are computed as annual 
averages for the five-year period 1931-1935, the last such period 
for which anything like complete information is available. 

Construction of the Inde:c. To determine that part of the an
nual agricultural production available for food and industrial 
consumption, various "disappearances" (including seed and live
stock feed) are computed and subtracted from the gross volume.' 
This yields the net quantity of agricultural products and thus 
excludes that part of the total which is used for further produc
tion in agriculture. It includes both crops and livestock products 
but avoids the "double counting" of grains and other products 
used as feed. 

The net quantity of agricultural products remaining after sub
traction of re-used products represents output in units of weight. 

t The methods and data used In computing the volume of agricultural produe
tlon are more fully diseusaed In Appendix I, where also are noted the llmltatlona 
Inherent In both. 
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To obtain a sum representing "agricultural production" from 
this array of quantities (by weight) of separate commodities, 
some common denominator is needed by which quintals of wheat, 
maize, milk, honey, and so on can be converted into comparable 
units. Unfortunately, from the point of view of statistical manip
ulation, it is not economically. meaningful to add quintals of po
tatoes to quintals of wirie on a one to one basis. In principle, this 
summing of quantities of commodities was done by attaching a 
value per quintal to each commodity. In effect, therefore, the total 
of "agricultural production" is the sum of so many quintals of 
wine at so much per quintal, and so many quintals of beef at so 
much per quintal, and so on, through the entire list of agricul
tural products. It is to be noted that a single value per quintal of 
each commodity was used throughout the study for all regions. 
Agricultural production is, therefore, defined for present pur
poses as the sum of weighted physical amounts of commodities 
produced, the weights being uniform throughout and obtained in 
the manner described below. 

Given complete information as to prices and a situation of free 
and orderly currency exchanges, the summing of commodities 
would offer no substantial problem. Local prices could have been 
used and the resulting values converted to gold equivalents. In 
fact neither complete information nor free exchanges existed in 
the period under consideration. It was impossible, therefore, to 
arrive at the direct monetary value of production on terms that 
permit meaningful international comparison. Instead the quan
tities of commodities produced were weighted by a uniform set 
of value ratios. To obtain these value ratios the following steps 
were taken: 

1. A crop basket comprising a quintal of the most important 
European crops (five cereals and potatoes) was priced in the cur
rency of each country. 

~· ~ quintal of each domestically produced commodity was 
pnced m each country for which price quotations could be secured. 

3. The value of a quintal of each commodity in each country 
was then expressed in terms of the value of the crop basket in the 
~arne country. Th~s a quintal of peas was worth 2.31 crop baskets 
m Germany, 1.88 m Roumania, and so on for all countries. 

4. From the array of values in terms of crop baskets of each 
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commodity such as peas a typical or modal value was selected. 
This value was called the typical value in Crop Units. Thus a 
quintal of peas in every country was assigned the value of 2.00 
Crop Units wherever peas entered into the computation. 

The index value of each commodity was then applied as a weight 
to the physical volume of production of that commodity in a given 
area to give the total value of the amount produced. The sum of 
the index values of all the products of a specified region was 
taken as the measure of that region's total production. 

In brief, therefore, the index of agricultural production is one 
of physical output in which the total quantity of each commodity 
is given a standard weight that reflects the typical or modal ex
change ratio between that commodity and the crop basket. 

Limitatiom of the Method. In order to avoid misinterpretation 
of the data summarized in this chapter and presented more fully 
in Appendix I, certain observations are pertinent: 

1. The volume of agricultural production cannot be construed 
as equivalent to the income of the agricultural population for 
several reasons: 

(a) Although price relationships among agricultural prod
ucts are used in constructing a schedule of weights, the very uni
formity of the weights yields results that are somewhat arbitrary 
relative to the price structure in any given area. 

(b) Even were the index values of agricultural production 
exactly representative of exchange ratios among agricultural 
products in every country or province, the "real income" of the 
agriculturalist would still depend on exchange ratios between agri
cultural products sold and goods and services bought. 

(c) The net quantity of agricultural production as defined 
above with reference to crop and livestock production does not 
constitute "net production" in an economic sense, since most costs 
of production are not deducted from the basic index values as com
puted for small areas. The procedure here adopted excludes 
shrinkage losses and seed uses of crops, and avoids "double count
ing" by excluding feed domestically produced. Imported feed is 
only deducted to the extent that it is matched by domestic produc
tion, since all deductions have been applied to the domestic crop 
up to the limit of domestic production. Additional feed imports, 
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which are substantial in such countries as Denmark, are not de
ducted although the value of livestock products is included. These 
imports, together with other production costs such as comme~ial 
fertilizer, farm machinery, and so on, !!present charges agamst 
the product that should be deducted to give an accurate picture 
of net production in the economic sense. It is impossible to deter
mine these costs by small districts, where differences owing to type 
of agriculture and the like may be rather large. However, it is 
possible to estimate national differences in costs of production, as 
explained below, and these differences are introduced as an ad
justment of the basic index values. Failing to take costs into ac
count in the CU-value of production serves to increase the differ
ences in productivity, since the costs are greater in countries with 
a highly rationalized agricultural system. 

(d) Agricultural production does not necessarily represent 
the entire income of the agricultural population. Although an 
attempt has been made to exclude from the population data those 
people whose principal occupation is fishing or forestry, and espe
cially those who are principally engaged in industry or trade but 
secondarily in part-time agriculture, the separation is necessarily 
incomplete. It has proved impossible to make any adjustment for 
income from homework or from a secondary occupation in indus
try. However, it has been possible to include the income from fish
ing and forestry on a national basis, as noted below. Neither type 
of production can be reliably allocated by districts within coun
tries. In the case of fishing, a proportional distribution of the 
total product by districts, relative to the value of other products 
or the size of the agricultural population, would obviously under
value the importance of fishing in coastal districts, and con
versely. In the case of forestry, an allocation by area of forests, 
fo~ ~xample, would neglect significant differences in quality, avail
ability of transportation and markets, and so on. The value of 
these products is therefore excluded from the data by districts, 
~ut subsequently added to the national figures as a further ad
Justment. The same population figures are used in both cases. 

2. For moat of the countries of Europe the data available un
fortunately do not allow reliable adjustments for quality differ
ences. Since standard index values per quintal of the various, 
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products have been selected, it is obvious that a standard quality 
is implied. In the absence of standardized quality distinctions, and 
in the virtual absence of any data on the relative amounts of 
various qualities of a given crop produced, only partial adjust
ments have been possible. This difficulty is most marked in the 
case of livestock products. It should be observed that the countries 
with poorly developed agriculture not only produce smaller quan
tities relatively to labor or area used, but also produce agricul
tural goods of lower quality. Were quality differences fully repre
sented, therefore, the distinction between well-to-do and poor 
regions would be further accentuated. 

3. A few minor crops are not fully represented in production 
statistics, and the bases for arriving at reasonable estimates do not 
exist. This is notably true of garden produce for home consump
tion. Although we have attempted to include such crops, and those 
actually grown for the market are probably not unduly under
represented, it is certain that some kitchen garden produce has 
not been included. In general, were it possible to include these 
crops the effect would be to increase rather than decrease the dif
ferences between rich and poor agricultural areas. Flower and 
bulb production has not been included except in the case of the 
Netherlands-the only country where the importance of this 
type of production is considerable. 

In summary, of the limitations noted, some clearly tend to an 
understatement of actual differences in agricultural output; this 
is the case with reference to the partial neglect of small garden 
produce and the partial neglect of quality di.d"erences. Other limi
tations tend equally clearly to overstate the differences; this is 
especially noteworthy in the neglect of various costs of production 
in the data for small districts. Still other limitations would have 
mixed and somewhat uncertain effects on the results were it pos
sible to make the necessary .adjustments; this is especially the 
case with various additional sources of income of the agricultural 
population, for which only partial adjustment can be made on a 
national basis. 

The total agricultural output by districts or countries obviously 
does not admit of ready and meaningful comparison unless re
lated to population engaged in agriculture, agricultural area, or 
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some similar base. Since the immediate and primary concern of 
the present discussion is with th~ well-being of t_he ~gricultural 
population, two bases of comJ>B:rlSon are o~ especial mterest: th.e 
volume of agricultural production per capita dependent on agn
culture as an approximate indication of the income of the agri
cultural population, and the volume of production per male 
engaged in agriculture as an expression of labor productivity. 
However, a comparison is also made of productivity per area of 
agricultural land as an indication of levels of land utilization. 

Production per Per101& Dependent on Agriculture 

Although the value of agricultural production per person de
pendent on agriculture is not a complete indication of real income 
(for reasons previously noted) it is in general a rough representa
tion of that income. By dividing the index of production (ex
pressed in CU) by the population dependent on agriculture, 
comparable per capita values are derived." In this as in all the 
other comparisons on a per capita basis the observed data are 
expressed as percentages of the European average (excluding 
Turkey and the USSR),' or, in other words, as index numbers, 
European average = 100. 

The results of this calculation are presented on a national basis 
in the first two columns of Table 3, and mapped in Figure 5. Ref-

• Tbe population data are derived from ~sua retuma, supplemented where 
neeeasary by eatlmatea made by the Office of Population Research. Some countl'lea 
«<>'e population dependent on agriculture, othera thooe gainfully occupied. Since 
for praent purpoaea a complete oerlea of both types waa desired, mlaslng flgurea 
b&Ye been estimated on the baaia of relationshlpa between the two where both are 
&Yailable. 

• Tbe aclnslon of Turkey and the USSR from the European average Ia bflled 
on BeYeral eonslderatlons. Both nations are only partly European powera by con
Yentional geographical definition, and a aatisfactory oeparation of data aa apply
Ing to European and Asiatic areas Ia lmpolllble. The agricultural production and 
other data are very acanty for both eountl'lea. In the caoe of Ruasla adequate data 
are ouly a..allable for 19U-i926, the period before extensive eollectlvlzation. Thla 
material Ia to be interpreted aa being only very roughly repreoentative of the rela
tive position of the, Soviet Union at the period covered for the rest of Europe, but 
u showing the problems and to a certain extent the areaa which were of concern 
In nbaequent Ruasian policy. Finallf, the Inclusion of the great bulk of Ruaolan 
production on a low per capita leve would have unduly depressed the European 
&Yerage and thua nnduly accentuated the favorable position of Northwestern 
Europe. We have therefore Included the data for the USSR (and for Turkey 
where &YaUable) and computed their relative rank In ratio to the average of the 
rest of Europe. Since the Turkish data are mlaalng from many of the tableo, Turkey 
Ia excluded from all of the mapo, although the USSR Is Included on some of the 
Wutrations on the general grounds that Ita relative position underwent no oztromt 
change by 1981-1836. 
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TAJJLE 3 

Indexes of Agricultural Production per Person Dependent on 
Agriculture, per Male Engaged in Agriculture, and per Hectare 

of Agricultural Land, by Countries, 1931-1935 Average' 

Per Person Dependent Per Male Engaged Per Hectare of Asrl· 
Countries on Apiculture in AIUlculture cultural Land• 

cu Europe -too cu Europe -too cu Europe -too 

NorlM"' l!wo,. 
Denmark 152 .lS4 411 323 57 236 
Finland 28 6S 89 70 22 92 
Norway so 116 141 Ill 42 173 
Sweden 62 146 171 134 28 Ill 

&.rkr11 Eurole 
Estonia 43 99 131 103 17 69 
Latvl& 41 Ill 131 103 19 80 
Lithuania 31 73 45 74 17 69 
Pol&n4 21 49 72 S6 18 75 

C....,ol Ewot-
Auatrl& 51 134 163 128 37 153 
Belctum 95 220 230 181 63 283 
C•chooloV&Ir.l& 45 105 146 115 31 129 
Fr&nce 75 174 204 160 26 109 
Germany 84 195 244 191 44 181 
Lunmbour1 54 126 131 103 35 147 
Nethcrla.ndt 114 259 302 237 91 377 
Switzerland 84 194 213 167 19 371 

Bollloru 
Albania 10 22 32 25 17 70 
Bulprla 20 47 70 55 19 80 
Greece 21 so 61 41 18 77 
Hungary 33 78 96 75 21 17 
Roumanla 21 41 67 53 17 69 
Turkey IS 35 so 39 
Yuaoslavl& 17 31 55 43 17 69 

SotltM,.,. Buro,. 
Italy 31 73 17 61 17 69 
Portupl 23 53 67 S3 II 47 
Spain 31 81 120 94 13 S3 

Brimh lsk• 
Ireland 40 93 114 19 41 171 
United Kln1dom 

Engla.nd &: Walea 137 319 306 240 46 193 
Scotland 135 314 325 255 33 137 
N. ucl&n4 41 112 134 lOS 28 118 

USSR. 17 39 S3 41 

Europe ezcl. USSR. 
and Turkey 43 100 127 100 24 100 

1 The CU and Index number valuet have been rounded for presentation. althou&h computatloaa 
were made on the baall of one decimal place for the national data, and the followin1 Europem 
CU averages: per penon dependent on aiTiculture, 42.9318; per male enpp:d in apiculture. 
127.4237; per hectare of agricultural land, 2•U2. · 

• Area• under n.rtoua forma of land utillatlon. converted ta 11arable.-eqolnlenta," u uplaiDed 
In the foilowinc ch&ptu. 
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Pigtw• &. Agricultural Production per Person Dependent on Agriculture 

erence to the table indicates the following grouping of countries 
in terms of ranges of index numbers.• 

Over 275: Denmark, England and Wales, and Scotland. 
175-274.9: Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, and Switzer

land. 
125-174.9: France, Sweden, Austria, and Luxembourg. 
100-124.9: Norway, Northern Ireland, Latvia, and Czecho-

slovakia. 
75- 99.9: Estonia, Ireland, Spain, and Hungary. 
50- 74.9: Italy, Lithuania, Finland, and Portugal. 
25- 49.9: Greece, Poland, Roumania, Bulgaria, USSR, 

and Yugoslavia. 
0- 24.9: Albania. 

The foregoing list and its illustration in Figure 5 point clearly 
to a general pattern of widening rings (or concentric arcs) cen-

• Tbe dloc:noslon of the countries In terms of rather broad groups serves to min
Imize minor numerical ditrerences that fall well within reasonable limits of error. 
Por tbe aame reason the results presented in the tables have been rounded to whole 
Dlllllbers. The cl&ll Intervals chosen for the graphical presentation in the maps 
ba-.e been selected with a view to creating as few essentially artificial distinctions 
.. poulble. 
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tering around the North Sea, with decreasing productivity in 
successive rings away from that center.• This pattern emerges 
even more clearly if comparison is made with the detailed map by 
districts (Figure 6) .• Thus, it may be noted that parts of Belgium 
and Netherlands and a few small districts in France and Germany 
are in the highest group; the second ring includes the southern tip 
of Sweden, most of north-central and western Germany, north
eastern France, and parts of the low countries ; most of central 
France, south-central Germany, northern Austria, Bohemian 
Czechoslovakia, and the southeastern coast of Sweden are in the 
third ring. A similar and fairly orderly progression is evident to 
the South and East. The pattern transcends national boundaries, 
and shows, rather, a gradation of agricultural regions. 

Although exact numerical validity cannot be claimed for the 

• This general structure was pointed out with reference to agriculture In a re
cent publication of the League of Nations. See .dgricvltural Productio,. m Co• 
einental Europ• during tho 1914-1918 War and tho Roco..,truction Poriod (Geneva: 
19~). See also P. Lamartine Yates and D. Warriner, Food and Farming in Poll
War Europ• (London: Oxford University Press, 1943), especially maps on p. 89; 
Ecot>Omic Dov•lopm•nt in B. E. Europ• (London: PEP [Political and Economic 
Planning], 1945), Chap. II and Appendix tables on pp. 137-141. The ring structure 
Is confirmed by many other bases of international comparison, as will be evident 
In a forthcoming volume by Dudley Kirk on the population of Interwar Europe. 

Certain reservations for the national data should be Indicated, especially In the 
case of Spain. Present data Indicate a much higher per capita production in Spain 
than In Portugal, and even higher than In Italy. Various other data available for 
these three countries would Indicate a rank for Spain below Italy, and not much 
higher than Portugal. This seeming overvaluation of Spanish production appears 
consistently In the national comparisons. It may be partly due to an underestima
tion of feed disappearances of crops, and partly to exaggerated production sta
tistics. Other possibly questionable results, such as the low position of Finland in 
comparison with the Baltic States, are minor, and may be more accurate (in view 
of climatic and other relevant conditions) than would appear at first glance. 
Reference should be made to Appendix I for a discussion of possible errors in the 
national data deriving from the index procedure here used. 

The consistently high positions of England and Wales, as well as of Belgium and 
Nether lands, are no doubt In some measure due to the selection of land deriving 
from the small proportions of agriculturalists in the population. A sample com
parison of results for England and Wales and the Netherlands (see Appendix I, 
Table 18), using national price ratios, does not indicate any over-valuation of the 
CU-index. 

• The data by districts, Including population figures, the value of production in 
CU, and Index numbers for production relative to agricultural population and 
males gainfully occupied, are given in Appendix I, Table 18. 

The grouping of countries into general regions, followed uniformly In the gen
eral comparative tables, requires no comment except for the group called "Central 
Europe." The Low Countries and France are Included In this group, although these 
countries are not generally considered as Central European, and can only be con
sidered so geographically If their position relative to the British Isles Is taken Into 
account. They are here Included on the basis of their similarity In general economic 
structure. The grouping itself Is therefore somewhat less arbitrary than the desig
nation "Central." 
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national comparisons--and the same reservation applies a fortiori 
to the data by districts'-the general pattern is certainly correct. 

Production Per Male Engaged in Agriculture 

The output per capita of those persons directly engaged (that 
is, gainfully occupied) in agriculture is the simplest measure of 
labor productivity. This productivity of course. largely depends 
upon such conditions as climate, nature and fertility of the land, 
use of fertilizers and mechanical equipment, and the efficiency of 
production methods used. 

The preferable method of comparing labor productivity is on 
the basis of the total number of persons actively engaged in agri
cultural work, but the problem of comparability of data with re
spect to the labor of women makes such a comparison impossible. 
The apparent proportion of women recorded in the agricultural 
labor force varies greatly from country to country for two reasons: 

(1) Customs and traditions in some countries place barriers 

' It should be noted that the attempt to get comparable data for small districts 
within countries Is a much more hazardous undertaking than In the case of national 
comparisons, where at least part of the errors In reporting, necessary estimating, 
and so on, may be expected to cancel one another. In the data by small areas two 
possible sources of error are common throughout the calculations: (a) National 
Index values for various livestock r,roducts have been distributed within the coun
try on the basis of livestock popu ations of the appropriate categories; (b) feed, 
seed, and other subtractions have been applied uniformly throughout eacb country, 
although In fact there must be considerable variations In these "disappearanees.b 
In addition, In certain eases It has been necessary to allocate national production 
of some crops on the basis of area planted owing to lack of data on production by 
districts, although differences In yields certainly exist. Considerable errors may 
arise from lack of dats on particular products, Insignificant in national totals but 
so concentrated In one or a few districts as to be of considerable importance there. 
In diversified economies the significance of differences within districts may be as 
great as between districts. Other errors may arise from part-time farming or the 
seasonal employment of foreign workers. Thus the production per capita in north
eastern Germany would certainly be lower were it possible to take Into account the 
Lithuanian and Polish agricultural workers employed on German estates. Even 
less than with the national data Is It possible therefore to claim precise validity 
for the rank order of small districts, to say nothing of the exact index values com
puted. In general, any single district lllustrated in Figure 6 might well be In the 
next higher or lower category, and In some cases the error may be even greater 
owing to special circumstances. 

The calculations of production per capita by groups of counties In England and 
Wales indicate a higher position for Wales and southwest England than tor the 
east and southeast. Careful checking of published statistics and experiments with 
national price ratios revealed no explanation for this somewhat surprising result. 
In view of expert opinion, however, the validity of the result Is subject to such 
doubt as to prompt consideration of England and Wales as a unit without re
gional distinction. lt Is so represented in Figure 6. 

The fact that the relative position of a number of districts can be called into 
question, however, seems Insufficient basis for dispensing with an otherwise valid 
and useful comparison. Moreover, it is always well to bear in mind the phenomena 
that are under comparison. Thus, the fact that a particular district Is well known 
to have rich aolla does not necessarily mean that its production p•r eapito must 
be high. 
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on the participation of women in agricultural work proper (as 
distinguished from housework and routine farm tasks), whereas 
in other countries no such restrictions exist. While housework and 
routine tasks contribute indirectly to agricultural income, there 
are marked national differences in the direct contribution by 
women to the physical output of agricultural goods. 

(2) On the other hand, women on farms are not classified ac
cording to uniform principles in the occupational returns of the 
national censuses. Even when chiefly engaged in housework they 
are recorded in some countries as persons active or gainfully oc
cupied in agriculture; in other countries they are not so recorded, 
and indeed women actually engaged in field work may be listed as 
"dependents." The occupational statistics therefore are not al
ways comparable, even between countries with similar customs and 
traditions in respect to the direct participation of women in agri
cultural production, and do not accurately reflect national differ
ences due to differing institutions. 

In view of these facts less error is likely to result from omitting 
than from including female workers in international comparison 
of output per person gainfully occupied in agricultural produc
tion. Accordingly the male labor force alone has been taken into 
account in compuling the per capita and index number values 
shown by countries in columns 3 and 4 of Table 3 (and by districts 
in Appendix I, Table 18). The national index numbers are illus
trated on a European map in Figure 7. 

As peasant families are larger on an average in the eastern and 
southern parts than in the western and northern parts of Europe, 
the range of variation between the different countries displayed 
by the figures for output per person dependent on agriculture is 
somewhat narrowed in the case of output per male gainfully oc
cupied. Thus a small part of the advantage of the more favored 
countries on the former basis is due to a "favorable" ratio between 
active and dependent population. However, the position of the 
individual countries in the range of countries covered remains al
most unchanged, as will be seen from a comparison of Figures 5 
and 7. 

The relative position of European countries with respect to 
agricultural production per male gainfully occupied may be com
pared with the results obtained by quite different procedures by 
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Colin Clark. Clark's data are based partly on budget statistics, to 
which the production of livestock products and certain other food 
crops is added; part of the foreign trade balance is taken into ac
count; and fertilizer, fodder, and some other costs are subtracted.8 
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Fig·urs 7. Agricultural Production per Male Engaged in Agriculture 

Despite fundamental differences in method, Clark's results for the 
twelve European countries for which he presents data correspond 
rather closely with the relative positions of the countries shown in 
the present study. This may be seen in Table 4, where for con
venience the indexes of production per male engaged in agricul
ture as developed in the present study and those of Colin Clark 

a See Colin Clark, The Condition8 of Economic Pro!Jreu (London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1940), pp. 240-250. Clark computes the consumption of wheat, rye, barley, 
and potatoes from budget statistics, and uses production statistics for livestock 
products, sugar beets, grapes, olives, citrus fruits, t obacco, soya beans, peanuts, 
linseed, flax, and hemp. Trade statistics are computed for wheat and wheat flour, 
rye, barley, oats, maize, and potatoes. Quantities are weighted by 1925-1934 av
erage farm prices in the United States. This int roduces some errors as applied to 
European data; for example, Clark's price for a quintal of potatoes is slightly 
higher than his price for wheat, whereas in Europe potatoes J>n the average are 
worth only about one-fourth the price of wheat per quintal. Indeed, the price 
ratios used by Clark differ rather widely from the Typical European Value-Ratios 
used in the present study. The comparative price ratios are given in Appendix I , 
Table 16. 
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TABLE 4 

Comparison of Indexes of Agricultural Production and Agricul-
tural Real Income per l\Iale Engaged in Agriculture . 

in Certain European Countries 
(Germany= 100) 

Agricnltural Pro- Agricnltural Real 
Countries ductiou,l981-1985 Income, 1925-1984 

Average' Average• 

Denmark 168 181 
Sweden 70 72 

Estonia 5i 66 
Poland 29 40 

Belgium 94 80 
Caechoslovakia 60 59 
France 84 85 
Germany 100 100 
Netherlands lU 118 
Swit.erland 87 88 

England and Wales 125 97 

USSR 22 18 

•lndea flgurea, u given In Table 8, eonverted to German base. 
• Colin Clark, Tu COAditiou of Ec0110mie Progre .. (London: Macmillan and 

Co., 1940), table following p. ~ Dollar nlues eonverted to lndea numbers rela
tb•e to German base. 

are related to the German index. Clark's lower ratio of Belgium, 
Netherlands, and Denmark to the German base is probably ac
counted for by his deduction for production costs. The same may 
possibly be true in the case of England and Wales, although the 
consistently high position of England and Wales in the results 
presented in this study (even when costs are taken into account, 
as noted below) suggests the possibility that Clark has substan
tially undervalued the production in this case. 

Production per Area 

Although the primary concern in this study is with agricultural 
production as an indication of the well-being of the agricultural 
population, the data allow some further comparisons of produc-
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tivity per area that serve to provide part of the explanation of the 
observed differences in output per capita. The effectiveness of 
land utilization necessarily reflects not only differences in levels of 
productive technique, but also differences in the climate, topog
raphy, and natural fertility of the soil. The most readily com
parable data are yields of cultivated crops per standard area 
(conveniently, the hectare in Europe) planted to these crops. A 
combined index of yields per hectare of the seven most important 
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Figure 8. Index of Yields of Important Crops 

crops in Europe (wheat, rye, barley, oats, maize, potatoes, and 
sugar beets), representing the 1931-1935 average, has been con
structed. The yield per hectare for each crop is expressed as a per
centage of the average European yield, and both an unweighted 
and a weighted average-the latter in terms of areas sown-have 
been computed. The two averages do not differ greatly, as shown 
in Appendix I, Table 19. The unweighted average is mapped in 
Figure 8. 

The highest yields are obtained in Northwestern Europe (the 
British Isles, Belgium, Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Nor
way, Sweden) and in Switzerland. The natural fertility of the 
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soil is not in all of these countries superior to that in the remainder 
of Europe. Rather the higher yields are the result of higher cap
italization in equipment, fertilizers, etc., more effective production 
methods, and in general more intensive cultivation. 

Theoretically it might be possible to extend a comparison of 
yields to all cultivated crops in ratio to the total arable land. 
Aside from problems of adequacy of data for special crops and 
problems of treatment of fallows,' any such comparison obviously 
represents very inadequately the utilization of land for total agri
cultural production, since livestock products on the one hand and 
meadow and pasture lands on the other are neglected. 

A somewhat different approach is to relate total agricultural 
production (including livestock products) to total agricultural 
land, the latter expressed in "arable equivalents." This procedure 
obviates some of the difficulties of non-comparability among var
ious uses of land (for example, market gardens and rough pas
tures). Clearly, even arable land is of very unequal quality. The 
addition of other agricultural land areas at arbitrary weights 
relative to arable land further reduces the true comparability of 
the areas. However, the adequacy of the procedure must be viewed 
in terms of possible alternatives, and so viewed it appears the 
preferable basis of comparison. In general, the measurement of 
production in terms of "arable equivalents" allows the presump
tion that observed differences in productivity are more the result 
of differences in the economic and technological organization of 
agriculture than of variations in natural fertility of land.'" 

The data for production per area on this basis are given by 
country in Table 3, columns 5 and 6. The European regional pat
tern is again partially repeated, as will be evident from Figure 9. 
The national totals given in Table 3 show the highest productivity 
in the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Belgium, where intensive 
agriculture and the production of specialized livestock products 

• Fallow land Ia not nniformly classified by national atatistlca ·and Indeed ahould 
not be In Ylew of Ill varying significance. Countries with poorly developed agrl
eultnral tecbnlqueo allow a large proportion (32 per cent In Spain, 41 per cent In 
the USSR) ~ lie In bar~ fallow. Countrlea with Intensive agriculture leave little 
bare fal!ow, e1tber practicing a rotation of productive crops (including legumes) 
or planting a temporary meadow for bay or pasture. The utilization of fallow land 
Ia thua In ltaelf a fairly reliable Index of general land utilization, The algnlflcance 
of bare fallowa Ia further diacuszed In the following chapter. · 

to Tbe method of converolon to "arable equlvalentl~ Ia explained In the following 
diapter. Table 1 of Appendix II showa the "arable~ulvalent" agricultural areaa 
for European conntriea and districtl. 
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contribute to effective land utilization. Denmark, England and 
Wales, and Germany form a second group of countries with high 
land utilization, followed closely by ~orway, Ireland, Austria, 
Luxembourg, Scotland, and Czechoslovakia. Sweden and Northern 
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F'i.gure 9. Agricultural Production per H ectare of " Arable-Equivalent" Agricul
tural Land 

Ireland are well above the European average, and France is only 
slightly above the average. Finland, Hungary, Latvia, Bulgaria, 
Greece, and Poland represent a range from 75 to 92 per cent of 
the European average production per hectare. Italy, Albania, 
Roumania, Yugpslavia, Lithuania, and Estonia, range between 
67 and 70 per cent of the European average, while Spain (53 per 
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cent) and Portugal (47 per cent) haYe the lowest leYel of land 
utilization. The data and map by districts indicate that the pat
tern of decreasing productivity to the South and East is modified 
only in a few cases, where tl1e departu.re from the ~~ner.al pattern 
may represent either genuinely exceptwnalland ubhzabon or may 
represent inadequacies in data or procedures.u 

Still another, and considerably le s satisfactory, approach to 
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·Figure 10. AgriculturalPrOduction, F ishing, and Forestry per H ectare of Total 
Area 

effectiveness of land utilization is to relate total agricultural pro
duction (plus forestry products and the catch of fish) to the total 
land area. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 10, an exam-

11 The results by districts shown in Figure 9 are subject to the same reser vations 
indicated in Note 7, above, relative to production per capita, as well as to add itional 
reae"ation& owing t o the arbitrary character of the converted land areas used. 
Tbu In northern countries an adequate division between pastures and forest s is 
lmpouible. For this reason the northernmost part of Norway has been left blank 
on the map, and the results for Estonia and Latvia as well as for the remainder of 
Norway are subject to considerable error. Other questionable results include 
Venezia Tridentina, Veneto, and Venezia Giulia e Zara in Italy (probably too 
low) ; the central departments in France . (probably t oo high); and Epirus in 
Greece (probably too high). E ngl.and and Wales has again been treated as a unit 
for reaaona explained in Note 7. 
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ination of which indicates at once the favorable position of Den
mark and the Low Countries, followed by England and Wales and 
Germany. France, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary (the last two 
having no sea fishing) also have a high position relative to the 
average. Aside from the improved position of Hungary and Italy, 
the most obvious result of this comparison is the greatly lowered 
position of Norway, Sweden, Finland, Scotland, and the northern 
Baltic States, where the inclusion of the important revenue from 
fishing and forestry is insufficient to compensate for the inclusion 
of the high proportions of completely unproductive areas. 

All of the foregoing comparisons of agricultural production by 
country and by small district confirm the general pattern of Euro
pean economic development, and those comparisons which relate 
production to the agricultural population (total or active) indi
cate the real and substantial differences in the economic well-being 
of European agriculturalists. Indeed, the series indicates not only 
the existence but also--at least in a rough way--something of the 
magnitude of the differences. Subject to the reservations earlier 
noted, consideration of which would substantially alter the mag
nitude of the differences in some cases, these comparisons indicate 
the relative incomes of the agricultural population in the various 
countries and regions of Europe. In order to take into account 
some of the more important reservatiop.s that apply to the fore
going results, certain adjustments are introduced below. 

Adjuatmentl for Coat1 and Additional Output 

Of the several previously noted limitations on indexes of agri
cultural production as measures of income differentials, two allow 
of partial rectification: costs of production on the one hand and 
additional sources of income on the other. Although available 
data do not allow adjustments in these respects by administrative 
districts, it is possible to remove part of the limitations on a 
national basis. 

Production in Fishing and Forestry. Since national statistical 
sources ordinarily do not adequately distinguish persons primarily 
engaged in crop and livestock production from those primarily 
engaged in fishing and forestry, production in the latter enter
prises may be appropriately attributed to the agricultural popu
lation. 
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The value of the catch of sea fishing is available for most coun

tries, although in a few cases estimates have been made by analogy 
from the data for similar countries. Fish caught in inland lakes 
and streams are neglected in view of a virtual absence of informa
tion. Because of k tremendous variation in quality of fish (and 
therefore of price per weight), a Modal Value-Ratio has not been 
used, but rather the values in national currencies have been con
verted to CU on the basis of the price of one crop basket in national 
currency .•• 

Forest production is given annually by the International Insti
tute of Agriculture,u and some national data are available for 
both quantity and value. Thus the value of forestry products in 
national currencies has been computed directly or estimated from 
available production data and price ratios prevailing in neigh
boring countries. The value of the products in national currencies 
is converted to CU in the same way as in the case of the catch 
of fish. 

Forestry products contribute substantially to the income of the 
agricultural population in Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Austria, 
and to a much smaller extent elsewhere. Fishing is also of consid
erable importance in Norway and Sweden, as well as in France 
and Italy. The combined index value of crop and livestock pro
duction, fishing, and forestry per capita dependent on agriculture 
is mapped in terms of index numbers (European average= 100) 
in Figure 11.'' A comparison of this map with Table 3 and Figure 
5 indicates that the principal alteration of relative position of 
countries is the improved position of Norway, owing to high 
values of both forestry and fishing, and Finland, Poland, and 
Roumania, owing mainly to the inclusion of forestry products. 

Crop and Livelfock Net Production. In order to compute net 
production in the economic sense, production costs must obviously 
be subtracted from the gross value of output. With the exception 
of a few items for which rather complete national statistics are 
available, notably chemical fertilizers and in some cases feed im
ports, the major items of cost cannot be computed from general 

II See the 1«011d oedlon of Appendix I for the eonstructlon of the Crop Unit 
u • but. of lntemational eomparlaon. 

u l•Uno4tlo....Z Y oarboot of For11try Btotutlt:•. · 
SOTbe flgurea for the nlue of fishing and foreaby expressed In CU, le11 dedue

tloa for eoata of production, are shown In Table ll below. It 1hould be noted that 
l'lpre 11 doea not take production eosta Into aeeonnt. 
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statistics and subtracted from the value of agricultural produc
tion. Rather, reliance must be placed on the relatively sma~ 
samples available in farm accountancy statistics.1 5 The statistics 
are of uneven reliability in the various countries, depending on 
the size and representative character of the sample. They are, 
however, sufficiently complete to allow estimates based either on 
the national sample or on the data for similar areas. 
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Figure 11. Agricultural Production, Fishing, and Forestry per Person Dependent 
on Agriculture 

The farm accountancy statistics do not take into account prod
ucts used on the farm; costs and returns are confined to items 
bought and sold. This means that domestically produced feed and 
seed-items already deducted in the basic data by districts-do 
not enter the accounts at all if used on the producing farm. If 
sold within the country the income is counterbalanced by the cost 
to other producers. Thus the subtraction of costs for feed and 
seed eliminates their value added into the revenue of other farms, 
and additional costs comprise a genuine charge against national 
production since they represent imported crops. Similarly, im-

u International Institute of Agriculture, Farm Accountancy. Issued yearly. 
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ported chemical fertilizers represent genuine costs to domestic 
production, whereas manure either does not enter the accounts at 
all, or is balanced between income to sellers and costs to pur
chasers. Labor represents a cost to the individual producer, but 
is not a legitimate charge against national production, since labor 
costs are also part of the income of the agricultural population. 
Labor costs, therefore, do not enter into the accountancy sta
tistics used. 

From the farm accountancy statistics for 1931-1935 the per
centages which net production in the economic sense represents 
of the total output of agriculture have been computed. These per
centages are shown in column 2 of Table 5. The index value of 
agricultural production, shown by countries in column 1 of 
Table 5, when multiplied by the appropriate percentage is con
verted to the net physical return from crop and livestock produc
tion. This net return is shown in column 3, converted to a per 
capita basis in column 4, and the latter is then expressed in ratio 
to the European average in column 5. The results of this compu
tation may be summarized in terms of the relative position of the 
countries (index numbers, European average= 100). 

Over 275: Denmark. 
175-274.9: England and Wales, Scotland, and Netherlands. 
125-174.9: Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, France, Aus-

tria, and Sweden. 
100-124.9: Ireland, Northern Ireland, Spain, Luxembourg, 

Latvia, and Estonia. 
75- 99.9: Norway, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Lith

uania, and Portugal 
50- 74.9: Greece, Bulgaria, Finland, Roumania, USSR, 

Yugoslavia, and Turkey. 
25- 49.9: Poland and Albania. 

Since high yields, whether of crops or of livestock products, are 
primarily the result of intensive agriculture, it follows that costs 
of production are proportionally higher in advanced than in un
developed countries. The effect of subtracting production costs 
therefore is to narrow the spread between the countries of high 
and low per capita production (compare Table 3) but doe1 not 
fllaterially alter the relative polition1 of the countrie1. 



TABLE 6 Net Production in Agriculture, Fishing, and Forestry' 

Net Production 

Aorlcultural From Asrleulture (Crop aDd Li¥estock. Product!..,) From Agriculture, Fishina, and Forestry 
Countrla Production Per Penon Dependent From Fishfn1 Per Penon Dependent llliOOOCU PerCent In on Apiculture and Forestry In on Apiculture of Net 1000 llliOOOCU 1000 

Prod.uctioa cu In CU Europe -too cu In CU Europe -100 

Ntmlutw Bwo~ 
51 Denmark 161,063 12,142 " 212 6,012 il8,154 113 275 

Finla.Dd 56,495 65 36,722 II 66 20,185 56,907 21 93 
Norway 37,296 59 19,394 26 9S 9,884 29,271 J9 IJO 
SW<dcn 119,094 57 67,1184 J6 IJO 23,616 91,570 41 159 

&steno Ewo~< 
Estonia 26,755 65 17,391 21 101 859 11,250 29 96 
LalYI& 49,285 62 .!0,557 JO 107 1,970 32,527 .n 104 
Lithuania 51,71J 67 34,641 Z1 76 954 35,602 21 71 
Poland 404,J+I 64 251,710 13 49 32,311 291,098 15 50 

Cntrtd Ewo,. 
Austria 101,907 62 6J,IIZ J6 IJO 11,700 74,112 43 140 
Bc:l1ium 112,606 50" S6,JOJ 47 172 3,256 59,559 50 165 
Czechoolonkla 216,123 55" 118,861 25 90 20,700 139,561 29 96 
Franao 198,537 ss• 494,195 4l lSI 43,222 5.17,417 47 156 
Germany 1,112,810 56 623,17 .. 47 171 68,589 691,763 52 172 
Luumboura 4,581 55• 2,520 JO 108 225 2,745 J2 107 
Netherla.Dda 159,905 46 73,556 51 187 3,668 7l,224 54 171 
Switzerland 75,159 56 42,019 47 170 3,240 45,329 50 166 

Bolkaru 
Albania 7,646 95" 7,264 9 3J 1,172 9,136 II 31 
Bulgaria 12,394 95° 78,274 19 70 3,367 11,641 20 66 
Greece 60,261 95 57,255 20 74 1,328 58,5113 21 68 
Hungary 148,196 66 91,271 2Z 10 4,590 102,861 2J 76 
Roumani& 272,311 71 212,401 16 59 21,780 234,181 II 59 
Turkey 169,773 95° 161,284 14 52 ZZ,Oza 

161,284 14 47 
Yuplnfa 175,752 90" 151,177 IS 54 110,205 17 56 

SotUiunt Ewo,. 
Italy 561,716 10" 449,373 25 91 29,700 479,073 27 81 
Portupl 67,261 90" 60,541 20 75 13,603 74,144 25 113 
Spain 448,199 10" J58,559 JO 110 10,323 368,812 31 103 

Brili.sl& l.sle1 
Ireland 62,640 10" 50,112 J2 117 346 50,451 J2 107 
England • Walet 290,544 53" 153,981 73 265 19,362 173,350 IZ 270 
Scotland 52,619 53 27,818 72 262 3,402 31,290 81 267 
N. Ireland 17,916 65" 11,645 31 114 1,260 12,905 J5 115 

USSR 1,907,773 95" 1,812,314 16 5I U7,000 1,929,314 17 56 
Total (E•cl.lTurkey 

and USSR 5 835 849 64 3 745 160 27 100 313 429 4 128 519 JO 100 

• Eshmated 
J. Tbe per capita CU and IDdcz number nlues have been rounded for preaentatlon, althouah computations were made on the buls of two decimal places for 

per capita CU nluet. 
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Net Production in Agriculture, F.ishimg, ~nd Forestry .. How-

t P 
and livestock production provtdes only an mcom-ever, ne cro . . . 

plete measure of relative income m. vtew of the pre~wusly ~oted 
fact that in some countries the agrtcultural population de~tves a 
substantial addit~onal income from fishing and forestry. I~ 1s now 

'bl to combine the adJ. ustments for the closest posstble ap-posst e . 
1 

. 
1
e 

proximation to the income of the agncultural popu a tion. 

Fig•n 12. Net Production in Agriculture, Fishing, and Forestry pe r Person 
Dependent on Agr iculture 

To the net crop and livestock production may be added tbe net 
index value of fishing and forestry. For the computation of the 
latter, costs are not readily available. Ignoring national differ
ences, which can only be of minor importance in view of the small 
fraction of total income derived from these sources in most coun
tries, it has been assumed somewhat arbitrarily that the produc-

a The calculation of net production still assumes a uniform schedule of agr i
cultural prices and neglect. price ratios between agricultural products and lndua
trlal product., part of the qu.allty differences, and some additiona l sources of In
come. Some of these would, probably, Improve the position of high-ranking conn
tria, while the effect of othera Is uncertain. T axes, rents, and Int erest have also 
been neglected, not only on the grounds that there are Insufficient d ata, but alao on 
tbe crounda that these may or may not be net charge• on agriculture. 
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~ion costs to be subtracted account for roughly 10 per cent of the 
mdex value of the raw products considered. Thus 90 per cent of 
the computed CU-values of forestry and fishing (as noted above) 
has been included as net income from these products. The results 
are. shown in column 6 of Table 5. The net total (agriculture, 
fishmg, and forestry) is shown in column 7, which is expressed on 
a per capita basis in column 8. The per capita values are again 
converted to index numbers relative to the European average in 
column 9. 

The index numbers are illustrated in Figure 12. Reference to 
Table 5 and Figure 12 indicates the following groups of countries 
in descending rank order: 

Over 275: Denmark. 
175-274.9: England and \Vales, Scotland, and Netherlands. 
125-174.9: Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Sweden, 

France, Austria, and Norway. 
100-124.9: Northern Ireland, Ireland, Luxembourg, Latvia, 

and Spain. 
75- 99.9: Estonia, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Italy, Portu

gal, and Hungary. 
50- 74.9: Lithuania, Greece, Bulgaria, Roumania, Yugo

slavia, USSR, and Poland. 
25- 49.9: Albania. 

A comparison of Figure 12 with Figure 5 indicates that the 
relative position of the countries undergoes two notable changes as 
a result of the inclusion of fishing and forestry and the calculation 
of costs of production. (1) In general, countries in Northern and 
Western Europe remain about the same or are reduced to a lower 
position, while the countries of Eastern and Southern Europe are 
generally raised in terms of the European average. (2) The two 
notable exceptions to this rule are Norway and Finland, the posi
tions of which are improved owing to the importance of income 
from fishing and forestry and despite relatively high production 
costs in agriculture ... Again, however, the general order is affected 
in only minor respects. What is more important is that the numer
ical order of the differences is substantially narrowed, since costs, 

u This summar;r overlooks man)' changes In index numbers, and minor changes 
In class Intervals. (Compare Table B, column 2, and Figure 6 witb Table 6, column 
9, and Figure 12.) 
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as already noted, bear most heavily on those countries with high 
production. 

The European regional pattern of differences in agricultural 
productivity is again vividly illustrated by these comparisons. 
With the exception of two small areas, Luxembourg and Albania, 
the net.income of the agricultural population falls off gradually 
but consistently the greater the distance from the lower North 
Sea. This pattern, it may be reasonably assumed, would have been 
even more evident had it been possible to construct an index for 
small districts. After the double adjustment of adding income 
from fishing and forestry and subtracting costs of production, the 
results conform in general with those derived from computing the 
total value of crop and livestock production alone. This con
formity indicates that the latter alone is probably a fairly reliable 
indicator of relative well-being of the agricultural population, but 
fiOI of the magnitude of the difference•. Thus, the data by small 
districts have some merit not only as indicating local differences in 
agricultural output, but also as representing at least in a rough 
way the relative per capita income differences in European agri
culture. 

The marked differences in per capita productivity in agricul
ture between the. various regions of the European continent, 
together with the previously noted differences in demographic 
situations and prospects, provide the background for further 
scrutiny of the economic position of the peoples of Eastern and 
Southern Europe. The following chapter begins that scrutiny 
with reference to the agricultural population and the conditions of 
agricultural production. 



CHAPTER III 

AGRICULTURAL POPULATION AND PRODUCTIVE 
ORGANIZATION 

THE demographic and economic significance of the regional dif
ferences outlined in the two preceding chapters may be approached 
by turning to the specific problems of support of a growing popu
lation on the land in Eastern and Southern Europe. The present 
chapter outlines first the relation between agricultural population 
and production, with particular reference to agricultural "over
population." Attention is then turned to the technological and 
organizational features of agricultural production, in an attempt 
both to determine the reasons for low productivity and to provide 
a key to possible means for improving the agricultural situation. 

People on the Land 

Because the agrarian regions of Eastern and Southern Europe 
combine high proportions of the total population dependent on 
agriculture and a low volume of agricultural production, these 
regions are frequently said to suffer from "overpopulation." It is 
worth while to examine briefly precisely what this may mean, and 
what significance it may have for future economic prospects ill 
these areas. 

The traditional Malthusian theory of population predicated an 
unstable balance between population size and food supply; the 
world was thought to be doomed to chronic maximum population 
at subsistence level, with population growth only restrained by 
various "natural checks," including starvation. Underpopulation 
could exist only briefly in a new country, since the population 
would quickly expand to the full extent made possible by existing 
resources. Present purposes do not require a review of the doc-

. trinal controversies in this field beyond the observation that a 
primary dynamic factor in the relation of population to resources 
is the level of technological development. A change in this develop
ment can, and constantly does, change the significant ratio of 
population to resources. For example, extremely rapid population 
growth in Western Europe in the last century was accompanied 
by rising levels of living, made possible by revolutionary changes 
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in agricultural technique and in the whole structure of modem 
economy. There are also other "middle terms" in the relation of 
population to resources, including productive organization, divi
sion of labor, the distributive system, and the standard of living 
considered appropriate. The view of population size itself as a 
biological variable is inadequate, since a variety of institutional 
controls enter into the determination of fertility and mortality. 
Thus a "Malthusian situation," strictly speaking, has never 
existed. 

Clearly untenable, therefore, is the conception of overpopula
tion as a greater number of people than the economy can support 
in some absolute sense. In the same absolute sense, those who are 
alive are obviously not part of the surplus. To discuss surplus 
population at all some standards of judgment must be introduced: 
health and longevity, full employment, or a "minimum" level of 
living. In aU of these cases the surplus may be viewed in relation 
to existing technology and social organization or in relation to 
some hypothetical or ideal modification of the social system. The 
question at issue then becomes, how many people can be supported 
or employed at some particular level in view of various relevant 
circumstances ?1 

Surplus population therefore is a relative notion, and one that 
can be assessed from various standards. Any program of rectifi
'cation must determine not only what surplus exists from some 
point of view, but also what circumstances are amenable to 
change. 

ltleamre1 of Overpopulation. Among the various standards that 
might afford a basis for measuring surplus population, three are 
of especial significance: population density, level of employment, 
and level of production or consumption. Each of these standards 
represents an attempt to relate population to "resources," with or 
without explicit assumptions about other relevant conditions. 

Reliance on population density as a measure of surplus popula
tion requires the assumption of some "reasonable" number of per
sons per unit of area, any higher density representing the amount 

1 Por • erltlque of the Malthusian position and restatement of population theory 
lee E. P. Penrooe, PoptJIGIIMo Th•orif• Gnd Their .ApplicalioA (Stanford Unl~ 
•enlty, Calif.: Pood Researeh Institute, 1984), Chap. I, "The Malthusian Theory''; 
Chap. 11, "The Inc:ome Optimum Population"; Chap. Ill, "The Welfare Optimum 
PopnlatloD." 
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of the surplus.• Although this procedure is statistically simple it is 
also arbitrary. It not only neglects completely the economic and 
technological organization and other "middle terms" that largely 
determine the carrying power of the land, but also poses the prob
lem of relating population to comparable areas. For example, any 
metropolitan community would represent an extreme overpopula
tion. The regions of Europe that have prospects for stable or de
clining populations and that have achieved high productivity per 
capita in agriculture, are by no means thinly settled. In fact, 
Northwestern Europe is not only the most densely populated part 
of the continent, as may be seen in Figure 13, but is one of the 
most thickly settled areas in the world. 

Figuro 18. Distribution of Population around 1930 
(Adapted from Sytlo•Wagnnl Methotlwcll•r Schulatlal, Courtesy of Ameriean 

Geographical Society.) 

• For example, see Royal Institute of International Aft'alrs, Agraria11 Probl...., 
from tho Baltic to tho 4ogoan (London: 1944), pp. 52-58; Royal Institute of Inter
national Aft'alrs, Information Department, South-EaotoTII Europo: .4 Bri6f Sur
r>oy, Paper No. 26 (London: Oxford University Press, 1940), pp. 7~76; Doreen 
Warriner, Economic• of Poa1ant Farming (London: Oxford University Preu, 
1989), Chap. 111, "Over-Population." 
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The difficulties in the interpretation of population densities 

remain even if the measure is confined to agricultural population 
and agricultural land. Thus, an agricultural area made up almost 
entirely of rough pastures can support a much smaller population 
than an area devoted to horticulture. 

The problem of comparable areas may be partially, but not 
completely, overcome by converting various types of land utiliza
tion to a common basis. Such a procedure was used to translate 
agricultural land into "arable equivalents," following the method 
suggested by J. Poniatowski.• The results for European countries, 
and for provinces or regions within the larger countries, are pre
sented in Appendix II. When related to the population dependent 
on agriculture, these converted land areas yield density figures of 
considerably greater comparability than would otherwise be pos
sible. These data are presented in Appendix II, Table 1, and 
mapped in Figure 14. Aside from the not insignificant technical 
problems of determining the appropriate value ratios among the 
various types of land use, the procedure assumes that either the 
productive value of arable land is equivalent in all regions or that 
the differences can be offset by technological developments. It is 
clear, for example, that even climatic disadvantages and low soil 
fertility can be offset by improved technology, although there can 
be no doubt that greater capital and managerial ability are 
required.• 

The densities of agricultural population, as portrayed in Figure 
14, are chiefly significant for what they do not reveal about levels 
of living or economic opportunity. Thus, although the regions of 
Eastern Europe are shown to have high densities, so do the Low 
Countries and considerable portions of Switzerland and the Scan
dinavian Peninsula. If these densities are compared with either the 
value of production per hectare of agricultural area or, more 

• Cited In International Institute of Agriculture, Populatioa and .dgricultvro, 
,.,;tl Bporial RoforOf&Ce to Agricultural Overpopulation, League of Nations, Euro
pean ~nf~rence on Rural Llf~ 1939, No.8 (Geneva: 1939), p. 21. 

• Tb11 pomt has been made, w:th perhaps undue emphasis, by Ellsworth Hunting· 
ton In hiJ "Agricultural Productivity and Pressure of Population," Annal• of the 
America• Academy of Political and Bocial Bcicnc1, 198: 73-92, July, 1938. 

In 1<eneral, the assumption that land used for similar purposes Is of similar 
quality (with the exception of pastures) overestimates the quality of the land, 
and particularly of arable land, where the 'i>ressure" of agricultural population 
leado to the bringing of land of low fertility under cultivation. In other words the 
t114rgito for productive land varies with th~ demand for that land. ' 
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Figurt 14.. Density of Agricultural Population per Square Kilometer of "Arable
Equivalent" Agricultural Land 

especially, the value per capita of farm population (see Figures 
6 and 9 in Chapter II), it is evident that density does not provide 
a sound basis for estimating population surpluses. At the most, it 
allows comparison between regions of similar economic structure 
by holding one factor, land utilization, fairly constant.• 

• The significance of population density, and therefore of available labor, is 
clearly relative to the situation with respect to other productive factors. To the 
point of the maximum utilization of these factors, additional labor may Increase 
output. Thus given levels of technology and economic specialisation set minimum 
as well as maximum limits to manpower requirements. This has been pointed out 
In the caae of Cucboslovak agriculture by H. BOker and F. W. von BUlow, Tile 
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The level of employment as a measure of oYerpopulation is no 

more adequate than a mechanistic view of the "oYercrowding" rep
resented by high densities of population. The evidence of variation 
in employment leYels corresponding with business cycles immedi
ately indicates that the volume of employment cannot be accepted 
as a pragmatic test of the employment capacity of an economy. 
The cause of unemployment may be a shortage of one or more of 
the other factors of production: capital, resources, or managerial 
ability. HoweYer, unemployment is frequently due to an ineffective 
distributiYe organization for marketing potential production or to 
occupational rigidities producing both labor shortages and labor 
surpluses. The measure has, if anything, even less merit with 
regard to the agricultural population.• The seasonal nature of 
labor demand, coupled with the fact that wage employment may be 
almost non-existent, places insurmountable barriers in the way of 
using agricultural unemployment statistics as indicatiYe of "too 
many people."' 

As in the measurement of overpopulation on the basis of employ
ment levels or labor requirements, the question of how many people 
could be supported at some "reasonabl~" level of living requires 
analysis of the whole organization of production and distribution. 
Thus, the factors of production may be genuinely lacking," or 

R•rtJl EzodfU ia Cucholloookia, International Labour Office, Studies and Reports, 
Series K, No. 13 (Geneva: 1935). Dolinski found agricultural population growth 
in Bulgaria accompanied by an increased, although lesser, intensification. (N. W. 
Dolinski, "Cber den Zusammenhang der BevOlkerungsvermehrung und der In· 
knsitiit der Landwirlscltaft in Bulgarien," .Jlrchiu fur Bozialwiu•nochaft .. .., 
Bozialpolitik, 53:608-624, June, 1930.) On the other hand, Klonov found In Czecho
slovakia that d•Cf'•cu .. in population increased yields. (Vladimir Klonov, '"Re
cherche statistique sur Ia relation entre Ia productivite agrlcole et Ia densite et Ia 
otructure de Ia population," Btatilticky Obzor, 18:81-46, March, 1937.) 

• See Colin Clark, Th• Conditio"" of Economic Progr••• (London: Macmillan 
and Co., 1940), pp. 227-230; Warriner, op. cit.; P. Lamartine Yates and D. War
riner, Food and Farming ift. Po•t-War Europe (London, etc.: Oxford University 
Press, 1948), Chap. IV, "Over-Population"; EcoJWmic D6f1tlopm~nt in 8. E. Eu.. 
rop• (London: PEP [Political and Economic Planning], 1945), pp. 88-89. 

• The measurement of agricultural unemployment Is especially difficult because 
&dual employees are likely to constitute very small proportions of the labor foree, 
and Uflidden unemployment" may be widespread among owners and tenants. Esti· 
mates of surplus labor on the basis of man-days required for the existing output 
must be at best extremely rough, and would be beset with many difficulties. Capital, 
land fertility, product structure, market organization, managerial ability, and di
Yision of labor would bave to be held constant or Included In the calculations. 

• The crucial factor In the productive system may be lack of capital, as will be 
noted In some detail in a later section of this chapter. The significance of capital 
abortage for agricultural overpopulation has been pointed out by Dolinski, loc. cit. 
See also Theodor Oberlander, "ObervOikerung In Ostmitteleuropa," Baltilclll 
Monat•h•fl•, 1933:375-382, JulyfAugust, 1933. 
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simply inefficiently used. In the latter case, changes in the economic 
or technological organization might increase the level of produc
tion and therefore, presumably, of per capita consumption. How
ever, a low level of living, for example among peasants or farm 
employees, may also partly reflect a highly unequal distribution, so 
that a seeming population surplus may be due less to the low total 
volume of output than to the proportion of that output available 
to cultivators. The measurement of overpopulation relative to a 
given volume of output thus requires assumptions both as to the 
productive and distributive systems and as to the per capita level 
of production or consumption selected as a standard.• 

Agricultural Production Per Capita as a Measure of Surplu1 
Population. The data on agricultural output by administrative 
districts in Europe, 1931-1935, presented in Chapter II supple
mented by Appendix I, allows calculation of the number of people 
that would be required to produce a given total production at a 
selected per capita level of productivity. If this calculated number 
is less than the actual agricultural population, a "surplus" popu
lation remains. Since this is a measure analogous to the "reason
able" level of living discussed above, the assumptions should be 
noted: (1) if the existing level of production is taken as the basis 
for calculation, the procedure does not indicate whether that pro
duction could be increased, and if so, by what means; (2) the 
"reasonableness" of the selected per capita level of productivity 
must be assumed. The significance of these assumptions is further 
discussed and partially tested in the following paragraphs. 

Because of the impressive differences between prosperous and 
poor agricultural regions of Europe, the selection of a "reason
able" standard is difficult. For example, the Danish per capita 
level, which is the highest in Europe, reflects a highly specialized 
and intensive agrarian regime, dependent upon German and espe
cially English urban markets. In no meaningful sense would such 
a level be reasonable for Sub-Carpathian Russia or Bessarabia. It 

• It Is to be emphasized that this standard Is also a variable and critical factor. 
This Is true not only for the Investigator who attempts to determine the existence 
and amount of surplus population, but also for the peoples of areas claimed to be 
suffering from "population pressure." In the latter case it is evident that the cru
cial question cannot be posed in terms of absolutes, but depends on the relation 
between existing levels and the standards or ideals there current. See Warren S. 
Thompson and P. K. Whelpton, "Levels of Living and Population Pressure," A,._ 
11411 of the AmericaA Academy of Political and Social Science, 198:93-100, July, 
1988. • 
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does appear, however, that the general European average is not 
an excessively high standard. With the exception only of Finland 
and Ireland, all of the N orthem and Western European countries 
are above the average. Of the Eastern and Southern countries, 
only Latvia and Czechoslovakia are slightly above the European 
average. When it is noted that Ireland, Estonia, and Czechoslo
vakia have per capita levels within 10 per cent of the European 
average, the standard seems fair.'0 

If the average European per capita product is taken as stand
ard, it may be divided into the index value of total production in 
each country to obtain an estimated number of people required to 
produce that product at that standard of productivity. This in tum 
provides the material with which to judge the size of the surplus 
agricultural population. Table 6 shows the estimated surpluses 
calculated on this basis, together with the proportions of the total 
agricultural population that the surpluses (or, in a few cases, 
deficits) represent.'' For countries as a whole, the percentages 
range from an 11 per cent deficit in Latvia, which is confirmed by 
an agricultural labor shortage, to an overpopulation amounting 
to 78 per cent in Albania, which has the lowest level of production 
in Europe. 

Under the assumption that a European average standard is 
reasonable, the countries of Eastern and Southeastern Europe 
have a surplus agricultural population of 45 per cent. By the same 
standard, the Southwestern Peninsulas have a redundant farm 
population of 23 per cent. This means that with no increase in 
production a substantial proportion of the rural population would 
have to find other employment in order for the remainder to 
achieve a European average level, or, approximately, that of 
Estonia. 

The percentages of agricultural overpopulation for each East
em and Southern European country, and for administrative dis
tricts in most countries, are mapped in Figure 15. By reference to 
Table 6 and Figure 15, the more important features of agricul
tural overpopulation, as here defined, may be noted for each 
country. It should be noted that "existing" production actually 
refers to the prewar period. 

10 See Appendix I, Table 18. 
11 Because, by the standard selected, nearly all of the Northern and Western 

countriea would be underpopulated, the tables and mapa showing overpopulation 
are c:onflned to those c:ountrlea primarily c:onaidered In the present otudy. 
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TABLE6 

"Standard" and "Surplus" Agricultural Populations, Eastern 
and So!Jthern Europe, around 1930, Assuming Existing Produc

tion and European Average Per Capita Level 

Population Agriculture Standard Popu- "Surplua" Population 
Dependent Net Production laUonAssuming 

Country Oil In European Per Number' 
and AIP'Iculture1 Crop UnltJI Capita Level• ooo·. Per Cent• 

ReatOD 000'• omitted OOO'a omitted 000'• omitted omitted 

(t) (2) (3) (4) (S) 

ALBANIA 800 7,646 171 622 77.7 

BULGARIA 4,088 12,394 1,9Zl 2,167 53.0 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 4,112 216,125 5,031 -226 --4.7 
Bohemia 1,627 107,969 2,517 --890 -54.7 
),foravla-Silesi& 1168 53,734 1,253 -285 -29.4 
Stovalda 1,797 46,923 1,094 703 .19.1 
Sub..Carpathlan Ruuia 419 7,499 175 244 58.3 

ESTONIA 626 26,755 624 2 .4 

GREECE 2,829 60,265 1,405 1,424 50.3 
Central Greece • Eub. 409 9,391 219 190 46.4 
Peloponnesoa 611 12,991 303 308 50.4 
Cyclades 51 691 16 35 68.1 
Ionian blands 116 1,555 36 10 68.8 
Thusaly 275 6,076 142 133 48.5 
Macedonia 7011 15,320 357 351 49.6 
Epin11 174 2,121 66 lOll 62.1 
c ..... 224 4,803 112 112 50.0 
Aegean Islands 105 2,597 61 44 42.3 
Westem Thrace I &I 3,999 93 90 49.1 

HUNGARY 4,472 148,1191 3,471 1,001 22.4 
Trantdanubla 1,641 65,113 1,519 122 7.4 
Great PlaiD 2,185 64,937 1,514 671 :!0.7 
North 646 18,771 431 201 32.2 

ITALY 17,953 561,726 13,094 4,859 27.1 
Plemonte 1,410 57,833 1,348 62 4.4 
LiiUrl& 296 10,281 240 56 19.0 
Lombardi a 1,647 66,351 1,.147 100 6.1 
Vene•la TridentJna 323 9,117 213 110 34.2 
Veneto 1,996 56,437 1,316 680 34.1 
Vened& Glulla e Zara 323 6,164 160 163 50.5 
Emilia 1,731 71,987 1,678 60 3.5 
Toec:ana 1,110 40,814 951 229 19.4 
Marche 710 22,452 523 187 26.3 
Umbrl& 410 13,202 308 10Z 24.9 
Luto 851 22,132 516 lJ5 .19.4 
Abruzd e Molt• 992 Zl,691 506 416 49.0 
Campanl• 1,290 34,409 102 4.'!8 37.1 
Pu1lle 1,293 28,314 660 633 49.0 
Lueanta 326 13,658 311 I 2.3 
Calabrie 9SI 21,269 496 455 47.9 

Sicilia 1,890 50,296 1,172 718 311.0 
Sardecn• 556 14,612 341 215 31.7 

LATVIA 1,036 49,285 1,149 --113 -10.9 

LITHUANIA 1,657 51,713 1,205 452 27.3 
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TABLE 6 (Continued) 

Population AKriculture Standard Popu-
Dependent ~et Production lationAssuming 

Country on in European Per 
and AgricultureS Crop Units.~ Capita Level• 

Rqlaa OXl's omitted OOO'a omitted OOO's omitted 

(I) (2) (J) 

POLAND 19,3<7 40o4,3..W 9,425 
Centnal 7,388 157,937 3,6.'2 
Eut 4,361 1!0,2-l.l 1,870 
South 5,892 95,729 2,231 
Wo:st . 1,705 70,4-40 1,64Z 

PORTUGAL> 2,954 67,269 1,56! 
Entre Minho e Dou.ro 5M 12,688 296 
T~lr40D.ta 28J 5,520 129 
II< in 934 16,244 379 
E.stremadura 649 19,248 449 
Alemtejo and Alprue 504 13,569 316 

ROUMANIA 13,069 272,311 6,348 
Old Kin&dom, 6,363 132,547 3,090 
Bessanbia 2,466 47,964 1,111 
BukoriDa 595 11,573 270 
Transylnnia 3,645 10,234 1,870 

SPAIN 11,164 441,199 10,«1 
Galalco-Asturlca 1,697 57,573 11,342 
\o'ua:mpdas y Nanrra 461 19,43$ 453 
Castilla Ia Vida 806 34,629 107 
An .,On 576 28,180 657 
Catalufia 903 42,732 996 
Vaknd:& 941 37,976 885 
Murcia 497 19,813 462 
Andaluda 2,734 77,631 1,810 
E:dremadura 711 24,256 565 
Castilla Ia Nevwa 1,2.13 41,852 1,139 
l.eOD 941 4l,SN> 969 
Boleans lSI 6,545 153 
Canariaa 192 9,017 210 

YUGOSLAVIA 10,629 175,752 4,097 
Dn..U 616 11,031 234 
Drinsb 1,258 ·~.934 «I 
Duna..U 1,779 53,027 1,236 
Mon..U 1,2.'1) 17,501 408 
Primonka 747 6,937 162 
Sa ..&a 2,026 l.J,I!47 789 
Vardanlt& 1,226 1<4,878 347 
Vmult& 910 12,244 2•5 
Zdslta 756 7,876 184 
Jleocrad 10 470 11 

• Percentages are computed from unrounded figures. 
• Sourc:e: Appendil< I, Table 18. 
1 /bid. 

"Surplus" Population 

Number' 
ooo·a Per Cent• 

omitted 

(4) (5) 

9,922 51.3 
3,706 50.2 
2,491 57.1 
3,661 62.1 

63 3.7 

1,386 46.9 
288 49.4 
154 54.5 
555 59.5 
200 30.9 
188 37.Z 

6,721 51.4 
3,273 51.4 
1,341 54.7 

325 54.7 
1,775 48.7 

1,417 11.9 
355 20.9 

7 1.6 
-1 .... 1 

-.'II ...l\4.0 
--"3 -10.3 

ss 5.9 
56 7.1 

924 l.J.I 
153 21.3 
94 7.7 

-20 -2.1 
6 3.7 

-II --').5 

6,532 61.5 
452 65.9 
117 64.9 
543 30.5 
622 66.1 
5115 78.4 

1,2J7 61.1 
879 71.7 
625 68.6 
572 75.7 
-I --').6 

• C<>lumn 8 represents column 2 divided by 42.9, the European average per 
capita Yalue of a-"'icultural production, expressed In Crop Units. 

• C<>lumn 8 oubtracled from column 1. C<>mpu!Rtion made before rounding. 
• Portuguese data refer uniformly to the "C<>ntinente," thua excluding "llhaa." 
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A. EASTERN AND SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE 

EsTONIA. Having almost exactly the European per capita level 
of agricultural production, Estonia appears to have almost no 
surplus agricultural population, even with existing production. 

LATVIA. Latvia has developed both specialized agriculture and 
extensive trade, and appears here as underpopulated in the sense 
that per capita productivity is above the European average and 
that a larger agricultural population with existing product would . 
still allow a "reasonable" per capita productive level. 

LITHUANIA. Of the Baltic States, only Lithuania is clearly asso
ciated with the Eastern European pattern. With an agricultural 
surplus population, amounting by present computations to over 
27 per cent, it has in the past supplied migratory farm laborers for 
East Prussian and Latvian farms. 

PoLAND. In Poland agricultural overpopulation reaches major 
proportions. Although Figure 15 shows all of Poland except the 
western provinces as falling in the highest category, Table 6 indi
cates that Central Poland barely exceeds 50 per cent surplus, 
whereas South Poland, which has one of the densest agricultural 
populations in all Europe, has a surplus amounting to 62 per cent. 

CzECHOSLOVAKIA. The four principal regions of Czechoslovakia 
provide the classic example of transition from Western to Eastern 
European economic development. Bohemia, with a level of agri
cultural production considerably above the European average, is 
shown on the map as underpopulated; indeed the "rural exodus" 
had become a problem in the interwar period. Moravia-Silesia is 
nearer the average. The eastern provinces of Slovakia and Sub
Carpathian Russia show an orderly progression to a large surplus 
population. For the country as a whole, however, the deficit in the 
west slightly more than offsets the surplus in the east. 

RouMANIA. Of the four major regions of Roumania, only 
Transylvania in the west falls slightly below 50 per cent over
population in agriculture. All of the regions are very similar with 
respect to level of production, the northern regions (Bukovina 
and Bessnrabia) having slightly larger surplus populations than 
the rest of the country. 

HuNGARY. The Hungarian Great Plain and the North are 
shown to have a redundant population of considerable proportions 
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in view of existing per capita production, whereas Transdanubia 
has only a slight excess. 

YuGoSLAVIA. Every province except that of the Danube (Du
navska) and the small area around Belgrade has over a 50 per 
cent surplus of agricultural population. The two most overpop
ulated provinces are those of Primorska and Zetska. 

BuLGARIA. Although not broken down by provinces, the country 
as a whole has a surplus agricultural population of 53 per cent. 

ALBANIA. Albania, with the lowest level of production of any 
country in Europe, would require less than one-fourth of its pres
ent population to produce at the European per capita level. 

GREECE. The country as a whole has an excess population on 
the land amounting to just over 50 per cent. The per capita levels 
of agricultural production, and therefore the calculated popula
tion surpluses, are fairly uniform throughout the country, the 
highest surpluses (over 60 per cent) being in Epirus, the Cyclades, 
and the Ionian Islands, the lowest (under 45 per cent) in the 
Aegean Islands. 

B. SOUTHWESTERN PENINSULAS 

ITALY. Figure 15 duplicates, with minor exceptions, the familiar 
progression from the more prosperous regions of the North to the 
poorer areas of the South. Every province has, however, some ex
cess agricultural population, however slight. The provinces at the 

.head of the Adriatic, especially Venezia Giulia e Zara which ad-
joins Yugoslavia, appear to follow the Eastern European pattern. 
The small surplus shown for Lucania in the South (2.3 per cent) 
is somewhat surprising. 

PoRTUGAL. The extent of the surplus in the several districts of 
Portugal seems to fall within a fairly narrow range, with some 
apparent tendency for the excess to be larger in the north, an area 
predominantly characterized by small holdings. However, the 
northern coastal region around Porto, which is the chief wine 
center, shows a slightly smaller surplus population than the other 
two northern districts. 

SPAIN. The regions of Spain show greater diversity in per capita 
agricultural productivity than those of any other country consid
ered here. This is reflected in the estimates of surplus population 
illustrated in Figure 15. Aragon and Cataluna have farm popula-



Pigure 15. Surplus Ag ricultural P opula tion in E astern and Southern Europf', 
Assuming Existing Production a nd European A verage Per Capita Level 
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tion deficits, by the standard adopted here, running over 10 per 
cent. The north central regions (Castilla Ia Vieja and Leon) also 
appear as underpopulated, although in smaller proportion. The 
Basque provinces and Navarra (Vascongadas y Navarra), the 
eastern coastal regions (Valencia and Murcia), the Balearic Is
lands, and New Castille have excess farm populations of less than 
10 per cent. Galicia and the Asturias on the northwest coast, and 
Extremadura in the southwest show greater surpluses, which are 
not surprising in view of the known characteristics of the regions. 
The high surplus shown for Andalucia (33.8 per cent) should be 
noted, however, since it indicates that a region generally favored 
by climatic conditions and soils still would require only two-thirds 
of its actual farm population with existing production and a 
"reasonable" per capita level. As pointed out in Chapter II, there 
is some reason to believe that the Spanish production figures are 
too high, in which case the calculated population surpluses should 
be larger. 

If one were to assume the higher French per capita level of agri· 
cultural production (which is still below that of Switzerland, Ger• 
many, Belgium, Netherlands, Scotland, England and Wales, and 
Denmark), the amount and percentages of overpopulation in the 
agrarian economies would be proportionally increased. The data 
comparable to those in Table 6, but with a French per capita level, 
are given in Appendix II, Table 2. Every district of Ea~tern a:td 
Southern Europe is below the French per capita level, and thus 
has an agricultural overpopulation by that standard. It is not 
proposed that the French per capita level, which partly refled·s a 
static or declining population, would be a "reasonable" standard 
for Eastern and Southern Europe in the predictable future. More
over, the poor quality of pastures in many of the agrarian coun- · 
tries militates against some types of livestock production, which is 
ordinarily of higher value per unit of labor than is, for example, 
cereal production. It is, however, suggested that the numerical 
extent of overpopulation under the assumption of a French per 
capita level of productivity confirms the conservatism of the pre
vious estimates.11 

u Theoe eatlmatee are, of c:ourae, 1tlll higher than the frequent and undoeu
mented a11ertlou that the 1urpln1 amountl to one-third of the agricultural popu
lation. 
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Further confirmation of the conservative character of the esti

mates appears from the fact that the population and production 
figures express the situation in the early part of the 1930's. These 
are areas of rapid population growth, and there is no evidence that 
agricultural production is expanding at an equal rate, or that the 
pace of urbanization was sufficiently rapid to draw off enough of 
the rural population to reduce or even to maintain the ratio of 
people to product. 

The estimates of agricultural overpopulation have up to this 
point rested simply on a calculation of the number of people re
quired to produce present agricultural output, at a standard per 
capita level. It may, however, be objected that it is precisely the 
inefficient state of agricultural technology that is the crux of the 
problem in the Eastern and Southern agrarian regions. From this 
it would follow that an improvement in agricultural production 
would provide the necessary means for supporting the farm popu
lation at some "reasonable" level. This general point is examined 
in some detail in the following chapter. However, at this juncture 
it may be instructive to estimate how large a farm population could 
be supported at some selected per capita level of production were 
the efficiency of land utilization raised to that prevalent in some 
more prosperous area. 

As in the case of the selection of a "reasonable" per capita level, 
the choice of some standard of land utilization is hazardous, and 
of course arbitrary. The calculation of roughly comparable areas 

, only partly removes the hazard, for it leaves untouched the com
plex factors in agricultural production: climate, soil fertility for 
comparable land uses, technology, transportation, capital, and 
markets. The problem remains one of selecting a standard of land 
utilization with some chance of being achieved if appropriate 
measures are taken.11 

The standard here selected is that of the French agricultural 
productivity per hectare. Without arguing the case in detail, the 
following considerations seem to support the selection: (1) France 

11Jn general, It seems likely that climatic factors operate somewhat to the dis
advantage of Southern and Eastern Europe, and that a redundant farm population 
has brought marginal lands Into cultivation. Thus, the "standard" productivity of 
an arable-equivalent unit may overrate aomewhat the productivity of lands In the 
agrarian economies unless exceptional measurea are taken In the way of capital 
and technique. This qualification would serve to make the estimated population 
IUrpluses on the basis of atandardized production unduly conservative. 
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represents an extensive agricultural area, with fairly wide ranges 
in climate, soil composition, and the like. (2) French farms, in 
comparison with those of other Western European countries, are 
not heavily capitalized. (3) French agriculture is not dependent 
on an unusually favorable external market situation, as are, for 
example, the Low Countries and Denmark. (4) Finally, the 
French productivity per hectare is lower than that of any of the 
Northern and \Vestern European countries except Finlanti, and 
also lower than that of Czechoslovakia and Latvia. In fact, the 
French productivity per unit of area is only slightly abovl' the 
European average ... 

The procedure used for estimating surplus farm populations 
under changed conditions of agricultural production is to apply 
the French value of agricultural land to comparable land areas in 
Eastern and Southern Europe. This calculation yields a "stand
ardized" production figure that is greater than the actual pro
duction in all areas falling short of the French standards of land 
utilization. The standardized production may then be used for 
computing the population required to produce that amount, as
suming some "reasonable" per capita level, as in the previous case. 
Table 7 shows the standardized production, the agricultural pop
ulation that could be supported at the European per capita level 
with the standardized production, the computed surplus, and the 
percentage the surplus represents of the total agricultural popu
lation. The percentages are mapped in Figure 16, which may be 
compared with Figure 15. 

It is clear from an examination of Table 7 and Figure 16 that 
· if these strictly defined "optimum" conditions of production are 
assumed, there would still remain a substantial surplus agricul
tural population in Eastern and Southern Europe. A comparison 
of the two estimates of overpopulation reveals a number of areas, 
however, where more efficient land utilization would allow the 
existing agricultural population to produce at European per 
capita levels. This is notably true in major portions of Italy, 

u Aa ahown In Table 7, the French figure Is 26.8 Crop Unlta per hectare of 
arable-equivalent land. The European average Is 24.1. These ligures, as well as the 
ranking of the countries noted above, are derived from the index value of agri
c:uitural production (see Appendix I, Table 18) related to the arabl~qulvalent 
agrlc:uitural area, u ahown In Appendix II, Table 1. 
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"Standard" and "Surplus" Agricultural Populations, Eastern 
and Southern Europe, around 1930, Assuming French Productiv
ity per Hectare of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land and 

European Per Capita Level 

Standard 
Standard Population 

Agricultural with 
Pmduction Standard "Surplus'' PopulaUoa 

Total Agrl- Assuming Production 
Country aDd Res!OD cultural Area: French Yield Assumin1 

Hectares of per Hectare Europe:~nper 
Arable- In Crop Capita 

Equivalentsl Unital Level• Numbert 
000'• 000'1 OOO'o ooo·. PerCen~ 

omitted omitted omitted omitted 

(1) (2) (8) (4) (3) 

Albania 434 U,94o0 278 322 611.8 

Bulgaria 4,287 112,748 2,628 1,460 su 
Czechoslovakia 6,929 182,233 4,248 36~ 11.7 

Bohemia \ '2,863 75,350 1,756 -129 -7.9 
Moravia-Silesla 1,579 41,328 968 0 0 
Slovakia 2,123 33,888 1,803 494 27.1 
Sub-Carpathian Russia 859 9,442 220 199 47.11 

Estonia 1,618 42,553 992 -ll66 -158.11 

Greece 8,264 85,8~ 2,001 828 29.8 
Greece Centr. & Eub. 347 14,386 885 74 18.1 
Peloponnesos 360 14,728 843 268 48.9 
Cyclades 34 1,420 83 18 85.8 
Ionian Islands 34 1,420 83 83 '11.8 
Tbessaly 470 12,361 288 -18 -.7 
Macedonia 938 24,538 372 136 19.2 
Epirus 156 4,103 96 78 44.8 
Crete 139 4,182 97 127 36.7 
Aegean Islands 86 2,262 33 32 49.3 
Western Tbraee 244 6,417 130 83 18.0 

Hungary 7,083 186,288 4,842 180 2.9 
Transdanubla 2,661 69,984 1,631 10 .8 
Great PlaiD 8,491 91,818 2,14o0 45 2.1 
North 981 24,485 3'11 73 11.0 

Italy 83,618 884,022 20,607 -2,654 -14.8 
Piemonte 2,947 77,306 1,807 -ll97 -28.2 
Liguria 931 23,011 388 -287 -97.0 
Lombardi a 2,868 62,278 1,432 193 11.8 
Venezia Trident. 2,010 32,868 1,282 -909 -28U 
Veneto 2,479 65,198 1,320 476 28.8 
Venezia Giulla e z. 1,074 28,246 658 -aM -108.1 
Emilia 2,469 .64,935 1,1114 224 12.9 
Toscana 8,384 94,259 2,197 -1,017 -au 
Marche 1,008 26.310 618 92 18.0 
Umbria 1,181 29,743 693 -283 -159.0 
Lazio 2,097 35,131 1,286 ~3 -151.1 
Abruzzl e MoUse 1,694 44,552 1,089 -7 -.1 
Campania 1,611 42,369 988 802 28.4 
Pug lie 1,694 44,3~2 1,039 234 19.8 
Lucanla 928 24,406 869 -2~ -7U 
Calabrle 1,985 80,891 1,186 -285 -24.7 
Sicilia 2,804 60,1195 1,412 478 25.8 
Sardegna 1,8211 84,953 Bill -2611 ~-fl 
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TABLE 7 (Continued) 

Standard 
Standard Populatloll 

All!'icultural with 
"Surplua" Populatiou Production Standard 

Total Al!l'l· Auuminc Production 
Coati')' and Rcaioa. cultural Area: FnnchYleld Auuminl 

HectaftS~ per Hec:tare European per 
Arable- lnC:f Capita 

Equivalentsl Uni Level• Number' 
000'1 OOO'o OOO'o OOO'o Per Cent• 
omit~ omittM omitted omitted 

(1) (2) (8) (4) (II) 

Latvia 1,639 48,108 1,005 81 8.0 

Lithuania 8,1111 81,9215 1,910 -258 -15.8 

Poland 22,270 585,701 18,653 5,694 29.4 
Central 8,610 226,448 5,278 2,110 28.6 
East 5,804 152,646 8,558 808 18.4 
South 4,799 126,214 2,942 2,950 50.1 
West 8,058 80,W 1,875 -170 -10.0 

Portugal• 5,967 156,982 . 8,658 -704 -28.8 

Roumania 16,401 431,846 10,0511 8,014 23.1 
Old Kingdom 7,968 209,1158 4,8811 1,478 28.2 
Besaarabia 8,1139 93,076 2,170 295 12.0 
BukoYina 408 10,730 250 646 58.0 
Tranayl'I'Bnla 4,4811 117,982 2,750 895 2U 

Spain 84,921 981,422 21,408 -0,1144. -80.4 
Galalc:o-Asturlu 1,663 43,787 1,020 677 89.9 
v...,.,ngadasyNanrra 888 28,854 544. -88 -18.0 
Castilla Ia Vleja 2,436 65,882 1,1124 -718 -89.1 
Arag6n 2,477 65,145 1,1119 -043 -163.7 
Cataluila 2,745 72,220 1,683 -780 -8U 
Valeaela 2,1124 66,881 1,547 -806 -64.4 
Murcia 2,245 59,044. 1,876 -879 -176.9 
Andaluda 7,468 196,277 4,1175 -1,841 -87.8 
Extremadura 2,8211 '74,298 1,782 -1,014 -141.2 
Castilla Ia N ueYa 5,793 1112,856 8,5111 -2,818 -188.0 
Le6n 8,108 81,740 1,9011 -8117 -10o.9 
Balearea 476 12,1119 292 -184 -84.8 
Canarlu 228 11,996 140 52 27.1 

Yugoslavia 10,614. 279,143 6,507 4,122 88.8 Dr.,.ska 619 16.280 879 807 44.8 
Drlnska 1,20'7 81,744 740 1118 41.2 
Dun&Yska 2,609 68,617 1,1199 IRO 10.1 
Mora•ska 1,088 28,438 664 1166 411.0 
Prlmorska 629 16,1143 886 861 43.8 So'I'Ska 1,180 81,084 728 1,808 64.8 
Vardarska 1,166 80,666 715 1111 41.7 Vrbaska 897 28.1191 1150 860 89.6 Zetska 804 15,8811 870 888 111.1 Beograd 20 1126 12 -2 -20.0 

• Percentages are eomputed from unrounded llgurea. · 
• Soar"" 1 A ppendlx II, Table 1. 
• The French produetl1'1ty per arable-equlnlent hectare Ia 26.8 Crop Unlto. (See 

Appendix I, Table 18, and Appendix 11, Table 1.) Column ll repreoento eolumn 1 
multiplied by 26.8. 

• The European aYeral!" leYel of produetlon per capita Ia 42.8 Crop Unite. Column 
8 represento eolumn 2 diYided by 42.9. 

• Actual agrl~tural populations (g!Yen In Table 8 and Ia Appeadlx I, Table 
18), leas 1tandard populations ao giYen In column 8. 

• Data on Jan4 uWiaaUon are not anllable for proYia..,. Ia Portugal. 
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Figur~ 16. Surplus Agricultural Population in Eastern and Southern Europe, 
Assuming "Standard" Production and European Average Per Capita Level 
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Spain, and Portugal. 11 In Spain, for example, land utilization at 
the moderate French level would allow a per capita value of pro
duction appreciably higher than the European average in all 
sections except Galaico-Asturica in the northwest. Italy and 
Portugal would have a national per capita production higher than 
the European average, although in the former case at least there 
would remain a number of provinces with surplus population. For 
the Southwestern Peninsulas as a whole, the deficit in agricultural 
population under these assumptions would amount to 35 per cent. 

Even in the heavily populated areas of Eastern and Southeast
ern Europe, increased productivity per hectare would substantially 
reduce the calculated surplus population. For the area as a whole, 
the assumption of increased production reduces the surplus from 
the previously computed 45 per cent to 35 per cent. 

Actually the application of a single standard of land utilization, 
a standard that is itself a statistical artifact, oversimplifies the 
situation with respect to areas where substantial improvement in 
population-product ratios might be made. The assumption is 
really two-fold: (a) that the "arable equivalents" are actually 
equal in intrinsic productivity, and (b) that the areas are there
fore equally amenable to improvement. To the extent that either 
assumption cannot be fully supported, the possibility arises that 
some of the areas with greater surpluses can be improved more 
than those with smaller redundant population. However, Figure 16 
shows more clearly than Figure 15 the areas of high concentration 
of agricultural population in relation to both land resources and 
production. Without repeating a summary, country by country, 
the areas that call for special comment may be noted. The areas of 
greatest surplus are shown to be South Poland; Bukovina in 
Roumania; the provinces of Savska and Zetska in Yugoslavia; 
Ionian Islands and Crete in Greece; and Albania. A few. areas, 
such as Latvia and the regions of Bohemia and Moravia-Silesia 
in Czechoslovakia, have existing levels of land utilization higher 
than that of the French, and would have smaller population 
deficits or actual surpluses if reduced to the French standard. 

11 It b unfortunate that regional differences cannot be shown In the case of 
Portugal owing to the absence of any data on land utilization for the nrlouo 
provlnceo. In view of the differences In per capita level Indicated In Appendix 1, 
Table 18 and In Figure 6, however, It b reasonable to auppose that considerable 
Internal nrlatlon would be found. 
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. For purposes of comparison, the same procedure was followed 

under the assumption of a French per capita level of production 
rather than the European'average. These results are presented in 
Appendix II, Table 3, and may be compared with Appendix II, 
Table 2. Since the assumption of a French level of land utilization 
reduces the surplus population from that computed on the basis 
of existing production, but the assumption of the French per 
capita level of distribution increases the surplus over that com
puted at the European average, it is not surprising that the per
centages of surplus population presented in Appendix II, Table 3, 
are very close to those presented in Table 6 above.11 

Surplus Agricultural Populations and Demographic Prospect&. 
The problem of supporting a large population on the land is not 
one that will disappear in the immediate future through demo
graphic changes. As noted in Chapter I, Eastern, and to a lesser 
extent Southern, Europe are in a period of population growth 
comparable to that in Western Europe during the last eentury. 
Assuming the continuance of past trends in birth and mortality 
rates based upon European experience as a whole, the eleven coun
tries here included as Eastern Europe would show a total increase 
in population by 1970 of almost 17 million. This amounts to an 
increase of almost 15 per cent over the population of 1940." Under 
the same assumptions, the three countries of Southern Europe 

•• It may be noted that the use of the doubly standardized population flgurea 
amounts to a standard density of agricultural population per square kilometer of 
agricultural land. Assuming a European average per capita level, this standard 
density amounts to 69.6; with a French per capita level, it is 28.8, which Is the 
actual French density (see Appendix II, Table 1). In view of the well-known 
demographic situation In France, the former would appear to be the more reason
able figure. It Is somewhat lower than the standard densities assumed by the 
writers of the Royal Institute of International Affairs, Committee on Reconstruc
tion, Economic and Statistical Seminar, No. 9, where comparable land areas are 
computed by a method similar to the one used in the present study. However, It is 
not evident from the cited study what method was used for arriving at a standard 
density, or why, in view of the presumed comparability_ of agricuitur~l areas, It 
should be necessary to vary the standard density for different countr1ea from a 
low of 60 per square kilometer to a high of 80. • 

IT The projected populations, and subsequent references to proJeCted population 
eompositlon are derived from a previous monograph in the present series: Frank 
W. Notestein, Irene B. Taeuber, Dudley Kirk, Ansle! J. ~ale, and Louise K. 
Kiser, Tlat Futur• PopulatioA of Europt and 1/at So'DUI U1110R (Geneva: LeaJ!.'Ue 
of Nations 1944). See especially Chap. V, "Manpower," and Chap. VIII, "The 
Next Decades." The basic data are given by country In ib_id~ Appendix IV, "Popu
lation Projections for Europe and the U.S.S.R. at F1ve-Year Intervals, 19<10-
1970." The totals for Eastern and Southern Europe, total population and those of 
working agea (15-66), are reproduced In Appendix II, Table 6 of the pr ... ,.. otwly. 
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would show an increase of almost 9 million by 1970, or nearly 12 
per cent over the 1940 population. 

In certain respects the problems of a growing population will 
be made even more acute in view of the probable changes in the 
composition of the population attendant on increasing size. Declin
ing fertility will slow the rate of growth as compared with past 
decades, but growth will continue to 1970 and beyond. Declining 
fertility will not affect the size of the labor force at least until 
around 1960. The labor force of 1955 is already born. On the 
other hand, declining fertility coupled with an earlier decline in 
mortality will increase the proportion of the total population in 
working ages. Thus, although the projected population of Eastern 
Europe in 1970 shows an approximate increase of 17 million, those 
in the working ages (15-64) will increase by some 20 million, 
exclusive of war losses, or an increase of almost 28 per cent over 
the number in that age group in 1940. Similarly, the projected 
increase of about 9 million in total population in Southern Europe 
may be compared with an increase of almost 12 million in those 
ages from which the labor force is drawn. The latter represents an 
increase of 24 per cent over the 1940 population of those ages. 

From the foregoing it is clear that the probable future trends in 
population size and composition in Eastern and Southern Europe 
signify (a) a "favorable" ratio between active and dependent 
population, but (b) an increasing strain on the economic organi
zation not only to support an increasing population, but to provide 
a disproportionate increase in economic opportunity in the form of 
employment for the labor force.'" 

Although the foregoing projections could not distinguish the 
growth patterns of agricultural and non-agricultural populations, 
their significance for agrarian economies is clear. Even were future 
increases only proportional to present ratios between what may be 
called rural and urban populations, the inelasticity of agricultural 
resources and of effective demand for agricultural products would 
impose the larger burden on land utilization. Two further consid
erations serve to augment that burden. One, which has already 
been noted in some detail, is that by any one of several standards 
most agrarian economies are already faced with an agricultural 

uSee (bid1 especially Chap. V. See also Frank W. Notesteln, "Some Implleatlon1 
of Population Change for Post-War Europe," Procooding1 of eho .d moricaa Philo
oophieal Borii!J, 87 •165-174<, Auguat, 19~. 
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overpopulation of substantial proportions. The second is that the 
projected declines in birth rates for countries as a whole will 
undoubtedly take place mostly in urban and industrial centers, 
and only gradu~lly extend to rural areas. In other words, if pat
terns ah.nost umve1·sally observable elsewhere are followed, a dis
proportional share of the projected increases in popuhltion will 
be contributed by the agricultural populations. Only by substan
tial migration to the cities can that burden be reduced. 

War losses in the Eastern European countries and Italy, and 
the losses attendant upon civil war and slow reconstruction in 
Spain, will reduce the total number of people below that projected 
without taking such losses into account. There is no a priori reason, 
however, for supposing that these losses will substantially improve 
the ratio of product to population. The destruction of agricultural 
capital-including buildings, tools and machinery, orchards, vine
yards, and livestock-may for a time in certain areas at any rate 
offset any reduction in the number of cultivators." 

Although any temptation to deal in absolutes must be avoided, 
it seems safe to assert that for the present and foreseeable future 
the relation of population to land in Eastern and Southern Europe 
places great significance on the organization of agricultural pro
duction. It is accordingly to the characteristics of agricultural 
organization that attention must next be turned. 

Characteristic• of Agricultural Organization 

The productivity of the agricultural worker or the economic 
well-being of the agricultural family is a function of many vari
ables, including climate, soil, agrarian technique, and so on. But 
the relation of cultivators to the hlnd is also a function of how the 
land and its product are distributed. An understanding of the 
property system is accordingly a fundamental prerequisite for an 
appreciation of the characteristics of agricultural production. 

Property, Tenure, and Labor Relation•. Property and division 
of labor clearly are of cardinal importance in determining the 
actual organization of agricultural production and distribution. 
For example, the share of produce remaining to the cultivator is 
a result of proprietary claims to capital and services. If land is 

1t Notesteln and Others, op. eit., Chap. III, "The Demographic Effects of War 
and Their Relation to Population Projections," and PP• 167-168. 
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held privately and cultivated by a family group, the share of the 
product available for the cultivator is reduced only by taxation 
and charges for credit, for which commensurate services may be 
Teceived. A tenant, on the other hand, must give up a fixed amount 
or proportional part of the product to the landlord. Landless agri
Cultural workers ordinarily have no direct claim upon the product 
that is partly the result of their labors, but only a claim upon 
compensation for services. 

The technological and economic organization of agriculture is 
likewise intimately related to the distribution of rights to the soil. 
Thus, the size of the productive unit under unified control partly 
determines the amount of capital that can be productively used 
for technological improvements. In some cases, even if owners of 
small plots could afford to purchase equipment its use would be 
scarcely feasible. It is virtually impossible for small farms acting 
independently to undertake irrigation, control of pests, or exten
sive drainage. Lack of capital and bargaining power may also 
place the cultivator of a small plot at a disadvantage in marketing 
his product. He must ordinarily sell at the time of the harvest, 
rather than hold his produce for higher prices. Even the motiva
tion to increase efficiency depends partly on the distribution of 
resulting benefits. A temporary tenant may see little value in 
preserving land fertility, or adding to the immovable capital of the 
farm. A share tenant who must pay his rent in readily marketable 
crops may be actively dissuaded by the landlord from diversifica
tion and increased· self-sufficiency. A large supply of landless 
workers may inhibit the adoption of labor-saving methods of 
cultivation, not simply by active intervention, but also by the sim
ple fact that their labor may be hired at less cost than the price of 
machinery. 

Two further aspects of land tenures are of special significance 
for the organization of agricultural production. The first is the 
unification or division of rights in the same land, or, in other words, 
the type of ownerahip. Despite numerous combinations and grada
tions, several types stand out: private, feudal, and communal 
ownership. The second aspect of land tenure is closely related to 
the first; it is the labor •y•tem that stems from the nature of prop
erty rights. Private ownership, if sufficiently equalitarian and if in 
1ufficiently small units, may entail an essentially familial organi-
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zation of production. This is peasant proprietorship in the strict 
sense. Private ownership with considerable concentration of land 
holdings in units larger than a single family can cultivate requires 
tenancy or wage labor. Feudal ownership tends to make labor 
assignments flow directly from the proprietary position, and in
deed to be a part of that position. The labor system associated 
with communal ownership must depend on the organization of the 
kinship unit, village, or governmental unit exercising the effective 
control of production. 

The prevailing modes of land tenure and the agricultural labor 
systems in Eastern Europe owe much to the agrarian reforms 
undertaken in the interwar period. Some areas in Eastern Europe 
have experienced earlier agrarian reforms as well, while Hungary 
and the Southern European countries have had no redistribution 
of land of comparable extent. Although in a very few cases the 
agrarian reforms were sufficiently sweeping to wipe the slate vir
tually clean, in each of the countries the actual property and 
labor systems incorporate features retained from earlier periods.'" 

A classification of land property systems is given in Appendix 
III, where also the agricultural property and labor arrangements 
in each of the countries of Eastern and Southern Europe are sur
veyed. An examination of the actual variations in these important 
institutional arrangements indicates the hazard of making sweep
ing generalizations. Nevertheless, the more salient features of the 
productive organization of agriculture in these areas may be noted 
here, while observing the caution that each national system is in 
many respects unique and that future developments must certainly 
take into account previous patterns. Without a recognition of the 
actual problems on a national or regional basis, a general state
ment must also be an unrealistic one. 

It should be noted that the present summary refers to the inter
war period. The new governments in Eastern Europe have Already 
introduced additional changes in land tenures since the close of 

•• The agrarian reforms have, for the most part, simply added another set of 
tenure prin<iples to those previously existing. Although quantitatively and quali
tatively of great lmportan<e, the lands affe<ted by the reforms did not <omprlse 
the total territory of any state. It Is neoessary to bear these fads in mind In view 
of the perslsten<e of the oversimplified view that <omplete uniformity of land 
tenures exists since the refonns were undertaken. See, for example, "Land Tenure; 
Eastern Europe and Near East," EacyclopodiG of lho SociGl St:Nac11, 9: 99-lOCI. 
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the Second World War. The general direction of these changes 
seems to be similar to that of earlier reforms. 

The agrarian reforms that were introduced during and after the 
First World War in nearly all of the countries of Eastern Europe 
did not create a uniform property system but did tend in a com
mon direction: the spread of individual peasant proprietorship at 
the expense of large estates. Feudal tenures, with only minor modi
fications, had persisted in most of the countries until the time of 
the postwar reforms, and were virtually abolished or at least 
transformed to more nearly contractual tenancies by the various 
reform programs. Only in Poland, Hungary, and Albania of the 
Eastern tier of states do modified forms of feudalism persist. How
ever, the permanent workers paid partly by allocation of land 
(deputatists) on some estates in the Baltic countries and Czecho
slovakia, as well as in Poland and Hungary, may also be regarded 
as having quasi-feudal tenures. Even tenancy is not widely preva
lent in most countries of Eastern Europe, the exceptions being 
nearly the same as those already noted in the case of feudal tenures. 
However, some share tenancies are to be found in all of these coun
tries, and cash tenancies also have developed to a limited extent. 
Share tenancy is most marked in the countries of Southern Europe, 
where very frequently the landlord is an absentee. The distribution 
of property is most unequal in Italy, Portugal, and Spain in the 
South, and in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary in the East. 

The development of tenancy in the Southern European coun
tries means that hired laborers are not extensively employed, 
although some estates in all of these countries are operated as units. 
The large estates of western Poland, western Czechoslovakia, and 
Hungary are operated as units with hired workers. The rights of 
these workers are protected by various legislative measures, which 
are also designed to stabilize employment relations in the interest 
of a continued labor supply for estate owners. Naturally, the 
importance of hired labor, and of special provisions for farm 
workers, in other countries varies in direct ratio to the persistence 
of large estates operated as units. 

The bases for the utilization of land in larger units still persist 
in most of the peasant economies. This is most evident in the case 
of the communal ownership of woodlots, meadows, and pastures. 
The old Slavic pattern of kinship ownership (by the aadruga) of 
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cultivated lands has not entirely disappeared in the South Slav 
states, and occasionally other forms of joint ownership occur. 
Collective ownership or tenancy by a substantial group of culti
vators is fairly common in Italy, but has received little acceptance 
elsewhere. Purely private and competitive organization of agricul
ture has been modified to some extent throughout the areas con
sidered by the organization of various types of cooperatives. 

The most common form of succession throughout Eastern and 
Southern Europe is the Roman Law system of equal division in 
kind among all heirs. Exceptions to this arrangement are to be 
found only in scattered areas that still follow old Slavic or Ger
manic practices, or in the provisions for particular types of prop
erty rights, such as the entailed estates in Hungary and the fre
quent temporary or permanent limitations on subdivision of land 
distributed through the agrarian reforms. Subdivision thrcugh 
successive generations, coupled with a scattering of cultivated 
strips originating in the feudal agrarian organization, has resulted 
in "parcellation" into tiny scattered plots. Few of the agrarian 
reforms effected any appreciable consolidation of plots,'' and 
indeed the reforms frequently parcelled out unified estates into 
scattered allotments. The principle of equality of benefits, common 
to the feudal agrarian organization and to most of the subsequent 
institutional modifications, has thus often been served at the sacri
fice of rational productive organization. 

Were the quantitative data available, it would be helpful to 
know the comparative situation in various Eastern and Southern 
European countries with respect to (1) the distribution of prop
ertiea, that is whether a substantial proportion of agricultural land 
is owned by a small number of individuals, or whether private 
ownership by cult.ivators is widespread; (2) the distribution of 
holdinga, that is, whether the land is predominantly farmed in 
small units, or whether the area under the direct supervision of the 
cultivator is frequently very large; (3) the distribution of plota, 
that is, whether the holding of a cultivator is a single unified farm 
or a more or less dispersed group of plots. A system of private 
property in land owned by the cultivators and farmed as a unit 
represents only one combination of these variables, and the com-

•• Some eonsolldatlon waa aeeompllshed later In Poland, but the proportion of 
the acattered holdings affected waa nr7 amall. 
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TABLES 

Proportion of Agricultural Undertakings in Several Size-Groups 
and Proportion of Agricultural Land Represented in These 

· Groups, around 1930" 

Country 
Percentage of UndertaJtinp PercentaKe of Area 

Over SO 1-S 5-10 10-SO 1-S 5-10 10-50 Over 50 
u..• Ha. Ha. HL Ha." HL Ha. Ha. 

Bulgaria• 117.4 80.9 12.2 0.1 29.1 87.8 82.0 1.6 
C&echoslovakla• 69.7 21.9 17.4 1.0 20.0 19.5 89.4 21.1 
Estonia• 11.8 16.2 61.0 11.2 2.5 6.1 78.8 18.1 
G._,. 79.8 14.9 u 0.5 16.9 ll.7 21.6 49.8 
Hungatyl 67.7 17.9 13.8 1.7 14.6 12.0 22.1 151.8 
Italye 66.7 18.2 13.4 1.7 17Jl 18.6 26.8 42.6 
Lama• 15.7 19.5 157.7 7.1 2.8 7.8 64.6 25.8 
Lithuania• 18.6 27.2 liU 2.8 8.7 18.9 67.8 15.1 
Poland• 64.2 24.8 10.5 0.5 14.8 17.0 20.9 47.8 
Portugal•• - - - - 28.0 21.5 17.0 17.5 
Roumanian 75.0 17.1 7.2 O.T 28.1 20.0 19.7 82.2 
Spainu 78.5 8.6 10.6 2.8 18.8 7.1 15.0 159.1 
Yugoslavia•• 67.8 20.5 u.s 0.8 28.0 27.0 85.8 u 

• Albania Is omitted In view of the absence of data allowing even a rough estimate. 
• Holdings under one hectare are excluded for J.aek of comparability. In some 

national statistics they are excluded entirely, In some tbey are given only If they 
Include agricultural land, and in some building plots are indiscriminately grouped 
with garden plots and other small genuinely agricultural holdings. Although the 
exclusion means an understatement of the percentage of very small holdings, par
ticularly where sucll holdings are numerous, the procedure followed seems to be the 
only safe one. 

1 Bulgaria, Direction mn~rale de Ia Statlstlque, 4nnuaire Stalldique d• 
Boya•- de Bulgam, 1989 (Sofia: 1939), p. 210. 

•International Institute of Agriculture, The Flrd World ..4gricvl!ural c.,..., 
(1930) (Rome:l939), Vol. II, p. 166. 

a International Institute of Agriculture, The Latul Tmure Byrle,... In Europe, 
Technical Documentation for League of Nations, European Conference on Rural 
Life, Publication No. 4 (Geneva: 1939), p. 49. (Hereafter cited as ECRL, No. 4.) 

• Greece, Statistique Gen~rale de Ia Gr~ce, Annuaire Btatiltiquo de Ia Grice, 
1985 (Athens: (19861]), p. 118. The proportional area bas been estimated from the 
number of holdings In each sise group. 

• Based on data In Michael Ker~k, "Agricultural Land Reform In Hungary," 
H•ngarian QUtJrtorly, 6:471-480, Autumn, 1940. The data In cadastral yokea have 
been converted to hectares under the assumption of equal distribution throughout 
eacll of the original class lntenals. Since the number of proprietors tends to be 
concentrated toward the lower limit of each size-group, this conversion under
estimates to some extent the proportion of small land holders. 

• Firot World Agricultural c ...... , pp. 214-2115. Italy has a large number of very 
amall holdings (under 1 hectare), amounting to 83.5 per cent of the total number 
of holdings reported, but accounting for only 2.3 per cent of the total agricultural 
area. 

r ECRL, No.4, p. 49. 
OJ bid. 
o Distribution by number from Poland, Ministry of Information, Corocl•• Stalil

tlcal Y •a~-Book, 1988 (Warsaw:l989), p. 68; distribution by area represents 1921 
data, from International Institute of Agriculture, Agricultural Problomo fro Their 
l.tornatio11al ..J.opoct, Documentation for League of N atlons, International· Eco
DOmic Conference, May, 1927 (Geneva:l926), p. 869. Since the latter figure repre-
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bination is somewhat rare in the areas under consideration. Where 
tenancy is common, holdings are much more dispersed than are 
properties.'• Thus comparative data on the distribution of hold
ings may be misleading concerning the relative economic inde
pendence of cultivators. Unfortunately, statistical data for the 
first and third of the comparisons noted above are very scanty, and 
international comparisons are impossible. It is possible, however, to 
compare the distribution of holding& in various countries, and to 
interpret those data in view of the descriptive materials, given in 
Appendix III, on property and tenure systems. 

In Table 8 holdings are classified according to size and each 
group shown as a percentage of the total area and of the total 
number of undertakings. The data are represented graphically in 
Figures 17 and 18. The large proportion of the total undertakings 
that are very small (under 5 hectares) is marked in all of the 
countries considered except the Baltic States. In these small states 
unusual attention was given in the postwar agrarian reforms to 
the establishment of medium-size farms. Large estates were vir
tually abolished, but they were broken up into consolidated units 
of fair size. Neither tenancy (which would serve to increase the 
number of small holdings) nor parcellation (which would serve to 
offset the economic advantages of the medium holding) is wide
spread. The data by area indicate that in these countries the small 
proportion of the total land held in small units is not accompanied 

(Notes to Table 8, continued) 
oenta tbe situation before the agrarian reform, the concentration of large holdings 
Is now certainly smaller. Both figures apparently Include holdings under 1 hectare, 
not distinguished In the statistics. In tbe case of the area distribution the Inclusion 
of tbese small holdings probably offsets part of tbe overrepresentation of large 
holdings. 

10 No exact data on the number or area of holdings by slze are available. It has 
not been r,osslble to give even an estimate by number, except that tbe Portuguese 
aituation s certainly close to tbat In Italy and In Spain. The estimate of the area of 
ho.ldings by slze-groups Is derived from some very imprecise ~s.timates In:. Portug~, 
Mtnisthe des Affaires Etrangeres, L• Portugal el 10a sclnnU 4coaomaq.., (L1.1-
bon:1932), p. 81. 

u ECRL, No. 4, p. 60. 
11 Computed from data In E. Martines de Bujanda, "Agrarian Reform In Spain," 

ltalomaliotaal R•'Dillm of .Agricvltur•, 24:113E-130E, April, 1933. Spain has a very 
large number of holdings under 1 hectare, accounting for 76.8 per cent of the total 
holdings reported and 13.2 per cent of tbe area reported. Most of tbese are truly 
agricultural plota. 

11 ECRL, No.4, p. 60. 

•• This Is the normal accompaniment of tenancy, and Is only offset to the degree 
tbat large "entrepreneurial" tenancies are established tbat perhaps combine sev
eral propertlea Into a single holding. 
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Fig•r• 17. Dlatribution of the Number of Agricultural Holdings by Size In Eastern 
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by a concentration of large holdings but rather by the predomi
nance of medium holdings.•• 

Roumania, Spain, and Greece represent the opposite extreme 
with three-fourths and more of the holdings under 5 hectares in 
extent. Were genuinely agricultural holdings under 1 hectare. 
included, the proportion of small holdings would be even higher 

II The data on the distribution of agricultural holdings In the Baltic countries, 
u In aU the otben, aupposedly excludea area In foresta, which Ia given aeparately 
In the national atatistics. However, It ~:~e possible that part of the area listed 
u · "puturea" II actually pastured wo d and therefore of fairly low quality 
for otrlctlyl.(l'lcultural UBe. . 
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in Spain, and Italy would rank in the highest group. The impor
tance of the large estates is indicated by the proportions of the 
total area held in large estates, which shows that in Hungary and 
Spain more than half of the agricultural area is held in units over 
50 hectares in extent. Greece, Italy, and Poland have just under 
one-half of the farm area so held. 

These indications of concentration of land holdings in the hands 
of a relatively small number of enterprisers are significant in 
themselves, but do not adequately take into account the differences 
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in-productive organization. Thus, the proportions given for Hun
gary probably represent very nearly the distribution of proper
tiel, since small tenancies are not common. The large estates are 
for the most part operated as units, and therefore are statistically 
regarded as single holdings. On the other hand, the indicated pro
portions of large holdings in Italy and Spain, and to a somewhat 
lesser extent in Poland and Greece, substantially underrepresent 
the concentration of property in these countries, since large estates 
are usually broken up into share or cash tenancies (with various 
degrees of capitalization and supervision by the landlord as 
reviewed in Appendix III). 

The large number of small holdings in Roumania, Bulgaria, and 
Yugoslavia does not represent extremes of property ownership, hut 
rather the decided predominance of peasant farms. These are coun
tries of small holdings which are subject to successive subdivision 
and further accentuated by scattering of plots. Only Czechoslo
vakia (except for the highly questionable proportions by area for 
Portugal) represents a fairly even distribution of area in each size 
group, although this is also offset by the fairly large number of 
cultivators who must share the area in the smallest group. 

The contrast between the economies where small holdings pre
dominate and those retaining numerous large estates is indicated 
also by the proportion of those gainfully occupied in agriculture 
who are landless workers. Available data allow comparison of the 
situation in ten of the countries here considered. •• As shown in Fig
ure 19, landless workers comprise over 20 per cent of the gainfully 
occupied in Italy, Hungary, and Portugal, whereas in Bulgaria 
they comprise only a little over 1 per cent. It is certain that Spain 
also should be included in the group having the highest proportions 
of agricultural employees; Roumania probably would be among 
the lowest, with Greece and Albania possibly in about the same 
position as that of Czechoslovakia and Poland. Clearly, employ
ment on any extensive scale for landless workers is confined to the 
regions where large estates have been retained and operated as 
units. 

The evidence deriving from the detailed review of tenure systems 
or from the general comparison of distribution of holdings allows 

.. Figure 19 Is based on Tables 1-10 In Appendix III. Comparable data are not 
anllable for Roumanla, Albania, Gre~ and Spain. "Land holders" Includes 
owners, tenants, and oc:eupled members of their families. 
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no single answer to the abstract question about the relative effi
ciency or inefficie~cy of large or small holdings. Unquestionably 
some of the agranan reforms have resulted in more intensified and 
diversified agriculture in many of the Eastern European countries, 
and just as certainly in other instances their effect was to break up 
into tiny and uneconomical plots many farms large enough for 
rational cultivation. Yet the low level of productive technique on 
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Figuro 19. Proportion of Land Holders (Owners and Tenants) and Landless 
Workers In Eastern and Southern Europe 

some of the Portuguese and Spanish estates could scarcely be 
lowered by redistribution into smaller farms. The economic effects 
of possible organizational modifications are more fully discussed 
in the following chapter. 

Certain conclusions do emerge, however, from the detailed ex
amination of property and labor systems and from the statistical 
data on distribution of holdings. • 

(1) In most of the countries under consideration a majority of 
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the cultivators have holdings so small as to impose stringent limi
tations on the amount of income for the farm family, and this situ
ation is further accentuated by the difficulty of making substantial 
increases in capitalization. The small holder, it is true, can spend 
more time per unit of area at work adding to the value of his land, 
especially clearing and such construction as allowed by readily 
available materials. But since the produce from these small hold
ings will scarcely support the cultivator's family at the subsistence 
level, increased productivity through greater capitalization c~nnot 
be expected from the investment of savings. Moreover, the s1ze of 
the farms limits the amount of capital that could be economically 
employed under any conceivable circumstances. 

(2) Although in. a few countries the very small size of the 
majority of holdings is partially a function of a highly unequal 
distribution of land-notably in Hungary, Italy, and Spain, parts 
of Poland and Portugal-in Southeastern Europe generally it is 
a function of continual division of holdings resulting from a 
rapidly expanding population without many alternative means 
for support. The process of successive subdivision is generally 
facilitated by the rule of inheritance requiring equal division in 
kind among heirs, coupled with the reluctance or inability of 
peasants to secure even the limited number of commercial or indus
trial jobs. 

(3) Wherever a preponderance of small holdings is accom· 
panied by widespread tenancy, which is especially the case in Italy 
and Spain, the small returns from minute undertakings are fur
ther reduced by the rent in cash or kind payable to the landlord. 
Although the disadvantageous position of the tenant may be offset 
somewhat through partial capitalization, management, and pos
sibly marketing by the landlord; the landlords' contributions are 
often meager in the countries here considered. Ordinarily therefore 
the tenant would benefit from a redistribution of property rights 
that did not at all affect the distribution of holdings. 

( 4) ~he position of the landless farm worker is relatively unfa· 
vorable 1n all Eastern and Southern European countries, but the 
problem of his support is most acute not in those countries where 
the l~rge estates o~c.upy a large proportion of the agricultural land 
but 1n those countries where the family farm is the usual agricul· 
tural undertaking. In the former countries the farm worker may 
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have little or no chance for economic improvement, and may be 
placed in a position of complete personal dependency on the own
ers of estates or farms hiring workers. But his $ecurity is consid
erably greater than that of the landless worker for whom there is 
but little chance for employment without migration or attachment 
to some more fortunate kinsman. · 

(5) Finally, it is clear that the institutional organization of 
agriculture in Eastern and Southern Europe places strong struc
tural impediments to improved efficiency and increased produc
tion: the small size of holdings, frequently scattered in tiny plots 
and subdivided through inheritance; the difficulties of self-capital
ization; and, in some cases, tenancy arrangements that not only 
drain off part of the cultivator's returns but limit the initiative 
and ability of the tenant to improve his methods. 

These institutional considerations lead directly therefore to an 
examination of the economic and technological level prevailing in 
Eastern and Southern European agriculture, 

Economic and Technological Level. Evidence has been presented 
on the low productivity of agriculture in Eastern and Southern 
Europe, whether measured in ratio to labor potential, the popula
tion that must be supported by the product, or the land used for 
agricultural purposes. This low productivity of agriculture may 
indeed be regarded as sufficient demonstration of the relatively 
poor economic organization and low level of agricultural tech
nique in Eastern and Southern Europe. It is worth while, however, 
to examine a little more closely the factors responsible for the 
observed results. 

Perhaps the outstanding characteristic of the economic organi
zation of agriculture in the areas .under consideration is that of 
relatively low capitalization. This is especially clear in the case of 
liquid capital to be used in increasing production and improving 
market position through the use of commercial fertilizers, pro~ 
vision for grading and semi-processing, and the like. It is less evi
dent in the case of relatively fixed capital, such as land, buildings, 
and farm animals."' Low capitalization of the latter variety is 
evident in the typically small holding managed by the cultivator, 

11 See Intematlonal Institute of Agrloulture, Tlao Capital and lflcomo of Fa,.,.. 
... Eotropo ... They <4 ,,.ar from tho Farm A CCOVflt• for ,.. y oar• 1917-!8 eo 
1934-86, Teobnlcal Dooumentatlon for League of N a tiona, European Conference 
liD Rural Life, 1989, Publication No. II (Geneva• 1989). 
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and the low expenditure for irrigation, drainage, or other methods 
of increasing the fertility of the soil. But very small holdings inay 
be overcapitalized in ratio to the area of land cultivated. High 
fixed costs relative to product thus represent a constant charge 
against the output, and this is not offset by higher production. 
This situation may be seen clearly in the case of minimum equip
ment, and especially, of work animals. The peasant may keep a 
plow and an ox, without which he could not satisfactorily cultivate 
his plot. On the other hand, the plow and the ox could actually be 
used to cultivate a much larger farm than the peasant has at his 
disposal. In the case of the draft animal, the cost in feed is about 
the same whether the animal is working or not. In a purely indi
vidualistic organization the peasant cannot own one-third of an 
ox or one-half of a plow. In a sense, his fixed capital in equipment 
is too large because his capital in land is too small. This situation 
prevents the use of farm machinery with its lower cost of upkeep 
when not in use or the accumulation of any reserve!' 

Because of the small size of his holding and the virtual impos
sibility of adding to it, the peasant is not only unprepared to 
weather short-term crises, but may be forced to deplete his capital 
over a longer period of time. That is, far from increasing the pro
ductivity of the soil through use of fertilizer, he may steadily de
plete the natural soil fertility by attempting to get the highest 
possible yield. at the lowest possible cost. Even slight diversifica
tion in the form of root and leguminous crops would improve soil 
fertility. But here one encounters some further characteristics of 
peasant farming in the European agrarian belt. In general, the 
level of agrarian technique is low, even for the difficult institutional 
and economic circumstances that prevail. Tools and equipment 
are frequently more limited and primitive than the economic situ
ation as such would impose. Plowing is sometimes too shallow, al
though that must naturally vary with type and use of the soil. 
Cultivation is frequently carried on without regard to the pos
sibility of erosion. Thus, long narrow strips of land (a function 
of property arrangements as previously noted) may be laid out 

H See R. Bilanif, "Conditions of Agricultural Cooperation In Yugoslavia and 
the Chaneea for a Cooperative System," Report to the Conference on Cooperative 
Systems in European Agriculture ••• London, 1948 [mimeo.]; International La
bour Office, "Social Aspecta of Land Reform In C.echoslovakia," I .. e ....... eio....Z 
Leah"'"' Re,._, 12:~ 226-2~ July and August, 1925; Doreen Warriner, op • .u. Chap. VIIL . 
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vertically on a hillside and plowed lengthwise for years and even 
generations.•• In some cases, as in parts of Roumania, manur~ 

. may be used for fuel, roads, and even plaster, but rarely for 
fertilizer. In other cases the peasants understand the value of 
manure as fertilizer but have a small supply because of a small 
number of livestock. . 

The effectiveness of soil utilization is ordinarily compared in 
terms of yields per area of land cultivated. A comparison of yields 
of five important cereals, sugar beets, and potatoes, discussed in 
Chapter II,'" shows that of the countries in Eastern and Southern 
Europe only Czechoslovakia ranks above the European average, 
whereas not one of the countries to the north and west is below 
the European average, The countries with the highest yields (Bel
gium, Netherlands and Denmark) produce more than twice as 
much per area as the countries with the lowest yields (Greece, 
Roumania, Yugoslavia, and Portugal). The difference is even 
more striking if the value of total agricultural production, in
cluding livestock products, is related to the total agricultural 
area (converted to "arable equivalents") .•• Again only Czecho
slovakia in the Eastern and Southern group of states ranks above 
the European average, and of the countries here excluded only 
Finland ranks below that dividing line. The inclusion of livestock 
products, as well as other products of intensive agriculture, nat
urally serves to increase the disparity between the regions. Thus, 
expressed in index numbers (European average= 100), Portu
guese production per area is 47, the figures for Belgium, Switzer
land, and the Netherlands being 283, 371, and 377, respectively. 

It may be objected that these distinctions are based in part 
upon differences in conditions of soil fertility and climate. The 
objection has considerable merit, particularly with respect to the 
sandy and infertile soils of some parts of Eastern Europe. On the 
other hand it is significant that the measures necessary to com-

.. See Louis G. Michael, .&gricv1tural Suf"DO'!J of Europo: Tho DaRUbl Baria; 
Pari I, Rumania, Bulgaria, and Yugollavia, United States Department. of Agri
culture, Technical Bulletin No. 126 (Washington: 1929); Warriner, op. col~ Chapa. 
v-vu. 

11 See Figure 8, and also Appendix I, Table 19. Compare W arrlner, op. eif~ 
pp. 97-102. 

11 See Figure tl. Compare Karl Brandt, Tho Rocoftllrtlclioa of World Agnc.l
lure (New York: W. W. Norton and Co~ 194oll), Chart I, "Zones of Intensity In 
European Agriculture," p. 18. 
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pensate for natural disadvantages have not been taken." 1\Iany 
of the methods of soil conservation are relatively new, and fertility 
may be impossible to restore where the top soil is gone. 

The level of agricultural technique may be indicated by a 
measure that is largely independent of the factors of climate and 
'soil fertility, namely, the proportion of cultivated land annually 
left in bare fallow. Although still requiring interpretation in view 
of institutional and organizational circumstances, the treatment 
of fallows is approximately indicative of effectiveness of soil util
ization. Fallow land, that is, that arable land which is left uncul
tivated or is planted only for grazing or green manure, may pro
vide either an effective method of crop rotation and preservation 
of soil fertility, or an area not only withdrawn from productive 
cultivation but so managed that soil fertility is reduced in the 
process. Were adequate data available, the ratio between fallows 
of all kinds (including temporary pastures and green manure 
crops) and bare fallow (either left unplowed or plowed but with 
no sown cover crop) would provide an excellent basis for compar
ing agricultural technique. But since the land utilization statistics 
lack comparability with respect to classification, the most trust
worthy basis of comparison is that of the proportion of e,rable 
land left in bare fallow.11 

AB indicated in the final column of Table 9, the proportion of 
arable land left without any utilization is under 10 per cent in 
all countries of Northern and Western Europe, whereas several 
of the Eastern and Southern European countries .for which data 
are available have more than that amount in bare fallow. The 
regional differences are somewhat less marked than on other bases 
of comparison; the differences are sharper with respect to the 
less comparable but more complete data on total fallow. A few of 

10 Clearly, u lndloated by prevlout discussion, teohnology In the nal't'Ow sense Ia 
not the sole atrate~lo fador. Limited eapitallzatlon preventa otherwise possible 
changeo In produobve organization, whereas Jaok of diverslfloatlon, u pointed out 
below, continues to make low crop yields of erltloal Importance. 

11 Some countrleo provide data only on bare fallow, whereas other• give ftgurel 
only for total fallow. In Table I no attempt wu made to reotify those total figures 
that aotually comprise only bare fallow, In view of the laok of eomparablllty of the 
total figures on other lfl"Ounds as lndloated above. 

It should be noted with respect to bare fallow that the e!Feet on soil fertlllty for 
further eultlntlon Ia likely to be either neutral or negative. If left unplowed, the 
"rest" contributes little to soli fertility but rather only postpones the time of 
exhaustion. If plowed but not sown, the possible advantage through aeration may 
be 1110re than olbet by leeeblng or erosloD. 
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TABLE 9 

Proportion of Arable Lan~ Lying Fallow in Certain European 
Countries, around 19351 · 

I Total Arable Total Fallowll .Per Bare Fallow 
R.esloa and CountJy In Hectara in Hectares Cent In Htct&ra 

N orth•m at1d W .,,,.,. 
Bvropo 

Austria 1,977,588 152,992 7.7 17,864. 
Denmark 1,831,507 87,864. 2.8 15,782 
England and Wales 8,672,796 116,418 8.2 116,418 
Finland 2,111S,~3 162,872 6.1 152.872 
France 21,184-,026' 1,715,000 8.1 1,716,000 
Germany 19,896,924. 628,167 2.7 160,608 
Luxembourg 110,610 4.,782 4.8 2,681 
Netherlands 960,651 2,016 0.2 2,016 
Norway 828,760 6,120 0.6 11,120 
Scotland 1,208,261 11,641 0.11 11,641 
Sweden 8,7M,895 241,284 6./l -

Total: Northern and 116,860,321 2,961,656 11.2 2,198,402 
Western Europe 

Ealt•m and South•na 
B•ropo 

Albania 806,018 76,5054 25.0 61,2084 
Bulgaria 8,606,285' 446,781 12.4 299,1124 
Czechoslovakia 5,848,814 88,205 u 88,205 
Estonia 1,075,109 177,321 16.11 -
Greece• 2,006,066 657,292 27.8 -
Hungary 11.604-,608 181,272 2.8 181,272 
Italy 12,752,977 2,128,844.' 16.7 1,528,581' 
Latvia 2,121,600' 276,000 18.0 282,200 
Lithuania 2,697,ll90 896,830 14.7 -
Poland 18,557,130 1,639,792 8.8 1,876,615 
Roumanla 18,666,102 538,609 8.9 1188,609 
Spain 15,769,862 4,992,697 81.7 -
Yugoslavia 7,483,947 468,478 6.1 468,478 

Total: Eastern and 91,696,103 
Southern Europe 

11,906,479 18.0 4,714,637 

Total: of Countries 148,556,424 
Considered 

14,868,136 10.0 6,908,039 

• Not Including rotation meadow (for hay or seed) and feed crops. 
'1936. 

Per 
Cent 

0.9 
1.2 
8.2 
6.1 
8.1 
0.8 
2.4 
0.2 
0.6 
u 
-
'-1' 

20.0 
8.8 
1./l --
2.8 

12.0 
10.9 
-u 
8.9 
-u 
e.1• 

11.6• 

• Computed from the total arable land In those countries for which the amount of 
land left In bare fallow Is given. The regional and general totals used therefore 
differ from the fl~res given In c:olumn 1. The net totals are, for Northern and 
~estern Europe, 68,125,426; for Eastern and Southern Europe, 70,147,476; eom
b•ned total, 128,272,902. 

d Rough estimate based upon data In DaUb Zavalanl, Dio landwirtlchaftllcliiA 
Vorhiiltni"• .dlbanl•u (Berlin: Parey, 1988). 

• Total fallow Includes "other waste areas of arable land." Bare fallow Includes 
~Is category, plus one-half of other fallows, undifferentiated In the source as 

tween bare fallow and grazed fallow. 
1 Uniesa otherwlae apecifled, based upon data In International Institute o_f A.,-1-
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the countries in Eastern Europe rank as well as many Western 
European countries, and better than some. The low proportion 
of bare fallow in Roumania, Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria is prob
ably due to the preponderance of very small holdings that barely 
support a peasant family if nearly all available land is planted 
year after year. It should be noted that the low proportion of bare 
fallow in these countries is not accompanied by the types of crop 
rotation that would preserve fertility, such as the planting of 
legumes. These same considerations apply to a lesser degree in 
the cases of Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary, where more 
intensive agricultural methods are used in some districts, and 
especially on some of the large estates. However, the small holders 
are in a position similar to that of the peasants in Roumania, 
Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria. Other areas in the East and South, 
probably including many countries for which data are not com
plete, not only have low yields but leave much of the cultivable 
land without productive or protective crops. 

The comparison of effectiveness of land utilization raises still 
another question, that of product diversification. The customary 
view of peasant self-sufficiency would lead one to expect a diversi
fied type of subsistence farming. The small domestic markets in 
many of the states here considered, together with poor marketing 
facilities and inadequate means of storage on the farm, would 
seem to confirm this view. Yet one-crop commercial agriculture, 
chiefly in the form of extensive cultivation of grain crops, is actu
ally the prevalent mode of farm production ... 

(Noteo to Table 9, continued) 
culture, fnlernatiotud Yearbook of Agricultural Statuti<:~, 1987-88 (Rome:1938), 
pp. 20-164; data for 1985. 

• Figure for total arable land, from Greece, Statlstlque Gen~rale de la G~ce, 
.4.nnuain Btatutiqvo do Ia Gr~co, 1985, p. 108; 1929 data. Figure for total fallow 
from Georges Senakis and C. Pertountzl, "The Agrarian Polley of Greece," In 
0. S. Morgan, ed., Agricultural By•t•m• of Middle Europe (New York• Tbe Mac
millan Co~ 1933), Chap. IV, p. I44; 1929 data. 

•• Obviously agriculture In Eastern and Southern Europe Is not exclusively de
Yoted to cereal production. However, the low diversification Ia evident from the 
1mall proportion of livestock products in total agricultural production. All of the 
eountriea except Estonia, Latvia, and Czechoslovakia rank well below the European 
average, which Ia 69.~ per cent. The range In Eastern and Southern Europe, ex• 
cluslve of the eountr1eo noted, Ia 25-60 per cent, while the range In countries of 
Nort~em and Western Europe (exclusive of France) Is 71-93 per cent. (See Ap
pendu: I, Table 17.) For a general 1uney of the extent of diversification In Eu
rope, see Inte~national In.s~itute of Agriculture, Conditio,.. and fmproDomont of 
Crop Productton, Btockrau•ng and Rural lndultrio1, Technical Documentation for 
League of Nations, European Conference on Rural Life, 1939, Publications No, f 
(GeneYa: 1939) 1 League of Nations, Economic Committee, Tla• .4grlcvlturol 
Crlrit, Publlcatlo01 1981. II. B. Ill (Geneva: 1981), VoL I. 
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The explanation for this seemingly anomalous situation is two

fold: (1) In the historical shift from nomadic livestock produc
tion to settled agriculture, cereal growing became increasingly 
important as a means for supporting a growing population by a 
high food yield per unit of area. (2) This trend became accentu
ated in the development of a commercial or market economy, with 
a steady rise in the demand for manufactured products in the 
virtual absence of domestic industry. Thus, crops are grown that 
will get a ready .and convenient sale in domestic and international . 
trade and at the same time provide the bulk of the cultivator's 
own food supply. Failing rapid transportation or the capital for 
domestic processing, the market organization is necessarily geared 
to the handling of cereals, although more recently such industrial 
crops as oil seeds and soya beans have been developed. Livestock 
and horticultural products require a convenient domestic market 
or rapid transportation to foreign industrial centers. Many in
dustrial crops tend to be too bulky for economical transportation 
to foreign centers and must chiefly depend upon local processing 
or at least semi-processing. 

Now this general situation means that the peasant's ability to 
intensify production is limited by lack of capital, and that product 
diversification would be at the expense of what little marketable 
surplus he has to exchange for manufactured products ... Alterna
tive ways of escaping this economic straitjacket are reviewed in 
the following chapter. At this point it is clear that the institu
tional framework, the economic organization in productive enter
prise, and the level of agrarian techniques provide a closely woven 
net of restrictions upon increased production in agriculture. More
over, these circumstances have further ramifications in the whole 
character of social life. 

Further Implication~ of the .Agrarian Situation 

The consequences of the demographic and economic circum
stances prevalent in Eastern and Southern Europe are many and 
far-reaching. It is clear, for example, that the agricultural popu-

11 In Isolated Instances political policy has been directed toward solution of this 
d!~eu.lty by limiting the effective demand for manufactured products through pro
hibition on sales In rural areas. This was attempted for a number of ye!'rs In 
S~rbia. See Mijo Mlrkovit, "The Land Question In Jugoslavia," 'I'Ito SltJvofiUl Bo
DY"'• 14• 899-'02, January, 1986. 
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lations must have a low level of living as compared with farmers 
in other sections of Europe. This can be inferred from a markedly 
low per capita productivity. Although a low level of living alone 
would lead by implication to certain more specific aspects of 
peasant life, the latter are of course partly the concrete results of 
the particular characteristics of the agricultural organization 
from which the peasant's income is derived. Thus, dietary and 
nutritional studies indicate not only that diets are poor (as might 
be expected from poverty in general) but that this is partly the 
result of lack of diversification in agricultural production. The 
peasant's diet normally lacks precisely those protective foods 
whose production and sale, given adequate market organization, 
would increase his general income.•• Similarly, housing facilities 
reflect not only a low level of living, but also a distribution of 
property rights and holdings that places even building space at a 
premium.•• 

The low level of living of the agriculturalist in the non-industrial 
states was accentuated by the price differential between the peas
ant's income from agricultural produce and his outlay for manu
factured products. This arises both from the small domestic 
market for agricultural products and from the small supply of 
manufactured goods produced by domestic industry.•• 

Under the institutional and organizational conditions previ
ously outlined, the dynamic situation gives little ground for op
timism with respect to the future economic position of the Eastern 

" International Institute of Agriculture, Btatiltko of Food Production, Co,._ 
,.mptio11 aad Prk11, Documentation for League of Nations, Mixed Committee on 
the Problem of Nutrition (The Problem of Nutrition, Vol. IV), League Publica
tiona 1936. II. B. 8 (Geneva: 1936); League of Nations, Health Committee, Rural 
Dlat<Jri., ill E•rope, Documentation for European Conference on Rural Life, 
1939, Publications No. 28 (Geneva: 1939); League of Nations, Mixed Committee 
on the Problem of Nutrition, Tho Relatio11 of Nutrilio11 to Health, Agriculture, 
attd Eronomie Polley, Final Report, League Publications 1937. II. A. 10 (Geneva: 
1937) 1 F. ~· McDougall, "Nutrition and European Agriculture," Tho AdvafiCII
ment of 8c11nce, 6: 136-139, July, 1942; Warriner, op. cit., pp. 88-91; Bcofloml• 
D"'elopmanl i11 8. B. Bvropo, Chap. I, "Nutrition," and Appendix tables on pp. 
132-187. 

u Rural housing Is surveyed In the several "National Monographs" prepared for 
the Eurorean Conference on Rural Life. See also Warriner, op. cit., pp. 91-95. For 
the altuatlon In Italy,, aee Ca~l T. Schmidt, Th1 Plough and tho 8UJord: Labor, 
Load, aad Propert11 111 Faocut 11<1111 (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1938), pp. 165-169. 

•• See Colin Clark, Th• Condition• of Bcoaoml• Progroll (London: Macmillan 
and Co~ 1940), Chap. VII, "The Productivity of Primary Industry"; League of 
Nations, Economic Committee, Thl ..fgrkultural Crilil, League Publlcationa 1981. 
IL B.~ (Genevao 1981,3 Yola.). 
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and Southern European peasant. The widespread prevalence of 
high indebtedness relative to assets and income indicates not only 
that self-capitalization in agriculture is low, but also that far 
from accumulating capital the peasant is frequently in the posi
tion of steadily depleting his resources and of borrowing to post
pone the time of complete insolvency. In fact, whether the capital 
depletion takes the form of soil exhaustion and obsolescence of 
equipment or the form of growing indebtedness, it is clear that 
the process may be a spiral escaped only by capital originating 
outside of the agricultural organization. 

Again, the previously noted restrictions on increased produc
tion result in the perpetuation of inefficiences. Even if one could 
assume an inherent dynamic toward improved technology and in
creased production, which is not at all uniformly true of agrarian 
economies, the network of institutional and organizational limita
tions would stringently restrict economic rationalization. This is 
not to say that no significant changes have taken place during the 
recent past, or that no changes rna y be predicted for the future, 
but only that, with significant exceptions, the pace of change is 
slow and the results in any generation may be minor. · 

The European agrarian economies are unavoidably involved in 
competitive world markets for agricultural produce. If the means 
can be developed for distributing food products, improved stand
ards of nutrition might expand the market for the products of 
agriculture. Without new types of distribution the inelasticity of 
the demand for and supply of agricultural products places these 
economies in a steadily worse competitive position in comparison 
with the industrial countries and those agricultural countries with 
a more diversified production. This situation, coupled with the 
growing ease of communication that allows comparison with con
ditions in more prosperous areas, means that the economic dis
advantages imposed by existing circumstances tend to increase at 
the same time as they are increasingly recognized. If a problem 
with respect to relative economic position in Europe now exists, 
its proportions are likely to grow in the absence of fairly funda
mental change in economic organization. 

This conclusion is given greatly added emphasis by the demo
graphic situation. Nearly all of the agricultural regions here con
sidered have a labor supply greater than can be fully employed 
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under existing conditions. Where the worker is landless, as is 
notably the case in Hungary, the result is overt unemployment; 
where the worker has a small plot of land, "hidden" unemploy
ment is widespread. The population of these areas, and a fortiori 
the farm population, is increasing rapidly so that there are stead
ily more people to support within a system where both labor de
mand and productive organization are stringently limited."' 

The summary, "too many people, too little land," is no mean
ingless phrase when applied to Eastern and Southern Europe so 
long as the level of popular aspiration is high and rising, and the 
means for fulfillment effectively barred. The following chapter 
examines some alternative solutions to the problems that appear 
from a review of the agrarian situation. 

ar In addition to Notesteln and Others, op. rit1 see Rudolf BlaaniE, "Exoeu 
Population," Tlt1 .4timMim""' of s.,;,...,,, 6: 14.1-145, July, 1942. 



CHAPTER IV 

OUTLOOK FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

iN THE preceding chapter the basic elements in the agrarian struc
ture and the problems of supporting a large and growing agri
cultural population were outlined. It is this relation of population 
to productive capacity which forms the central problem of this 
study. Changes in the observed population-product ratios may 
obviously be approached in two ways: increase the product or re
duce the population. These alternatives are examined in this chap
ter with reference to the expansion of agricultural production and 
the possibilities of demographic solutions. But production also 
includes industrial output, and therefore the prospects for indus
trialization are discussed as a· possible solution to the population
product ratio. 

Agrarian Change1 and Their Limit1 

The analysis of agricultural structure in the peasant economies 
as developed in the preceding chapter indicated a number of 
points at which the agrarian organization is poorly designed to 
foster production. Part of these barriers are institutional and 
thus intimately bound up with other institutions and with social 
values. If the means for directing social change are disregarded 
for the moment, the immediate problem then becomes: what con
ceivable changes in those institutions most intimately connected 
with agricultural production (chiefly property and division of 
labor) could be undertaken with results favorable to production? 
It is also proper to inquire what changes might be made on the 
strictly organizational or technical levels that, within existing or 
changed institutional arrangements, would increase production. 

lmtitutionaZ Modification. Contrary to a supposedly common 
pattern of social change, the institutional structure in Eastern 
Europe has undergone more rapid change than has the technology 
of production.• This is especially evident in the case of land tenure, 

1 This Is an excellent demonstration of the falsity of the thesis that technologicAl 
changes are the primary determinants of social change. Actually, as the conclud· 
lng section of the preceding chapter emphasized and as the discussion In the fol• 
lowing chapter will point out In greater detail, technological changes are alwaya 
limited by the prevailing Institutional and nluatlonal system. Where rapidity of 
technological change and Its resulting soclal transformatlona have been moat In 
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which has undergone numerous changes in most of the states of 
Eastern Europe. 

The modifications of tenure systems provide some basis for 
judging the effectiveness of land reform as a means of increasing 
agricultural production. Although the reforms differed in scope, 
specific provisions, and prevailing circumstances, some general 
characteristics of the several programs need emphasis. Changes in 
the distribution and tenure of land represented certain goals of 
public policy that took precedence over existing property rights. 
Those more desirable goals were occasionally nationalistic or nar
rowly political, but always aimed at a more nearly equal distribu
tion of the means of production. The goals sought corresponded 
with the private interests of the individual peasants or workers 
who demanded land,. and indeed these claimants provided the chief 
source of political pressure for reform legislation. In no case, 
however, il there any evidence that an overall increase in agricul
tural production 'lDIJI a primary goal of the institutional changes. 
In other words, the purpose of the agrarian reforms was that of 
an increased national income only to the extent or under the special 
circumstances that the greater total production resulted from 
peasant proprietorship. The same point may be put more simply: 
the purpose of the reforms was to distribute wealth rather than to 

· produce it. If the resulting increase in the economic returns to the 
peasants benefiting by the reform was purchased at the cost of a 
decrease in the total productivity of the land, the result must be 
regarded as incidental and not as defeating the purpose of the 
reforms. This point has usually been missed in the various analyses 
of the results of the reforms. • The purpose of the reforms also 
accounts for the fact that, despite extensive changes, some of the 
features of the property systems providing the most serious bar
riers to "rational" agricultural organization were not touched at 
all in the reform programs. 

That past land reforms were not primarily intended to increase 
production need not prevent an examination of their actual effect 

mden~ namely, In Westem lndustrialsoelety, the Institutional system and social 
"alues have been peculiarly favorable to economic expansion. 

1 A notable exception Ia provided by David Mitrany, whose comprehensive anal
ysis of the result. of the agrarian reforms In Roumania emphasizes throughout the 
social and political purposes of the reforms, at the frequent aacrlftee of productive 
or~anlzatlon. See his The Land""" the Pe11111111 i11 .Rum11nia (London• Humphrey 
Milford, Oxford University Press, 1930). 
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on production. The economic history of Eastern Europe has been 
marked by agrarian reforms and demands for reforms to such an 
extent that the formulators of future policy may attempt to in
crease prosperity by division of capital in land. Another series of 
land divisions would naturally have the support of every peasant 
with a holding smaller than the average, and is likely to be re
garded by that peasant as a solution preferable to unfamiliar 
methods of cultivation or unfamiliar avenues of employment. The 
most obvious solution for "land hunger" is more land. 

The economic results of previous reforms may be viewed most 
readily in terms of the relative advantages of large and small 
farm undertakings under various conditions. Since the whole 
tenor of the reforms was the establishment of small undertakings 
at the expense of large ones, the problem is one of relative produc
tivity in view of the particular circumstances. The conditions that 
apply to all of the Eastern and Southern European countries in 
somewhat varying degree may be stated in general terms: an 
agrarian economy with little industrial development, a small in
ternal market, and meager market facilities.• 

Under the conditions noted certain features of the shift to small 
farms owned by cultivators are especially significant for the pro
ductive economy as a whole. 

The needed capital is higher, relative to area, for small farms 
than for large ones. However, as pointed out in the preceding 
chapter, this higher capitalization is predominantly in the form 
of buildings and equipment and is not necessarily fully utilized in 
production. Thus the large holdings tend to yield a greater prod
uct per unit of capital by more nearly maximum utilization of 
work animals, equipment, and buildings. The land reforms ordi
narily resulted in an increased capitalization of agricultute with- . 
out commensurate increase in production. • Thus, even in those 

1 These conditions applr with least force In Czechoslovakia, Greece, and Portugal. 
• See Otto von FrangeJ, "The Agrarian Reform In Yugoslavia," lnt•rnatiolllll ,R,,;,., of .&gricvltuTo, 25: 18SE-197E, May, 1934; Doreen Warriner, Eco11omit:a 

of p,..,nnt FaTming (London, etc.: Oxford University Press, 1939), especially 
Chap. VIII, "The Advantages and Disadvantages of Peasant Farming." Mitrany 
(op. cit., pp. 228-418) notes that in Roumania the large estates were greatly under
capitalized before the reform owing to the form of tenancy whereby the burden of 
capitalization was mainly borne by the peasants. As elsewhere, the reform did not 
result In keeping the existing supply of work animals and equipment with greater 
utilization but rather In adding to that aupply for the cultivation of the small 
allotments formed from the expropriated estates. 
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cases where the small farms could show a higher productivity per 
acre, they usually had a smaller net return.• 

The drain of fixed costs normally prevents liquid capital ac
cumulation on small farms, whereas the operator of the large 
estate may be able to increase his product through greater invest
ment in variable costs such as fertilizer, while deriving a higher 
unit yield from his livestock and equipment costs. In these circum
stances accumulation of liquid capital is more likely on large than 
on small agricultural holdings, and this conclusion is generally 
supported by the evidence for Eastern and Southern Europe. 
However, it should be noted that if the peasant has any savings he 
is more likely to convert them to capital than is the absentee land
lord who maintains a different level and pattern of expenditure. 
l\Iany estate owners in Hungary, Spain, Portugal, and Italy have 
failed to accumulate capital both by reason of inefficient use of 
existing capital and by reason of "living up" any surplus.• Owners 
of small plots, on the other hand, either have no savings, or under 
exceptionally fortunate circumstances invest savings in more land 
for extensive cultivation. 

The small holder is ordinarily expected to utilize his land re
sources more intensively than the large operator. In the peasant 
economies the small land areas would seem to require intensive 
use. But intensification means partly diversification (especially 
the growing of labor-intensive crops) and partly increased cap
italization. Actually, little intensification resulted from the divi
sion of the large estates through the land reforms,' because the 

• There Is no Intention here of arguing an abstract case by the Inclusion of "labor 
costs" that actually represent the work of nnpald family workers. The costa of 
draft animals, equipment, and minimum Installations are genuine charge& against 
the consumable or marketable product available to the peasant family. . 

• Warriner'• claim that the peasant Is more likely to accumulate capital (op. cit~ 
PP• 161-164) Is thus true in a very special set of clrcumstancear a situation allow
Ing the small cultivator an appropriable surplus to reinvest while estate owners 
maintain a "leisure class" level of consumption. In the actual situation In Eastern 
and Southern Europe the peasant's savings, if any, are likely to take the form of 
debt retirement, whereas many peasants operate at a net Joss and continue cultl• 
ntlon by Increasing their indebtedness. Warriner gives no evidence to support her 
blunt assertion that large agricultural enterprises do not easily accumulate capitaL 
See also P. Lamartine Yates and D. Warriner, Food and Farming In Po•t-WM 
E'!ropo (London, etc.: Oxford University Press, 1943), p. 6•. The role of capital· 
litre agriculture In lar~~:e operating units Is much more accurately assessed In Carl 
Brinkmann, "Landed Estates," Encyclopedi4 of tho Boci41 Bclonco•, 9: 140-143. 

' Exeept In Estonia, Latvia, and western Czechoslovakia, where the size of the 
land grants and favorable market situations did foster an Intensive cultivation of 
boldingL 
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organization of the agricultural market remained geared to cereal 
production. However, in some areas of Southeast Europe there 
was a shift from wheat to maize cultivation and thus a greater use 
of labor. Although in all of the countries affected by reform legis
lation there is some slight evidence of increased intensification fol
lowing the land reforms, it is difficult to establish that the in
creased production of root crops and livestock products was 
actually due to the extension of peasant proprietorship, except as 
a result of increased draft animals. Indeed, the initial effects were 
almost universally a decline in yields, and in some cases the sacri
fice of intensive rotation systems possible on larger farms. Live
stock increases were largely in draft animals and not in stock 
yielding marketable products.• The fact that more labor can be 
expended per hectare of land in a small holding does not mean 
that all available labor could be efficiently used even under condi
tions of a market favorable for labor-intensive crops, and in the 
absence of those conditions the availability of more labor than is 
necessary fqr extensive cultivation may, and does, prove more of 
a handicap to increased production than the contrary. 

The question for the future is whether further changes in prop
erty distribution in the peasant economies would increase the eco
nomic well-being of the individual peasant or increase the total 
agricultural product. (It must be noted again that the two results 
are not necessarily the same.) It would appear that in most of the 
Eastern European countries the holdings are already over-small, 
with few if any large holdings remaining to be divided. The prob
lem in these areas with reference to both of the objectives noted 

a The most accurate and comprehensive survey of the results of the Eastern 
European land reforms Is given by Karl Ihrig, "Les resultats des reformes 
agraires d'apr~s-guerre," Journal do 1<1 •ociJtl hongroi,. do .tatiltiquo, 12: 4011-
466, 1984. Mltrany, op. t:it., provides the most ln.tensive study '?f the effects of the 
reforms within a single country; for a less detailed but essentially complete anal
ysis of the Yugoslav reforms, see Frangei, loc. cit. See also Warriner, op. cit~ PP• 
140-167; Yates and Warriner, op. cit., pp. ~7-70. Numerous studies have n'?ted th~t 
small holdings In Hungary have smaller yoelds and In general less lntensove culti
vation than the large estates. For example, see A. Kiirmendy-l!:k~s, "BiJ Esta~~· In 
Hungary," HungariaA Quarterly, 81 48-118, Spring,_ 1937; Ladoslas L•p.tli~ Des 
possiblllti~s de l'a~~:rlculture de falre vlvre les habotants; analyse stabstoque en 
~gard '- Ia repartition des proprMt~s," Magyar Statilztikal Szemle, 15: 612-621, 
July, 1987; Louis G. Michael, .Agricultural SurfJ•'!I of E•ropo: Hungary, ,United 
States Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin No. 160 (Washmgton: 
1980), pp. 12-16. It Ia not, however, necessary to conclude with KCirmendy-l!:kes and 
Liptak that a division of the large Hungarian estates would decrease production, 
Iince the large estates have In general better soils than those In the small plots, 
and the latter are too small for effective cultivation. There are scar.,.,iy any 
medium-size boldinga In Hungary to compare wltb large and verJ amall boldlnga. 
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above is to secure a reversal of the process of successive subdivision 
of holdings. In those Eastern European countries where large 
estates remain (chiefly Poland, Hungary, and Greece), a division 
of land among present employees and neighboring small holders 
would certainly give temporary improvement to the position of 
those directly benefiting by the distribution, but possibly at the 
further sacrifice of total product. If the goal is to maintain or in
crease production while achieving some more "equitable" distribu
tion, reforms should be undertaken with both goals as criteria 
for determining procedures to be followed. A simple division of 
Hungarian estates among all landless claimants would probably 
sacrifice productive capacity, and might not materially improve 
the position of the recipients of small plots. Where the land is best 
suited for continued extensive cultivation, as seems true of much 
of the Hungarian.Plain, some form of cooperative or collective 
cultivation may be a change better fitted to utilize productive 
capacity than an over-zealous division of estates into falsely in
tensive plots. 1 

Where the previous land reforms resulted simply in a change 
of title from landlord to tenant without division of the holding, 
the position of the cultivator was clearly improved, while produc
tivity also increased through removal of drains upon the peas
ants' resources and the removal of restraints upon initiative and 
product structure. Similar results would appear probable wherever 
absentee landlords control large estates, which is very common in 
the countries of Southern Europe. However, where capitalization 
by the landlord is heavy, with unified control of productive tech
nique and of marketing (these conditions prevail on some Italian 
estates), division on a purely individualistic basis would probably 
decrease the product. In these as in other cases, if the goal is in
creased production the possible institutional modifications should 
be restricted to those giving some reasonable chance for success. 

The rational exploitation of peasant holdings now in small and 

I Tbi1 Ia at varlanee with the proposals of Yates and Warriner, op. eit., p. 69, 
who lee advantages In pea~ant. farms devoted to Intensive livestock raising, such 
as a malze..~nd-bogs eombmabon. Whatever the type of ownership, production 
would certa~nly be Increased by proper crop rotation Including an Increase In 
leguminous crops for fodder. However, parts of the Hungarian Plain are ad
mirably suited to large-s~ale cereal cultivation, and Insistence upon omall-ocale 
enterprloes In these cond•tions Ia certainly "doctrinaire'' (a complaint of these 
authora about eollectivlaatlon~. 
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scattered plots would seem to require institutional modifications 
of a character quite different from the main direction of previous 
reforms. It is consolidation rather than further scattering, in
creased rather than reduced size, that would allow greater produc
tive efficiency and an increased product per capita. Scattering is 
a problem that the peasants of Belgium, France, and Switzerland 
share with the small holders of Eastern Europe. The experience 
in all of these areas indicates that the peasant grumbles about the 
inconvenience and inefficiency of his land arrangement, but is 
deeply suspicious of any attempt to consolidate, since he has 
various emotional attachments to particular plots and is moreover 
afraid of getting a bad exchange. Strong governmental measures 
are probably required for consolidation if it is to proceed with any 
rapidity and uniformity.•• Although the chances of success of 
such a program might be increased by the extensive dislocations 
of people and property rights during the war years, the anxiety 
of the peasant to retain or regain "his own" in a highly specific 
sense is not to be overlooked. Since scattering of holdings is con
stantly increased by equal division in kind among heirs (which 
usually means an equal division of each kind and quality of 
land), no very profound or lasting effects of consolidation could 
be achieved without prevention of subdivision below a minimum 
level. Those who argue that equal inheritance promotes subdi
vision only to an "economic minimum" and is offset by unrestricted 
competition and the emergence of unified holdings through supe
rior competitive efficiency,11 are assuming conditions that actually 
do not prevail in the agrarian economies. Notably, they assume 
erroneously that "superior competitive efficiency," even on a tiny 
holding, will result in sufficient capital accumulation to buy out 
the less efficient cultivators, and they assume alternative economic 

•• Of the European eountrles where extensive agrarian reforms were under
taken after the First World War, only Poland also undertook to eonsolidate seat
tered plots. Between 1919 and 1938, 839,000 holdings eomprising an area of 
8,423,300 hectares were eonsolldated. This was somewhat Jess than balf of the total 
area for which eonsolldation was planned. (See Poland, Ministry of Information, 
Con.Vo Statiotical Yoar-Book of Poland, September 1939.June 1941, p. 82; Inter
national Institute of Agriculture, Tho Laall Tenure Syotom• in Evropo, Teehnical 
Documentation for League of Nations, European Conference on Rural Life, Pub
lication No.4 [Geneva: 1939), p. 62.) P.rovision was made fo~ vol.untary Initiation 
of eonsolidation but eompulsory eomphance by those not ln1tiabng the program 
but having plota In the areas to be eonsolidated. Abatement of land taxes and 
granting of governmental loans were used as Inducement& to eonsolidatlon. 

11 See, for example, C. Evelpedis, L~> rl(ormo agrairo •• Or••• (Athens: 11o 
pub., 1926). 
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opportunity for those displaced in the process. In the absence of 
such alternative employment the demand for land that does de
velop (and this is likely to come from owners of larger rather 
than smaller farms) will simply increase land prices far beyond 
productive value even in terms of interest rates far lower than 
those actually prevailing in the agrarian economies. 

The legal prevention of subdivision .also requires alternative 
economic opportunity. It is doubtful if either legal change or ex
panded opportunity alone would succeed, in any brief period, in 
establishing consolidated family farms, but the two in combina
tion, and in combination with extensive consolidation, would allow 
the creation of that "prosperous peasantry" so often talked about 
and so seldom seen in the peasant economies. 

The farm labor supply, whether located on small holdings or 
completely dependent on employment by farm proprietors, is on 
the whole inefficiently used. There seems to be no basis for viewing 
this as a situation amenable to change by modification of the labor 
systems within the agrarian structure. For the most part, the pro
ductivity per labor unit is low because the capitalization per labor 
unit is low. The clearest exceptions are provided by the Hungarian 
estates, where non-productive servants represent part of the "con
spicuous consumption" of the land-owning gentry. The position 
of some landless workers might be improved by further legislation 
on wages, hours, and the risks of employment. But the principal 
problem is that of unemployment and underemployment, and not 
of the particular form of labor utilization. 

Institutional changes designed to increase the total and per 
capita product in peasant agriculture would therefore entail a re
versal of previous trends in those areas characterized by small and 
scattered holdings, whereas the future disposition of large estates 
would be determined with primary attention to productive organ
ization. No change in property or labor disposition is likely to 
bring any marked increase in production while capitalization per 
labor unit remains low and alternative means of employment are 
not available. 

In this connection it is instructive to compare the Eastern Eu
ropean agrarian reforms with the collectivization of agriculture 
in the Soviet Union. After postwar reforms that resulted in the 
conversion of some large estates into state farms and of many 
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more into small holdings, the Soviet government undertook forced 
and rapid collectivization in 1929. At the present time almost all 
agriculture is collectivized, although modifications have been in
troduced to allow some gardening and livestock raising outside 
the structure of the kolkhoz.11 Although exact data are not avail
able, it is certainly true that productivity per capita and the area 
under cultivation have been greatly increased, and probably true 
that productivity per area has been improved. The initial effect 
was certainly a reduction in product, owing partly to the sheer 
disorganization incident to rapid change and political uncertainty, 
but more especially to the extensive slaughtering of all types of 
livestock by the peasants in protest against collectivization. 

Several other features of Soviet collectivization merit attention 
for their bearing on the possible alternatives in Eastern and 
Southern Europe. The undoubtedly higher productivity per cap
ita was made possible in part by a great increase in capitalization, 
which in turn was bought at the price of drastic reduction of that 
part of the product available to the cultivator. Higher produc
tivity was also partly the result of improved productive tech
niques. Were this all the story, collectivizatio~ might be regarded 
as a "purely agricultural" solution for the problems of unde
veloped peasant economies. But agriculture was in addition forced 
to supply much of the initial capital for industrialization. More
over, the increased productivity per capita was the result of ex
tensive shifts of agricultural population to employment in indus
trial centers as well as to lands hitherto not in production. This 
last part of the process certainly could not be duplicated in East
ern and Southern Europe. 

Forced collectivization may be a more heroic measure than is 
required for increased agricultural productivity in Eastern and 
Southern Europe. It would represent institutional changes of 
greater severity than any hitherto undertaken. Indeed, collectivi
zation on the Soviet model represents an integrated use of all the 
major points of attack here discussed separately. It is not certain 
that it would prove economically successful in small countries 

12 See Gregory Bienstock, Solomon M. Schwarz, and Aaron Yugow, MtJ.tuJ!I•· 
mene ln .Ru.,lon Indultry and .A.gricultur• (New York, etc.o Oxford University 
Presa, 19"-'), Part II, "Management of Collective Farms"; Warriner, op. eit. 
Chap. IX, ''The Russian Solution." 
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with meager resources and in a difficult international marketing 
situation. 

Technology and Productive Organization. Within the existing 
institutional and organizational framework in the European agrar
ian countries, some increase in the value of agricultural produc
tion could be achieved through improved techniques. Deeper 
plowing with better plows, contour cultivation to avoid erosion, 
and the more effective use of manure would certainly improve 
yields and help to avoid soil exhaustion.'" Bare fallows could be 
eliminated and fertility partially restored by adequate rotation. 
Even if the capital and market situations would not allow growing 
feed or cash crops, the fallow land could be planted to a green 
manure crop. Selective breeding of livestock could be introduced, 
and existing stock perhaps gradually replaced by superior breeds. 
Plant varieties better adapted to local climatic conditions, the use 
of better seed, and similar changes would contribute to increased 
yields. These measures are part of what has come to be called 
"scientific agriculture," and naturally presuppose adequate tech· 
nical education for the farmer in order to elicit his support. Educa
tion is in fact the crucial factor in these relatively minor changes.'' 

However, without other economic changes the effectiveness of 
the foregoing measures would be limited. Thus, chemical fertil
izers require cash outlays that the peasant is poorly prepared to 
make, whereas the high interest rates for credit would probably 
offset the increased returns from crops.'1 Mechanization would in
crease the product per unit of labor, but might not increase total 
product. The latter result might follow were it possible sufficiently 
to reduce the fixed costs of draft animals. However, mechanization 

11 See Yatee and Warriner, op. cit~ p. 76. 
"Ibid~ PP• ~ ... 88-98. See also P. Lamartine Yates, "Factors All'ecting 

Peaeant Prosper1ty, T~e .dd.,ancemet&t of Science, 6: 1411·148, July, 1942; J. Van 
d~r Vaeren, The ~rganuatwa of Technicallndructioa for .&griculturaliotl, Tech· 
n•cal Docu.mentatJon for League of Nations, European Conference on Rural Life, 
1939, Pnbhcation No. 14 (Genevar 1939), For an analysis of the general problema 
of agrlcultu~al education together with a survey of actual educational facilities, 
see 1nternatJ?nal Labour Office, Vocational Educatio11 ;,. ..fgriculture, Studiee and 
Reports, Ser~ee K, No.9 (Geneva: 1929). For countriee not Included In this survey 
~ee League of Nations, European Conference on Rural Life, Bulgaria (In series, 
19a8t91o)~~_,~on,oj!thrap~ drNawn1 up by Governments), Publication No. 28 (Geneva• 

• MN"tn, .ul 'IUUIUJ, O. 2, pp. 28-82. 
11 See lnter!'ational lnst~tute of Agriculture, Coaditio"' at1d 1m 0 .,emeaf of 

Crop Produc11o."• Btockrairmg aad Rural IJ1dtutrir1, Technical Docu:-entatlon for 
League of N allons, European Conference on Rural Llf~~ 1989 Publl tl N • 
(Genevar 1989), pp. 17-19. ~ • ca on o. • 
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requires not only increased capital but also some consolidation of 
plots and holdings. The farm employer finds labor cheaper than 
machinery in view of the abundant supply of the former. The 
peasant proprietor of a small holding has no capital and a super
abundance of labor. Even were the machines and improved equip
ment that are best suited to small-scale enterprise-hay mowers, 
fodder cutters, small tractors, and the like-introduced, increased 
capital and a product and market structure favorable to their use 
would be required. Above all, however, increased productivity per 
man-hour is no advantage to the peasant family whose labor sup
ply is in a sense part of its fixed costs, and no advantage to the 
productive capacity of the economy if it necessitates displacement 
of labor and the displaced labor has no other productive em
ployment." 

Livestock breeds are frequently poor in Eastern and Southern 
Europe, but this is partly the result of inadequate feeding. The 
introduction of lineage and production records and stud books, 
the extension of knowledge of proper care, and the use of artificial 
insemination might be expected to improve both draft animals and 
those used for livestock products. The increased products would 
add to the agriculturalist's inadequate diet, and possibly increase 
the market demand through lowered prices. 

The low yields per area of land in crops and the poor quality 
of crops (chiefly cereals) reaching the markets in the peasant 
economies suggest the possibility of considerable increase in value 
of product within the existing agricultural framework. The situa
tion is aptly summarized by the International Institute of Agri
culture: 

Of all the methods of improving agricultural technique, such as the 
rational rotation of crops, the use of chemical fertilisers and green manure, 
the introduction of hoed crops, deep tillage of the soil, perfected me
chanical harvesting, etc. none has brought about such progress as the im
provement of plants through selection and cross-breeding. Nor should it 
be forgotten that as a rule, the methods of improvement mentioned above 
entail considerable expense and constant care, whereas the use of improved 
varieties only involves the agriculturist in the slight extra expense repre
sented by the surcharge of a few centimes per quintal of seeds, which is 
his modest contribution to the costs of plant selection work. The introduc
tion of a better variety in an agricultural area means an immediate profit 
for the agriculturist. It improves the crop either in quantity or in quality, 

ll See ibid., pp. 19-20; Yates and Warriner, op. rit~ PP• 73-76. 
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while scarcely increasing the cost of cultivation. The creation of varieties 
with an improved yield and quality is therefore clearly one of the simplest 
and most effective means of raising the general level of a country's 
economy. 

If, however, an improved variety is to give the best results, the care 
shown in its cultivation must correspond to its superior quality; i.e. care
ful methods of cultivation and intensified manuring must accompany the 
use of improved varieties which repay the care given to them and make it 
possible to obtain a maximum return from the soil It would be useless to 
lay down any rule as to which should come first-the introduction of choice 
varieties, or the use of perfected and intensified methods of cultivation. 
The two systems are naturally complementary to each other. This inter
dependence between the improvement of methods of cultivation and that 
of the varieties cultivated is one of the best stimuli to agricultural progress. 
Among the various means of fostering agricultural progress, the improve
ment of plants is, at the present time, of outstanding importance ... 

It is again clear that the really substantial increases in value of · 
produce require measures of intensification and probably diversi
fication. Diversification would actually contribute directly to the 
cultivator's level of living, through provision of a better diet. Im
proved market organization, increased variable costs in fertilizers, 
the development of rural industries, and the introduction of grad
ing and other quality controls would facilitate higher returns 
from the land. In the absence of these other changes, plant im
provement and those improved techniques possible under existing 
circumstances would allow small but probably not decisive in
creases in agricultural income. 

A final technical measure of importance for increased yields is 
the extension or improvement of the area of cultivation. Land 
reclamation and improvement, especially through irrigation and 
drainage, would increase the product from land already under 
cultivation, or bring new lands intp agricultural utilization. Nota
ble efforts in this direction have been made in some of the agrarian 
regions, the most spectacular and highly advertised being the 
drainage of the Italian marsh lands. The Pripet Marshes in east
ern Poland and White Russia could be drained, while substantial 
areas in the Balkan region and in Spain and Portugal could be 
irrigated with highly favorable results.•• 

u Ibid~ pp. 9-10. 
ll See International Institute of Agriculture, Lllfttl 1locl11mtJiion liM Impro11.., 

m...C Ia Europe, Teehnieal Documentation for Lea~ue of N a tiona European Con
ference on Rur!" Life, 1989, Publieat!on No. 6 (Genevaa 1989). The foregoing 
oummarizeo proJeeb and operations In Bulgaria, Cseehoslovakla, Greece, Hungary 
Italy, Lithuania, Poland, PortugoJ, and Roumania. For a brief statement on lrr~ 
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Land reclamation and irrigation projects have the obvious ad

vantage of adding t" the productive and employment capacity of 
·agriculture, while providing employment for redundant labor sup
ply._Th~y h~ve the equa~y obvious.disadvantage of being rarely 
feasible m either economic or technical terms by the independent 
action of the agriculturalist. The scale of required action is so 
gr~at that at least cooperative pooling of capital is necessary, 
whereas the requirement of uniform adherence to a particular 
project regardless of individual objections and an over-nice at
tention to proprietary rights indicates the necessity of govern
mental sponsorship in some form. In some cases, as notably the 
reclamation of the Pripet Marshes and extensive irrigation in the 
Danube Valley, an effective handling of the project would require 
international agreement, assuming 1939 boundaries. Given the 
requisite political and economic organization, there would be long
term prospects for substantially increased agricultural produc
tion. The magnitude of the required public works precludes the 
possibility of great gains over short periods. 

Governmental action, ranging from legislative assistance to 
direct intervention, would be required for the rapid adoption of 
many of the measures needed to effect technical change in agri
cultural production. The same is at least equally true for such 
measures as disease control, insurance and credit extension, and 
market organization.11 The role of the government might be of 
the minimum variety indicated above--that is, legislative assist
ance--were cooperative organizations established on an extensive 
scale. 

Actually, of course, none of the countries here considered (with 

gatlon prospects In Spain, aee E. Martines de Bujanda, "The Spanish N at!onal 
Irrigation Plan," Int•rnatwnal Rwi•.., of .lgriculture, 25: 237E-248E, June, 
19M. The program of "Integral bonification" In Italy Is treated In Cesare Longo
bardi, Land-Reclamatwn in Italy (London: P. S. King and Son, 1986). A more 
critical appraisal of results Is given by Carl T. Schmidt, The Plough 011d tho 
B"''rd: Labor, Land, and Prop•rty in FalcUt Italy (New York: Columbia Uni• 
versity Press, 1938), Chap. V, "Reclaiming the SoU." 

uSee International Institute of Agriculture, Go'Dornmml .lctio• CofiCernod ..,jtJI 
.lgricultural Mark•t• and Prodvctioa, Technical Documentation for League of 
Nations, European Conference on Rural Life, I989, Publication No. 8 (Geneva: 
1989). An annual survey of governmental policies with respect to agriculture Ia 
given in the Institute's The World .lgriculeural Situatwa, Part II, "Agricultural 
Policy and Conditions In the Different Countries." See also Eeo..omlo Do"Delopmoftl 
in 8. E. Europe (London: PEP [Political and Economic Planning], I94ll), Cha,r. V, 
"Marketing," Appendix on "Measures of State Intervention In Marketing, PP• 
162-1118, and Appendix tables, pp. 149-155. 
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the possible exception of Albania~ is without.co.oper~ti~e o~gani
zations serving the rural population. The soctebes extstmg m the 
interwar period were highly diverse both in types of. service 
offered to members and in general organization. •• Since the services 
were many and varied, and frequently cut across rural-urban dis
tinctions, it is not possible to determine the importance of agricul
tural cooperation in any precise numerical way. The evidence is 
clear, however, that the cooperative organizations were most ex
tensively influential exactly in those areas that were most advanced 
in productive techniques and per capita value of product. The 
significance of cooperatives in some of the prosperous agrarian 
regions in the West bears out this relationship. It is also clear, 
however, that the causal relationship between cooperative organi
zation and peasant prosperity is reciprocal, not unidirectional. 
Although the cooperative organization may increase the economic 
return or the security of the individual member, its power for 
"betterment" is necessarily somewhat linllted by the initial re

sources of its participants. 
The most general type of cooperative organization, in rural as 

in urban areas, is the "consumers' cooperative" providing for 
joint purchase of consumption and even production goods. Such 
organizations provide one means for reducing the price spread 
between agricultural goods sold and manufactured or other goods 
bought. Next in popularity to the consumers' organization in 
rural areas is the society for cooperative marketing, which may 
in fact be combined with an organization providing consumers' 
and producers' goods. Such cooperatives provide a measure of 
control over the prices received for agricultural products and 
thus are complementary to the cooperative purchasing activities. 
Through pooling of resources, aided by greater ease in securing 
credit on favorable terms, it is possible for small holders markedly 

•• For l!'eneral aul'Veyl of typea of cooperatives, membership, resources, etc~ aee 
Karl Ihrig, lnt.,nationalo Btatutik dor a.,.,, .. ,..chafl"" (Berlin: Struppe und 
Winckler, 1928); International Institute of Agriculture, Agricultural Probl•mo It> 
Th•lr International A1poct, Documentation for League of Nations, International 
Economic Conference, Geneva, May, 1927 (Geneva: 1926); International Labour 
Office, Co-<>p•ratl"• Action In Rural Llf•, Technical Documentation for League of 
Nations, European Conference on Rural Life, 1989, Publication No. 9 (Geneva: 
1989). As noted In the text above, the complexity of organizational types and over• 
lapping of memberships Is such aa to lnAke vlrtuallv Impossible a statistical ap-

fralsal of rural cooperation. (See G. Fauquet, "The Diversity of Co-operative 
nstltutlons and Their Claaslftcation," lnt•rnational Labour R•m•m, 89 1 4o35-4oll8, 

AprU, 1989.) The Blbliograpb;r lists a number of sources giving national data. 
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to increase their productive capitalization by cooperative ventures 
in electrification, purchase and use of equipment, and the like. 
Cooperatives may also foster low-cost purchase of productive 
goods such as seed, feed, and fertilizer; joint determination of 
product structure; the introduction of quality controls, grading, 
and possibly improved packaging; and perhaps the establishment 
of processing units. If all of these activities are taken in combina
tion, some of the disadvantages of small-scale individualistic farm
ing may be overcome. The addition of low-cost credit facilities and 
reduction of various risks through cooperative insurance increases 
the ability of the peasant to withstand crises and avoid capital de
pletion.11 

The potentialities are great for increased value of total product 
as well as for improved economic position of the individual peasant 
through extensive cooperative organization. Indeed, cooperatives 
may do much to overcome some of the defects of individual enter
prise. Their influence is all the greater on account of the educa
tional advantages, both formal and informal, offered by joint 
action and a closer integration into modern economic life. Some 

. organizations have already operated effectively in the agrarian 
economies and there is some possibility of their expansion and con
solidation. Within modern times crop lands have been owned in 
common. The persistence of joint use of pastures and forests 
furnishes another prect>dent for further cooperative action. The 
economic importance of the large kinship group (the Slavic sad
ruga) still persists in some areas, and other areas have somewhat 
similar bases for communal economic activity. The cooperative is 
accordingly a possible mode of partial transition in such areas 
from one form of economy to another. 

An adequate appraisal of the potentialities for agricultural co
operation requires two elements of caution, however. Firlt, the 
cooperatives to be successful in any major way must gain the 
active support of the peasants. This they may not be able to do 

•• For brief summarlea of the advantages of c:ooperative organiution In pea•ant 
economies, oee L. Felerabend, "Post-War Tasks for Farmers' C<Hlperatlves," Tlul 
Advancement of Bc~nce, 6: 1~8-161, July, 19~2; International Labour Otliee, Co
operatiDt A ctioa In R•ral Lifo; International Labour Otliee, "Social Aspeett of 
Land Reform In Czecho•lovakia," International Laboar RoN,.,, 12: 281-234, Au· 
gust, 192~; C. F. Strickland, "The Cooperative Society as an Instrument of Eeo
nomlc and Social Construction," Jaternational Labo•r Re~, 87: 729-768, June, 
1988. 
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as direct organs of government. The cooperatives of the interwar 
period were often financially or otherwise dominated by govern
mental bureaus, and accordingly had little independent stability 
in cases of political crisis. The cooperatives of Hungary, Rou
mania, and Greece tended to be such in name only because of 
capitalistic or political control from above. •• Certainly the organi
zations are not "cooperative" unless a large measure of voluntary 
participation and local determination of policies is maintained. 11 

Second, the cooperative is limited in its ability to create mar
kets, or even to accumulate capital if the members have no surplus. 
It can facilitate some improvement in yields and it may further 
increase real income through reduction of price differentials. It 
is admirably suited to be an avenue of effective pooling of capital 
resources and, on the basis of those resources, of increasing the 
value of product and the employability of labor. But these more 
.fundamental results must first presume a reasonably favorable 
ratio of family size to available land area and a market organiza
tion capable of absorbing and rewarding an increased quality and 
quantity of product. 

Limit• to Agrarian Solution1. The potentialities for raising per 
capita levels of living in the peasant economies through the ex
pansion of agricultural production may now be summarized and 
appraised. The preceding paragraphs have noted a number of in
stitutional, organizational, and technical expedients that would 
increase the productivity of agriculture if undertaken without 
other major changes in the existing general structure of the 
agrarian economies, and much greater advantage if undertaken 
along with major shifts in productive organization. 

It is, difficult to attach a quantitative value to the possible in
crease in agricultural production were all of the strictly agricul
tural changes undertaken. The effects of one measure of increased 
production, the French level of land utilization, were noted in 
Chapter III, where it was observed that this still would not yield a 
European average per capita product in most of the areas here 
under review. 

It Royal Institute of Jntematlonal Affairs, .IJI.grtJriiJa Problo..., from e/10 Balti<l Co"" dog•?• _(London• 194.4), pp. 63-68. 
II Thla pr~ne1ple aeema to hold even under the extreme form of· eooperatlve organ

batlon repreaented by the collectivized farm. See Bienstock, Sehwara, and Yugow, 
op. ole. 
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Wagemann, arguing that industrialization would require non

existent capital which could only be accumulated by an increase' 
of agricultural exports, thinks that technical changes in agricul
ture could easily increase the total product in the Balkans by 50 
per cent over the course of twenty-five years. •• He neglects, how
ever, the fact that these countries are also characterized by a rap
idly growing population, so that the assumed increase in produc
tion must be viewed in terms of the probable growth of the 
agricultural population in the same period. The agricultural 
population growth may be estimated by computing the projected 
percentage increase in total populations of the countries of East
ern and Southern Europe from 1930 to 196021 (the latter year 
taken as representing the end of Wagemann's twenty-five year 
period) and applying the percentages to the 1930 agricultural 
population. Table 10 shows the value of agricultural produc
tion assuming a 50 per cent increase by 1960, and the projected 
agricultural population for that year. These two figures allow the 
computation of the hypothetical per capita value of production 
shown in column 3 of the table. If these per capita values are ex
pressed as percentages of the 1931-1935 European average per 
capita value of production (column 4) the possible effects of the 
increased production may be judged. For convenience in com
parison, the actual1931-1935 index values are given in column 5. 
As may be seen from Table 10, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Hungary, 
Latvia, and Spain would under these assumptions have attained 
by 1960 a per capita level higher than the European average of 
the late interwar period. But Portugal and the remaining coun
tries of Eastern Europe except Lithuania would remain markedly 
below that level; Lithuania and Italy would fall just below the 
average. The lack of fundamental improvement under these as
sumptions is especially marked in Bulgaria, Roumania, Yugo-

•• See Ernst Wagemann, D•r ,..., Balko•; all•• Lan.J-jung• WirtoclliJft (Ham
burg: Hanseatische Veriaganstalt, 1939); a portion of this work containing the 
point under discussion has been translated as "The Pressure of Population as an 
Economic Force," In W ,.kly Report of th• G1rmaa lAititut• for BuriAl•• R•
llarclt, Supplement, June 29, 1989. 

11 The data on projected population slae for each of the countries have been taken 
from the base tables In Frank W. Notestein, Irene B. Taeuber, Dudley Kirk, Ansley 
J. Coale, and Louise K. Kiser, Tho Futur• Popvlatio• of Europe alld tho Soviet 
Uaioa: Popvlatioa Proj•ctioAI,l94D-l970 (Geneva: Lea1ue of Natlona, 19"), Ap
pendix IV. 
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TABLE 10 

Possible Effects of Increased Agricultural Production in View 
of a Growing Population 

Projected Agricultural Populatioa and Production, 1960 

Procluctioo 1931-1935 
Per Cap:ta, Production 

Countries ProdudSOD, European Per Capita, 
Population Crop Units Average, European 
(in thou .. (in thou- Production 1931-1935 Avente 
u.nds)l sands~ Per Capita - 100" -1000 

Albania 989 11,469 12 27 22 
Bulgaria 15,081 123,691 24 61 47 
Czechoslovakia 15,051 824,1815 64 149 105 
Estonia 602 40,133 61 165 99 
Greece 8,695 90,402 24 61 60 
Hungary 4,906 223,344 46 106 78 
Italy 21,328 842,574 40 92 78 
Latvia 1,075 73,928 69 160 Ill 
Lithuania 1,861 71,570 42 97 78 
Poland 24,648 606,516 25 61 49 
Portugal 8,799 100,902 27 62 69 
Roum.ania 17,982 408,477 24 65 48 
Spain 14.000 672,299 48 112 88 
Yugoslavia 13,488 263,628 20 48 98 

1 Tbe projected agrleultural populations have been computed by applying the 
percentage increase in eaeh country, 1930-1960, In total populations (as ealeulated 
by methods explained In the text) to the agricultural population figures for 1930, 
given in Appendix I, Table 18. 

• Production figures are derived by multiplying the 1931-1995 average value of 
agricultural production In Crop Units by 1.5, the proportion of Increase sug
gested as possible over a twenty-five year span by Ernst Wagemann, "The Pres
aure of Population as an Economic Foree," Woekly ReporC of tho Gortn~~n In.Cihdl 
for B...,.,, R01oarc1t, Supplement, June 29, 1939. 

• European per capita average, 1931-1995: 42.932. Figures rounded subsequent 
to computations. (See Table 8.) 

•Ibid. 

slavia, and Albania, which are precisely the countries to which 
Wagemann's argument is primarily applied. 

Actually it is to be seriously doubted whether an increase of 
the magnitude suggested by Wagemann could be effected in the 
absence of fundamental economic change, and it is difficult to de
termine even what such an increase would mean if confined to the 
existing product structure. Wagemann suggests that higher 
yields would allow the diversion of large agricultural areas to 
"other products." But without extensive changes in market struc
ture, these other products cannot be grown or produced. For the 
molt part they require greater capital, which is precisely the 
variable at issue. 
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Wagemann quite correctly points to .the inadequacy of ~pital 

as a barrier to industrialization; but the same is true for agricul
tural expansion and intensification. As earlier noted, the self
capitalization of the more successful peasants has been largely 
limited to construction and land amelioration requiring little or 
no cash outlay. The less successful small holders have gone into 
debt without being able to use borrowed money or credits for 
greater production. Even were it possible to increase production 
by 50 per cent without internal market expansion and greater 
capital investment, the rate of capital accumulation would be very 
low. Without a rigid limitation of the level of consumption it is un
likely that such an increase in production would result in any 
appreciably increased savings available for industrial investment. 
Yet, as already noted, the rising consumption levels would be 
limited in their scope, and certainly would show no promise of 
being able constantly to rise at a rate faster than the growth of 
the population. 

It is indeed the slow capital accumulation in agriculture even 
under favorable circumstances that points to the necessity of trav
elling an indirect route: the improvement of per capita agricul
tural production through industrialization. For without the shift
ing of productive resources (including labor) ~o other economic 
spheres and the correlative reduction of the persons directly de
pendent on the products of agriculture, no substantial gains will 
be made in the level of production. •• 

•• See Rudolf Biblnit, "Excess Population," TM Adva11c1m1nl of B.U..ce, 8: 
U1-145, July, 19~2; H. Boker and F. W. von Billow, Tho Rural E.,odtU ito Czeclto
•lomkU., International Labour Office. Studies and Reports, Seriea K, No. 13 
(Geneva: 1935), pp. 6-8; Karl Brandt, "The Employment Capacity of Agriculture." 
Social R111orcla, 2: 1-19, February, 1935; Karl Brandt, The Rocon1tructiats of 
World Agriculture (New York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1945), especially Chaps. 
VIII and IX; A. J alowleckl, "The Population Question and Agriculture In Poland," 
International R•"""' of Agrietdture, 29: 359E-869E, August, 1988; Vladimir Klo
nov, '~Recherche statistique sur Ia relation entre Ia productivite agricole et Ia den
alt6 et Ia structure de Ia population," Btotilticlcj Obzor, 18: 81~, March, 
1987; Nicholas Mirkovich, "Agriculture and Population," Jugollav PoltTIMf' Ro
conltruction Papor1, Vol. 111, No. 6, 19~; Theodor Oberliinder, "t)bervolkerung 
In Ostmitteleuropa," Boltilc/ao Monotohoft• (1983): 876-882, July~August, 193!1; 
United Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture, Hot Sprmgs, Vlrglma, 
May 18-June 8, 1943, Final Ace ond B•ctio• Report•, United States Department of 
State. Publication 19~, Conference Seriea 62 (Washington: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 19~). 

It waa of course part of German policy In Southeast Eu~pe to favor the ex~an
lion of agricultural production on a colonial basis and to d1scourage lndustrlahsa
tion. (See the excellent atudy of Antonio Basch, Tho Da-bo Bon" and Clio 0..-
..... lilconomio Bphn• (New York• Columbia University Preu, 19~). especially 
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It is conceivably possible for peasant economies to remain pri

marily growers and exporters of specialized and intensively pro
duced agricultural goods within the framework of a European 
economic .federation. This would require both a substantial drain
off of rural population to the industrial centers, and some impor
tation of capital to effect the transition. Both of these processes 
might be possible, given economic and political federalism. Even 
in the event of a "rationally planned" European economy as a 
whole, however, it does not appear that regional division of labor 
would confine Eastern and Southern Europe to agricultural pro
duction. Indeed, it is not at all true that ~ultivable land is the 
sole significant resource in this area. In view of other resources 
and existing labor supply, as will be noted below, the import of 
industrial capital should be at least as easy as the wholesale export 
of people. 

The net conclusion, accordingly, is that marked improvement in 
levels of production and consumption in Eastern and Southern 
Europe cannot be expected from those measures that would place 
first and most emphasis on agricultural production. 

Demographic Solution~ 

The essential problem with which the present discussion has 
been dealing is that of the ratio between population and product. 
The possibilities of agricultural expansion have been examined 
and the limits of technical and organizational improvements in 
effecting a transition to higher per capita levels of living have 
been noted. Another solution is to reduce the number of people. 
Heavy emigration might offer a quick solution; over a longer 
period reduction of population growth may e(lse (but not neces
sarily remove} the crowding of people on the land. 

Emigration. Emigration is frequently proposed as a solution 
for major regional differentials in economic opportunity, and, in
deed, has often been used as a source of "release" for crowded 
areas. For the countries of origin emigration has,such seemingly 
clear advantages that it needs to be given careful consideration. 

The outward movement of population is a rapid way of reduc
Chap. 11, •Polley of the New Plan toward Southeastern Europe") The conclusion 11 
llDa,.oidable that Wagemann'a "analyaia" discussed above follo;,1 from the official 
pollc:y and not from a llclenUlle appraiaal of tbe facta. 
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ing the size of that age group in the population that comprises 
not only consumers but redundant laborers and reproducers of 
the population. It was in fact emigration that provided a certain 
"safety-valve" for Eastern and Southern European rural popu
lations before the First World War and even during the first 
decade after the war.•• On the other hand, emigration may also 
have made possible the continuance of high reproductive rates. 
Emigration has not counterbalanced natural increase, except in 
a few communities, despite the fact that emigrants were chiefly in 
the reproductive ages. The remittances of emigrants contributed 
somewhat to the well-being of those left behind. However, return-

. ing migrants used savings not only to pay off farm indebtedness 
but also to bid up land prices to uneconomic levels. 

Where fertility has already begun to decline, migration may 
remove "surplus" labor and further reduce growth potential with
out upsetting the downward trend in fertility, since the latter 
seems to be a response to rising aspirations and changing stand
ards rather than a direct reaction to population "pressure." The 
phenomenon of declining fertility is already well established in 
the countries of Eastern and Southern Europe, although repro
ductive rates remain high."" Migration therefore might provide 
temporary relief while the process of change to lower fertility 
rates is in process. 

But the experience of the interwar period and the probable 
future course of events appear to make this discussion almost 
wholly academic. After the First World War overseas migration 
fell off, being partially replaced by migration to countries in 
Western Europe, and particularly to France. Barriers to immi
gration have been erected by nearly all of the potential receiving 
countries, and there seems to be scant prospect of any marked re
duction of those barriers." Immigration provides problems of 
assimilating alien elements representing not only cultures sub
stantially different from those of the receiving countries, but levels 
of economic development and industrial skills considerably below 

IT See lntematlonallnstltute of Agriculture, "The Migration Problem In Ito Re
lation to Agriculture," International .Rn>ie111 of ~griculture, 241 833E-879E, Sei"' 
tember, 1938. 

II N otesteln and Others, op. rit~ p. 170 n. and pa11lm. 
II See Edward P. Hutchinson and Wilbert E. Moore, "Pre~u;es and BaJ"!'en In 

Future Migration," ~nnau of thl ~merima ~cademf of Political aad Social 8~ 
nco, 2871 164-171, January, 194G. 
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those of the West. The opposition of organized labor to continued 
immigration was based not only on the competitive labor market, 
but also upon the real and symbolic threat to labor security offered 
by workers who maintained lower levels of living. 

Even the war losses sustained by the Western regions coupled 
with prospects of declining population may not be sufficient to 
render large scale immigration possible, although France and 
some overseas countries may again seek immigrants. Countries 
willing to accept permanent settlers may so specify the general 
and specific qualifications of acceptable immigrants that few 
peasants from Eastern and Southern Europe could qualify. 

The barriers erected by countries potentially offering economic 
opportunity for larger populations are perhaps less formidable 
than the objections of the countries of potential emigration. The 
latter rightly point out that since emigrants are chiefly young 
adults the country of birth bears the social costs of dependency 
and education, only to lose productive (and possibly military) 
manpower. The removal of claimants upon product and economic 
opportunity is thus purchased at the_ cost of a negative selective 
process. 

Actually, the volume of migration necessary to provide a short
run balancing of population growth would exceed by far the sub
stantial emigration from these regions before the First World 
War, while the average of the interwar period probably in no 
country exceeded 15 per cent of the natural increase.•• 

These objections to migration as a solution to population
product ratios are likely to be conclusive except under very special 
circumstances: 

A period of chaos might induce a mass exodus of disillusioned people 
overseas, or, possibly, to the expanding regions of the Soviet Union. Such 
a movement naturally implies the absence of effective political barriers. 
With more orderly conditions there are reasons to believe that migration 
from Eastern Europe will he less important than it was in Western Europe 
during the latter part of the nineteenth century. A postwar order that 
leaves political tensions unresolved in the East might well bring strong 
incentives to emigrate, but these would probably be blocked by legal bar
riers to free movement erected by both sending and receiving countries in 
Europe. Eastern European governments would be reluctant to permit the 
maaa exodus of their chief military asset, young men, more particularly 

10 See International Institute of Agriculture, "The Migration Problem In Ito 
Relatloo to Agriculture," loo. eU.1 Nicholas Mlrkovlc:b "Agriculture and Popula• 
tloD," loo. eU. ' 
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because they are the •ection of the adult population that will grow least 
rapidly. If there is general confidence in a period of peace and economic 
prosperity, the barriers to migration might he lowered, but the incentivu 
to move would also be wenkened.11 · 

There is of course the further possibility of forced population 
displacement. Indeed, large numbers of European workers, peas
ants, and prisoners of war have been resettled, have fled to escape 
an unwelcome and possibly fatal political rule, or have been more 
or less forcibly conscripted to work or fight in support of the 
German military machine.12 These wartime population movements 
may leave a small residue of permanent transfers from the agrar
ian regions. Very few are likely to remain in defeated countries 
with disrupted economies and subject to strong peace terms. Al
though wartime relocations may provide some basis for a more 
nearly "rational" allocation of peoples relative to productive re
sources, it is to be expected that the deliberate policy of govern
ments and of international organization will be rather to aid the 
return of displaced peoples to their native lands and villages. 

Viewed abstractly, therefore, migration might provide a meas
ure for equalizing economic opportunity; viewed in terms of past 
experience, present circumstances, and probable future conditions 
the movement of peoples on a scale necessary for appreciable 
results is rather improbable. 

Proapecta for Declining Fertility. Nor is any immediate solu
tion for crowding on the land to be found in declining fertility. 
Falling birth rates may only be expected in an urban, industrial 
environment although not necessarily confined to strictly urban 
areas. The restriction of births is in fact incidental to a value
substitution already under way toward individualistic values and 
away from those of the large kinship organization, the hierarchical 
church, or the mystical state. But the evidence points to fertility 
reduction despite opposition of state and church, given urban
ization and industrialization.•• Part of the process may be viewed 

It Notesteln and Others, op. cit~ p. 169. 
•• See Eugene M. Kulischer, Tho Di•placomlftt of PopvlatiD• ito Buropo (Mont

real: International Labour Office, 1948). 
aa See Notestein and Others op. cit especially pp. 28-80, 176-178. Warriner (op. 

cit., p. 168) ral•es the proble.;. of the~effec~ of land distribution ~n rural fertility, 
and attempts to argue against the correlation between small holdmga and popul .. 
tlon Increase by noting that the highest reproduction rates are those of farm em
ployees. Actually, the property system as ouch Is relevant In tbls Instance only •• 
It determinea levels of Uvinr and derreea of interratlon Into a aecular, urb&D way 
of life. . · . 
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u simply mechanical: disruption of family patterns, separation, 
and mobility. But more of it is the change of values effected by 
these mechanisms. 

Declines in fertility are already under way in the Eastern and 
Southern European regions. However, further declines will prob
ably depend on a continued shift to urban and industrial life, and 
will be in approximate proportion to the degree and rapidity of 
that shift. Moreover, the supply and employment problems for 
the next twenty years will scarcely be solved by declining fertility, 
even if net growth were to stop entirely or fall below replacement 
level. There are already "too many" people on the land. In the 
absence of major improvements in agriculture, which would be 
largely impossible under present circumstances, or major emigra
tion, which would be unlikely, the remaining alternative seems to 
be additional sources of production and avenues for employment 
in industry. 

I ndrutrialization 

The advantages to the peasant economies of fairly extensive 
and rapid industrialization have been indicated or implied at 
numerous junctures in the preceding discussion. Clearly the most 
general advantage is that of increased national productivity and 
economic opportunity, and the possibility of avoiding some of the 
limitations on economic expansion incident to agrarian produc
tive organization. Two other "incidental" benefits need emphasis 
here for their bearing on the particular problems raised in this 
study. These are the avoidance through economic diversification 
of some of the risks faced by highly specialized economies, and the 
changes in reproductive behavior that follow the urbanization and 
secularization of the social structure. The relationship between 
industrialization and lowered birth rates means that economic de
velopment not only provides an avenue for support of an expand
ing population but helps to set in train those social changes that 
ease the burden of dependency on society." The agrarian econ
omies must therefore be examined with respect to the industrializa-

•• See H. Bliker and F. W. von BUlow, Tho Rural E""'duo '" Cz•chooloiJakill, 
International Labour Office, Studies and Reports Series K No. 18 (Geneva• 
111116) 1 TIYador Szel, uL'efl'et d'lndustrlallsation au point de w~ du mouvement de 
Ia populatloa," Jlagrar Btatiozti/cai Bumlo, 16• 621H5M, Jun~ 1987. 
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tion already in process and the relevant means and conditions for 
further and more rapid development. 

Interwar Industrial Development1. The discussion to this point 
has characterized the countries of Ea8tern and Southern Europe 
as "agrarian" economies. The justification for this characteriza
tion rests on the preponderance of agriculture in the scheme of 
productive organization and the heavy dependence on agriculture 
for economic opportunity. The importance of agriculture in the 
economies here considered, it may be maintained, is such as to 
introduce qualitative as well as quantitative differences in their 
economic organization as compared with Western countries. There 
is, however, no gainsaying the differences in degree of dependency 
on agriculture and in degree of industrial development within the 
"agrarian" regions, and no intention of maintaining the position 
that any of the countries considered is without manufacturing 
establishments. A few regions have fairly long histories of indus
trial organization. This is notably true of the. western sections of 
Czechoslovakia and the northern cities of Italy. Other regions, 
such as Catalonia in Spain, have developed industrially chiefly in 
the interwar period. A few areas, such as Estonia, Latvia, and 
parts of Poland, were more industrialized before the First World 
War than immediately after it, and only gradually regained their 
prewar position. All of the countries were increasing their manu
facturing rather rapidly toward the end of the interwar period 
and some continued this trend under German sponsorship during 
the war. 

The relative economic or industrial development of countries 
may be judged in various ways, given the requisite information. 
Actually, incomplete data permit a number of comparisons that 
are roughly indicative of degree of industrialization. These in
clude proportion of workers engaged in industry, the per capita 
value of manufacturing output, and the development of trans
portation and communications.•• 

Although occupational classifications are only roughly com
parable, reasonable reliance may be placed on the differences in 
the proportion of the working population that is engaged in in-

•• Other measures that readily come to mind, such as alae of est":bllshment, capi
tal per worker, motive power per worker, or man-hour productivity, cannot be 
used for want of data that are comparable and at all complete on an International 
bull. 
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dustrial production. For the same reasons as previously outlined 
with reference to those engaged in agriculture, the comparison is 
made on the basis of gainfully occupied males. As shown in the 
first column of Table 11, the countries of Eastern and Southern 
Europe have in general much smaller proportions of their male 
labor force in mining and manufacturing than do the countries 
of the North and West.•• Another measure of the extent of indus
trial development is the per capita value of manufacturing pro
duction. The second column of Table 11 shows this comparison, 
and again indicates the marked regional differences. It should be 
noted that the value of manufacturing cannot be interpreted as 
showing the efficiency of output per worker, but rather as indicat
ing the relative importance of industrial production in the several 
countries." 

The development and use of transportation and communica-
. tions, although less directly an index of industrialization than the 
preceding bases of comparison, is rather indicative of general eco
nomic level. A general index of communications around 1935 has 
been constructed from a number of components, including length 
of railroads relative to area and population, passenger cars per 
capita, and the per capita use of mail, telephones, telegraph, and 
radios.•• This combined index, illustrated in Figure 20, shows the 

It "Industrialization" In the broad sense of a high degree of occupational spe
elallaatlon and orientation to a market eeonomy would be measured not simply by 
the development of manufaeturing but by the Importance of commercial and 
financial organization. In this sense, the United Kingdom, although having almost 
exac:tly the aame proportion of males gainfully occupied In Industry as has Ger
many, Ia much more "Industrialized" than the latter. Aa a comparative measure 
(which tendo to accentuate dift'erences In eeonomic development), the ratio of 

· males In Industry to males In agriculture may be taken as representative of thil 
broader aspec:t of "modernization." These ratios are shown In Appendix IV, 
Table 1. 

11 The rank order of the countries Included In column 2 of Table 11 Is approxi
mately the eame u that shown by an earlier study of the value of machinery per 
capita. The rankl by the two basee of comparison are given In Appendix IV, 
Table 2. 

ao Each component wu expressed In Index numbers relative to the European 
average, exclusive of Turkey and the USSR, and the general Index represents an 
nnwei~~:hted average of the components. Not only Is there no convenient basis for 
welghtlnf! the Indexes, but It may be assumed that given reasonably homogeneoul 
results u between the separate Indexes, any system of weighting would not 
markedly aft'ect the results In the combined Index. 

Several of the component lndexee are presented and discussed by Dudley Kirk 
In a forthcoming etudy of Interwar European population. For comparative ma
terials on the development of Industry and transportation, see E<onomic D•.,•lop
"'""' Ita 8. E. Ewropo, Chap. III, "Industrial Development," Chap. IV "Tranlt-
port," aod Appendix tables; pp. Ul-US. 1 
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TABLE 11 

Industrial Occupation and Per Capita Manufacturing in Certain 
. European Countries• . 

Ballom and Southom Europe 
Czechoslovakia 
Spain 
Italy 
Hungary 
Poland 
Estonia 
Latvia 
Portugal 
Greece 
Yugoslavia 
Bulgaria 
Roumanla 
Lithuania 

Northom and W11tom Europt 
Belgium 
Germany 
United Kingdom 
Swit~erland 
Netherlands 
Austria 
Franoe 
Sweden 
Denmark 
Norway 
Finland 
Ireland 

Percen.tall! of 
Gainfully Occupied 
Maiello lndulllrl' 

around 1930 

(I) 

41 
811 
81 
26 
22 
20 
19 
19• 
18 
14 
18 
II 
9 

G3 
GO 
GO 
"48 
44 
89 
88 
81 
83 
29 
18 
IT 

Gra. Value of 
Manufacturtn1 ID ' 

ID 19.!0-JI at 
1926-29 Prlceo, per 
Head of Population 

(2) 

100 
401 
80 
60 
80 

20 

210 
210 
260 

ITO 
100 
140 
260 
200 

ITO 

l The figures In column (I), when not otherwise Indicated, are based on data In 
the International Labour Office, Year Book of Labo•r Stati1tie1, 1941, pp. 9-ll. 
DifFering statistioal procedures Impair exact comparability. The figures In column 
(2) have been supplied by the Economic, Financial and Transit Defartment of the 
League of N atlons. They aim at lndiatlng the approximate annua gross value of 
manufacturing per head of population In 1930-88 In dollars at the prices that pr&
valled In 1926-29. 

1 Spain, Dlrecci6n General de Estadlstica, .4•••rio Elladlllico de E•paila, 1942, 
PP. 86-109. . 

W
1 19311 (production In the following years was reduced on account of the Civll 
ar). 
'Portugal, Instituto Naclonal de Estatistica, .4nu4rio E•tatlltk.o do Port..gtJI, 

1986, pp. 21-23. 
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Figure 20. General Index of Communications, around 1935 

following groups of countries, arranged in rank order: 

Over 175: Denmark, United Kingdom, Switzerland, Sweden 
125-17 4.9: France, Belgium, Norway, and the Nether lands 
100-124.9: Luxembourg, Germany, and Austria 

75- 99.9: Ireland and Latvia 
50- 74.9: Finland, Czechoslovakia, Italy, Hungary, and 

Spain 
Under 50: Estonia, USSR, Portugal, Greece, Poland, Bul

garia, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Lithuania, 
and Albania 

With the single notable exception of Germany/ 9 these results 
are closely parallel to those appearing from previous comparisons. 
Again the relatively undeveloped economic systems of Eastern 
and Southern Europe stand in marked contrast to the economies 
of the North and West. 

If the countries of Eastern and Southern Europe are in gen-

.. The results for Germany would certainly be modified were comparisons made 
for a somewhat later period, or were it possible to obtain data by distric ts (owing 
to the urban and industrial concentration in Northwest Germany). 
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eral "non-industrial," this does not mean that no significant in
dustrial development has taken place. On the contrary those 
countries of Eastern and Southern Europe for which reas'onably 
complete production data are available were during the interwar 
period expanding their production more rapidly than were the 
older industrial countries of the West. •• The same was almost 
certainly true of the other countries for which direct data are not 
available, and especially of Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Portugal. 

A more rapid increase in manufacturing production relative to 
a base year is of course partly, and in the present instance per
haps mainly, a function of very small beginnings. A doubling of 
production may have small immediate significance in the economy 
if the initial output was minute. On the other hand, the logic of 
the situation indicates that any kind of a start may provide the 
potentialities for rapid increase, which if continued over some 
time may have more than a merely statistical significance. It is 
moreover true that industrialization in the course of recent history 
seems to be.an accelerating process, that is, that countries that 
have entered upon a program of more or less deliberate industrial
ization late have also accomplished results rapidly. The accelera
tion is chiefly due to the ability of the undeveloped country to 
adopt at once the technical developments built up slowly in the 
older industrial economies. This leads to its own train of serious 
adjustments in the social structure, to which attention is directed 
in the next chapter. The points of immediate interest are twofold: 
viewed in static comparison the agrarian economies are little in
dustrialized, whereas viewed dynamically they give strong indica
tions of potentially rapid and ultimately significant industrial 
development. 

Industry is already of considerable local importance in most of 
the Eastern and Southern European economies. In the Baltic 
States, Riga is the outstanding industrial center and lesser centers 
provide some manufacturing facilities. Warsaw, Lodz, Lwow, and 

•• Appendix IV, Table 8, shows weighted averages of national Index~ of m~nn
facturing production, with 1918 as the common base year, for the two. maJor reg1on1 
of Europe (excluding the Soviet Union, which was of course expandmg much more 
rapidly than the rest of the continent). Th"e weights used, as noted in the table, are 
national proportional shares of world manufacturing production, converted to a 
basis of 100 for each region. No significant change in results would have appea~ 
had the weights been converted on a basi& of 100 for the total number of countr1ea 
Included. · · 
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Krakow give Poland heavy as well as light industry, although part 
of the immediate prewar impetus given industrialization in Poland, 
particularly in the "Central Industrial District," was the attempt 
to increase armament production, and under German domination 
this development was then continued and directed toward the 
manufacture of parts for assembly elsewhere. The western prov
inces of Czechoslovakia, the Budapest region in Hungary, Zagreb 
and Belgrade in Yugoslavia, Bucharest and Ploesti in Roumania, 
Sofia in Bulgaria, and Athens and Salonika in Greece provide ad
ditional examples of important industrial centers in the East. 
Oporto and Lisbon in Portugal, Catalonian Spain, and northern 
Italy are comparable areas in the South. 

These industrial centers provide at least a small reserve of fixed 
capital and trained labor. The war has caused some destruction 
of capital; the supply of skilled labor, despite some military 
losses, has probably increased. Certainly the development of manu
facturing in the interwar period indicates both the possibility of 
and the interest in "modernization" in Eastern and Southern Eu
rope. The possibilities for further expansion may indeed be limited 
by a variety of political and economic circumstances. Probably 
part of the development before the Second World War and ce~ 
tainly much of the expansion under German sponsorship have been 
"uneconomic" in terms of increased national levels of living or 
under conditions of unrestricted trade ... 

It will be necessary to specify later the conditions under which 
industrialization can be expanded, and the circumstances most 
favorable to enhanced production of consumers' goods and to in
creased economic opportunity. The present fact .remains that 
despite the virtual collapse of world trade in the second interwar 
decade, poor organization for capital accumulation, primitive 
marketing arrangements, and general lack of industrial traditions 
or training, the undeveloped economies have made some headway 
on the road to industrialization. 

Re1ource1 and Potentialitie1. The major indu~trial centers of 
the world have been built around abundant natural power, chiefly 
coal, and accessibility to raw materials and markets, especially by 
means of water-borne transpor!ation. In these respects the coun-

•• For a MYiew of the l'eSulta of Gennan eeonomle domination, see Basch, op. oil., 
PP· 203-228; Frank Munk, Tho Eeonomico of Foret (New York: Georae W. Stew· 
art, 1~). 
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tries of Eastern Europe, and to a lesser extent those of Southern 
Europe, are poorly situated for industrial development. 

Coal is in general of poor grade and in scant supply. The an
nual production during 1931-1935, shown in Table 4 of Appendix 

. IV, reached a significant figure only in Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
and Spain. Production in the other countries was either very small 
or non-existent. The production of lignite is somewhat greater, 
and for fuel of this quality Bulgaria, Hungary, Yugoslavia, and 
Roumania may be added to the list of moderately important pro
ducers, although in Roumania the production ·remains very small 
per head of population. 

Small p~oduction is not in itself an indication of small supply, 
since production is also relative to economic and technological de
velopment. Reliable information about available reserves in coal 
and lignite is meager and out-of-date, owing partly to the fact 
that lack of economic development has retarded the exploration 
of actual and potential resources. What information exists, pre
sented in Table 5 of Appendix IV, suggests that Poland and Spain 
have considerable reserves of coal and that Hungary and Yugo
slavia have somewhat smaller reserves of lignite that may be ex
ploited for industrial uses. Czechoslovakia could probably be 
added to both groups. If the other countries are to develop major 
industrial centers, they must either secure their power by ex
pensive imports or develop alternative and probably even more 
expensive sources of power. 

Only four of the countries of Eastern and Southern Europe 
have become significant producers of petroleum-Czechoslovakia, 
Italy, Poland, and Roumania. Of these, only Roumania is a major 
producer. (See Appendix IV, Table 6.) Available evidence sum
marized in Table 7 of Appendix IV indicates that oil production 
in Czechoslovakia and Italy is based on scant reserves, and that 
the Polish production probably cannot be raised significantly. 
Roumania apparently retains large oil reserves, and Albania and 
Hungary have fairly large oil supplies, exploitation of which has 
barely begun. 

Southern and Southeastern Europe have some potentiality for 
hydroelectric development, not only by a "TV A on ~he Danube," 
but by harnessing lesser streams as well. Hyd~lectr1~ powe~ can
not compete with coal for heavy industry, and mdeed 18 unsuitable 
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for steel production. On the other hand, it is of considerable im
portance in producing some of the lighter metals, especially 
aluminum, and the alloys required for the newer varieties of steel. 
Indeed, hydroelectric power is of growing technical importance in 
the development of light and somewhat decentralized industry, for 
which the European agrarian countries are best suited. However, 
hydroelectric development requires considerable initial capitaliza
tion and possibly cannot be undertaken by undeveloped economies 
without outside assistance and reasonable assurance of markets 
for industrial products. Wood is in abundant supply in most of 
the Eastern European countries, but cannot be considered as a 
significant source of industrial power; the same applies to the 
use of oil seeds. 

The potential power for industrial development, therefore, does 
not provide a basis for the development of heavy industry except 
in favorably situated local areas. For the most part these are 
understandably enough the areas that already have some indus
trial development; the notable exceptions are provided by the 
meager domestic processing or industrial exploitation of petr~P 
leum resources in Albania and Hungary, and the limited process
ing even in Roumania. 

The situation of the agrarian countries is only slightly better 
with respect to mineral resources. With the exception of Czecho
slovakia, the countries of Eastern Europe are not notable pro
ducers of iron ore, and only Spain in Southern Europe has an 
abundant supply of iron. (See Table 8, Appendix IV.) Yugo
slavia may have iron ore reserves that are not fully surveyed, and 
smaller unknown reserves may exist in other Balkan countries. 
Together with the small supply of high-grade coal, the paucity 
of iron adds a final barrier to heavy industry in many of the 
agrarian economies. 

Patently the most readily available raw materials available in 
the countries under consideration are those originating in agri
culture and forestry. Tobacco, oil seeds, sugar beets, some plant 
textiles, leather, wool, and forestry products are produced in some 
or all of the agrarian regions. Grains, potatoes and timber pro
vide ample sources for industrial alcohol. The domestic production 
of cotton textile goods would have to depend on imported cotton 
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except in Italy, Bulgaria and Greece, where production could be 
expanded. 

Spain, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Portugal, and possibly AI
bani~ have supplies of some of the strategic ores, such as nickel, 
bamute, chrome, manganese, and tungsten. Some of these re
sources remain.unexploited, and domestic smelting and processing 
could be increased. · 

The lack of materials for heavy industry, together with capital 
shortages, lack of highly skilled personnel, and absence of elab
orate marketing arrangements, will probably render development 
in the manufacture of machine tools, precision instruments, or 
capital goods in general slow and precarious. This applies more 
directly to Eastern Europe than to Italy and Spain. 

Upon the basis of known resources and actual or potential mar
kets, the chief opportunity for industrial expansion in Eastern 
and Southern Europe would appear to be the manufacturing of 
standard consumers' goods, including building materials, and the 
processing of foodstuffs for domestic and foreign trade. There is 
some possibility of expanding metallurgical industry in Spain 
and motor production in Italy. Some mineral resources would un
doubtedly figure more in foreign than in domestic use even with 
extensive domestic industrialization. Given relatively free trade 
at least within the Eastern European area, specialized metal in· 
dustries might be based on ores available within the region. 

The transportation facilities that will exist after the war in 
Eastern Europe, even barring heavy wartime devastation, would 
prove highly inadequate for an industrial development that re
quires the ability to get raw materials to factory centers and 
finished goods to the market. There is no advance reason for sup
posing that this obstacle to industrial development is any more 
difficult to surmount than the existing barriers to the establish
IIlent of factories and market organizations. Rather, the develop
ment of transportation must be regarded as an intrinsic part of 
the process of industrialization, and, like any other part of a 
functioning modern economy, may or may not be the strategic 
factor at any particular stage in the process. The natural ob
stacles to transportation are few except in Italy and the Southern 

· Balkans, and the evidence of Switzerland, Austria, and other 
IIlountainous areas indicates that, given the need for transporta-
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tion serving industrial centers and urban markets, natural ob
stacles are not decisive. The obstacles to a developed transporta
tion system in the peasant economies are to be found in economic 
structures, and will be removed with the modernization of those 
structures. 

Capital and Labor Requirement.. Limited natural resources in 
Eastern and Southern Europe imply limited and specialized in
dustrial development even under favorable conditions. In the ab
sence of substantial capital and its availability for economic ex
pansion, the conditions cannot be regarded as favorable. AB 
previously observed, the agricultural organization allows litUe 
capital accumulation, particularly in the form of cash savings 
available for commercial or industrial investment. Indeed, agri
cultural capital may be decreasing relatively to workers employed 
in agriculture or persons dependent on farming for support. In 
the less developed countries even such liquid assets as exist are 
difficult to put to productive use, not only for lack of opportunity 
but also for lack of a commercial and financial structure fitted to 
modern economic development. 

The countries that participated in early industrial development 
accomplished the transition to a diversified and expanded produc
tive system chiefly by means of capital accumulation through 
trade in handicraft-produced consumers' goods, and carried it on 
by capital accumulation from industrial production together with 
continued trade with less developed areas. Greece and the coun
tries of Southern Europe have had a part in the commercial de
velopment and to a lesser extent in the industrial development, 
and these countries have some prospects for further productive 
expansion if wartime destruction and disruption of economic 
organization can be made good. However, the avenues followed by 
those early in the field are now relatively closed to newcomers with 
initially poor competitive positions in world markets. 

For some domestic projects (including many types of plant and 
road construction), foreign capital goods may not be required; 
the necessary capital takes the form of the food and other con
sumers' goods that the workers engaged on the project consume and 
do not themselves produce. Other workers have to produce these 
goods and they have to be "saved." But in a situation in which 
there is a large amount of hidden unemployment in agriculture, 
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part of the agricultural population is really not contributing to 
agricultural output but is being sustained by those who do con
tribute. In this case the producers by sustaining the non-producers 
are in fact saving. So far as the saving process is concerned there 
is little or no difference between this situation and the situation 
that would arise were the non-producers engaged upon some cap
ital project. If this is true, then it should be possible for the state 
to obtain the .capital required for its project through taxation 
accompanied by draining off some of the unemployed agricultural 
workers. 

Two further possibilities remain: ( 1) attempted acquisition of 
capital equipment through exports of foodstuffs and raw ma
terials, possibly at the temporary expense of domestic consump
tion, and the importation of capital goods rather than consumers' 
goods; (2) the import of foreign capital, whether from private or 
governmental sources, and whether bonded loans or equity invest
ments. Both Japan and the Soviet Union followed the first al
ternative to some degree. Its advantage is that, given the requisite 
control over the domestic economic and social structure, the proc
ess requires a minimum of international arrangement. It is, how
ever, still subject to trade barriers and measures of what has come 
to be called economic warfare. Moreover, under conditions actu
ally prevailing in many of the agrarian economies; conditions 
allowing small opportunity for domestic capital accumulation, 
this method of securing iinports of capital goods can be accom
plished only by tremendous, if temporary, reduction in levels of 
li . •• vmg. 

The advantage of importing capital is that it requires no such 
stringent limitation or reduction of levels of living, and may ac
complish a transition more rapidly as well as more smoothly. How
ever, the loans may be arranged only under conditions of a reason
able chance of political stability. Even if arranged between 
governments, a demonstration of net advantage to the economic 
structures of the capital exporters might be required. 

There is no quantitative shortage of labor for industrial em
ployment in Eastern and Southern Europe. On the contrary, 

"A further alternative lies In liquidation or export of substantial portions of 
the population. The alternative might In fact be a necessary corollary where exist
Ing product allowa only bare subsistence. 
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labor is not only one of the principal "resources" of these areas, 
but the shifting of labor to more productive employment is pre
cisely the immediate economic advantage offered by industrializa
tion. Two qualifications must be noted, however. A quantitative 
abundance of labor does not guarantee the immediate availability , 
of appropriate technical skills, and the present location of labor 
supplies is not necessarily the location for industrial establish
ments that would be indicated on other ·grounds. Although the 
situation as here analyzed points to the movement of capital to 
sources of labor rather than the contrary, this princip1e liolds 
only with respect to major geographical shifts. Industrial em
ployment within the present agrarian economies will still require 
the migration of skilled workers, in part from older industrial 
regions, and more substantial movements over shorter distances 
to draw workers off the farms into factory centers. Regardless of 
national boundaries, an area of relatively free movement is essen
tial for the recruitment of industrial labor. 

Industrialization will not solve all the demographic, economic, 
and political problems of Eastern and Southern Europe, but 
would aid in the solution of some of them. Any program of eco
nomic modernization will also pose new problems, some of which 
are briefly sketched in the final chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

ECONOMIC TRANSITION AND 

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 

THE gloomy prophecies of "standing room only" have gradually 
lost their capacity to frighten the people of Northwestern Eu
rope. The specter of overpopulation has not been laid by learned 
examination of postulates and conclusions; the march of events 
has simply made the predictions appear to be concerned with 
another world. Yet part of that "other world" still lies within the 
European continent. The populations -of substantial areas of 
Europe have grown at such a rate as to raise again the mooted 
questions concerning the ratio of population size to economic 
organization and product. Moreover, the populations of Eastern 
and Southern Europe exhibit considerable potentiality for con
tinued growth. Added to the problems common to a contint-nt 
devastated by war, the areas of rapid population growth must 
face the additional problems of providing econoinic support for 
all and employment opportunities for a labor force that will in
crease even more rapidly than the total population. The growing 
populations face these problems under circumstances scarcely 
auspicious. The economic organization is predominantly agrarian. 
Yet agricultural production per capita is low. In this sense the 
countries of Eastern and Southern Europe have "too many peo
ple"; in the same sense they have "too little product." 

The agricultural organization could be modernized to some 
extent, in some areas, under some conditions. In all of Eastern 
Europe except Hungary agrarian reforms have already estab
lished the peasant holding as the predominant type of enterprise. 
In the territories newly liberated from German domination even 
further agrarian reforms are once again under way. Division of 
land in the past has resulted in some intensification, but neither 
capital funds nor markets are available for greater application of 
intensive methods. In their absence, ample labor and small hold
ings simply yield "hidden unemployment." Marked improvement 
in the agricultural situation is only likely as part of a general 
economic development within the region, and this in turn may be 
feasible only within an expanding world economy. 
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The essentials of the analysis up to this point may be sum

marized in terms of economic opportunity. Some greater oppor
tunity may be provided in agriculture. Some may be provided 
outside the region through emigration, although the practical 
advantages to those that remain are doubtful, and in any event 
small. It seems clear that opportunity must be provided in broad
ened pi-oduction and in the services that the consequently greater 
per capita wealth can provide. There remain two considerations 
of immediate significance for the problems posed by this study: 
the general conditions for economic development, and the demo
graphic significance of possible economic changes. 

Industrialization and lt1 Organizational Requirement• 

Industrial development in Western Europe has been a long 
and essentially gradual process, revolutionary in the sense of 
fundamental change but not in the sense of a brief and violent 
transformation. It grew out of a previous and continuing com
mercial and financial development under conditions favorable to 
a change in methods and expansion of markets. 

It is interesting to note that Italy, Portugal, and Spain were 
leaders in the so-called commercial revolution that preceded indus
trialization in Western Europe. Greece also is an old commercial 
country, and trade centers on the Danube,- Black Sea, and the 
Baltic have been established for centuries. Why commercial de
velopment in these areas was not followed by industrial expansion 
1i.s in England and Holland, and later in the rest of Western 
Europe, is a hotly debated issue in economic history. Certainly 
part of the reason for differences in economic development must 
lie in the inequalities of resources mentioned in the preceding 
chapter. It seems reasonable to suppose that another part has 
been due to differences in traditions and interests. Perhaps the 
most pointed evidence of such differences is to be found in the sig
nificance of land. In major sections of Eastern and Southern 
Europe land ownership not only remains the main basis of eco
nomic organization but also serves as an end in itself and as the 
recogni~d so~rce.of prestige in the community. Where the large 
estate still eXl8ts, 1~ allows its owners the way of life of the lan~ed 
gentry, perhaps ~1th large numbers of, in a sense, non-productive 
servants and retamers, or else life in the cities as absentee land-
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lords ~a commo.n phenom.enon in Southern Europe). Savings may 
be re-mvested m estate Improvements, but. rarely in commercial 
or industrial enterprises. Of greater significance is the fact that 
profits accumulated in manufacturing and trade are very fre
quently invested in agriculture in Eastern and Southern Europe. 
Where large estates persist, the successful tradesman who can 
muster the necessary funds may buy himself an estate and even 
the titles and perquisites appropriate to his new and consider
ably enhanced status. The actions of less prosperous tradesmen in 
predominantly peasant countries are not essentially different. The 
business man of the town will frequently retain a farm or buy one 
as a security measure. In short, the economic and social signifi
cance of land ownership in Eastern and Southern Europe tends 
to inhibit the growth of non-agricultural enterprise. 

It is sometimes claimed that the great deficiency throughout the 
agrarian regions is the lack of adequate banking and other finan
cial structures for draining off savings into productive channels. 
The deficiency is real. It is, however, more symptomatic of retarded 
development than a cause of it. Similarly, corporations could con
ceivably combine many small investments into a single efficient 
enterprise. There is no certainty that these economic forms would 
by their .mere presence convert an agrarian and petty trading 
economy to an industrial one. The "normal" instruments of private 
productive enterprise cannot be expected to supply an interest in 
entrepreneurial success that has seemed less prevalent in Eastern 
and Southern than in Northern and Western Europe. Economic 
modernization requires special interests and skills as well as 
appropriate instruments and resources. 
· The reasons for retarded economic development are not com
pletely irrelevant to the modern problems of productive expan
sion in the agrarian states. In so far as those reasons continue in 
force they condition present action. However, care must be taken 
not to pose the practical issues falsely. The problem faced by 
undeveloped areas seeking greater production and income is not 
how to reproduce the conditions that accounted for ~estern. in
dustrialization. The technology and forms of economic orgamza
tion as developed in the West are no longer confined to t?at re~ion. 
They have rather become part of the relevant economic enVIron
ment everywhere. The pattern of historical change followed in the 
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West, and therefore regarded by Western scholarship as "natu
ral," will almost certainly not be repeated in contemporary unde
veloped areas. The accumulated experience of industrial countries 
now can be put to use elsewhere, thus making possible more rapid 
change. In point of speed, new industrial programs are likely to 
be more revolutionary than the original version. Moreover, the 
pervasive influence of modern forms of economic control--cor
porations, cartels, and state economies-virtually assure that new 
industrialization will not be simply an accelerated recapitulation 
of the past. The new techniques of organization may and prob
ably must be used in areas undergoing modernization. 

The essential points in these circumstances are several. In most 
of Eastern and Southern Europe industry has not developed rap
idly, yet any program of economic expansion would seem to re
quire such industrialization as is objectively feasible. The his
torical processes of economic expansion cannot be repeated, even 
if it were desirable, since the results of those processes already con
stitute a new set of conditions in all parts of the world. An un
planned and unsponsored growth of small industrial establish
ments by private initiative may be too slow for present conditions. 
This inference flows from the present state of world economic or
ganization. It is given added force by the disadvantageous condi
tions in the agrarian regions. Both general and particular circum
stances indicate rapid transition with considerable planning or 
else a degree of continued impoverishment seriously disturbing to 
world peace and prosperity. 

The foregoing argument implies a considerable measure of 
governmental direction and planning if economic modernization is 
to be achieved. However, the particular circumstances prevailing 
in the European agrarian regions, and especially in Eastern 
Europe, argue against development on narrowly national bases. If 
autarchical principles can have even local success anywhere, it is 
not in the belt of small states poor in resources and with limited 
markets. Governmental sponsorship of economic development pre· 
supposes political stability, internal and external. It also presup
poses a large measure of international cooperation, often attempted 
in Eastern Europe but hitherto thwarted by intraregional jeal
ousies and by effective opposition from the great powers. Given 
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political stability and regional cooperation, political authorities 
can foster economic change in a number of ways. 

1. Marketing aids and market security are probably essential.' 
The strongest advocates of free trade have always acknowledged 
the need for protecting infant industries. This protection rna y take 
the form for instance of tariffs aLd other restrictions on imports, 
or of subsidies and tax remission, or of the provision of power or 
transport facilities at special rates. Whatever the form, some 
government plan and policy is implied; but it is important to avoid 
an autarchical distortion of such policies and. to carry them out 
with appropriate regard to world and regional economic growth. 

2. A stable monetary system and fiscal policies that do not im
pede capital accumulation are needed. Like political stability, 
these are conditions difficult to achieve in the face of international 
disorder. Price controls and official rates of exchange rna y of course 
be determined unilaterally. This is a variety of economic warfare. 
To a significant extent, therefore, the internal problem of fiscal 
policy is inextricably also a question of external relations, areas 
of trade, and the like. Indeed, in modem Europe it is difficult to 
find "purely local" questions that are also of significance for eco
nomic development. 

3. An appropriate weighting of the factors in industrial location 
-resources, markets, transportation, power, capital, and labor 
supply-is an important part of the necessary planning for eco
nomic expansion. The relative importance of these factors varies 
with the type of industry, and with particular local conditions. 
Such recent technological developments as power transportation 
in the form of electricity have changed the relative strategic im
portance of the several factors. Light consumers' goods industries 
may be located with greater attention to labor supply and market 
demand than was customary in older industrial economies. Recent 
American experience indicates that some light industries (espe
cially textiles) may be almost as mobile as labor, and perhaps more 
so in view of the greater ease of control. The decentralization of 
light industries may therefore be prompted by local markets 

1 With reference to the advantages of price stability In agriculture, see P. Lamar
tine Yates and D. Warriner, Food and Farming in Poll-War Europe (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1948), Cbap. VII, "Markethtg." 
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for the industrial product and availability of agricultural raw 
materials. 

4. General education of longer duration and more extensive 
coverage of the population than at present, supplemented by free 
technical education for all ranks of industrial personnel, is essen
tial for economic modernization with an elaborate division of labor. 
Public employment services and industrial recruiting programs 
may be necessary. Only by recruiting and training workers for 
new occupations will the over-all quantitative supply of labor, 
which is certainly adequate, have the appropriate skills and be at 
the right places. 

5. A barely calculable short-range difference in income will 
probably not be a sufficient incentive to promote rural-urban 
migration. The attractions of commercial and industrial e.mploy
ment must be great enough to overcome intrinsic barriers to 
mobility: property interests, kinship ties, and the pull of the 
familiar. The potential migrant may be viewed as choosing be
tween alternatives. The new opportunities need be least where his 
economic and social situation is poorest. Thus landless workers · 
and dependent members of land holders' families would be most 
easily recruited for industrial employment. Official policy may 
either weight th~ alternatives negatively, by disrupting the eco
nomic and social position of the agriculturalist-as by forced col
lectivization--or positively, by fostering sufficiently greater op
portunities in other fields of production. The greater opportunity 
must include a security at least equal to that enjoyed by the agri
culturalist. For the most part, the hazards of industrial unem
ployment have been regarded as greater than the hazards of the 
agricultural market. The whole economy would profit by measures 
that will increase the willingness of peasants to accept industrial 
jobs, and their ability to do so without substantial economic and 
social loss. 

The Change to an Urban, Secular Way of Life 

Recognition of the economic values of industrialization among 
leaders of the peasant societies is somewhat modified and in some 
cases nullified by fears concerning the social results of the process. 
In this field it is difficult to separate fact and fancy, and the 
question is not soluble by fact alone. There are genuine differences 
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· in values that fin~ expression among exponents of ruralism and 
urbanism. . 

In the actual conditions prevailing in the agrarian regions of 
Europe, the alternative on the one hand is rural poverty and a 
growing redundant population on the land; on the othe; hand, 
there is the alternative of industrial urbanization, which will 
inevitably lead to certain changes in structures and values but 
need not intrinsically lead to the material poverty and eco;omic 
insecurity accompanying industrialization in the West. 

A "middle way," so often sought in situations offering un·com
fortable alternatives, is frequently proposed in the form of indus
trial decentralization with part-time farming. This program might 
offer a means for preserving economic security and avoiding acute 
crowding, and is perfectly possible for light consumers' goods in
dustries in a planned economic expansion. But if the industries are 
large enough and numerous enough to provide substantial eco
nomic benefits, the necessary organization of communications and 
markets will lead to life in a generally urban context, whatever the 
specific size and organization of the local community. 

The evidence in Western Europe and America is that the farmer 
gets at least partially urbanized ia the process of general urban 
growth and developing communications. It seems safe to predict 
that this hazard is intrinsic, and that those who plan the develop-

. ment should not expect the preservation of all rural traditions by 
the device of industrial decentralization. On the contrary, decen
tralization may well hasten the process of rural change. 

Urbanization and the shift to an industrial market,. economy 
unquestionably bring about the process of secularization, that is, 
'the breaking down of particularistic ties and the affiliation of the 
individual with larger and more specialized groups. The family 
and the village community cease to be the focus of social life, while 
occupational and similar groups gain in social.and individual 
importance. This is sometimes referred to as an increase of sec
ondary-group at the expense of primary-group contacts. The 
family's role in the individual's emotional life may be enhanced; 
its role as the center of a whole range of his activities may decline. 
The shift away from a familistic type of s?ciety has g?ne ?n ~pace 
in the Western World and has accompamed WesterniZation mall 
parts of the globe. I{ is accompanied by a greater emphasis on 
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individual worth and personality and less on subjection of the 
individual to the small group. 

A process accompanying and resulting from that of seculariza
tion in its broadest sense is the introduction of increased deliberate 
rontrol of fertility and mortality. Essentially the change stems 
from individualistic values conducive to small families and to the 
extension of public health and private medical care. The process 
as a whole, starting from high birth rates and death rates and 
moving to a less wasteful balance of gains and losses, is sometimes 
called the ''vital revolution." The process typically starts with 
reduction in death rates, with a considerably retarded control of 
fertility. The gap between the two changes results in an extremely 
rapid population growth, experienced in Western Europe in the 
last century and spreading to other sections of Europe and the 
world during the present century. 

The point of present interest is that the "vital revolution" is 
already under way in Eastern and Southern Europe, but the fall 
in death rates has not yet been compensated by declining fertility. 
The pattern of change in the agrarian countries appears to be 
following that previously established in the West. Capitals and 
other large cities already have net reproduction rates well below 
the replacement level. But between urban and rural areas the · 
differences in rates are very great, and the predominance of the 
rural population assures the continued and fairly rapid growth 
of the populations as a whole.• It is the processes of urbanization 
and secularization, and indeed the whole complex of economic 
modernization, that may be expected to aid the completion of the 
"revolution."" The problems of an expanding population may be 
met by greater production or by reducing the rate of growth. If 
the two can be achieved by essentially the same processes, the 
chances for success are so much the greater. 

• See a ""mpanlon volume In thla oeriea by Dudley Kirk on tbe population of 
Interwar Europe, to be published. 

• There Ia no Intention here to claim that the family limitation pattern reaultl 
from economic expansion f'Br ,, but the two have gone together in the Western 
World, aod even In tbe Industrialization of the Orient, In face of highly entrenched 
famllistic values. (See Irene B. Taeuber and Edwin G. Beal, "The Dynamics of 
Population In Japan, A Preliminary Report," Milbank M•morial Fund Quarterly, 
22• 222-265, July, 1944.) The dynamics of tbe relationship Involves educational 
development, personal mobility, and other mechanisms for the dissemination of 
Individualistic values, while changed circumstances make tbe acceptance of tbe 
values feasible. 
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Retrospect antl Prospect 

The agrarian economies of Europe have no monopoly on diffi
cult problems in the postwar world. For some of these problems, 
~ere as else":here, there may be no comfortable and eminently ra
tional solutions. Even when solutions seem possible from an 
abstract point of vi~w, the a~tual complexities of adjustment may 
preclude an otherwise effective program of action. For example, 
one of the results of secularization in the Western World has been 
an increase in nationalism, based, with important exceptions, on 
ethnic homogeneity. Nationalism may lead either to peace or war, 
depending upon both its vigor and its direction. The evidence from 
the United States and Russia indicates the possibility of relatively 
non-aggressive national states, uniting many ethnic groups, given 
relative international security. But in Eastern Europe any increase 
in nationalism will require exceptional statesmanship and political 
skill. It is clear, however, that the chance for solution is increased 
to some degree if the problems are correctly understood. 

The present study has been confined to a relatively narrow sec
tor of tlle total social situation in Eastern and Southern Europe, 
although the relevance of elements other than those directly dis
cussed has been indicated at numerous junctures. In the nature of 
the case abstraction is less crucial in analyzing economic and 
demographic circumstances than in predicting the future or, 
especially, in formulating policy. The maximum practical useful
ness of scientific appraisal is in presenting facts relevant to de
cisions, while the latter are made on other grounds as well. 

The circumstances outlined in this study indicate a growing 
problem of poverty and insecurity on the land that may or may 
not be solved in a manner satisfactory to tlle tillers of the soil or 
the statesmen of the world. Whatever course of action is taken 
will not be equally satisfactory to all those whose interests and 
aspirations are involved. The line of analysis here developed seems 
to indicate that solutions to some of the economic problems are 
possible, given both the appropriate world. political ~on~itions and 
the willingness of the affected peoples to mcur the meVItable sac
rifices of traditional values. This conclusion may be less than 
searchers for final answers would wish; it is as much as can be 
confidently maintained in a world of reality. 



APPENDIX I 

METHODS AND DATA USED IN COMPUTING VOLUME 
OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION• 

TH• differences in agricultural productivity in Europe, summarized in 
Chapter II, are presented in terms of an index of volume of production. 
The methods of calculating the quantity of output and of determining the 
weights assigned to the several component products are presented in this 
Appendix. A brief discussion of the reliability and shortcomings of the 
index is also. included, together with statistical tables supporting the 
methods and summarizing the results. 

Calculation of "Di1appearance1" 

The quantity of agricultural production that reaches the household or 
industrial consumer is difficult to determine precisely, since some of the 
goods produced may be used in whole or in part for further production (as 
livestock feed, seed, or fertilizer). The "net" production from agriculture 
may be approached by two different methods, as follows: 

(a) Crop shrinkage and seed requirements are subtracted, and that por
tion of the product used for livestock feed is excluded while livestock 
products are counted.1 The method has the virtue of taking livestock prod
ucts into account and yet avoiding "double counting" of crops used for 
feed. It has the disadvantage of requiring difficult estimates of feed uses 
of those crops used both as food (or as industrial raw materials) and as 
feed. This difficulty is marked in the eases of cereals and potatoes. 

(b) Livestock products are not counted and exclusive attention is given 
to crop production on the assumption that the value of livestock products 
is roughly represented by the value of feed. The method has two serious 
disadvantages: ( 1) for most countries the value of feed derived from 
pastures is not available and extremely rough estimates have to be made; 
(2) the value of livestock products is considerably larger than the value 
of feed used, and the cost of these products must include the additional 
lsbor required. With considerable arbitrariness and inaccuracy the under
valuing due to the second difficulty may be offset by making no allowance 
for shrinkage and seed use in evaluating crops produced. Strictly speak
ing, however, such a procedure yields "gross production of crops" and not 
the net quantity of agricultural production. Therefore method (a) is the 
one used in this study, and ita main features are discussed below. 

• The essential methodology and data mntalned In this Appendix were developed 
by Dr. Adolf Kosllk. However, Dr. Kosllk had left the United States before final 
preparation of the study for publication, and cannot he held responsible for the 
present exposition. 

1 This procedure Is known as the ''Laur method." See Ernst Laur, BiafilltN•If 
llo die Wirtlcl&aftlloltre tiel LaftdbCWI (Berlin: Paul Parey, 1920), especially pp. 
208-280. 
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The net quantity of production then consists of those products that reach 

the industrial or household consumer, thus excluding the products re-used 
in agriculture for further production as well as portions lost through 
shrinkage. It follows that the calculation of net quantity entails not only 
the calculation of gross product but also the assessment of that part of the 
crop production represented by shrinkage losses, seed, and feed. Both 
aspects of the calculation involve the supplementing of directly utilizable 
data by estimates, often of an extremely rough sort in the case of the neces
sary deductions. The data available and estimates made are commented 
upon under the following topics: 

(1) Livestock Products 
(2) Grains and Potatoes 
(3) Other Food Crops 
( 4) Industrial Plants 
(~) Orchard, Garden, and Related Products 

Lioe.tock Product1. In computing the total volume of livestock produc
tion by countries• the following basic data have been used. M e/Jt and milk 
production data are computed by the League of Nations• from current 
production reports and supplementary official estimates of that part of the 
output which is not currently reported. These are the best and most com
prehensive international computations of their kind available. Egg pro
duction baa been computed (partly estimated) from various national and 
international sources. The meat· produced from fowl (such as chickens, 
geese, ducks, and turkeys), which can only be estimated from the number 
of fowl on farms, is negligible compared with beef, veal, pork, and mutton, 
except in a few Balkan areas, and has therefore been omitted. 

GrGiru Gild PotGtoel. Part of the grain produced is re-used in agricul
ture for seed and feed or lost through shrinkage. Seed requirements, 
wastage, and feed have been deducted from the amount of the gross crop 
in order to compute the net production of grain. 

W Gd/Jge varies somewhat by countries, but for lack of national data the 
German estimate of three per cent loss is used for all countries.• 

Seed-requirement• per hectare in the various countries are shown in 
Table 1, according to nationally computed data where available. Where 
such data could not be found, estimates based on known requirements in 
countries with similar agricultural, climatic, and soil conditions are given. 
It will be observed that on the whole more seed per hectare is used in the 
northern than in the southern parts of Europe, and more in the moun
tainous parts than in the plains. 

The average acreage under each specified crop in the five-year period 
considered (1981-1985) is shown in Table 2. By multiplying these data 

• Shown In Table 17 of this Appendix. 
1 See Btolidieal Yoar-Book ofll" Leagw of Nt~liolll, 1940/41 (Geneva• 1941), 

pp. 81 fl. 
• See BtotlltllcTw• JalarbvcA fU<- tku D1M11che Reich, 1988, p. 886. 
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TABLE 1 

Seed Requirements per Hectare, for the Period 1931-1935 
(Kilograms) 

Countries Wheat Rye Barley Oats Maize• Potatoes 

No~th•m Eu~op1 
Denmark 180 18o- 205° 230" 2000° 
Finland 166 165° 165° 185° 2000° 
Norway 219 170 208 232 . 2859 
Sweden 212 198 207 2211 18:U 

Etullrft Eu~op1 
Estonia 172 17<& 172 188 . 21150° 
Latvia 169 168 155 181 2150 
Lithuania 177° 175° 118" 185° 1108° 
Poland 177 1711 178 185 so• 1708 

C•nlrol Eu~op• 
I <&II Austria 150 1<&0 180 90 2000 

Belgium 1511 150° I <&II" }50• <&a• 1600° 
Csechoslovalda 18o• 180° 150° 150° so• 2000° 
France 176 168 152 188 <&6 1618 
Germany 170 152 1<&6 1M 46° 2122 
Luxembourg 176° 168° 152° 188° <&e• 1618° 
Netherlands 1511 150° 140° 150° <&e• 1600° 
Switserland 200 19o- 180° 200" . 2000° 

BolktJu 
Albania 200" 190° 165° 150° so• 1700° 
Bulgaria 217 198 186 1<&6 so 102<& 
Greece 185° uo• no- 100° so• 1400° 
Hungary 17<& 17<& 157 189 M 1891 
Roumania 111 161 188 187 24 1668 
Turkey 185° uo• no• too• so• 1400° 
Yugoslavia 199 198 1611 152 81 1768 

South.,.. Eu~opt 
Italy 1<&0 1<&0 1SO 100° 88 1000 
Portugal 1M 104 74 68 so• 1468 
Spain 186 105° 75° 65° so• 1<&110° 

Britlll& 11111 
Ireland 185° ISO" ISO" 1S0° 1600° 
United Kingdom 185 180° ISO" ISO" 1600° 

• Estimate. 
1 A dot Indicates that maize Is not grown. 

with those of the preceding table, each country's total annual requirements 
of seed for each specified cereal and for potatoes are obtained. The results 
-dmittedly "conjectural" where estimated per-hectare requirements 
were used-are shown In Table 8. 

U 1e1 for feed are extremely bard to determine, since most cereal crops 
u well as potatoes may be used for either human or animal consumptioJL 
Available estimates concern ouly a few of the major grains in a relativelJ 
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TA11LE 2 

Acreage of Specified Crops, Average for 1931-1935' 

Countries 
Wheat Rye 

Acreage In 1000 Hectares 

Barley Oata Maise Potatoes 

Norti .. ,..Evrop• 
Denmark llO 142 848 882 - ·72 
Finland 40 281 126 462 - 80 
Norway 15 6 58 94 - 49 
Sweden 284 221 109 659 - 183 

BtuU... Evrope 
Estonia 67 147 107 142 - 70 
LaMa ll9 258 186 817 - 108 
Lithuania 205 498 208 861 - 176 
Poland ' 1748 5723 1208 2204 94 2758 

C...Cml Bvrope 
Austria 224 888 168 806 64 201 
Belgium 158 194 86 262 - 167 
c.echoslovakla 895 1017 680 798 172 786 
France 6372 698 727 8363 842 14ll 
Germany 22U 44.74 1602 8158 6 2860 
Luxembourg 14 8 8 28 - 16 
Nether lands 127 182 28 137 - 155 
Swltaerland 60 17 6 14 I 48 

Balko.., 
Albania 87 8 ll 10 79 a.. 
Bulgaria 1223 209 200 121 7ll 14 
Greece 708 72 216 136 248 17 
Hungary ]59] 686 466 227 ll40 295 
Roumanla 8194 880 ]785 828 4906 282 
Turkey 8200 271 1522 175 399 44. 
Yugoslavia 2069 249 422 865 2515 248 

80<JtM"' Bwope 
Italy 4961 ll5 207 44.2 1442 406 
Portugal 556 152 69 179 411 82 
Spain 4.557 598 1895 776 486 440 

BrUillllln 
Ireland 28 I 110 2/SO - 189 
United Kingdom 655 8• 838 1068 - 806 

' 
1 Source: International Institute of Agriculture, Intof'llatio....Z Yoarbook of .4.gri

tltlltvrGI Btatiltier, 1986-1987, pp. 282 If. 
• Rye and meslln. 

•mall number of countries. :Because of tbe numerical weight In terms of 
both quantity and value of tbe grains commonly studied, tbe lack of data 
on tbe otbera might be considered relatively unimportant. :But tbe inade
quate territorial coverage of tbe estimates creates a more fundamental 
hasard, since tbe utilization of crops Ia by no means constant. Thns, for 
eumple, potatoes are commonly used as a major part of stock feed in 
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TABLE 3 

Amount of Grains and Potatoes Used for Seed, 1931-1935 

Countries 
Amounts Used for Seed In 1000 Metric Tons 

Wheat Rye Barley Oats Mala Potatoes 

N ortl&om Evropo 
Denmark 19.8 25.6• n.a• 87.9° - 14t.O" Finland 6.6 88.1• 20.8" 85JI0 - 160.0° Norway 8.8 1.0 11.8 21.8 - 115.6 Sweden 60.2 ~.8 22.6 1~.8 - ~.6 

EIJitom Europe 
Estonia 9.8 25.6 lU 26.f - 150JI0 

Latvia 20.1 41.2 28.7 au - 282.2 
Lithuania 86.8° 87.2° 85.1° 64..9• - 299.7 
Poland sou lOOU 209.0 4.07.7 u 4.688.4. 

Oo•lral Europo 
Austria 82-ll 117.1 28.11 115.'1 11.8• 896.0 
Belgium 24.5 29.1• 11.1• 86.7° - 267.2° 
<Aechoslovalda 161.1° 188.1° 102.0° 119.7° 5.2" 1472.0° 
France 94.5.11 118.0 11o.ll 4.64..1 15.7 2288.0 
Germany BTU 680.0 288.9 ~5.6 o.a• 604.7.7 
Luxembourg 2-ll" 1.8• OJI" 8.9° - 25.9• 
Nether lands 19.'1 27.8° 8.9• 19.2" - ~.o• 
Swltaerland 12.0 8.1• u• 2.8" - -

Balkau 
Albania '1.4• 0.6• o.8• 1JI" 2.4• 0.7• 
Bulgaria 26U 4U 42.8 17.'1 21.8 14.8 
Greece 95.6° 7.9• 28.8° 18.6° 7.4° 28.8° 
Hungary 276.8 110-ll 78.2 81.6 88.8 410.8 
Roumanla 1165.8 61.2 287.4 112.8 117.'1 470.4 
Turkey ~.I• 29.8° 167.4° 17.11° 12.0° 61.6° 
Yugoslavia 411.'1 ~.1 69.6 au 78.0 ~-~ 

Sovtl&em Evrop1 
Italy 694.11 16.1 26.9 44.2 51.11 406.0 
Portugal 74JI 15.8 11.1 11.8 12.8° 4.5.8 
Spain 619.8 62.8" 142.1° 410.4° I8.1" 6118.0• 

Britlll& I'''' 
Ireland 8.8• 0.1° 6.5• 82-ll" - 492.8" 
United Kingdom 88.4 J.o• 110.4° 188.8• - 222.4• 

• Estimated seed requirements. 

Eastern Europe, and are rarely so nsed In Western Europe. On the other 
hand, some northern countries such as the United Kingdom, Belgium, the 
Netherlands, and Denmark produce wheat that In peacetime is considered 
unsuitable for milling and is therefore largely used for feed. In the case 
of cereals, an initial division into grain retained for feeding and grain con
verted Into flour is not a final one, since the milling offals are again avail
able for use as feed. We have therefore taken Into account milling extrac-
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ticnu, which are reasonably uniform in all regions unless kept unusually 
high or low by governmental regulation. 1 

It should also be noted that although the present concern is with do
mestic agricultural production, the character of foreign trade affects do
mestic production. Grain exports may be readily assumed to be entirely 
"net" production, and need cause no difficulty. On the other band, grain 
imports, whether used as food or feed, necessarily affect the disposition of 
domestically produced grains. For purposes of computing domestic pro
duction, it bas been necessary to assume as a working hypothesis that seed 
and feed requirements have been met from domestically produced grains 
up to the limit of the domestic crop. Thus, should the estimated total 
amount of grain used for feed and seed equal or exceed domestic produc
tion, we simply assume that none of the grain domestically produced is 
"net" production. 

For the present study it bas been necessary to use the primary data on 
crop disposition that are available, and on the basis of these data and 
scattered descriptive materials on agricultural organization, dietary habits. 
and the like, to construct very rough-and-ready estimates of the propor
tions of various crops used for feed. The sources used and considerations 
taken into account are summarized in the notes to Table t, which gives by 
country the estimated proportion of the principal cereals and of potatoes 
remaining after deductions are made for wastage, seed requirements, and 
feed use. At this point we need only to review some of the more general 
considerations determining the use of the several crops. 

Oats in continental Europe are used almost entirely for feed, with only 
negligible amounts used for oatmeaL Except for the British Isles and the 
USSR, it is assumed that no oats enter into "net" production as here de
fined. Barley is used primarily for brewing. and for feed, with small and 
variable amounts used for gruel and as a substitute for coffee. However, 
the use of barley for brewing provides a case comparable to the milling of 
other cereals, since the mash remaining from malting is available as feed
stuff, and this factor bas been taken into account. Rye is primarily a food 
cereal, but some is fed to livestock where production exceeds bread re
quirements. Wheat is infrequently used directly for feed, except in certain 
northern countries as already noted. However, bran remaining from con
version to flour must be taken into account. Of all cereals, maize is most 
afFected by consumption habits. It is extensively used for food in South
eastern and Southern Europe.• In other maize-growing countries it is used 
almost entirely for feed, and in the northern countries It is not grown at all. 
The main problem of estimation therefore was the separation of food and 

I For example, Swlberland as a grain Importing country required a very high 
extraction rate, whereas France when faced with wheat surpluses fixed a very low 
maximum flour extraction to promote consumption. 

•In Italy, maize consumption for food tends to vary In Inverse ratio to the 
peaoant'o prosperity and In direct ratio to the price of wheat. See Carl T. Schmidt, 
Tlto P""'gl aatl II•• Sword: Labor, Land, GM Property flo Ftucid Italy: (New 
York• Columbia Univerolty Preos, 1988), pp. 169-165. ' 
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TABLE 41 

"Net" Production of Certain Cereal Crops and Potatoes as a 
Percentage of Gross Production• 

Countries Whestl Rye& Barley• Malse• Potatoes• 

Northom. Europe 
Denmark 0 0 0 0 40• 
Finland 116 as• 8 0 40" 
Norway 0 0 0 0 40" 
Sweden M o~o~~• 82 0 89 

EMtom. Earop• 
Estonia '18" 'TO" .j,5 0 40" 
Latvia '18 '10 .j,5 0 40" 
Lithuania '1'1" 68" 8 0 40" 
Poland .,.,. 68" 28 0 40" 

c ... tral E•rop• 
Austria '11 60 0 0 49 
Belgium 29 ., 0 0 49 
Csechoalovakla '12' ea• 2'1 0 o~o~~• 

France '14 1s• 8 0 110° 
Germany '14 68 80 0 40 
Luxembourg 2'1' .,. 0 0 49° 
Nether lands 42 40• 0 0 60 
Switzerland 4'1 26 0 0 24 

Balkane 
Albania '16" 69° 20° 92• 'TO' 
Bulgaria '10 11'1 6 88 118 
Greece 8s• ea• 11 84 'TO" 
Hungary '14" 211 18 II 60" 
Ron mania '14" 611" 40 811 1111 
Turker, '18" '12" '12 90 'TOO 
Yugos avla '18" 89 8'1 92 '10 

Boathora Europe 
Italy '19 '19 0 41 89 
Portugal '12 'TO" 10 811• 'TOO 
Spain '12 'TO" 10 60" 'TO" 

Britilhl•l.,r 
Ireland '18" 411" so• 0 60" 
England and W alea 110 110 1111 0 80 
Scotland 68 o~o~~• 68 0 88 
Northern Ireland '18" o~o~~• 80 0 60 

• Estimate. 
1 That Ia, excluding shrinkage losses (set at 8 per cent), seed requirements, and 

use of crops for feed. It should be noted that where domestle produetlon Ia only 
equal to or Is leas than seed and feed requirements, none f!f the domestle produetlon 
Is "net." 

1 The net production t>f wheat takea aeeount not only of shrinkage, seed require
ments, and wheat dlreetly fed, but also of bran feed (set at 10 per eent of the nlue 
of the milled grain). For flour extraction rates, see M. K. Bennett, Por C11pita 
WltotJt Coneamptioft '" W ,.,_ E•rop•, Wheat Studiea of the Food Researeh 
Institute, 11 ('1) :299, Mareh, 19811; ]ftt....,.tioMI Y ftlrbook of .4grietoltwral Bl<ltil-
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feed in the Balkan and Southern European countries. Other grains are of 
fairly minor importance. Meslin is planted somewhat extensively in 
Northern countries, but is almost exclusively a feed crop. Millet is grown 
in Eastern and Southeastern Europe, where ita use varies, and estimates 
must be made in the virtual absence of quantitative information. Although 
the estimates are subject to wide errors, the small production of the grains 
reduces the error in the total amount of agricultural "net" production. 
Potatoes, as already noted, are widely fed in Eastern Europe, where their 
production is great and cost is small. Where they are more expensive they 
are less extensively used for feed. 

Other Food Crop•. The proportion of other food crops that can be re
garded as "net" production Is assumed to be constant in all countries. 
Leguminous crops, for example, appear to have fairly standard seed re
quirements. Certain crops such as broad beans, horse beans, and chick
peas are more commonly fed than are other legumes, but the statistics 

Ueo,1985-1987, p. 879; J. H. Shollenberger, Wll•"' R•qvir•m••t• Ito Evrop•, United 
States Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin No. 11811, September, 1936. 
For detailed statisti<a on the crop disposition of wheat In Germany, 1926-1980, upon 
which sta tisti<a some of the present estimates are based, see Hans Kuns, "Der 
deutache Getreidebau," Devtoclas A.grmrpolitik, 1:176, 1982. 

1 As In the case of wheat (see note 2), the bran remaining from milled rye Is 
oubtracted as part of rye used for feed, calculated as 10 per cent of the value of 
milled grain. For rye flour extraction rates, see Benedetto Barbieri, "Indaglne 
statistic& suUa disponibllit& alimentarl della popolazlone ltallana dal 1922 al 1987," 
A.•••zli di StGtiltictJ, Series VII, 8:10-98, 1989; Helmut Elsig, "Der Verbrauch von 
Nahrungsmitteln In Deutschland vor und nach dem Krieg," D"'t•clle A.grorpolitik, 
1:147, n. 2,1982; Shollenberger, op. cit. Detailed statistics on crop disposition of rye 
In Germany, 1926-1980, are given by Kuns, loo. cit~ p. 179. 

• The net production of barley must take Into account direct uses for food (flour 
or gruel) and Indirect food use in the form of malted barley for beer. In the former 
cases direct feed uses and bran (set at 10 per cent of the miUed grain) have been 
oubtracted, whereas In the case of beer the feedstu1r remaining from beer produc
tion has been computed. Thus the direct food consumption of barley Is high In 
Estonia, Latvia, Roumanla, Turkey, Yugoslavia, and, partly, In the British Isles. 
The nlue of feedstu1r remaining from brewing has been estimated from the dispo
altion of barley In Germany (see Kuns, 1o ... cit~ p. 1811) and from Information sup
plied by the Brewery Academy. It Ia fixed at 12 per cent of the malted barley. 

• Maile Ia not grown at all in the northern countries, and In other countries where 
no "net'' production Ia indicated the domestically grown malse Ia less than enough 
to account for ohrinkage, seed requirement& and feed. 

I The use of potatoes for food or feed Ia quite variable, feeding use being larger 
In Northern and Eastern Europe, and leso In other oections, being at a minimum In 
England and Wales and Scotland. For atatistlco on the disposition of potato crops 
In Germany, aee Werner Henkelmann, "Der deutsche Karto1relbau," Deutoclae 
A.grarpolitik, 1:197, 1982. . 

r The percentages of "net" production for wheat, rye, and barley refer here to the 
disposition of the total amounts of these grains used, Including Imports. Thla rep· 
resents an exception to the proeedure specified In note 1, due to the Impossibility 
of distributing the toW Imports of the United Kingdom. Were the normal proced· 
ure followed, the percentages In the cases of wheat and barley would be consider
ably lower, with rye little alfected. Since the domestic production of these grains Ia 
amaU, and It Ia only to that production that the percentages are applied, the error 
Involved Ia not large. The normal procedure Ia nsed In the ease of Ireland. 

Oats Ia used In the United Kingdom as a food grain, and the following are the 
percentages of "net" production: England and Wales 20, Scotland 4.11, Northem 
Ireland a. These percentages would be little aft:ected b7 taklnglmportslntoaccount. 
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rarely make adequate or constant distinctions. Some rather arbitrary 
estimates have therefore been made. In the case of vegetables, use for feed 
is exceptional, and they are regarded as entirely "net." Estimates of the 
proportional "net" production of other food crops, industrial plants, and 
orchard, garden, and related products are summarized in Table 11. The 

TABLE 5 

"Net" Production of Miscellaneous Agricultural Products as a 
Percentage of Gross Production' 

Product 
Leguminous crops• 
Vegetables 
Sugar beets• 
Fibre plants 
Oil seeds• 
Tobacco 
Honey and Beeswax 
Silk cocoons 
Grapes and Wine" 
Horticulture 

Percentage 
80 

100 
70 

100 
50 

100 
100 
100 

80 
100 

1 That Is, excluding (where applicable) shrinkage losses, seed requirements, and 
feed use. It Is assumed that these percentages are the same In all countries where 
the crops are produced. 

• Seed requirements 11re estimated at 10 per cent. See the data for France In 
Firlt World 4.gricultural a • ....., (I9SO), Vol. 2, pp. 4oM If.; for ltsly,ln Benedetto 
Barbieri, "lndagine statlstica sulla disponibilib\ allmentarl della popolazione lta
llana dall922 a! 1987," 4.nt141i di Btatiltica, Series VII, 8:20, 1939. Allowance for 
shrinkage and some feed uses (especially of broad beans, horse beans, and chick
peas) brings the total deductions to about 20 per cent. 

I Net production of sugar beets must take Into account not only those beets di
rectly fed (roughly 10 per cent) but also the drystulf remainders from milled 
beets (about 20 per cent of the value of the milled beets). See Kiithe Bauer-Men
gelberg, "Neuordnung und Aufscbwung In der deutscben Zuckerwirtscbaft," Dil 
Wiruchaft•lcu"''• 8:236-246, 19M; Eduard Reich, Dil t•ch•cho.Zo.,.,akuch• Land
rvirt•chaft; ihro Gruftd.lagon vnd ihr• OTga.Uatio., Bericbte tiber Landwirtscbaft, 
Sonderheft 108 (Berllna 1935), p. 199. For statistics on utilization of 100 kg of 
sugar beets In C&echoslovakla, aee C&echoslovakia, .d""""ire Btatutiqu•, 1938, pp. 
72 If. 

• Allowance Is made for seed, direct feeding, and the oll -.neal and oll cake re
maining from the yressing of oil. By weight, the oil actually extracted amounts to 
about one-third o the total weight of seeds, but the oil Is of higher value by 
weight than the remaining feedstulf. For the disposition of 100 kg of oil seeds In 
Germany, 1927-1987, see Albert Hauck, "Die Fetteneugung In den klelneren Ver
waltungsbeslrken des Deutscben Reicbes," B•richte Vl>•r Land'IIJirtochaft, 1940, p. 
524. . 

• Taking Into account approximately 20 per cent of the value of the grapes 
represented b7 mash remaining from pressing for wine, and used for feed. 

note& to that table indicate the data and considerations upon which the 
estimates are based. 

I nclultrial Plantl. Industrial plants may leave agriculture entirely 
(that is, be wholly "net" production), or be used partly for production 
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and partly for feed. Thus, fibre plants and tobacco are entirely "net," 
whereas both sugar beets and oil seeds have feed uses. In the case of sugar 
beets it is necessary to take into account both the raw beets retained on 
the farm for feeding, and the milling remainders that are available for 
feed. Oil seeds may be used directly for feed, or the seeds may be pressed 
and only the remaining oil cake used for further agricultural production. 
In either case, part of the crop must be retained for further planting. 
Although the disposition of these crops naturally varies somewhat, the 
available estimates are applied to all countries where the crops in" question 
are grown. 

OrcluJrd, Garde,., afld Related Product•. The production of such prod
ucts as honey and beeswax, silk cocoons, grapes and wine, and various 
fruits is rather poorly reported, except, fortunately, where the products 
represent "crops" of some importance. Honey and wax are assumed to be 
entirely "net" production since that part of the honey required to feed 
the bees is not reported in the statistics. Where direct information is not 
available, estimates of production are made from the number of hives and 
the production per hive in similar areas. For estimating the value of silk 
cocoon production, the value of mulberry leaves used for feed is simply 
neglected. Where silk growing is of any importance, statistics are avail
able. Horticultural products are poorly reported, but may be estimated 
from acreages and the production in comparable areas. These products 
are entirely "net." In the case of vine products, some account must be 
taken of mash remaining from wine production. Otherwise, the problems 
of estimating production are comparable to those of other fruits, although 
the vine products are in general better reported. 

Co ... tructio" of the "Crop u,.w• 
Once the net quantity of agricultural production is determined, it is still 

necessary to find a means of weighting the various types of production 
according to quality, and to find a method of making international com
parisons in common units. A. already implied, the method of weighting has 
been that of economic value or price, • as explained in the following para
graphs. However, this procedure faces the immediate obstacle of compara
bility on two counts: the purchasing power of different currencies varies, 
as do relative prices even within the product-structure of agriculture. 

If internal price structures differ widely from one country to another, 
prices cannot be used directly for international comparisons of agricul-

• The method of weighting used In this study represents a choice among unsatis
factory alternatives. The alternatives that purport to measure production In nutrl
ti're llllita, whatever their merits on other grounds, have slight relation to the eco
DDmic •alue of production. The Index here developed Ia not exactly representative 
of that .,.lue, but appears to be a more direct Indicator than are feed values, caloric 
'ralues, and the like. It Is, however, Instructive to note that nutritive weights calcu
lated with greater attention to protein food values than bas been customary In such 
meaau':""o correspond approximately to the economic weights used In thia study. 
See Wi!rm~nn, "Emabrungawirtacbaftllcbe Leistungsmassstabe," Mitl•iltlng•• fik 
dlo LoroduMuclw.fl, September 2, 19~. 
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tural values. On the other band, with aimilar price structures the monetary 
systems provide no final obstacle, since computations may be made through 
the use of one "European price." Actually, a comparison of price struc
tures in all European countries where data are available indicates a gen
eral similarity but with considerable variation in details. Thus, livestock 
products yield higher prices per unit of quantity (or even per calorie) 
than do grain products, and the relative position of various grain prices iB 
fairly uniform. We have therefore weighted the quantity of agricultural 
products by a "Modal Value-Ratio," as explained below. 

The weights used for determining the output of agriculture are based 
upon price ratios. Thua, a market value is set not only for those product& 
which have actually entered trade and helped determine the price, but 
also for the remainder of the individual crops or product& that for one 
reason or another have not directly entered into the pricing mechanism. 
Food consumed on the farm iB valued in terms of the market price. 

In order to construct an index of agricultural output without direct 
reliance on national monetary systems, a system of price weights bas been 
constructed. TbiB allows the conversion of national production data into a 
single international unit, called the Crop Unit (hereafter CU). The data 
and method used in constructing the weighting unit are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 

The Crop Bruket. A crop basket bas been selected that iB made up of 
one quintal ( 100 kilograms) of the six most important European crop• in 
the proportion of their total European production during the 1981-1985 
period. The composition of thiB crop basket iB aa follows: 

16 kg wheat 
9 kg rye 
6 kg barley 

10 kg oats 
6 kg maize 

58 kg potatoes 

100 kg" 

TbiB crop basket bas been so constructed as to include su~cient c:ommo~
ties to avoid accidental and misleading results. Were a smgle commod1ty 
like rye selected as a basis, the resulta would be subject to grave errors 
wherever rye iB unusually cheap or unuaually expensive. T.hus, wer~ all 
agricultural product& weighted in terms of the exchange ratio per qwntal 
between each product and rye, all other products would be given high 

I In Europe (excluding the USSR and Turkey) the average production of 1931-
198/l waa (in thousand& of quintals) • 

424,860 wheat · 
227,740 rye 
169,210 barley 
256,880 oats 
170,820 maize 

1,406,620 potatoes 
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values in Hungary where rye is very cheap, and low values in Latvia 
where rye is expensive. The group of commodities selected, even though 
chielly cereals, is sulliciently diversified in terms of regional product struc
tures to cancel out some variations in individual exchange ratios. At the 
same time the products are aulliciently homogeneous in quality,. and in 
national price ratios among the "basket" crops, to allow international 
comparison. Crops are better suited for such comparison than are livestock 
products. Most of these crops are grown throughout Europe, and the 
others in a substantial proportion of the total number of countries. As a 
whole, the crop-basket crops form an important part of total agricultural 
production in all European countries. Finally, a fairly complete range of 
prices for these crops exists in nearly all of the countries. Therefore, the 
amount of hazardous estimating required for constructing the value ratios 
is kept at a minimum. 

Price Data. The price of a crop basket in each country is next com
puted. This by definition is the price of one quintal of the selected group 
of crops determined by weighting each individual crop price by the pro
portion of the European crop basket represented by that crop.' The un· 
weighted price of each agricultural product, whether contained in the 
basket or not, is then expressed in terms of its ratio to the sum of the 
weighted prices of all the products contained in the crop basket. The price 
of one crop basket in natioual currency and the price ratios of the products 
contained in it and of other products to the crop-basket price are given in 
Table 6. It may be useful to give an illustration of the procedure employed. 

To compute the price of one crop basket in German national currency, 
the following data are used: • 

Price per Basket 
Crop Quintal (RM) Weight10 Price (RM) 

Wheat 22.05 .16 IJ.5S 
Rye 17.49 .09 1.57 
Barley 18.29 .06 1.10 
Oats 16.87 .10 1.69 
Maize 19.88 .06 1.16 
Potatoes 4.86 .58 2.81 

Total 11.86 
1 In a few caaeo the price of potatoeo In relation to other commodities Is unduly 

higb, beeauoe few potatoeo are grown. This Is notably true In Bulgaria and Greece. 
In ord~r to avoid an undervaluing of other crops in the composite price, for these 
eountr101 potato prices have simply been eliminated from the crop-basket price, 
an! treated as other eropo in ratio to that price, as explained below. 

The weight& represent the composition of the crop basket as given previously. 
Thlt procedure It equivalent to computing the price per kilogram and multiplying 
by the number of kilograms represented by that crop in the basket. 
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TABLE 6 

Price of the Crop Basket in National Currencies and the Ratio of 
Other Agricultural Prices to the Crop-Basket Base 

A. Crop-Basket Price in National Currencies and Ratio of Cereal 
and Potato Prices to Crop-Basket Price (1931-1935 average) 

-
Price of Ratio of Prices per Quintal to 

Countries Cro~Basket Crop-Basket Price• 
In ational 

Currency Rye Wheat Barley Oats Maize Potatoes 

North•m Evropo 
Denmark 8.26 Kroner 
Finland 105.97 Flnmarkst 
Norway 10.79 Kroner• 
Sweden 9.00 Kronor• 

Ba•t•m Europo 
'1 .1!8 Kroons• Estonia 

Latvia 10.06 Lata• 
Lithuania 12.00 Litai< 
Poland, 10.62 Zlotys• 

C•ntral Buropo 
18.62 . Sehilllnga Austria 

Belgium U.BS Belgas• 
Czechoslovakia 79.81 Koruny 
France, 58.21 Francs 
Germany 11.86 Reiehsmarks 
Luxembourg, 59.67 Francs 
Nether lands• 7.88 Gulden 
Switserland 18.23 Francs• 

Balka"' 
Albania 5.95 Franks• 
Bulgaria, 129.0 Leva• 

w 151.9 Leva• 
Greece, 221.8 Drachmas• 
Hungary, '1 .66 Pengiies 

w 9.48 Pengiiea 
Roumanla, 202.0 Lei 
Turkey -
Yugoslavia 78.16 Dinars• 

Bouth•m Buropo 
Italy 60.0 Lire 
Portugal 84.91 Escudos•• 
Spain (1981-M ,) 82.48 Pesetas 

Britioh I"" 
Ireland 158 Pence• 
United Kingdom 165 Pencet11 

USSR 4.66 Rubles 

• Crop-basket price- 1.00. til Average crop price. 
w \Vbolesale price. 

~~ueEsd on ezchange rate, average 1931·1935, be-
•wct::n tonia and Finland 
~~he price interpolated on the basil of Danish 

ft~ Maize priee lnl<rpolated on the bul1 of Gemwa 
~-ceo. 

~ Buedp •-~dexehan"" rate, aoeraae 1931-1935, be
OI&Q and Lithuania. 

~ Maize prieo lnl<rpolated aa the baala of Freaeh 
~· .... 

:Prices repreaent 1926-1930 &ftralf:. tw.!,-.!y OD exeh"""" .. ,.,, averap 1931·1935. be
•aolla•la llDd Alb&llla. 

---
1.27 1.80 U7 U3 1.27 .70 
- - - - - -
uo 1.66 1.33 1.22 - .63 
1.60 1.76 1.43 1.17 - JIG 

1.70 2.40 1.54 1.23 - .26 
1.76 :1.15 1.32 1.08 - .89 - - - - - -
1.1!5 2.06 U7 us - .as 

1.85 1.78 1.K 1.20 .76 .63 
1.11 1.80 1.26 1.87 - ,75 
1.64 1.99 1.48 1.81 .99 .150 
1.21 1.96 1.22 1.08 U4 .1!9 
1.64 1.94 1.61 U9 uq .88 
1.24 1.85 1.21 1.14 1.27 .62 
1.17 1.62 1.20 1.14 1.16 .76 
1.1!1 1.99 .98 .90 - .K 

- - - - - -
1.62 2.10 us us 1.23 -1.66 2.16 1.85 1.65 1.Il -1.89 2.27 1.40 1.88 1.87 -1.10 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.24 .69 
.98 1.88 1.28 1.48 1.87 .72 

1.40 1.94 1.02 1.23 .87 .61 

- - - - - -- 1.94 1.89 Ull 1.07 .158 

1.08 .72 1.20 1.80 1.00 1.08 
1.17 1.88 1.02 .97 - .63 

1.15 1.1!1 1.04 .97 1.81 .79 

- - - - - -
- .82 1.20 .96 .79 .98 

- - - - - -
1 The prlee of the c:rup bultet Ill Balprla and 

Greece II based on national prfca for the fi." 
cereals, but with potato prices interpolated at the 
European n.tfo of 40 per cent of the basket price. 
The actual ratloe of potato prfc:es to the crop.buket 
price 10 calculated are 1.19 (Bulgarian &ftl'l.p crop). 
1.4Z (Bulpria.a. wholesale), and 1.12 (Greek average 
erop). 

• Rye priee Interpolated em the bull of H11Jl&&riaa 
&ftl'I.Je crop prias. 

,. Maize priee lntupe>lated em the baala of Spoallb 
pricea 

u Rye price lntupe>lated '"' the baa1a of Gemwa 
prica. 
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TABLE 6 (continued) 

B. Ratio of Prices of Livestock Products to Crop-Basket Price 

(1931-1935 average) 

Countries 
Ratio of Prices per Quintal to Crop-Basket Pricet 

Beef Pork Veal 

Norllao,. Evrop• 
Denmark - - -
Finland - 9.88 -
Norway 11.21 9.18 -
Sweden - - -

Bad•,. Evrope 
Estonia 9.391 12.392 8.08• 
Latvia - 11.60 -
Lithuania - - -
Poland 13.75 10.46 -

c ... tral Evrope 
Austria 12.48 10.97 12.57 
Belginm 10.81• 11.401 }4,.4()1 

Csec:hoslovakia 11.08 11.84 9.25 
Franee 1 9.52• 1 10.531 1 18.6010 
Germany 1U6 11.06 15.91 
Luxembourg - - -
Netherlands 

(1926-80 •> 13.07 10.28 13.07 
Switzerland 18.38 9.87 16.1811 

Balkau 
Albania - - -
Bulgaria 9.28 12.60 -
Greece - - -
Hungary 9.81 12.83 11.66 
Roumanla. - - -
Turkey - - -
Yugosla'fla - - -

Sowllu,. Evrope 
Italy 6.78 7.10 8.2511 
Portogal 6.98 10.48 8.20 
Spain (1981-IU •) 9.22 8.88 10.86 

Brilur. I•l•• 
Ireland - - -
United Kingdom 10.M - 18.87 

t Crop..buket price - 1.00. • Average. 
• Comparable wbolaale prlcea (Crop-bullet 

bue- 19.22). 
'1927/2&-1930/31 pric:eo (1931-1935- 5.44). 
'1927/2&-1930/31 prlceo (1931-1935- 7.16). 
1 1927/2&-1930/31 prlc:eo (1931-1935 - 4.67). 
•t927/28-1930/31 prices. 
'19Z7/2&-1930/31 pric:eo (1931·1935 - .62). 

Mutton Milk Butter Eggs Honey Wool 

- 22.28 18.20 - - -- - - - - -- - 2UO 11.12 - -- - - - - -
10.61• 1.801 18.21 11.40 18.18 2UO - 1.05 16.20 12.28 - -- - - - - -- 1.60 - 12.07 - -

- 1.70 21.18 12.99 - -
11.25• - 25.027 17.91 - 24.M - - 20.8~ 18.63 - -
2U8 2.18 24..77 17.21 - -- 1.27 21.27 14.28 - -- - - - - -
18.96 1.21 24.75 17.89 11.68 -
14.48 - 22.71 - 19.81 -
- - - - - -- - 29.08 17.21 - 25.54 
- 2.17 21.17 9.85 7.27 11.58 
9.65 1.9712 25.98 11.61 - 15.88 - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -

- 1.77 16.87 10.88 - -
5.79 1.55 - U8 9.1141 -

10.61 1.83 19.87 12.08 - -
- - - - - -

12.01 2.07 18.28 1U2 - 10.22 

• 1926-1930 flguru, 
•1926-1930 figure~ (1931·1935 - 33.65). 
'1931-1935 city prices (Parla prices - 12.94). 
• 1931-1935 city prices (Paris prices - 15.89). 
111931-1935 ctty pdc:ea (Parla pricea - 16.82). 
u IIa quality. 
u 1913 prices (19JJ.I9JS - 3.21). 
u I·l& quality. 
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TABLE 6 (continued) 

C. Ratio of Leguminous and Root Crop Prices to Crop-Basket 
Price (1931-1935 average) 

Ratio of Prices per Quiotal to Crop-Baaket Price• 

Countries 

Ntwll&.,.. Evropo 
Denmark 
Fioland 
Norway 
Sweden 

Btulem Bvropo 
Estonia 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Poland 

Cetllral Buropo 
Austria 
Belgium 
Csechoslovakia 
France 

Germany 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 

(1926/80 -> 
Switzerland 

Balkatll 
Albania 
Bulgaria 
Greeee 
Hungary 
Roumanla 
Turkey 
Yugosl,.via 

Boutl&om Evropo 
Italy 
Portug..X 
Spaio (1981/lM ,) 

Brltul& I'''' 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 

USSR 

t Crop-ba1ket price -1.00. 
1 Broad bean1. 
1 Hone be&nL 

Peas 

--
1.98 
2.90 

-
1.83 
-

2.00 

1.98 
2.10 
2.87 
2.78 

2.811 
-

1.98 
-

--
2.88 
-

1.88 --
--

8.72 

--
-

1 19Jt-19ll a.,.... (1931-1935 - 3.24). 

Sugar 
Beets 

---
.28 

----
---
.25 

--
--

-
.51 
-.so 
.87 
--
---
--
-

Broad 
Beans; 

Fodder Hone 
Beets Beans Lentils Beans 

- - ·- -- - - -- - - -
.17 - - 1.671 

- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -
- 1.98 •. 08 -
.12 - - 1.8111 
- - - -
.15 u• 5.09 p.661 

1.60• - 2.28 OM 1.69• 
- - - -
- 2.911 - -- - - -

- - - -
.88 2.87 U7 -- 2.77 2.8. 2.291 
.18 ·- - -- 1.110 1.911 1.881 

- - - -- 2.18 - -

- 1.18 - -- - - -- - 8.20 -

- - - -- .87 - -
- - - -
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The price of each of these crops in ratio to the basket price would then be: 

Wheat 1.94 
Rye 1.64 
Barley 1.61 
Oats 1.49 
Maize 1.70 
Potatoes 0.88 

And the prices of all other crops may be similarly expressed in ratio to 
the basket price. For example, 

Crop Price per Quintal (RM) 
Cabbage 8.90 
Beans 25.98 
Beef 181.82 

Ratio to Crop Basket 
.78 

2.28 
11.56 

The prices used are either farm prices or wholesale prices. The struc
ture of both is very similar. Except for bulky crops of low specific value 
(such as hay, straw, and potatoes) that have high transportation and 
handling costs relative to value, the spread between farm prices and 
wholesale prices is small. Crops used exclusively for fodder do not of 
course figure in the calculation of "net" production, and the similarity of 
farm and wholesale price structures for other crops means that either 
price may be used. We- have in fact used the price series that is more 
nearly complete, indicating on the tables which price bas been used. In 
some countries neither wholesale nor farm prices are available. At this 
stage of setting up the weights for an intemational index of production, 
these prices are simply disregarded.11 With these exceptions nearly com
plete price series for the principal cereals and potatoes are available. 
Price data for other products are very scanty; for livestock products they 
are particularly defective. Some countries publish prices for liveweight 
only, some for slaughtered animals, some per bead, and some for special 
meat cuts. So far sa possible these are brought to a common basis, by 
using price ratios of countries where two or more prices are given. The 
standard of pricing taken was second (IIa) quality meat, that grade be
ing the most nearly uniform in definition. In some cases considerable error 
may arise, either because the prices do not represent what they pretend 
to, or because the adjustment is not correct. Further errors may arise 
from the fact that it bas been necessary to distribute the total national 

11 AI will become evident below, the Initial computation of r.rlce ratio' Is for the 
purpose of finding "Modal Ratios" that may be used 81 we ghta for an Index of 
production. The absence of price data for certain countries or for certain crops 
does not mean that the weighted output cannot be determined If the quantities of 
Yarious products are avaUable or can be estimated. The sl~iflcance of missing 
price data Is simply that those prices have not been represented In the series of 
ratios from wblcb a modal ratio Is determined, and therefore that the modal price 
ratio Is based on leBO than a complete series of actual ratios. Once the modal ratio 
Is determined It may be applied to the quantities of production without respect to 
local prices. 
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CU-values of livestock products by districts relative to the appropriate 
livestock populations. 

Modal Ratio•. On the basis of the national price ratios a European value 
schedule is established. That is, from the array of national crop-basket 
ratios (as shown in Table 6), a modal ratio is selected as typical. For 
example, the array of rye value-ratios is 1.10 to 1.75.11 The selected Modal 
Ratio is 1.8. Before discussing the significance of this procedure, we may 
note some of the more outstanding difficulties in the choice of a "modal" 
or "typical" ratio. Clearly, a mere unweighted average of the national 
ratios would overlook differences in volume of production, accuracy of 
data, and so on. We have therefore found it necessary to exercise some 
judgment in the final choice of the "typical" ratio, taking into account as 
many relevant considerations as possible. Obviously, the procedure ia in
creasingly arbitrary the greater the spread in the national ratios. For 
those crops most generally grown the spread is not extreme, and part of 
the "under-weighting" or "over-weighting" due to differences in the 
national and the modal ratios for some products is certainly compensated 
by the opposite error on other commodities.11 Livestock products rellect 
greater quality differences and are not represented in the crop basket; 
their national price ratios are consequently less uniform than those for 
crops. The selection of modal price ratios as uniform weights thus in 
some degree fails to represent the actual price structure in any country. 
It does not follow that the procedure introduces major errors into the 
total index value of agrieultural output, in view of the partially balancing 
effect of the weighting procedure as noted above.•• 

We summarize here the considerations taken into account in the selec
tion of European Modal Value-Ratios, according to groups of products. 

•• Exclusive of an exceptional Hungarian ratio of 0.98 based on a high wholesale 
price of the crop basket, and offset by a lower average crop price. See Table 6. 

•• Thus, an examination of Table 12, below, Indicates that the aetna! national 
price ratios, expressed as percentages of the modal ratio, do not In any country 
consistently exceed or fall below the modal ratios. It would of course be naive to 
assume that the errors Involved In using a standard weight would precisely cancel 
each other. The reliability of the system of uniform weights Is discussed lu some 
detail In the following section of this Appendix, where sample comparisons are 
made between two national price structures, between national price ratios and 
"modal" ratios and between a regional schedule of weights and the all-European 
schedule. 

u In a few cases the modal ratio may be a more accurate representation of 
Internal value relationships than the available national. prices. Thia ~ght be ~e 
where prices are unrepresentative of the range of qual1tles and relative quantities 
making up the total national production of a commodity. However, the modal 
ratios may also accentuate errors already present In national data. 

It may also be noted that In some cases the significant range of national price ra
tios Ia less than appears In Table 6. Thus, the wheat price ratios vary from 0.82 to 
2.40, but the range around the modal ratio of 1.80 Ia considerably narrowed If the 
lowest ratios, which are found In those countries where wheat aetually does not 
figure In "net" production, are eliminated. (As pointed out above, feed and seed 
uses are charged against domestic production, which eliminates some crops entirely 
from "net" production In grain-Importing countries.) This I~ an "'!'ample of the dilft
culty of selecting the modal ratio. (See also the further d1scusswn of these prob
lema In the following section of thia Appendix.) 
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(1) CeretJl1. The prices for rye, wheat, barley, and oats in ratio to tho 

crop-basket price are rather similar in all countries,'' so that the modal 
ratio iJ fairly easy to determine within reasonable limits. Part of the scat
tering iJ due to the inclusion of potato prices in the crop-basket base 
rather than to differences among the cereal prices. This may be seen by 
expressing cereal and potato prices in ratio to the price of rye, as we have 
done in Table 7. The ratios between the prices of wheat and rye are close 
to l.S. The maize price is scattered more than the other cereal price1. 
When it iJ related to rye, two distinct groups of countries with high and 
low ratios of maize to rye price are discernible. The maize price is 0.75 of 
the rye price or less in certain maize-producing and exporting countrie• 
(Austria, Czechoslovakia, Roumania, Bulgaria). Maize iJ equal to or 
greater than the rye price in Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, France, 
Luxembourg, Hungary, and Spain. These countries import maize, and 
have a developed agriculture in which the feeding value of maize iJ 
recognized. 

The great diversity in the me of minor grains in Europe is reflected in 
the diversity of relative prices by countries. The European Modal Value
Ratio selected for the minor grains contains more of an arbitrary element 
than in the case of the major grains. The errors may be great but the 
relative importance of minor grains in the total value of production is 
small. 

(2} Polaloe1. The bulk of the European potato crop is grown in North
eastem Europe, where the soil is particularly suited to their culture. Ex
cept in Holland, which is a large exporter of high quality potatoes for 
food, the crop is largely fed to hogs, especially where the unit price is low. 
The countries where the value-ratio to the crop-basket base' is 0.2 to 0.4 
(Poland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and Germany) produced in 1981-
1985 about ll7 per cent of the European potato crop. Most of the potatoes 
in these countrie1 are not marketed but fed on the farm. In other countries 
where few potatoe• are grown because the soil is better suited for other 
crops, cosb of production relative to other crops are high so that potatoes 
are not extensively used for feed. Potatoes cost 0.65 to 1.2 on a crop
basket base in Denmark, Belgium, Netherlands, Bulgaria, Greece, Hun
gary, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom. (See Table 6.) In 
countries with moderate feed use (Norway, Sweden, Austria, Czechoslo
vakia, France, Luxembourg, Switzerland, and Roumania), the potato 
price il 0.4 to 0.64 on a crop-basket base. Because of the feed use on 
farms and because of the low value per weight, the potato price differs on 
the whole~ale market and on the farm. This also accounb for part of the 
spread in relative prices. B.ecause the bulk of the crop is produced where 
price~ are low, a Modal Value-Ratio of 0.4 hal been selected. 

(8) Leguminou• Crop1 and P'egelablu. The price of peas centers closely 
around 2.0 on a crop~basket basil. The price of beans is more variable 

11 See also Naum Jaony, ComJlllitlo .. Among Gf'aiM, Stanford University Food 
Raearch lDatltute, Grain Economics Series No. 2, January, 19~, pp. 11, 12, 86. 
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TABLE 7 

Wholesale Prices of Cerea~ and Potatoes, 1931-1935 Average, 
as Related to Price of Rye in Each Country 

Countries 

NorthsNI Europ• 
Denmark 
Finland 
Norway 
Sweden 

EBIIIJfll Europ• 
Estonia , crop 
Latvia , crop 
Lithuania 
Poland , crop 

C•ntrtd Europ• 
Austria 
Belgium 
Cuchoslovakla 
France ' crop 
Germany 
Luxembourg, crop 
Netherlands 
Switserland 

BBlkBRI 
Albania 
Bulgaria, crop ,.. 
Greece , crop 
Hungary' crop ,.. 
Ronmanla , crop 
Turkey 
Yugoslavia 

Bovth1N1 Evrop• 
Italy 

Portugal 
Spain (~yr.av.) 

BrituA l1l11 
United Kingdom 

Rye 
Price 

In 
Mone
tary 

Units 

10.47 

111.11 
14.86 

12.90 
17.62 

IUS 

211.06 
62.87 

122.08 
70.47 
17.49 
74.28 
4.80 

27.60 

{ 
209.00 
237.00 
806.80 
5 8.40 
l9.27 

288.00 

72.00 

99.87 
87.88 

11/0' 

• Rye price per quintal = 1.00. 
w = Wholesale. 
'=Average. 
1 Industrial. 
t Edible. 

Ratio of Prices per Quintal to Rye Prl<e 
per Quintal• 

Wheat Barley Oats 

1.02 

1.19 
1.10 

1.41 
1.23 

1.38 

1.82 
1.18 
1.29 
1.62• 
1.26 
1.48 
2.081 
1.82 

{
1.80 
1.88 
1.64 

{ 
1.81 
1.89 
1.89 

{ 
1.88• 
1.611 
1.116 
1.81 

.96 

1.16 

.911 

.90 

.91 
.111 

1.02 

1.14 
1.18 

.93 
1.01 
1.011 

.97 
1.21 

.611 

{ 
.89 
.86 

1.01 

{ 
1.81 
1.80 
.18 

.88 

.87 

.91 

Ul 

1.18 

.87 

.78 

.72 

.119 

.98 

.89 
1.28 

.811 

.89 

.811 

.91 
1.27 

.60 

{ 
.91 
.99 
.96 

{ 
1.81 
1.111 
.88 

.86 

.88 

.84 

1.18 

• 1926-1980 = 1.80. 
• 1926-1980 = 1.86. 

Maize Potatoes 

1.00 

.117 

.64 
1.19 
1.18 
1.02 
1.00 

{ 
.76 
.11 
.99 

{ 
1.18 
1.40 
.62 

1.14. 

.92 

M 
.8/l 

.19 

.2ll 

{ 
.201 
.2111 

.47 

.68 

.88 

.48 

.211 

.110 
1.12 
.86 

l .14 
.91 
.80 

{ 
.68 
.74. 
M 

.eo 

.118 

.68 

1.111 

• Soft. 
•Hard. 
• Estimated from oats and barley. 
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because of the great number of varieties and their different uses. For edible 
beans, or beans of unspecified variety, we have taken a Modal Ratio of 
2.0, assigning the lower ratio of 1.5 to broad beans and horse beans where 
specified. Lentils are more expensive and are weighted at 8.0. 

Reliable vegetable prices are rare. Farm and wholesale prices deviate 
sharply, and marked regional differences appear even within the same 
country. A near-by city increases the farm price. With the exception of 
pumpkins and watermelons at the lower end and garlic on the upper end 
of the price range, the assigned weights keep within 1.0 and 2.0. 

(4) l•dudrial Pla•t•. The prices of oil seeds do not differ much by 
country; however, the prices of fibres show considerable variation. The 
difficulty in the latter case is dual: quality differences and differences in 
processing stages to which the prices refer. Some cotton prices refer to raw 
fibres, and some to ginned cotton; some hemp prices refer to stems, some 
to crude fibres, and so on. In these eases, and in the ease of tobacco, which 
differs widely in quality, the Modal Ratios selected are perforce arbitrary. 

( 5) Fruit• a•d Mucella•eou• Crop•. Table grapes show a great variety 
in quality. The selected European Modal Value-Ratio (2.5) is only a rough 
approximation. The prices for grapes used for wine production are much 
more uniform because quality differences are of less importance. In fixing 
the weight of wine grapes at 1.5 and of wine at 2.5 we have taken account 
of the relative price per quantity between the two products. This of course 
reflects the greater bulk of grapes than of the wine produced, as well as the 
labor involved in wine production. Currants and raisins are assigned a 
weight of 4.0, with about the same degree of arbitrariness as in •the case of 
table grapes. 

The bulk of the orchard fruit grown in Europe is represented by apples, 
pesrs, and plums. Although the prices for table fruits are relatively high, 
the larger proportion used for eiders lowers the relative· value of the total 
(which at 1.0 is made equal to one crop basket). Mulberries are priced 
lower, while citrus fruits are weighted at 2.0. It should be noted that this 
takes account of their price in the producing countries, and not of the very 
much higher prices in the importing countries. Since cherries, peaches, and 
apricots are mainly used for fresh consumption, a much higher Modal 
Ratio (8.0 to 8.5) than in the ease of apples, pears, and plums is indicated. 
Berry prices fall between those of the eider fruits and the table fruits. In 
the frequent absence of separate data, they are weighted uniformly at 2.0. 
The prices of olives and olive oil are fairly uniform, and the ratio between 
the two is reflected by weights of 2.5 and 8.0 respectively. Chestnuts are 
fairly low in price in the producing countries and are used for both food 
and feed. Their weight at 1.1 contrasts with the Modal Ratios assigned to 
other nuts ( 4.0). 

For other crops the weights have been based on a very few prices, and 
have been selected by taking account of the influence of market and other 
conditions. 

( 6) Lir~edock Product•. As noted above, prices of livestock products ln 
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ratio to the crop-baske~ base are much more variable than in the case of 
crops. Although other factors influence the price ratio, the variation in 
quality and the lack of uniform methods of reporting statistics are prob
ably the chief reasons for the dispersion of prices. 

There is a great spread between the farm and wholesale price of milk 
in each country because of the processing costs of the dairies. In addition, 
many countries have regulated milk prices, keeping the wholesale price of 
fresh milk high, and subsidizing the use of milk sold at lower prices for 
processing. This becomes evident by comparison of the ratios between 
butter and milk prices in several countries. As a general rule, 1 kg of butter 
requires ill kg of milk." Allowing for the processing costs of butter and 
for the use of buttermilk and skimmed milk, the butter price on the farm 
should be equal to the price of 15-20 kg of milk. The processing costs for 
milk in the dairies depress the ratio between the wholesale prices of butter 
and milk; with a free market, however, the ratio should not fall below 
10 to 1. Table 8 shows that in most countries the ratio between the farm 
prices of butter and milk is between 15 and 20 to 1. In Estonia, where the 
ratio of the milk price to the crop-basket base is exceptionally low, the ratio 
between the wholesale price of butter and milk is SO to 1. If tbe farm 
prices are used, however, the ratio drops to 17 to 1. It seems probable that 
a lower farm price ratio would also hold in the Nether lands were data 
available. 

The dispersion of meat prices in ratio to the crop-basket base seems to 
be due more to defects in statistical comparability than to genuinely differ
ent price structures. Quality differences (without standardized classifica
tion) and price references to different stages between the live animal and 
the butchered meat provide obstacles to international comparison. We 
have attempted to overcome the obstacles in so far as possible by convert
ing all prices to the prices of slaughtered meat of average quality. Table 9 
shows the available price ratioa between slaughtered meat and liveweight 
animals that have been considered in making our price conversions. Since 
meat constitutes ouly part of the marketable products derived from 
slaughtered animals, the value of other products must be added to meat 
values to obtain the total value of livestock products. In the absence of 
European data, we have based our calculations on the income from by
products in the American packing industry. The proportion of the total 
value represented by meat is shown in Table 10, where we also show the 
European Modal Value-Ratios for meat and for total product. 

In Table 11 we present the European Modal Value-Ratios of agricul
tural products. These are the weights used for converting national produc
tion into internationally comparable units, the Crop Units. The steps in 

11 In Finnish dairies 23.0 kg of milk were used for I kg of butter (198lfl986 
average). (..ft&nut~ir• Stt~ti6tiqUII d• Fit&ltJt&d•, 1986, p. 98.) In Germany, over the 
same period, 25 7 kg of milk In dairies, and 27.9 kg of milk In the country as a 
whole, were ua~ for 1 kg of butter. (Hans v.d. Decken, Dio Bnt'U1icklung d~r 
Belb1tr1er1orguag DIUt•chltJadl mit I<JadrDirtlcht~ftlich"' Bruvgni810., Berlehte 
Uber Landwlrtsehaft, Sonderbeft 188 [Berlin: 1988), p. "'·) 
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TABLE 8 

Milk Prices in Ratio to Crop-Basket Base, and Ratio between 
Butter and Milk Prices, 1931-1935 Average 

Price of Milk in Ratio Ratio between the Prices 

Countries 
to Crop-Basket Base ot. Butter and Milk 

Wholesale Farm Wholesale Farm 

N ort,_.. B•rop• 
20.85 Denmark - - -

Finland - - - 19.81 
Norway - - - 20.40 
Sweden - - - 15.81 

B<Ute .. B•rop~ 
0.62 1.80 29.86 17.26 Estonia 

Latvia 1.011 - 16.88 -
Lithuania - - - 16.82 
Poland 1.60 - - 1UU 

c .. eraJ B.rop• 
Anstria 1.70 .- 12.47 14.81 
Czechoslovakia - - - 14.84 
France 2.18 - 11.61 -
Gei1Dany 1.27 - 16.70 1UO 
Netherlands 1.21 - 80.42 -
Switzerland - - - 19.84 

Ball:au 
Greece 2.17 - U7 -
Hungary 1.97 - us 11.81 
Roumania - - - 14.85 

Botlt'h. ... B.rop• 
Italy 1.77 - 11.28 -Portugal 1.155 - - -Spain 1.88 - 10.88 -

Britu'h. l1IH 
United Kingdom 2.07 - 8.80 -

the procedure as outlined lead from purely national prices to a system of 
weights allowing an international index of output expressed in a common 
unit, the Crop Unit. An example may serve to point up the significance of 
this final step. The modal price ratio between a quintal of rye and • 
quintal of the crops comprising the crop basket ia 1.8 :1. Rye is therefore 
weighted at 1.8, and the index value of the German 1981-1985 annual 
average "net" production of 68,647 thousand quintals of rye ia 82,741 thou
sand CU. All other products can be aimilarly weighted, so that the total 
agricultural output of a given country is the total of ita "net" production 
multiplied by the appropriate .weights for each product. 
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TAliLE 9 

Ratios between Slaughtered Meat and Liveweight Wholesale 
Prices 

Slaughtered Meat, Liveweight Pricea = 1.00 
Animals 

Swiberland• Italy• Belgium• 

Steers 1.98' 1.71 1.85 
2.oo• 1.898 

Cows 2.05 1.80 1.85 
Heifers - - 1.88 
Sheep 2.02' - 2.011 

Calves 1.811 1.50 1.43 
Hogs 1.36' - 1.38 

1 ,&,....,..lrt BtatiltlqUit, 1986, pp. 27' :tf.; 1931-1986 average. 
• ,&,......,rio Btatiltico llaliaoo, 1925, p. 181; 1982-1988 average. 
• ,&,.......lr• Btatilliquo, 1985, p. 163; 1981-1986 average. 
• Fat, Ia quality. 
a Fat, lla quality. 
• Bulls. 
• Fat. 
I Wethers. 

TAliLE 10 

Relative Income from Meat and By-Products in the American 
Packing Industry,' and Application of This Relation to Euro

pean Modal Value-Ratios 

Income from Ratio of European European 
Meat u Total Income Modal Modal 

Percentage from Value- Value-Ratio 
Animals of Total Slaughtered Ratio of Total 

Income from Animal to of Meat Product Per 
Slaughtered Income Quintal of 

Animal from Meat Meat Produced 

Hogs 96.6 108.5 11.0 11.5 
Sheep 8U 122.9 12.0 14.0 
Calves 92.8 107.8 18.0 14.0 
Steers 87.8 114.5 11.0 12.5 

1 Rudolf A. Clemen, By-product• ;,. 1110 Packing Iatl..,lry (Chicago• University 
of Chicago Press, 1927), p. 11. Data on European pacldog induatriea are not 
&Y&liable. 
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TABLE 11 

European Modal Value-Ratios per Quintal for Agricultural 
Products 

I. CERE.t.LI III. INDUBTRIA.L CaoPa 
Barley 1.8 Cotton, all 5.0 
Buckwheat 1.6 Cotton fibre lU.O 
Canary grass u. Cotton seed 1.8 
Maize 1.0 Flax fibre 12.0 
Mealin 1.4 Flax and hemp 10.0 
Millet 1.4 Flax seed 2.2 
Oats 1.2 Groundnuts 1.6 
Rice 2.1 Hemp fibre 10.0 
Rye 1.8 Hemp seed 2.5 
Spelt 1.8 Hops 15.0 
Wheat 1.8 Opium 400.0 

II. FooD CaoPI Poppyseed 4.5 

Beana 2.0 Rapeseed 2.5 
Beans, broad 1.5 Sesame 1.5 
Beans, green 1.0 Soybean seed 1.'1 

Beans, horse 1.5 Sugar beets 0.25 
Cabbages 0.8 Sunfiower seed 1.5 
Cantaloupes 1.1 Tobacco 10.0 
Carrots 1.0 

IV. VINa PaoDucn Cauliftower 1.5 
Chick-peas 1.5 Grapes 1.5 
Cucumbers 1.2 Grapes, table 2.5 
Garlic 8.5 Raisins 4.0 
Lentils 8.0 Wines 2.51 

Lettnce (head) 1.8 
Melons 0.'1 V. Fau1T1 
Melons and watermelons 0.9 · Apples 1.0 
Onions 1.8 Apricots 8.5 
Onions and garlic 1.5 Berries 2.0 
Paprika '1.5 Cedrats 10.0 
Parsley 1.8 Citrns fruits 2.0 
Peas 2.0 Cherries 8.0 
Peas, green 1.0 Figs 1.0 
Pimientos 1.5 Mulberries 0.5 
Potatoes 0.4 Olive on 8.0 
Pumpkins 0.8 Olives 2.5 
Spinach 1.8 Peaches S.5 
Tomatoes 1.2 Pears 1.0 
TrniBes 85.0 PlaiDS 1.0 

• Grapes 2.0 plua mash 0.11 = 2.11. 
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TABLE 11 (Continued) 

VI. NUTS Goat meat 12.0 
Chestnuts 1.1 Honey 15.0 
Walnuts, hazel nuts, Milk 1 •• 

and almonds •. 0 Mohair 19.0 
Mutton 12.0 

VII. LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS Pork 11.0 
Beef 11.0 Veal u.o 
Butter 22.0 Wax 25.0 
Eggs u.o Wool 15.0 

BeliDbilitg IJAd LimitDtiOM of the "Crop UAit" [Adez 

An international index of agricultural output raises many questions of a 
theoretical or methodological character concerning the validity of the index. 
Validity here need be understood in no more ultimate sense than the logical 
or factual grounds for maintaining that the constructed index measure• 
what it purports to measure. The present discussion deals only with the 
question as to whether the index is a reliable indicator of agricultural out
put, and not with the further questions, discussed in the text, a1 to whether 
output measures levels of living of the agricultural population." The prob
lems here at issue relate therefore to the construction and initial interpre
tation of the index of· agricultural output, and are supplementary to the 
description of the index in the previous section of this Appendix. 

As noted above, the weights used in computing the index value of the 
quantities of each product are "modal" ratios of individual product prices 
to composite crop-basket prices. The weights are selected from an array of 
such ratios in Europe as a whole, and are uniformly applied in every coun
try and administrative district. The use of a single price-ratio as a "repre
sentative" value may be said to be valid in the degree that price structures 
are similar and the range about the selected value small. Conversely, the 
error In evaluating (or weighting) any product increases with the "a typi
cality" of the crop price in any country; and a substantial error would be 
introduced were the national ratios consistently above or below the modal 
values actually used. 

The following paragraphs attempt to illustrate these problems by exper
imental checks on the data with reference to two critical questions: How 
similar are the national price structures? Are there regional price structures 
that differ markedly from an all-European system of price ratios? A fur
ther question is also incidentally discussed, namely, what possible errors 
are introduced through the use of the standard crop basket as the initial 
basis for price comparison? 

"n It may be noted that were price ratios for both agrlrultural and non-agricul
tural products absolutely uniform the fact that tbe "value" of agrirultural pro
duction Ia expressed In Crop Units and not in monetary units would not prevent 
Its use as a measure of Income that avoids problems of International monetary 
exchange ratioa. The CU-value of the agriculturalist's production wo?ld, so Inter
preted, be Its crop-basket yalue, an HJCMRgo value not essentially different from 
the evaluation of the production In gold franes, for example. 
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Similarilie• ill N aliofllJl Price Structure•. Were the relative prices of all 

agricultural products absolutely uniform in all countries of Europe the 
validity of a uniform system of weights based on those prices (or price 
ratios) would be perfect. The price structure of any one country could be 
taken as representative of the others, and all prices could be related to the 
price of a single commodity in the selected country. In fact, however, 
national price structures are not uniform and some degree of arbitrariness 
or abstraction is introduced with any uniform schedule of weights based 
upon prices. It is to minimize this error that the price ratios computed in 
this study are related to a composite "crop basket" rather than to a single 
crop. But the device of the crop basket eliminates neither the variation in 
price ratios among the crops included in the basket nor the variation in the 
ratios of other prices to the basket price. This means that at first glance the 
most nearly accurate representation of national agricultural output would 
be the quantities of commodities produced weighted with the price ratios 
in that economy. Since all values would be expressed relative to a uniformly 
defined group of commodities, the index based directly on national prices 
would have about the same comparability as values expressed in a common 
monetary unit. The procedure has, however, certain dilliculties: 
' (I} The price of the basket crops (especially cereals) may he greatly 

affected by tariff policies, so that other products are thereby "artificially" 
reduced in index value. The reduction would be "artificial" for present 
purposes to the extent that it did not correspond to reductions in the value 
of agricultural produce on the real market but only on the hypothetical 
market of exchange of agricultural products against the protected cereals. 

(2) The computation of national "crop-basket values of agricultural 
output" would require a complete array of prices in each country, or a 
series of ad hoc estimates of prices not available. 

For these reasons it is preferable for the construction of a production 
index to use commodity weights common to a region or the continent. This 
procedure leaves unanswered the questions as to how much dissimilarity 
of price structure is neglected, what the net effect on the index value would 
be were other price weights used, and whether the difference in results 
using other weights would be genuine (that is, more nearly valid) or simply 
artifacts of the method of inter-product price comparisons, as where 
national ratios are affected by tariffs that do not affect all agricultural 
products uniformly. Some illustrations from the data used in this study 
may serve to point up these problems. 

Table 12 shows national crop-basket price ratios as percentages of the 
Modal Ratios taken as uniform weights. This table therefore serves to 
indicate the degree of concentration and dispersion of actual price ratios. 
An examination of Table 12 indicates that in most of the countries the 
national price ratios do not fall uniformly above or below the Modal 
Ratios. In a few conn tries of Southeastern Europe (especially Bulgaria 
and Yugoslavia) the national price ratios summarized in Table 12 are 
almost uniformly higher than the Modal Ratios. If these prices referred 
to the entire range of agricultural products or if there were reason to 1up· 
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TABLE 12 

National Wholesale and Farm Crop-Basket Price Ratios as Per
centages of the Selected European :Modal Value-Ratios for Prin

cipal Agricultural Products 

Products Wheat Rye Barley Oats Maize Rice Potatoes Peas 

Bvrop•a• Modal 
Vaiu-Ratiol 1.80 1.30 1.30 uo 1.00 1.10 0.40 

Countries 
Crop-Basket Price Ratios as Percentages of European 

Modal V alue-Ratioa 

Nortll•noEvrop• 
Denmark '12 
Finland -
Norway 92 
Sweden 97 

Ball•m Evrop• 
Estonia 188 
Latvia 119 
Lithuania -
Poland llt 

C1.tral Eowop• 
Austria 99 
Belgium '12 
Czechoslovakia 111 
France 109 
Germany 108 
Luxembourg 108 
N etberlanda 8t 
Swltserland Ill 

Balk<l"' 
Albania -
Bulgaria' c plT , 120 
G....,. I26 
Hungary,c po , 'l'T 
Ronmanla 108 
Turkey -
Yugoslavia 108 

Ba.tllsno Evrop• 
Italy 100 
Portugal I02 
Spain 84. 

Britul& I,,., 
Ireland -United Kingdom t6 

' c = Average crop price. 
1r = Wholesale price. 
All others are farm prices. 

98 
-

108 
128 

181 
1311 -. 
119 

lot 
85 

118 
98 

118 
95 
90 

116 

-
p211 120 

107 
p5 '15 
108 
--
92 
90 
88 

--

118 119 127 - 175 
- - - - -

102 102 - - 158 
110 98 - - 140 

118 108 - - 65 
102 86 - - 98 
- - - - -

121 119 - - 88 

118 100 '16 120 158 
9T lit - - 188 

110 109 99 lot 125 
94. 90 144 - Its 

124. 124. ITO 100 9S 
98 95 12T - 155 
92 911 116 126 188 
Til Ttl - - 1311 

- - - - -
p12 p28 p28 p~ {298 

104. 129 111 855 
108 111 1ST 85 280 

pn p2o p2· f= f 17S 
98 128 18T 180 
'18 108 8T - 15S 
- - - - -

lOT 121 lOT - 14.11 

7'f 86 108 101 I80 
'18 81 - 70 I70 
80 81 lSI 68 I98 

- - - - -
92 80 79 - 24111 

1.00 

--
99 

U/1 

-
'l'T 
-

100 

99 
105 
119 
1ST 
116 
109 
99 
-

-
f= 
119 

f= 
94. 
--

--I86 

--
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TABLE 12 (continued) 

Prod ucla Beef Pork Veal Milk Butter Egga 

E•rop•a• JJl odal 
11.00 11.1}() 18.00 1-40 ff.OO Y 111 .. -Rat;o. 

Countries 
Crop-Basket Price Ratios as Percentages of European 

Modal Value-Ratios 

Nt>rllt'"' B•rop• 
Denmark -
Finland -
Norway 102 
Sweden -

But""' E•rop• 
85 Estonia 

Latvia -
Lithuania -
Poland 125 

C..trlll E•ropl 
118 Austria 

Belgium 98 
Coechoslovakia 101 
France 87 
Germany lOIS 
Luxembourg -
Netherlands ll9 
Switaerland 1211 

Blllkau 
Albania -
Bulgaria •• -... M 
Greece -
Hungary ,e -... 89 
Roumaula -
Turkey -
Yugoslavia -

80f0tMn& E•rop• 
Italy 81 
Portugal 88 
Spain M 

Britur. ut.. 
Ireland -
United Kingdom 9t 

• e = A nrage erop price. 
w = Wholesale price. 
All othen are farm prices, 

- - - 101 
- - - -
88 - - 98 
- - - -

118 62 98 88 
104 - 75 7t 
- - - -
tiS - IU -

100 97 121 96 
104. 111 - 11t 
108 71 - 92 

98 lOIS 1511 118 
101 1211 91 97 
- - - -
98 101 88 118 
90 l2t - 108 

- - - -- - - -
IllS - - 1811 
- - I ISIS 96 
- - - -

'117 90 ltl us 
- - - -- - - -- - - -
61S 88 126 "' 95 88 Ill -78 80 181 90 

- - - -- 108 148 88 

18.00 

--
88 
-
88 
9t 
-
98 

100 
188 
lOIS 
1811 
no 
-

188 
-

--
1811 

711 -89 
---
M 
58 
98 

-
Ill 
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pose that the prices not available were also higher than the selected Euro
pean standard, it would appear that production in these countries had been 
undervalued. However, the significance of the deviations from the stand· 
ard prices cannot be judged by the relations between the weights alone, but 
only by comparing quantities multiplied by weights. 

Price data for England and Wales and the Netherlands allow a com-

TABLE 13 

Index Values of Certain Products in England and Wales and the 
Netherlands Using National and "Modal" European Price Ratios 

as Weights' 

A. England and Wales 

Index Values In Thousands 
Products 

With National With Prl<e Ratios With "Modal" 
Price Ratios In Other Country European Ratios 

Wheat 5,84.1 10,827 12,822 
Potatoes 24,814. 18,990 10,128 
Beef 62,1641 78,577 66,129 
Mutton 82,222 87,455 82,200 
Milk 124,895 7217H U,IB1 
Butter 8,7110 l1,880 10,560 

Total 258,186 280,448 2111,970 

B. The Netherlands 

Wheat 2,418 1,805 2,8641 
Potatoes 11,840 14,818 6,048 

Beef 20,677 16,858 17,402 

Mutton 1,840 1,158 1,146 

Milk 57,188 97,826 66,168 

Butter 22,008 16,206 19,558 

Total 1141,961 147,666 118,181 

1 National price ratios are given In this Appendix, Table 8, and ':;ll,;:,o:..-:;, 
European ratios 1n Table 11. Producllon figures used are from the unpu 
collected for this study. 
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parbon for six important commodities11 of index values of production 
using national price ratios. Table IS shows the index valnea for each conn
try using three different groups of price ratios: (1) the country"a own 
price ratios, (2) the price ratios of the other country, and (S) the "modal" 
European price ratios used in this study. The table indicates that the 
difference between the national price structures materially affects .the 
computed index value of production. British prices are lower for wheat, 
beef, mutton, and butter, and higher for potatoes and milk. Were the price 
aeries complete and the comparison restricted to these two countries, the 
"true" index values for each country could be assumed to lie within the 
range derived from the two national weight schedules. The range itself is 
sufficiently wide to indicate caution in the interpretation of the results from 
standard weights. This necessary caution is accentuated by the fact that 
both national price schedules yield higher index values than the CU-valne 
as computed in this study. Part of the explanation for this clearly lies 
in the fact that prices are expressed in ratio to the price of a crop basket, 
the cereal components of which in these countries are used chiefly for feed 
and are low-priced relative to other products. The national crop-basket 
index for products compared in Table IS is very close to the CU-value in 
the Netherlands, but considerably higher in England and Wales. An 
examination of the component index values for England and Wales indi
cates that the greatest differences are in the index values of potato and 
milk production, the price ratios of which are much higher in England and 
Wales than in Europe as a whole. Indeed, elimination of milk production 
from the comparison would bring the results from national and "modal" 
weights very close together. It is possible that the use of milk for fresh 
consumption in England accounts for its high price, while the extensive 
use of milk for cheese-making in the Nether lands makes ita relative value 
much lower. 

Certain results emerge from this sample comparison that must be recog
nixed for fair interpretation of the results of the international comparisons 
in this study. (a) National price schedules differ from one another and 
from any European "central tendency"; these differences limit the pre
cision of the index constructed with uniform weight&, since there is no 
a priori assurance that instances where prices are high are confined to 
cases where production is low, and conversely. (b) A single product that 
exhibits a wide range of national prices relative to a uniform crop basket 
and at the same time represents a substantial part of the total volume of 
agricultural output in some countries may materially alter the total results 
according to the weight at which its index value is computed. (c) The sig
nificance in the national economy of the basket crops themselves Is variable, 
and again there are no theoretical grounds for aunming that low prices of 
feed grains, for example, will be exactly compensated by high potato 

u Tbe CU-1'&lue of the olx <Ommodltleo repreoents 74. per cent of the total Index 
nlue of production In England and W aleo, and n per cent In the Netherlands. 
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prices and thereby assure that the crop basket constitntes a uniform stand
ard of value in all economies.>• 

The last point is further illustrated by a comparison of results from 
nshing as ~eig~ts national and "modal" price ratios in Italy, a country 
w ere grain prices were upheld by high tariffs. Table l4r indicates that the 
use· of the national weights for the products compared would have reduced 
somewhat the total index value, chiefly owing to lower national price ratios 
for meats and eggs. 

Regi.onal Schedule, of W eight1. Although national price schedules are 
insufficiently complete to allow complete national weights, and are more
over subject to somewhat irrelevant internal variations due to tariffs and 
alternative uses of crops, the logic of an all-European schedule of weights 
would apply at least equally well to regional weights. Thus, two neighbor
ing countries could be compared in terms of regional indexes, while coun
tries with dissimilar economies could be compared, perhaps less reliably, 
by means of uniform weights selected from regional schedules. That the 
method has not been followed in this stndy iB due to the primary interest 
in inter-regional comparisons embracing the whole of Europe. The method 
of pyramiding weights has also a practical disadvantage in the differential · 
completeness of price data in the several regions and the consequent like
lihood that some regional weights would be based on either a single and 
possibly markedly atypical price or an ad hoc estimate derived from some 
other country or region. 

As a sample check on the divergence of regional price ratios from the 
European "Modal" ratios, price data for U important products were nsed 
to determine a weight schedule for a region comprising Austria, Czecho
slovakia, Hungary, Poland, and Roumania. The regional price ratios, sum
marized in Table Ill, represent averages of the national prices for those 
countries having both price data and "net" production for the commodi
ties considered, weighted on the basis of the national share of regional 

11 It Is to be noted that the proportional mmpos!Uo;, of the basket Is held mn
stant, following the relative quantities produced In all of Europe. It Ia safe to 
assume that this crop-basket composition will not match the proportional distri
bution of these crops In the product structure of any muntry, and will depart 
somewhat from regional product structures. Yet the uniform definition of the crop 
basket Ia essential for International mmparabillty. But a uniform definition does 
not assure a uniform nlue In the national economies. This difficulty Ia especially 
marked with respect to crops having different uses from one muntry to another, 
especially as between food and feed. Two of the basket crops, oats and maize, are 
widely used as feed, and these crops frequently do not enter Into national "net" 
production at all. Potatoes are also used extensively for feed In the areas where 
production Is highest. This means that agricultural prices are related to a crop
basket price that mar, be substantially lowered by the price of feed crops, yet In 
the computation of 'net" production the higher values of other crops are not 
offset by low-value products. Actually, potato prices have been calculated In the 
crop-basket price In terms of a much lower price ratio In Bulgaria and Greece, 
where production Is very small and prices h•~:h, and the cereals used prlmarUy 
for feed do not differ greatly In price ratios. Th~e factors have been taken Into 
account as far as possible In determining the nn1form weight for each crop, and . 
tend to support a uniform schedule of weights rather than a aeries of national 
schedules. 
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TABLE u 

Comparison of Index Values of Agricultural Output in Italy, 
Using National and "Modal" Price Ratios as Weig?ts1 

Prod ncb 

Wheat 
Rye 
Maile 
Rice 
Potatoes 
Beans 
Beef 
Pork 
Milk 
Eggs 

Total 

Index V aloes In Thousan<b 

With N atloual 
Price Ratios 

103,385 
1,897 

11,626 
H,900 
9,642 
4,676 

82,526 
14,839 

106,204 
85,567 

834,762 

With European 
"Modal" Price Ratios 

103,385 
1,5Ho 

10,865 
18,784 

6,650 
8,277 

53,168 
23,000 
84,008 
42,500 

847,146 

t National pri<e ratios are given In this Appendix, Table 6, and the "Modal" 
European ratios In Table 11. Production figures used are from unpubllsbed data 
eollected for this study. 

produCtion of each commodity. A comparison of the two weight schedules 
indicates their substantial similarity, but an appraisal of the significance 
of the differences is only possible by applying the regional weight& to 
national quantities of production. When, for example, the quantities of 
"net" production of these products in Czechoslovakia and Poland are 
multiplied by these weights, the results for the total of the items com
pared are around 10 per cent higher than the corresponding CU values."• 
This higher result is primarily due to the low prices of crop-basket cereals, 
especially oats and maize, which are produced in large quantities in this 
region, and the correspondingly high relative prices of beef and pork. 

The higher index values resulting from the use of regional weights again 
Indicates the problem of malting meaningful comparisons in agricultural 

10 In 'flew of the limited use made of the regional welgbta, no attempt was made 
to pi a eomplete schedule for all minor produets. The products for which index 
Yaluea are eompared In Csechoslovakia and Poland rer,resent 91 per cent of the 
total CU-1'alue In the former eountry, and 96 per cent n the latter. For the prod
acta eompared the regional Index nlue In Czechoslovakia II 212,540 thousand, an 
lnerease of 7.1 per <ent over the CU-.,alue of 197,MS thousand; In Poland the 
regional welp;hts yield an Index value of 425,588 thousand, which Ia 9.2 per cent 
higher than the eorrespondlng CU-•alue of 889,629 thousand. 
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TABLE 15 

Comparison of Regional• Weight Schedule with European 
"Modal" Value-Ratios 

Products Regional Weights• 
European 

NModal" Weights• 

Wheat 1.85 1.80 
Rye 1.49 1.80 
Barley 1.80 1.80 
Maize .88 1.00 
Potatoes .42 .40 
Beef 12.17 II.OO 
Pork ll.18 u.oo 
Veal 9.25 IS.OO 
Mutton 9.65 12.00 
Milk 1.66 1.40 
Eggs 12.20 IS.OO 
Peu 2.02 2.00 
Beans 1.51 2.00 
Lentils 2.19 8.00 
Sugar Beets .88 .25 

1 The reglou Includes Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, aud Roumanla. 
I The regional weights represent averages of national price ratios, aa given In 

this Appendix, Table 6, weighted by each country's proportion of regional "net" 
production of the commodity. · 

• From this Appendix, Table II. 

production In an area so diversified in economic structure as contemporary 
Europe. It especially indicates the actual instability of the crop basket 
as a unit of comparison between areas where the importance of cereals 
relative to other agricultural products Is dissimilar. It ia to be noted, 
however, that the use of regional weights does not materially affect the 
relative position of the countries within the region, and a comparison 
between regions can only be made on the basis of weights common to 
the countries or regions compared. The results of the illustrative ap
plication of regional weights to Czechoslovak and Polish production data 
cannot therefore be interpreted to mean that the position of these coun
tries relative to the Western European countries is "too low" in the 
general comparison of European agricultural output as made in this study, 
but only that their positions might have been higher had the regional price 
structure prevailed throughout Europe. However, a higher position in 
comparison with the countries of the West under the assumption of the 
regional schedule of weights would be less likely than a lower position, 
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aince the liveatock products having high values relative to cereals in the 
region are heavily represented in the agricultural product structures of 
W eatem Europe. The extreme allowable interpretation is the possibility 
that the range of differencea in index values is somewhat accentuated by 
the use of a unrt of comparison comprising no livestock products, so that 
the uniform weights under-value these products somewhat in the poorer, 
cereal-growing areas, and over-value them in the principal livestock-pro
ducing countries. Even this interpretation would not apply where the 
crop-basket cereals are unprotected by tariffs and chiefly used for feed, as 
in England. Indeed, Table 12, above, where national price ratios are 
expressed as percentages of the "Modal" weights, seems to bear out the 
possibility of "over-weighting" of livestock products in Western Europe 
only in France and the Nether lands. An actual comparison of index values 
using national and international weights in the ease of the Nether lands in 
this Appendix revealed no substantial difference in results. 

ltdet'pretatiOfl of Re••lt•. The considerations and illustrative materials 
presented above reveal the serious problems entailed in index construction 
and prompt caution in ascribing exac't numerical validity to the resnlts of 
the comparison made in this study. It is appropriate at this juncture to 
summariae the significance of the weighting system used. The data pre
sented in Chapter II and in this Appendix purport to compare the "volume 
of agricultural output" as related to workers, dependent population, and 
area. They cannot be taken as direct measures of income or level of living 
in agriculture. The former depends upon national or even local prices of 
farm products, and the latter depends upon 'those pricea and the prices of 
goods and servicea bought by the agriculturalist. 

However, the purpose of the comparisons made in this study bas been 
to approximate, even if roughly and indirectly as may be dictated by avail
able data, the economic well-being of the agricultural population. For rea
sons already noted, the direct use of national prices, converted by unreliable 
intemational exchange ratea, or of national price ratios bas not been 
feasible for the detailed comparisons here contemplated. 

It is safe to say that an index of production based upon a schedule of 
weights derived from European experience is a closer approximation to 
the relative economic position of the European agriculturalist than would 
an index based upon non-European experience. For example, Table 16 
shows the weights used in this study and those used in a somewhat com· 
parable study by Colin Clark.11 For purposes of comparison rye is taken as 
a basis and made equal to 1.00 In each series. The prices used by Colin 
Clark are based upon American data and do not always fit European 
experience. Thus, Clark's price for oats is higher than is typical in Europe, 
and his price for potatoes (which by his data exceeds the price of any 

11 See Colin Clark, TAo Cotwlitlou of Bc0t10mlo Progr.,1 (London• Mac:mlllan 
and Co., 19to). 
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Comparison of Price Ratios: I, European Modal Value-Ratios, 
and II, Dollar Prices of Colin Clark' 

(Rye price = 1.00) 
I II 

Product. , 1981-19811 , 1925-1984. 

Food Crop• 
Rye 1.00 1.00 
Wheat 1.88 1.86 
Barley 1.00 .96 
Oat. .92 1.17 
Maize .77 .79 
Potatoes .81 1.87 

lfl<ludrial Crop• 
Sugar beet. .19 .26 
Cotton seed 1.00 1.05 
Cotton fibre 19.28 n.oo• 
Cotton, all 8.85 18.98 
Flax seed 1.69 2.95 
Flax fibre 9.28 7.55 
Hemp fibre 7.69 6.68 
Tobacco 7.69 H.U 

Soybeans 1.81 2.14 

Groundnuts 1.28 8.571 

Yine Product• 
Grapes, table 1.92 

(1.08 
Grapes, wine 1.15 
Raisins 8.08 4.12 

Wine 1.54 1.58 

Fruit• 
Olives 1.92 8.11 

Citrus fruit. 1.54 2.95 

Olive oil 6.15 8.80 

Lir~edock Product• 
Butter 16.92 -· 
Eggs 10.00 18.15 

Milk 1.08 1.64 

Pork 8.46 12.61 

Beef 8.46 8.80 

Mutton 9.28 11.24 

Wool 11.54 28.49 

,Average. 
• Baled on Colin Clark, Tit• Co,.ditiom of EootiOfftio Progro11 (London• Mae-

Dlillan and Co., 19~), table following p. 2~. 
• Lint, Including nlue of seed. 
I Unshelled. 
• Colin Clark's original figure, t880 per quintal, must be a misprint. Ia ratin to 

Jye tbla would be aa ladex value of 84.'.00. 
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cereal) does not at all lit the European pattern. Otherwise, his result. are 
rather similar to the European Modal Ratios.•• 

Various attempts to measure production in terms of nutritive units, such 
as calories, starch units, and the like have many difficulties that need not 
be reviewed here, as such measures patently have slight if any relation to 
production or income in the economic sense. 18 The index here presented bas 
serious shortcomings, but if interpreted cautiously seems to reveal regional 
differences in the effectiveness of European agricultural production • 

.A.griC1&ltural Populaticm and Production 

The final section of this Appendix presents statistical data supplemen
tary to those presented in Chapter II. Table 17 shows gross crop produc
tion, agricultural "net" production and its component parts, and bas an 
added column showing for each country the share of livestock products in 
the totaL Table 18 gives by district the population dependent on agricul
ture, males gainfully occupied in agriculture, volume of production in CU, 
and the index-number values (European average = 100) of the two per 
capita comparisons. Figure 6, Chapter II, is derived from column 4o of 
this table. Table 19 presents indexes of yields per hectare of seven impor
tant crops in European countries. The unweighted average is illustrated 
in Figure 8, Chapter II. Following Table 19 a list of international -.nd 
national statistical sources used in computing agricultural output is 
presented. Other references are included in the General Bibliography. 

II Tbe prices used In the computation of the League of Nations world Index of 
primary production are not necessarily typical of purely European price relations. 
(See League of Nations, Economic Intelligence Service, World Productio11 lllld 
Pm••• 1980-1939 [Geneva• 1981-1940).) 

II Some recent attempts have been made to construct a production index In 
nutritional terms without the customary gross underwelghtlng of livestock prod
uct& typical of other Indexes. A "cereal value" Index baa been constructed and re
lated to German experience, but available Information does not allow adequate 
appraisal of the methods used or results obtained. See 0. Mielck, "Die Nahrungs
lei.otung der deutschen Landwirtschaft," MitteilutogOII fw die Ltmd1Dirt•cltaft, 
June 10, 1"'; Wllrmann, "Erniihrungswirtschaftllche l.eiatungsmaastibe, n Mil
e.w-g ... f;w die LtJRiluMucltafl, September 2, 19~ 
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TABLE 17 

Index Values of Agricultural Production by Countries, 1931· 
1935 Average 

Livestock 

Acrlcultural 
Production 

Country GrouCrop Net Crop Ll•cstock 
uPer Cent 

Net of Agricul-
Production Production Products Productlou. tura.l Net 

!OOOCU IOOOCU 1000 cu IOOOCU Productioa. 

North1ntBvrop1 
126,856 Denmark 11,114 149,949 161,068 98.1 

Finland 48,820 8,287 48,208 36,493 85.8 
Norway 26,871 8,913 88,381 87,296 89.11 
Sweden 108,639 22,844 96,260 119,094 80.8 

But'"' Bvrop• 
Estonia 23,074 6,958 19,802 26,753 74.0 
Latvia 47,907 18,704 85,681 ~,2811 72.2 
Lithuania 60,820 20,744 80,969 31,718 39.11 
Poland 444,814 160,380 248,764 404,844 80.8 

c ... traJ Burop• 
Austria 80,018 23,301 76,408 101,907 75.0 
Belgium 88,017 16,829 . 911,777 112,606 85.1 
Cseehoslovalda 214,083 81,818 184,810 216,128 62.1 
Prance 1,020,771 442,617 436,920 898,587 30.7 
Germany 1,064,268 819,366 793,244 1,112,810 71.8 
Luxembourg 4,195 872 8,709 4,681 81.0 
Nether lands 96,165 26,186 188,720 169,905 88.6 

Switzerland 111,185 10,706 64,468 76,169 85.8 

Balka111 
Albania 7,868 8,686 4,060 7,646 118.1 
Bulgaria 87,699 44,067 88,827 62,894 46.5 
Greece 44,062 88,628 26,640 30,268 44.2 
Hungary 136,820 61,011 87,885 146,896 119.0 

Roumania 274,728 158,028 114,290 272,818 42.0 

Tnrkey 138,809 105,128 64,6411 169,778 88.1 

Yugoslavia 190,882 118,722 62,080 173,7112 85.8 

Boullt•nt Buropo 
849,172 212,544 1161,716 87.8 Italy 606,008 

Portugal 118,876 86,628 80,6411 67,268 45.5 
Spain 476,870 818,411 129,788 446,199 29.0 

Brilult I'''' 
Ireland 60,926 10,288 52,857 82,640 88.8 

England and Waleo 204,285 47,802 246,242 290,644 88.T 

Scotland 44,824 6,408 46,211 112,619 87.8 

Northern Ireland 15,8411 4,268 18,658 17,916 76.2 

USSR 2,548,081 1,84T,59T 1160,176 1,907,778 29.4 

Europe excl. Tnrkey 5,820,538 2,858,784 8,477,110 5,885,849 59.8 

Europe incl. Turkey 5,779,847 2,468,862 8,641,765 6,005,622 59.0 

Europe incl. USSR 8,822,428 8,811,4119 4,101,981 7,918,895 111.8 
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TABLE 18 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 

Agricultural 
Agricultural Net Production, Population 

In 10001 1981-1985 

European Aver-
Coantrleo Uld Dblrlc:ts age= 100 

p.....,. 
Malea 

Per Penon 
Dependalt Dependent Per Male 

on Enpgedfn Ill on Engaged in 
Alrieultun! Asricultwe 1000 cu Agriculture Agriculture 

NOBTHBBN BUBOPB 
DENMARK 1,061 89ll 161,063 854o 828 

Bomholm 19 8 2,429 298 818 
Sjaelland 219 89 82,746 849 289 
Lolland-Falster G2 19 10,287 461 4o2G 
Fyn 121 46 17,209 831 BOO 
Jylland (llstllge 1S5 66 28,811 859 839 
Jylland Nordlige 187 64o 26,897 831 826 
Jylland Vestlige 208 '12 82,004o 859 849 
Jylland Sydllge '10 2G 11,279 8711 8K 

FINLAND 2,015 685 S6,4t95 S5 '10 
Uudenmaa 151 4o7 S,64o7 87 94o 
Turu-Porl 287 92 10,862 84o 89 
Ahnnanmaa 14o " 1152 92 108 
Hiime 200 6/J 6,201 72 75 
VHpurl IUS 110 8,079 G5 58 
Mikkell 146 46 <6,220 67 72 
Kuoplo 265 82 8,GSS 58 68 
Vaasa 846 108 9,217 62 63 
Oulu 268 82 11,679 so 64o 

NORWAY '162 264o 87,296 114o 111 
(llstfold 87 14o 2,812 1G8 140 
Akenhua so 18 2,858 188 12G 
Hedmark 80 21 8,260 126 122 
Opland '12 24o 8,4o04o 110 111 
Buskerud 89 14o 1,902 ta 107 
Vestfold 
Telemark 

25 10 1,701 158 183 

Aust-Agder 
80 11 1,429 111 102 
19 '1 798 97 89 

Vest-Agder 27 • 1,111 96 97 
Rogal and so 1'1 8,412 159 158 
Hordaland 
Sogn og F Jordane 

61 20 2,870 98 101 

Mllre 
58 17 2,285 100 105 

Sllr-Tr!lndel:f. 
G9 20 2,856 98 98 

Nord-Tr!lnd ag 
54o 18 2,150 98 98 

Nordland 
47 16 1,982 97 96 

Troms 
Ill 18 2,218 101 97 

Flnnmark 
28 8 1,099 111 108 
II 2 287 184o 118 

SWEDEN 1,908 897 119,094. 184o Stockholm• llln and ll:ai 146 

~aal· llln 
'10 28 8,9541 182 111 

rmanlanda llln 
49 19 8,1188 168 146 
'10 27 4o,764o 1G9 188 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districta 

Agricultural 
Population 
In 10001 

Agricultural Net Production-
1981-19311 

Countriea and District& 
European Aver-

age= 100 
Penoruo Per Pencm. 

Dependent Males Dependent Per Male 
on Enga~dln In on Enp,..dla 

Agriculture Agriculture IOOOCU Acrfculture AIP'iculture 

SWEDEN (coftti'"'ed) 
Ostergotlands liin 108 41 7,488 188 1~ 
Jilnko~lnga liin 89 83 11,288 183 1211 
Krono ergs liin 78 27 8,977 127 1111 
Kalmar liin 98 811 8,089 131 186 
Gotland& liin 29 11 2,838 183 167 
Bleklnge liin 42 15 . 2,581 148 1811 
Krlstlanstada liin 108 89 10,074 221 202 
Malmilhua liin 122 48 15,219 291 249 
Hallanda liin 61 25 11,417 183 170 
Goteb. o. Bohua liin 64 24 8,1l29 128 115 
llvsborga liin 128 47 6,7~ 128 112 
Skaraborga liin 122 46 8,268 168 141 
Viirmlanda liin 99 811 4,000 94 89 
Orebro liin 66 26 4,711 168 144 
Viistmanlanda liin 118 20 8,584 135 189 
Kopparbergs liin 77 27 8,1811 96 98 
Giivleborgs liin 11 25 8,2311 106 101 
Viistemorrlanda liin 80 26 8,402 99 108 
Jiimtlanda liin 111 19 2,215 91 92 
Viisterbottena liin 108 82 8,447 78 85 
N orrbottens liin " 28 2,169 68 74 

Il.A.8TERN EUROPE 
ESTONIA 628 204 28,7511 99 108 

LATVIA 1,088 875 49,2811 Ill 108 
Zemgale 194 69 11,974 144 185 
Vldzeme 214 100 15,607 183 128 
Latgale 482 147 12,559 68 87 
Kurzeme 131 115 1,144 141 181 

LITHUANIA (Incl. 
Memel) 1,657 M6 111,118 78 .,, 

POLAND 19,84.'1 11,886 4.04,888 49 ll8 
Warsaw (Citr and 

421 89,018 119 '1'8 Province) 1,544 
Loda 1,278 871 25,865 47 55 
Kielce 1,688 411 81,911 44 58 
Lublin 1,749 482 86,758 49 60 
Bialystok 1,149 821 24,892 Ill 81 
Wllno 922 266 17,081 48 60 
Novogrodek 871 2M 15,900 48 49 
Polesie 9111 257 19,6611 50 60 
Wolyn 1,658 478 21,1190 89 48 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 

Agricultural 
Population 
In 10001 

Agricultural Net Production-
1981-1985 

European Aver-
Comltrieo ud Dlatrlclo age=lOO 

Penono Per Penon 
Dependent 'Maleo Dependent Per 'Male 

OD Engaged In In on Engagodln 
Aoricultule Ap-iculture IOOOCU Aoricultule Alficulture 

POLAND ("""U...d) 
Poman 1192 m 43,4156 102 117 
Pomone 11116 168 20,481 86 98 
Sluk (SUeala) 1117 49 6,1108 116 lot 
Krakow 1,868 402 211,620 " 110 
Lwow 2,148 686 88,807 87 42 
Stanlslawow 1,105 841 16,0011 84 87 
Tarnopol 1,2'18 878 20,297 87 42 

CBNTBAL BUBOPB· 
AUSTRIA 1,m 627 101,90'7 184 128 

Wien 18 7 87:3 II .. 42 
Niederilsterreich .. 99 188 85,964 168 1114 
Oberosterrelch 825 117 22,1158 162 151 
Salsburg 77 28 8,900 118 118 
Steiermark 888 184 17,511 108 108 
Kllrnten 148 48 6,905 109 118 
Vorariberg 40 14 ·2,098 122 117 
Burgenland 184 55 6,766 96 117 
Tirol 1111 40 ll,88ll 11" 114 

BELGIUM 1,190 489 112,608 220 181 
Anvera 128 H 10,184 184 148 
Brabant 192 82 18,274 161 127 
FlandreOc. 192 711 19,197 288 201 
FlandreOr. 242 119 18,798 181 149 
Halnaut 100 48 18,002 808 222 
Liege 87 89 14.,57 .. 890 294. 
Lim bourg 110 .. 1 8,041 170 1114 
Luxembourg 77 29 7,787 285 211 
Namur 60 24 7,771 802 254 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 4,812 1,484 218,128 105 115 
Bohemia 1,627 584 107,969 155 159 
Moravla-8Ueala 1168 295 58,784 129 148 
Slovakia 1,7117 587 48,928 61 69 
Sub-Carpathian Russia .. Ill 117 7,4911 42 50 

FRANCE 11,890 4,894 898,587 178 160 
A in 142 114 11,214 151 184. 
Aline 124 48 18,472 258 220 
Allier 168 62 111,008 221 190 
Alpes, Boissea " 17 2,829 150 181 
Alpes, Haute& 48 18 1,791 97 88 
Alpes, Maritimea 72 27 2,700 87 78 
Ardecbe 158 114 6,258 115 Ill 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 

Agricultural 
Population 

in 10001 
Agricultural Net Production -

1981-1988 

Countrlea and Dlotrlcto 
European Aver-

age= 100 
Penons Per Penon 

Dependent Males Depenc:lcAt Per Male ... Engaged In In ... Enpged ID Agrlculture Asricultwe IOOOCU Agriculture Agriculture 

FRANCE (continiUd) 
Ardennes 10 21 1,408 212 203 
Ariege 88 88 .,701 l:U Ul 
An be 19 ~ 11,299 209 178 
Aude 119 60 12,088 177 1158 
Aveyron 1711 62 11,881 1158 1110 
Belfort 9 • 799 207 1117 
Bouchea-du-RMne 101 40 9,462 218 188 
Calvadoa 181 47 11,246 271 21111 
Can tal 111 87 8,,79 178 180 
Charente 118 118 8,190 l:U 111 
Charente Inf, 182 67 10,882 188 122 
Cher 1111 46 9,2" 188 161 
Correae U.7 18 11,881 180 1158 
Corse 120 811 8,988 76 88 
Cbte-d'or 98 88 10,891 2" 2211 
Cbtes-du-Nord 808 96 18.~ 1~ Ill 
Creuse 181 46 9,888 171 161 
Dordogne 280 K 12,702 129 119 
Douha 70 28 "095 188 1111 
Dr6me 111 ~ 6,469 181 116 
Eure 107 40 11,810 2111 198 
Eure-et-Lolr 111 40 9,0011 189 177 
Finistere 882 118 17,808 121 120 
Gard 186 Ill 10,7611 IK 166 
Garonne, Haute 161 60 9~ I'll 129 
Gera 188 Ill 11,191 198 172 
Gironde 228 87 17,017 1711 1" 
Herault 21. 79 20,MI 218 199 
Ille-et-VUaine 260 88 19,812 178 177 
Indre 186 Ill 10,488 179 161 
Indre-et-Lolre 127 49 8,478 Ill 186 
I sere I" 69 11,461 1118 180 
Jura 811 82 "728 180 118 
Landes 182 Ill 7,496 182 1111 
Loir-et-cher 122 ~ 8,467 161 161 
Loire 129 112 8,789 168 182 
Loire, Haute 146 49 7,081 lU. 118 
Loire, Inferleure 224 82 19,228 200 18. 
Loiret 127 47 9,017 1611 1111 
Lot 109 89 "981 106 100 
Lot...,t-Garonne 142 " 10,271 168 1'9 
Loaere 61 19 2,668 102 110 
Maine....t-Lolre 210 76 19,,78 216 201 
Manche 208 71 18,946 212 209 
Marne 97 89 9,462 227 190 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 

Agricultural 
Agricultural Net Production -Population 

In IOOO• I98I-I986 

European Aver-
Co111ltrl .. mdDiatrldo age=IOO 

p....,.. Per Penon 
n_.,c~ent Malee Dependent Per Male 

Oil Enpged Iii In on Engaged in 
A,.nculture A..-lculture IOOOCU Al!iculture Alficulture 

FRANCE ("""t'-'d) 
49 Ill 4,658 22I Marne, Haute I92 

Mayenne 14I 48 I2,765 211 209 
Meurtbe-et-Moselle 49 28 8,810 824 282 
Meuse 82 2I 8,874 24I 20I 
Morblhan 27I 90 I6,954 I48 I48 
Moselle 78 86 11,482 842 250 
Ntene I08 89 8,1186 I98 I72 
Nord I68 69 2I,2I9 808 24I 
Olse 98 87 IO,II20 255 228 
Orne I28 48 9,80I I69 I62 
Pu-de-Calals I72 68 17,479 287 '202 
Puy-de-D&ne 215 8I I8,289 I48 I28 
~Bauea I78 68 I0,119I I48 I82 
l'yftnee., Haates 8I 8I 4,7611 I87 I2I 
~nee., Orientales 99 86 I0,797 2114 286 
R m, Bas I84 811 I2,288 2I4 I711 
Rhln, Haut 78 82 7,160 214 I711 
RMne no 42 8,260 I74 ' I 54 
Sa6ne, Haute 82 80 8,1111 148 I84 
Sabne et Loire 209 8I IS,04ll I68 I48 
Sarthe 172 88 I2,124 I64 I64 
Savoie IOI 40 4,887 ll2 911 
Savoie, Haute ll9 48 6,11114 I24 I08 
Seine 24 8 722 70 n 
Seine Inf~rleure ISO 82 I4,60I 262 220 
Selne-et-Marne 98 8ll 11,811 288 2011 
Selne-et-Oise 159 48 9,868 I87 I 58 
smes (Deux) I77 64 111,880 202 I89 
Somme I24 48 I2,1189 2811 214 
Tarn I28 48 8,498 Illll I89 
Tarn~-Garonne 9I 84 ' 6,0811 I 54 I89 
Var 78 82 9,898 8I8 248 
Vaucluse 98 8ll 8,952 224 20I 
Ven~ 227 78 I4,958 I 58 ISO 
Vienue I611 89 I2,872 174 I611 
Vlenne, Haute I47 811 IO,II611 I67 ISI 
Vosges 84 88 6,260 I74 I49 
Yonne I Oil 41 7"78 160 I48 

GERMANYI I8,248 4,1152 I,ll2,810 198 191 
Preu.11en 7,849 2,667 697,266 207 2011 

O.t!:renuen 942 818 66,681 1611 I611 
S t Berlin 48 2I 2,058 100 77 
Brandenburg 749 267 72,I88 2211 212 
Pommern 6911 248 67,680 227 214 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 

Agricultural 
Population Agricultural Net Produetlon-

iD 10001 1981-198ll 

Countrlea and Diatrlcta 
European Aver-

age= 100 
Peroons Per Penon 

Dependent Males Dependent Per Male 
on Enp,..dln In OD Enaaaedla 

Agriculture AIJ'iculture JOOOCU Asrlculture Agriculture 

GERMANY ( contim&od) 
Grens. P. Westpr. 148 110 18,104 218 208 
Nlederschleslen '1'71 250 68,487 207 llll 
Oberochleslen 869 102 28,8811 119 218 
Sacbaen '1'16 288 '1'7,120 252 211, 
Schleswig-Holstein 840 12'1' 42,064. 289 260 
Hannover 971 Ball 101,104 2411 240 
Westfalen 680 201 111,6411 206 211 
Hessen-Nassau 480 165 88,952 1'1'1 181 
RheiDprovlns 910 880 61,422 liT 146 
Hohenaollern 81 12 2,086 186 188 

Bayern 2,819 80'1' 169,112 167 161 
Sachsen 418 149 411,666 264. 225 
Wllrttemberg '1'88 . 250 44,781 142 140 
Baden 586 196 81,478 128 126 
ThllriDgen 28' lOS 28,809 282 216 
Hessen 800 105 19,789 15, 148 
Hamburg 21 9 682 '1'6 59 
Mecklenburg 295 Ill 88,4115 264. 286 
Oldenburg 187 68 18,664. 288 288 
Braunschweig 91 80 10,780 2'1'1 281 
Bremen 8 8 848 187 168 
Anhalt 61 20 6,477 241 264. 
Lippe 87 12 8,176 22ft 284 
Lllbeck 1 8 195 198 Ill 
Schaumburg-Llppe 10 8 1,401 826 866 

LUXEMBOURG 81 81 4,581 128 108 

NETHERLANDS 1,488 129 159,901 2119 281 
GroDingen 104 87 9,287 208 197 
Friesland 148 49 16,412 267 268 
Drenthe 91 82 10,2'1'7 252 2112 
O..erljssel 11, 48 16,1108 887 801 
Gelder land 216 '1'1 24,0411 249 2411 
Utrecht 40 18 8,781 401 881 
N oordholland 180 52 11,780 210 177 
Zuldholland 202 '1''1' 18,878 218 192 
Zeeland 94 84 18,480 864. 811 
N oordbrabant 208 '1'8 20,292 22'1' 218 
Limburg 104 87 10,272 280 218 

SWITZERLAND 900 868 '1'11,149 194 181 
Zllrleh, Schalfhausen 

10,899 198 168 6: Thurgan 122 49 
Bern 172 '1'0 15,721 218 177 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 
: 

Agricultural 
Population Agricultural Net Production -

In 10001 1981-19811 

European Anr-
Countri'" .,d Diltricto age=too 

Penono Per Penon 
Dependellt Kalea Depmdellt Per Male 

Oil Enp.Bt'd In In on Engaged Ia. 
Asrlculluft Apiculture 1000 cu Awrtculture Agriculture 

SWITZERLAND (""td.) 
Lusem, Uri, Sehwys, 

Obwalden, Nidwalden 
48 9,628 202 and Zug 110 17t 

Frlbourg 68 28 a,l72 191 177 
Solotbum, Basel-8tadt, 

Basel-Land and 
Aargau 98 88 8,028 191 168 

Appensell A.-Rh., App 
JrRb., St. Gallen 

82 8ll 7,811 and Glarua 208 179 
Graubtinden 4ll 16 2,669 147 180 
Ticino tO Ill 1,89a 110 124 
Vaud, Neueh&tel and 

Genm lOll ta 10,889 242 190 
Valala 67 2t 8,684 124 117 

BALKANS 
ALBANIA 800 240 '1,646 2ll 25 
BULGARIA 4,088 1,178 82,89t t7 115 

Vratza a70 167 18,829 as 68 
PleTen 780 218 1S,118 48 118 
Cboumen '100 204 14,18S t7 liS 
Plo'l'diT 508 148 9,627 " 112 
Stara-Zagora 80S 170 12,88S ao 119 
Bourg as 8112 104 8,446 118 8t 
Sofia 828 172 8,909 88 tl 

GREECE 2,829 998 80,288 so 46 
Eabee et Gnee Cent. 409 1117 9,898 lit o&7 
Peloponnbe 611 198 12,991 ao Ill 
II. Cycladea Ill 17 698 8ll 8ll 
Theaaalle 27S 97 8,078 at "' Mael!dolne 708 268 111,820 110 lf.7 
Eplre 174 at 2,828 88 tl 
Crete 224 72 4,808 80 112 
Ilea d'E~ lOS 811 2,697 68 68 
Tbraee 188 67 8,999 Ill "' Ilea Jonlennea 116 88 1,668 81 82 

HUNGARY t,o&72 1,662" 148,898 78 75 
Bal"anya .-arm. 171 62 7,498 102 95 
Feju nrm. 178 61 6,8a7 92 88 
Gyor, Moaon a 

Pouony T. 107 88 o&,498 98 98 
:lto!Urom a Enter-

pm "'· 71 28 2,66S 87 80 -
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 

Agrieultural 
Population 

In 10001 
Agrleultural Net Produetlon-

1981-1985 

Countries and Dbtrlcta 
European ATer-

age= 100 
Pencmo Per Penon 

Dependent Males ~pendent Per Male 
on Enga,..J In In on Enga,.d ill 

A!Ufeulture Awiculture 1000 cu Alflculture A(P'iculture 

HUNGARY (c0tllitluo4) 
Somogy 267 96 12,878 108 101 
sor,ron 106 87 4,444. 98 9~ 
Ton& 179 68 6,787 88 85 
Vas 160 56 6,884. 98 89 
Veszpr<!m 152 58 6,069 98 90 
Zala 255 89 7,610 69 67 
Bllcs-Bodrog 92 88 8,808 8~ 79 
B~kea 210 76 'T,~'T 88 'T'T 
Bihar 185 4.7 4,881 76 78 
Csanlld, Arad ea 

Toront.U 124. 4.8 4.,888 91 88 
Csongr~ 182 65 8,~9 .. 4.2 
Hajdu 155 58 8,4.58 5ll 51 
J llsz-N agykun-Ssolnok 266 95 9,661 85 80 
Pest-Pilis-Solt· 

Klskun 621 218 16,298 61 89 
Budarc:st szekeaf, 11 • 24.5 5ll ~ 
Szabo cs ea Ung 277 85 8,194. 69 78 
Szatmllr, Ugocsa ea 

75 79 Bereg 118 86 8,688 
Abauj-Torna 66 2ll 2,195 78 78 
Borsod, Giimilr ea 

Klshont 169 57 4,982 68 68 
Hevea 207 'TO 5,285 59 59 
N~gr6d lls Hont 115 89 8,754. 76 78 
Zempl~n 89 28 2,66ll 'TO 75 

ROUMANIA • 18,069 <&,064. 272,818 ~ 58 
Old Kingdom 6,868 1,876 182,547 ~ 55 
Bessarabia 2,466 781 4.7,964 4.5 51 
Bucovlna 595 176 11,578 4.5 5ll 
Transylvania 8,64.5 1,279 80,284. 51 4.9 

TURKEY 11,289 8,888 169,778 85 89 
1st Agrle. Region 1,74.5 517 28,658 88 ~ 

2nd " " 1,781 548 80,84ll 41 44 
8rd .. .. 1,029 860 16,788 88 8'T 
4th .. .. 94.5 286 2ll,88S 58 68 
5th .. .. 984 286 9,256 2ll 25 
6th .. .. 797 2ll1 Jl,ll26 88 40 
7th .. .. 1,787 502 16,846 21 26 
8th .. .. 1,197 860 14,059 27 81 
9th .. .. 1,074. 807 19,770 4.8 51 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 

Agricultural 
Population 
In 10001 

Agricultural Net Production' 
1931-1985 

European Aver-
Countries and Dilltricta age=100 

Penons Per Penon 
.Dependent Malea Dependent Per Male 

on Engaged In In on Engaged in 
Agriculture Agriculture 1000 cu Agriculture Agriculture 

YUGOSLAVIA 10,629 8,219 1711,752 88 48 
Dranka 686 208 10,081 M 88 
Drlnska 1,258 867 18,934 85 40 
Dnnavska 1,779 1!69 1!8,027 69 78 
Moravska 1,280 871 17,1108 88 87 
Prlmorska 74.7 222 6,987 22 24. 
Sank a 2,026 629 88,847 89 42 
Vardarska 1,226 852 14,878 28 88 
Vrbaska 910 272 12,24.4 81 85 
Zetska 7116 2211 7,876 24 27 
Beograd 10 4 470 109 98 

SOUTHERN EUROPE 
ITALY 17,9118 6,4711 ll6i,726 78 68 

Piemonte 1,410 1173 117,833 96 79 
Liguria 296 124 10,288 81 611 
Lombardia 1,647 64.7 66,851 !It 81 
V enesla Tridentlna 828 119 9,117 66 60 
Veneto. 1,996 670 1!6,4.37 66 68 
V enesla Giulla e Zara 828 180 6,864 110 41 
Emilia 1,788 638 71,987 96 89 
Toseana 1,180 4.46 40,814 81 72 
Marcbe 710 240 22,4.112 " 78 
Umbria 410 148 18,202 711 70 
Laslo 851 814 22,182 61 1111 
Abrussl e Mollae 982 812 21,691 Ill Ill! 
Campania 1,290 428 M,409 62 68 
Pnglle 1,298 485 28,814 Ill Ill 
Lucania 826 106 18,6118 98 101 
Calabrle 9111 298 21,269 112 117 
Sicilia 1,890 662 110,296 62 60 
Sardegna 11116 196 14,612 61 119 

PORTUGAL 2,9114 999 67,268 ll8 118 
Aniro 180 1111 8,780 48 118 
Beja 14.6 118 4,84.2 " 72 
Braga 2111 M 4,776 112 ll9 
Bragan~ 117 41 2,221 "" 48 
Castelo Branco 140 47 2,898 40 40 
Colmbra 198 67 8,899 40 40 
EYora 118 41 8,808 78 78 
Faro 144 Ill 1,1136 211 24 
Guard a 141 48 2,891 40 89 
Leiria 167 118 8,824 4.6 45 
Llaboa 1117 68 6,828 101 811 
Portalegre 101 87 8,888 78 72 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 

Agricultural 
Population Agricultural Net Production' 

In 10001 1981-19811 

Countries and Dlltrlcta 
European Aver-

age= 100 

Penons Per Penon 
Dependent Males Dependent Perlla1e 

on En1a1ed In In on Enpged Ia 
Agriculture Agriculture IOOOCU Aarlculture Agriculture 

PORTUGAL (co•ti.....,d) 
Porto 220 '78 4,689 10 50 
Santarem 22ll '78 '7,0411 '78 '71 
Viana do Castelo 148 " 8,228 51 58 
Vila Real 166 55 8,299 <&6 ,., 

· Viseu 2'74 88 <&,826 8'7 89 
Setubal 101 86 2,050 ,., <&I 

SPAIN 11,864 8,'728 448,199 88 H 
Galaico-Asturlca 1,69'7 <&74 57,578 '79 94 
Vascongadas T Navarra 461 142 19,<&811 98 10'7 
Castilla Ia Vieja 808 248 M,629 100 112 
Arag6n 11'76 196 28,180 11<& 118 
Catalui'la 908 80'7 <&2,782 110 109 
Valencia 941 818 8'7,978 94 9 .. 
Murcia 49'7 155 19,818 98 100 
Andalucla 2,784 885 '77,881 68 69 
Extremadura '718 288 2".258 '79 80 
Castilla Ia Nueva 1,288 880 48,852 92 101 
Le6n 948 288 41,560 102 118 
Baleares 158 42 6,145 98 98 
Canarias 192 112 9,01'7 109 186 

BRITISH ISLES 
IRELAND 1,561 550 62,640 98 89 

Munster 512 1'78 26,198 119 116 
Connacht <&811 150 18,1'75 '71 69 
Lelnster 89 .. 142 15,879 94 88 
Ulster 224 80 '7,89<& '77 '78 

ENGLAND 6: WALES 2,117 910 290,11<&4 819 240 

SCOTLAND 881 161 42,619 817 24'1' 

Northem 242 90 24,040 240 218 

East Central 50 22 6,622 80'7 286 

West Central " 28 8,78'1' 466 800 

Southern 70 26 12,1'1'0 405 86'1' 

NORTHERN IRELAND 8'72 184 1'1',918 112 104 

USSR 114,059 86,15<& 1,90'7,'1'78 89 <&1 
RSFSR '78,<&15 24,898 1,895,26<& 41 45 

Northem R 2,084 62<& 82,65<& 88 <&1 

Leningrad obL 6: 
Kar. ASSR 4,018 1,26'1' 6'1',849 89 <&2 

Westem R 8,6<&1 1,071 62,290 40 <&I 
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TABLE 18 (continued) 

Agricultural Population and Net Production by Districts 
' 

Agricultural 
Agricultural Net Production If Population 

In 10001 1981-1985 

European Aver-
Coantrleo ud Dislrlc:lll age= 100 

Penons Per Penon 
Dependent Mates Dependent Per Male 

on Enga~din In OD Enga&<d Ia 
Alii culture Agriculture 1000 cu Apiculture Agriculture 

USSR ( contitu~<~d) 
12,823 8,718 Cent. Industrial R 203,829 87 48 

Cent. Black SoU obi. 9,1101' 2,994 a1,622 84 87 
Vyatka R 8,124 968 49,662 87 41 
Ural obL 11,067 1,1179 112,2111 Ill as 
Basbklr ASSR 2,821 '717 42,068 42 48 
Cent. Vol~a R 8,811 2,763 1.0~ 87 .0 
Lower Voga R ~70 1,887 70,768 89 ~ 
Crimea ASSR 878 119 9,228 118 61 
Northem Caucas. kray 6,1M 1,995 IU,981 48 .s 
Dagestan ASSR 622 187 6,995 26 29 
Kasakbstan ASSR 11,812 1,9M 10.,878 42 42 
Kirghis ASSR 890 820 12,889 M. 81 
Siberian kray 7,000 2,199 180,.a6 60 " Buryat-Mongollan 

4U 189 7,228 41 'I ASSR 
Far Eastem kray ani 

42 Yakutsk ASSR 1,1129 1102 27,0M 41 
Ukrainian SSR 22,805 7,829 846,287 86 87 
White Russian SSR 8,999 1,838 71,069 41 '2 
Transcaucasian SFSR 4,189 1,248 ~.117 24 27 
Uzb. SSR & 

Turkmen SSR 5,112 1,849 112,912 24 22 

Total Europe (Excl. 
Turkey & USSR) 186,860 .a,uo 11,711,1108 100 100 

11 AYerage. 
1 Tbe agricultural populations represent the situation around 1980. Tbe data are 

ma~y; from official sou_rc:eo, but some estimates have been necessary. Some national 
statistics give population dependent on agriculture, others give males gainfully 
occupied, and others give both. Where either ftgure was not available, It was esti• 
mated from the ratio prevailing In those countries where both figures are known. 

1 Excluding Saarland, which was not part of Germany during the period (1981· 
1985) to which these data refer, 
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TABLE 19 

Yields per Hectare of Seven Important Crops in European 
Countries, 1931-19351 

Countey 
Weighted Unwelghted 

Index Index 
(Europe= 100) 

Norl1&orw. Europo 
Denmark 177.8 164.0 
Finland 108.6 104.7 
Norway 188.1 186.2 
Sweden 132.8 186.6 

Ecutorw. Europo 
Estonia 8U 82.9 
Latvia 8U 85.9 
Lithuania 82.6 81.7 
Poland 82.9 80.9 

CoRtral Europo 
Austria 109.6 JJU 
Belgium 176.9 171.0 
Czechoslovakia 116.7 112.11 
France 105.0 100.9 
Germany 188.9 182.8 
Luxembourg 109.0 109.2 
Nether lands 168.11 170.2 
Swiberland 148.6 151.8 

BalktJu 
Albania 95.9 87.11 
Bulgaria 86.6 74.8 
Greece 60.5 116.7 
Hungaey 96.2 85.2 
Roumanla 6U 68.0 
Turkey 63.5 62.6 
Yugoslavia 88.9 69.7 

South.,.. Europo 
98.1 Italy 107.11 

Portugal 62.7 69.6 
Spain 77.0 86.0 

Brltlll& Ill11 
Ireland 160.2 JSU 
United Kingdom }4.8.2 180.9 

USSR 59.1 119.1 

Europe• 100.0 100.0 

Data from• 8ttJtlltllc1&., Ja1&rbuc1& fur dcu Doutlcu Bricll, 1988, PP· ~ 
1 Wheat, eye, barley, oats, maize, potatoea, and sugar beets. 
• Excluding Turkey and USSR. 
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APPENDIX II 

STATISTICAL DATA ON AGRICULTURAL LAND 
UTILIZATION, POPULATION DENSITY, AND OVER

POPULATION 

THII Appendix consists of a series of tables supporting the discussion and 
illustrations in Chapter III. Table 1 summarizes the areas of agricultural 
land in Europe in terms of "arable equivalents"' and the density of agri
cultural population relative to these roughly comparable land areas. 
Tables 2 and 8 provide comparative data for Tables 6 and 7 in the text. 
The latter show the percentages of overpopulation under the assumptions 
of existing production and "standard" production and a European average 
per capita level of productivity taken as lttandard. Table 4o indicates in 
abbreviated form the projected populations in Eastern and Southern 
Europe at five-year intervals from 1940 to 1970. 

1 The expression of agricultural land areas In "arable equivalents" represents an 
attempt to achieve rough comparability In the reported areas of land used for 
agricultural purposes. The method assumes arable land to be of equal value and 
attempts to translate the areas under other types of utilization Into approximate 
equivalents of arable land. Of the three principal land utilization types In addition 
to arable land, two are given equal weight throughout Europe: orchard and garden 
lands are assumed to be three times as valuable as plow land, and meadows are 
assumed to be only 40 per cent as valuable. Pasture lands, being very unequal In 
quality, are given a variable weight, centering around 20 per cent of the value of 
arable land. 

A table summarizing reported areas under various types of land utilization 
around 1938, together with their "arable equivalent" values, Ia available at cost of 
microfilm reproduction upon request to the Office of Population Research, Prince
ton Uulversity, Princeton, New Jer5e7. 
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TABLE 1 

Density of Population Dependent on Agriculture per Square 
Kilometer of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land, European 

Countries, around 1930 

Population Arable,. 
Country Dependent Equivalent 

and on Agrleul- Agricultural 
Province turel (In Land Density 

thousands) In KM• • perKM• 

ALBANIA 800 ~ 17U 

AUSTRIA 1,772 27,608 64.11 
Wlen 16 118 801.9 
Nlederilsterrelcb 499 10,137 49.1 
Oberiisterrelch 825 1,488 19.2 
Salzburg 77 1,869 16.2 
Steiennark 888 4,211 91.0 
Kiimten 148 2,184 69.4 
Tirol 119 1,1188 7U 
Vorarlberg 40 1,048 88.2 
Burgenland 164 2,139 76.7 

BELGIUM 1,190 16,478 72.2 

BULGARIA "088 411,872 9U 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 4,812 69,289 69.4 
Bohemia 1,627 28,651 16.8 
Moravla-Silesla 968 15,794 61.8 
Slovakia 1,797 21,2511 84.8 
Sub-Carpathian Russia 419 8,1l91 116.7 

DENMARK 1,061 28,831 87.5 
Islands 411 9,480 43.8 
Jutland 150 18,901 84.4 

ESTONIA 626 16,180 88.7 

FINLAND 2,015 25,1!66 '18.8 
Uudenmaa 151 2,748 14.9 
Turu-Porl 28'1 4,698 61.2 
Ahvenanmaa 14 148 91.9 
Hiime 200 2,925 68.4 
Vilpurl 848 8,480 98.6 
Mikkeli 148 1,871 106.11 
Kuoplo 261 2,825 114.0 
Yassa 848 4,989 '10.1 
Oulu 268 2,988 89.11 

FRANCE 11,890 841,980 28.8 
A In 1411 8,082 48.4 
Aisne 124 1,098 24.8 
Ailler 158 11,108 80.8 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

Density of Population Dependent on Agriculture per Square 
Kilometer of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land, European 

· Countries, around 1930 

Population Arable-
Conn try Dependent Equivalent 

and onAgrlcul- Agricultural 
Province turel (In Land Density 

thousands) lnKM•• perKM• 

FRANCE (..,..tiatoed) 
Alpes (Basses) 44 2,199 20.0 
Alpes (Hautes) 43 1,628 2U 
Alpes-Maritimes 72 1,614 44.6 
Ardeche 1118 8,155 48.11 
Ardennes 110 2,483 20.1 
Arl~ge 88 2,000 44.0 
Aube 119 8,489 16.9 
Aude 159 6,841 25.1 
Aveyron 1711 11,687 80.8 
Bel fort 9 237 88.0 
Boucbes-du-Rh&ne 101 8,4o51 29.8 
Calndos 131 8,041 43.1 
Can tal ll1 2,526 48.9 
Cbarente 1118 4,668 82.6 
Charente-Inf~rleure 182 11,611 82.4. 
Cber llll 4,719 2Uo 
eo .me 14'7 2,7118 118.8 
Corse 120 8,242 87.0 
C&te-d'Or 98 4,418 21.'7 
C&tes-du-Nord 808 11,80'7 11'7.1 
Creuse 181 8,432 88.2 
Dordogne 230 11,848 89.8 
Doubs '70 1,926 86.8 
Dr&me ll5 8,615 81.8 
Eure 10'7 8,582 80.8 
Eure-et-Lolr ll1 4,862 22.8 
Flnlst~re 832 4,8011 69.1 
Gard 136 41,608 24.8 
Garonne (Haute) 161 11,082 il1.'7 
Gers 1311 11,7ll 23.8 
Gironde 226 6,719 88.8 
H~rault 214 '7,609 28.11 
llle-et-Vllaine 260 41,248 49.11 
Indre 186 11,006 27.2 
Indre-et-Lolre 12'7 4,67'7 2'7.2 
I she 174 4,634 8'7.11 
Jura 811 2,204 88.8 
Landes 182 2,797 47.2 
Lol~-Cber 122 4,668 26.2 
Loire 129 2,894 44.6 
Loire (Haute) 1411 2,596 1111.9 
Lolre-Inf~rlenre 224 8,5711 62.7 
Lolret 127 4,788 28.8 Lot 109 2,6811 40.8 
Lot~-Garonne 142 4,84o5 82.7 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

Density of Population Dependent on Agriculture per Square 
Kilometer of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land, European 

Countries, around 1930 · 

Population Arable-
Country Dependent Equivalent 

and onAgrleul- Agrleultural 
Province turel (In Land Density 

thousands) IDKM•• perKM• 

FRANCE (contii&Uod) 
Lozere 61 2.~ 25.2 
Malne-et-Loire 210 6,281 83.1 
Manche 208 2,982 70.9 
Marne 97 6,288 18.11 
Marne (Haute) 49 2,877 17.0 
Mayenne 141 8,770 au 
Meurtbe-et-Moselle 49 2,888 17.0 
Meuse 611 2,1106 18.11 
Morbihan 271 4,061 66.9 
Moselle 78 8,798 20,6 
Nievre 108 8,649 29.0 
Nord 168 4,065 40.11 
Oise . 96 4,118 28.8 
Orne 128 2,828 46.8 
Pas-de-Calais 1711 6,277 82.6 
Puy-de-Dbme 215 4,5811 46.9 
Py~neea (Basses) 178 8,810 611.8 
~nees (Hautes) 81 1,888 48.0 
~nees-Orientales 99 8,1611 81.8 
Rhln (Baa) 184 11,701 49.6 
Rhin (Haut) 78 1,898 41.1 
Rbane 110 2,180 80.11 
Sabne (Haute) 811 2,866 84.8 
Sabne-et-Loire 209 8,028 •U.6 
Sartbe 1711 8,7711 46.6 
Savoie 101 1,688 89.9 
Savoie (Haute) 119 1,818 65.1 
Seine 24 176 186.4 
Seine-Inferieure 180 8,781 84.8 
Selne-et-Marne 98 4,805 21.8 
Selne-et-Oise 159 8,982 40 •• 
Sevres (Deux) 177 4,811 88.8 
Somme 124 4,889 26.1 
Tarn 128 4, ... 28.8 
Tarn-et-Garonne 91 8,160 28.1 
Var 78 8,856 18.9 
Vau~luse 98 8,028 80.7 
Vendee 2117 8,804 40.11 
Vienne 166 8,648 29.2 
Vlenne (Haute) 147 8,729 89 .• 
Vosges 84 2,261 87.11 
Yonne 109 8,666 29.'1 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

Density of Population Dependent on Agriculture per Square 
Kilometer of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land, European 

Countries, around 1930 

Population Arable-
Country Dependent Equivalent 

and onAgrlcul- Agricultural 
Province turel (In Land Density 

thousands) In KMI I per KM• 

GERMANY 18,297 251!,0211 112.1 
Preussen 7,849 161,884 48.7 

Ostpreussen 9~:1 22,000 42.8 
Stadt Berlin 48' 601 79.9 
Brandenburg 748 19,700 88.0 
Pommern 6911 18,068 88.11 
Grens. Posen-Westpr. 148 4,097 8U 
Niederscbleslen 771 111,906 48.11 
Oberscbleslen 869 6,1611 59.9 
Sacllaen '116 16,'11:1 42.8 
Schleswig-Holstein MD 9,~2'1 86.1 
Hannover 971 16,6011 58.11 
Westfalen 680 10,297 61.2 
Hessen-Nassau 580 7,848 6'1.5 
Rheinprovins 1110 18,~6 67.9 
Hohensollern 85 578 60.6 

Bayern 2,859 87,009 63.7 
Sudbayern } 2,160 88,887 63.7 Nordbayern 
Pfals 199 8,122 68.7 

Sachsen 418 9,768 42.8 
WUrttemberg 788 9,9011 74.0 
Baden 586 7,888 79.9 
Tbllrlngen 2~ e.~ 4U 
Heasen 800 4,6711 64.2 
Hamburg 21 8111 66.7 
Mecklenburg 2911 9,8110 81.8 
Oldenburg 187 2,988 63.8 
Braunschweig 91 2,098 43.4 
Bremen 8 144 55.6 
Anhalt 81 1,1587 89.7 
Lippe 87 720 IIU 
LUbeck 7 2011 ~.1 
Schaumburg-Lippe 10 206 48.11 
Saarland 58 1,011 52.4 

GREAT BRITAIN 2,876 84,782 88.9 
ENGLAND AND WALES 2,117 62,1167 88.8 

Southeast 472 11.4119 41.2 
North I 47 2,1118 21.8 
North II 147 11,808 27.7 
North III 76 2,1~ 85.11 
North IV 185 2.~ 55.11 
Midland I 2811 7,708 80.11 
Midland II 121 8,860 81.8 
East 4211 18,81111 80.7 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

Density of Population Dependent on Agriculture per Square 
Kilometer of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land, European 

Countries, around 1930 

Population Arable-
Country Dependent Equlnlent 

and on Agrlcul- Agricultural 
Provlnee ture• (In Land Density 

thousands) In KM• t perKM• 

GREAT BRITAIN (Ccmtinued) 
Southwest 804 8,864 88.8 Wales I 119 1,882 88.2 
Wales II 188 8,<Wl9 89.1 

NORTHERN IRELAND 8711 11,818 118.1 

SCOTLAND 887 15,900 24.8 
Northem 242 9,430 25.7 East Central 110 1,851 27.0 
West Central "" 1,681 28.2 
Sou them 70 2,981 28.8 

GREECE 2,829 82,688 86.7 
Central Greeee and Eubaoa 409 11,467 '14.8 
Peloponnesos 1111 11,119'1 109.2 
Cyclades Ill 1142 94.1 
Ionian Islands 118 1142 214.0 
Thessaly 2711 "708 58.1 
Macedonia 708 9,8311 '111.8 
Eplrus 174 1,1163 111.8 
Crete 224 1,1189 141.0 
Aegean Islands lOS 862 121.8 
Westem Thraee 188 2,488 '15.1 

HUNGARY 4,472 '10,838 118.1 
Transdanubla 1,641 26,610 111.7 
Great Plain 2,181 8'-909 112.11 
North 1146 9,814 6U 

IRELAND 1,1161 111,228 102Jl 

ITALY 17,958 8811,1211 58.4 
Plemonte 1,410 29,468 47.8 
Liguria 2911 9,512 81.1 
Lombardla 1,64'1 28,678 69.11 
V enezla Trldentlna 828 20,0911 16.1 
Veneto 1,9911 ll'-792 80Jl 
Venezia Glulla e Zara 828 10,744 80.1 
Emilia 1,788 24,690 70.4 
Toscana 1,180 85,8311 112.9 
Marche '110 10,082 '10.4 
Umbria 410 11,810 86.8 
Lazlo 8111 20,968 40.6 
Abruul e Mollse 992 16,988 58.8 
Cam paula 1,290 16,110 80.1 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

Density of Population Dependent on Agriculture per Square 
Kilometer of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land, European 

Countries, around 1930 

Population Arable-
Country Dependent Equivalent 

and onAgricul- Agricultural 
Province ture• (in Land Density 

thousands) lnKM•• perKM• 

ITALY (cotdilltofd) 
1,293 16,942 '16.3 Puglle 

Lucania 826 9,284 86.1 

Calabrie 951 19,846 49.2 

Sicllia 1,890 23,040 82.0 

Sardegna 1158 18,292 41.8 

LATVIA 1,086 16,893 63.2 

LITHUANIA 1,65'1 81,1411 63.2 

LUXEMBOURG 85 1,296 65.6 

NETHERLANDS 1,486 1'1,572 81.'1 
Gronlngen 104 1,821 117.1 
Friesland 148 1,866 104.7 
Drentbe 95 1,101 88.8 
Overljessel 114 1,858 8U 
Gelder land 218 2,419 89.3 
Utrecht 10 612 81.'1 
NoordhoUand 180 1,581 82.0 
Zuldboliand 202 1,854 109.0 
Zeeland 94 1,897 67.3 
N oordbrabant 208 2,550 81.8 
Limburg 104 1,512 68.8 

NORWAY 782 8,911 86.1 
"'stfold 87 827 44.7 
Akerohns llO 902 11.4 
Hedmark llO 812 '10.4 
Opland 72 '189 9'1.4 
Buskerud 89 120 '15.0 
Vestfold 25 1129 47.8 
TeleDl&rk 80 889 68.5 
Aust-Agder 19 182 104.4 
Vest-Agder 27 224 120.1 
Rogaland llO 448 111.8 
Hordaland 61 404 111.0 
Sogn og F jordane 58 886 158.2 
Mttre 19 498 119.7 
Sttr-Trttndelag 14 669 80.'1 
Nord-Trttndelag 47 646 '12.8 
Nordland Ill 105 101.0 
Troma 23 242 flll.O 
Flnunlark IS 117 8'1.'1 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

Density of Population Dependent on Agriculture per Square 
Kilometer of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land, European 

Countries, around 1930 

~ Population Arable-
Country Dependent Equivalent 

and onAgrltul- Agricultural 
Province turel (In Land Density 

thousands) lnKM•• perKM• 

POLAND 19,847 222,698 86.9 
Central 7,888 86,096 86.8 
East 4,861 68,040 7U 
South ll,89ll 47,986 122.8 
West 1,705 80,1176 55.8 

PORTUGAL 2,954 59,672 49.8 

ROUMANIA 18,069 164,010 79.7 
Old Kingdom 6,868 79,686 79.1 
Bessarabia 2,466 86,891 69.'7 
Bukovlna 595 4,078 145.9 
Transylvania 8,645 44,85'7 81.8 

SPAIN 11,864 849,211 84.0 
Galaloo-Asturlca 1,697 16,628 102.0 
Vascongadas y Nav 461 8,879 51.8 
Castilla Ia Vleja 806 24,861 8U 
Arag6n 576 24,767 28.8 
Cataluila 908 27,456 82.9 
Valencia 941 23,248 87.8 
Murcia 497 22,451 22.2 
Andalucla 2,784 74,680 86.8 
Extremadura 718 28,245 23.4 
Castilla Ia Nueva 1,288 57,929 21.8 
Le6n 948 81,082 80.6 
Balearea 138 4,765 88.8 
Canarial 192 2,275 84.4 

SWEDEN 1,906 41,982 4U 
Stockbolms stad ' 28 178.9 
Stockholm& lin 66 1,'72'7 88.2 
U ppsala liin 49 1,631 29.9 
SOdermanlanda liin '70 1,928 86.4 
Ostergiitlanda liin 106 2,811 81.1 
J onkoplngs liin 89 1,678 38.0 
Kronoberga liin 78 1,268 117.8 
Kalmar liin 98 2,181 42.6 
Gotland& liin 28 940 80.9 
Bleklnge liin 42 712 39.0 
Krlstianstads lin 106 2,539 4U 
M almohua liin 122 8,348 84.4 
Hallands liin 6'7 1,1118 44.1 
GOteborgs o. Bobus liin 64 1,080 62.1 
.iUvsborga liin 128 2,282 38.9 
Skaraborgs liin 122 8,488 86.6 
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TABLE 1 ·(continued) 

Density of Population Dependent on Agriculture per Square 
Kilometer of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land, European 

· Countries, around 1930 

Population Arable-
Country Dependent Equivalent 

and onAgricul- Agricultural 
Density Province turel (In Land 

thousands) In KM• • per KM• 

SWEDEN (oonti,....d) 
99 2,081 47.8 Viirmlanda !lin 

Orebro !lin 68 1,721 88.8 
Viistmanlands !lin as 1,781 80.8 
Kopparbergs liin 77 1,812 88.'1 
Giivleborgs !lin 71 1,267 86.0 
Viistemorrlands !lin 80 1,174 88.1 
Jamtiands llin 87 '194 '11.8 
Viisterbottens !lin lOS 1,41'7 72.7 
Norrbotten& liin " 1,225 60.4 

SWITZERLAND 901 8,405 107.1 
Ztlrlch, Schalfhausen 

8" . 189.6 and Thurgau 122 
Bern 172 1,1562 110.1 
Lusem, Uri, Schwys, Obwalden, 

800 187.5 Nidwalden and Zug 110 
Frlbourg 68 1114 122.8 
Solothurn,Basei-Stadt, 

Basel-Land and Aargau 98 '16'1 12'1.8 
Appenseii-A-Rh.,Appenseii-I-Rh~ 

802 186.2 St. Gallen and Glarus 82 
Graubtlnden 42 962 44.1 
Tiel no 40 484 92.11 
Vaud, Neuchttel and Gen"e lOIS 1,198 87.8 
Valaia 6'1 '705 96.0 

YUGOSLAVIA 10,629 108,188 100.1 
Dranka 686 6,190 110.8 
Drinlka 1,268 12,078 104.2 
Dunavska 1,779 26,090 68.2 
Moravska 1,230 10,828 118.6 
Primorska 74'7 6,286 118.8 
Sanka 2,026 11,798 171.'1 
Vardaraka 1,226 11,668 105.1 
Vrbaska 910 8,971 IOU 
Zetska '156 6,088 126.2 

. Beograd 10 202 49.11 

1 The agricultural populationa represent the altuatlon around 1930. The data are 
mainly from official sourcea, but some estimates have been necessary. Some national 
atatiatlcs give only data on persona gainfully occupied In agriculture. In theae cases 
the total agricultural population (active and passive) baa been estimated from the 
ratio prevailing In those countries where both ftgurea are known. 

• Orcilarda and gardens computed as 8.00 hectarea arable, meadowa as 0.40 bee
tare and paatures as approximately 0.20 hectare, nrled by type of pastures. See 
note at beginning of this AppendiL . 
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TABLE 2 

"Standard" and "Surplus" Agricultural Populations, Eastern 
and Southern Europe, around 1930, Assuming Existing Produc

tion and French Per Capita Level• 

Standard Surplus Population 
Po pula tlon, 

Country 
Assuming 

French and Per 
Province Capita Level• Number• 

OOO's omitted OOO's omitted PerCent 
(1) (2) (8) 

Albania 101 699 8U 
Bulgaria 1,091 2,991 78.8 
Coechoslovakla 2,888 1,949 40.11 

Bohemia 1,.SO 197 12.1 
Moravla-Silesla 712 258 2U 
Slovakia 621 1,178 66 ... 
Sub-Carpathian Russia 99 820 7U 

Estonia 86 .. 272 48.11 
Greece 798 2,081 71.8 

Central Greece and Euboea 12 .. 286 69.7 
Peloponneaoa ' 172 489 71.8 
Cyclades 9 <ill 82 ... 
loulan Islands 21 911 au 
Thessaly 80 1911 70.0 
Macedonia 208 11011 71.8 
Eplrua 87 187 78.7 
Crete 6<l 160 7U 
Aegean Islands M 71 67.8 
Western Tbrace 58 180 71.0 

Hungary 1,972 2,1100 116.9 
Transdanubla 888 778 .. u 
Great Plain 860 1,8211 60.6 
North 249 897 61.11 

Italy 'l',<l40 10,1118 118.8 
Plemonte 768 Mol <l6.7 
Liguria 186 160 M.1 
Lombardi& 879 768 <l6.8 
V enesia Trldentlna 121 202 62.11 
Veneto 748 1,248 62.11 
V enesia Glulla e Zara 91 232 71.8 
Emilia 958 7811 <l6.2 
Toscana 11~1 889 114.2 
Marche 297 .. 18 118.2 
Umbria 1711 286 117.8 
Latlo 298 558 61UI 
Abruzzl e MoUse 287 7011 71.1 
Campania <l68 8M 6<l.7 
Pug lie 8711 918 71.0 
Lucanla 181 1<l6 ~.II 

Calabrle 282 669 70.8 
Sicilia 668 1,224 M.8 
Sardegna 194 862 611.1 

Latvia 6118 888 87.0 



TABLE 2 (continued) 

. "Standard" and "Surplus" Agricultural Populations, Eastern 
and Southern Europe, around 1930, Assuming Existing Produc

tion and French Per Capita Level' 

Standard Surplus Population 
Population, 
Assuming 

Country French 
and Per 

Province Capita Level• Number• 
OOO's omitted OOO's omitted PerCent 

{1) (2) (8) 

Lithnania 685 972 68.7 

Poland 11,8511 18,992 72.8 

Central 2,092 11,296 71.7 

East 1,068 8,298 75.6 
South 1,268 4.,624 78.5 

West 933 772 411.8 

Portugal 891 2,068 69.8 
Entre Minbo e Douro 168 416 71.2 
Tras oa Montes 73 210 74.2 
Beira 215 719 77.0 
Estremadura 255 894 60.7 
Alemtejo and Algarve 180 824 64.8 

Roumania 8,607 9,462 72.4 
Old Kingdom 1,756 4.,607 7U 
Bessarabia 635 1,831 74.2 
Bukovina 153 442 74.8 
Transylnnia 1,068 2,582 70.8 

Spain 5,936 11,928 60.0 
Galaieo-Aaturlea 768 934 115.0 
Vascongadas y Nanrra 257 204 44.8 
Castilla 1a Vieja 4119 847 43.1 
Arag6n 878 208 85.2 
Cataluila 566 837 87.8 
Valencia 603 436 43.11 
Murcia 262 2Bil 47.8 
Andalucia 1,028 1,706 62.4 
E:r:tremadura 821 897 115.8 
Caatilla Ia Nueva 647 1188 47.11 
Le6n 1150 898 42.0 
Balesrea 87 71 44.9 
Canarias 119 78 88.0 

YngoslaYia 2,828 8,801 78.1 
Dravska 133 1153 80.6 
Drinska 251 1,007 80.0 
DunaYaka 702 1,077 60.11 
Moravska 282 998 81.1 
Primoraka 92 85/J 87.7 
S&Yska 448 1,1178 77.9 
Vardaraka 197 1,029 88.9 
Vrbaska 162 748 82.2 
Zetaka 104 6/J2 86.2 
Beograd 8 '4 40.0 

U:, The population dependent on agriculture and the nlue of agricultural proclue-
1 .;r,e given in Table 8, text, and not repeated here. 

75
.11 ~I j,'lumn represents the index values of agricultural production divided by 

1 
h. c 

1
represents the French per capita Index niue. See Appendix J, Table 18. 

in col m co F~ rep;:""ts the remainder after the "standard population," aa gi~ 
Table~ of the te!~ acted from the actual agricultural population aa given 
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TABLE 3 

"Standard" and "Surplus" Agricultural Populations, Eastern 
and Southern Europe, around 1930, Assuming French Produc
tivity per Hectare of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land and 

French Per Capita Level1 

Standard Pop. 
witlt Standard 

Surplua Population 

Country 
and 

Production, 
Assuming 

French Per 
Province Capita Level• Number• 

(OOO's omitted) (OOO'a omitted) PerCent 
(1) (2) (8) 

Albania 158 642 80.8 
Bulgaria 1,498 2,595 68.5 
Caechoslovakla 2,4U 2,898 . 49.8 

Bohemia 998 829 88.1 
Moravia-Silesia 550 418 48.2 
Slovakia 140 1,051 58.8 
Sub-Carpathian Russia 125 294 10.2 

Estonia 1164 62 11.11 
Greece 1,181 1,692 419.8 

Central Greece and Eubrea 191 218 58.8 
Peloponnesoa 195 416 58.1 
Cyclades 19 82 62.1 
Ionian Islands 19 91 88.6 
Thessaly 164 lll 40.4 
Macedonia 825 888 414.1 
Epirua M 120 69.0 
Crete 115 169 '7U 
Aegean Islands 80 141 11.4 
Western Thrace 811 98 118.8 

Hungary 2,487 2,005 44.8 
Transdanubia 921 714 48.11 
Great Plain 1,216 969 44.8 
North 824 822 49.8 

Italy 11,709 6,244 84.8 
Piemonte 1,027 888 21.2 
Liguria 881 -811 -11.8 
Lombardi& 8211 822 49.9 
V enesla Tridentina 700 -an -ll6.7 
Veneto 864 1,182 116.1 
V en~ia Giulla e Zara 874 -Ill -15.8 
Emilia 860 878 110.11 
Toacana 1,248 -118 -11.8 
Marche 851 859 110.8 
Umbria 894 16 8.8 
Laoio 180 121 14.2 
Abruui e Mollse 1190 402 40.11 
Campania 561 729 418.11 
Pug lie 1190 108 414.4 

Lucania 828 8 •• 
Calabrie 674 217 29.1 

Sicilia 808 1,081 11.11 
Sardegna 468 88 18.1 



TABLE 3 (continued) 

"Standard" and "Surplus" Agricultural Populations, Eastern 
and Southern Europe, around 1930, Assuming French Produc
tivity per Hectare of Arable-Equivalent Agricultural Land and 

French Per Capita Level' 

Standard Pop.· 
with Standard 

Surplus Population 

Production, 
Count.,. Assuming 

and French Per 
Pronn.., Capita Level I Number• 

(OOO's omitted) (OOO's omitted) PerCent 
(1) (2) (8) 

LaMa 4171 465 44.9 
Lithuania 1,08/J 1172 84.11 
Poland '7,758 11,1189 119.9 

Central 2,999 4,889 119.4 
East 2,022 2,839 118.6 
South 1,672 4,220 71.6 
West 1,06/J 640 81.11 

Portugal 2,079 87/J 29.6 
Roomania 11,718 '7,866 116.8 

Old Kingdom 2,776 8,587 IIU 
Besaarabia 1,288 1,288 110.0 
Bokovina 142 458 76.1 
Transylvania 1,1568 2,082 117.1 

Spain 12,1611 -801 -2./J 
Galalco-Asturlea 1119 1,118 66.9 
Vueongadas y Navarra 809 152 88.0 
Castilla Ia Vleja 866 -80 -1.4 
Ar~ 868 -28'7 --49.8 
Ca u11& 91J1 -84 -8.0 
Valencia 879 62 6.6 
Murcia 782 -28/J -81.8 
Andaloeia 2,600 184 4.9 
Extremadora 984 -266 -87.0 
CaatUlala Nueva 2,018 -'78/J -88.1 
Le6a 1,088 -18/J -14.2 
Baleares 166 -8 -8.1 
Canarlas '79 118 118.9 

Yogoolana 8,697 6,982 65.2 
Drank• 2111 470 68./J 
Drlnoka 420 888 66.6 
Don ... oka 909 8'70 48.9 
Moravoka 8'7'7 858 69.8 
Prlmoroka 219 1128 '70.1 
SaYoka 411 1,6111 '79.'7 
Vardaroka 406 820 66.9 
Vrbaoka 812 1198 65.'7 
Zetoka 210 1146 '72.2 
Beograd 'I 8 80.0 

1 Tbe total agricultural area In arabl~ulvalenta and the 1tandard agricultural 
production (auoming the Freoeh prodoctinty per hectare) are given In Table '1, 
text, and not repeated here. 

1 ThiJ column repreoeota the ltandard Index Yaloe of agricultural production (as 
glYen In Table '7 of the text), dlnded by '7IJ.IJ, wbleb repreoeota the French per 
capita Index Yalne. See Appendix I, Table 18. 

1 Thll column represent& the remainder after the "1tandard population," u glYen 
In column 1, Ia nbtraeted from the actual population dependent on agriculture, u 
glYeo In Table e of the text and Table 1 of tbla appead!L 
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TABLE 4 

Population Projections, Eastern and Southern Europe, 1940 to 
1970, Total Population and Ages 15-641 

(Carried to 3 Significant Numbers and OOO's Omitted) 

Regions 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 

Eastern Europe• 
120,000 Total 115,000 123,000 127,000 130,000 131,000 

Ages 15-64 72,700 78,400 83,400 87,500 90,400 92,200 

Southern Europeb 
Total 77,500 80,100 82,300 84,100 8.5,500 86,300 
Ages 15-64 49,300 52,600 55,800 58,100 59,800 60,800 

• Includes Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Poland, Roumania, and Yugoslavia. 

b Includes Italy, Portugal, and Spain. 
t From Frank W. Notestein and Others, The Future Population of Europe and 

the Soviet Union (League of Nations; Agents: Columbia University Press, 1944), 
Appendix IV. 

1970 

132,000 
92,900 

86,500 
61,200 



APPENDIX III 

SURVEY OF LAND TENURE AND AGRICULTURAL 
LABOR SYSTEMS IN EASTERN AND SOUTHERN 

EUROPE 

Turs Appendix is designed as a supplement to the second section of Chap
ter III, where the property and labor systems of Eastern and Southern 
Europe are discussed in general terms. Table 8 and Figures 17, 18, and 19 
in the text summarize some of the statistical material with respect to the 
distribution of agricultural holdings and the proportions of land holders 
and landless workers. The present rather detailed survey is added in view 
of the great importance of land tenure and distribution for the economic 
and demographic characteristics of the agrarian regions. Tenure arrange
ments especially are relevant to such questions as the ease or difficulty of 
accumulating liquid capital, the economic well-being of the cultivator, the 
sensitivity of productive organization to changing market possibilities, and 
the economic opportunities for growing rural populations. The great vari
ation in land tenures within the regions here considered, and the scattered 
and unsystematic character of materials hitherto available, prompts a re
view with attention to differences within as well as between countries . 

.d CltU•ifictJtory Scheme for 
LtJ11d Te1111re• alld Dirmio11 of LtJbor i11 Agric11lt11re 

The distribution of rights in land is one of the most complex features of 
property institutions in human society. That this should be so is to be 
explained in terms of the universality of land as a source of economic 
wealth, and its consequent scarcity or differential value hi view of the pre
vailing technology. Even in sparsely settled primitive areas, with com
munal internal distribution of rights, the group will be prepared to protect 
its area from outside encroachments. Whatever has economic value is also 
the object of rules defining the relative rights of potential claimants. The 
constancy of land as an economic good and the high variability of the 
groups that define the rules for its use combine to pravide a seemingly 
infinite variety of modes of property and tenure. 

The modes of land tenure in Eastern and Southern Europe are suf
ficiently heterogeneous to warrant a general summary of types of property 
and labor systems, with particular reference to rights in land. For this 
purpose a polar case of completely "private" property with individual 
operation may be used as a starting-point. In this polar case the cultivator 
of the land would hold all rights in the land: occupancy, use, appropriation 
of product, unlimited power of alienation, possibly advantageous non-use, 
and so on. The cultivation of the land would be carried on exclusively by 
the OW11er, or at most by his immediate family. Existing modes of land 
tenure and the division of labor would thus represent major or minor 
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modifications of the polar case. The types and sources of those modifica
tions provide a convenient classificatory device for the great variety of 
actual situations. Such a classification is presented in the following outline: 

8011.rce• and Type• of Modification in_ "Purely" Pri'Dale Land 0'11J11er•hip1 

I. Legal Authority (omnipresent and only unimportant in instances 
where legal authority and property holder are the same) 

II. Hierarchical Division of Rights 
A. Subinfeudation 

1. Types of tenures 
i. Types of servitudes 

B. Tenancy 
1. Share tenancies with varying degrees of capitalization and 

management by landlord, and varying degrees of security 
of tenure 

i. Fixed rentals in cash or kind, with varying degrees of 
security of tenure 

C. Employment 
1. Deputatists: payment in land use and kind, relative se

curity 
i. Annual or semi-permanent workers 
8. Temporary or seasonal workers 

III. Equalitarian Division of Rights 
A. Familial or Communal Rights 

1. Contemporaries 
a. Devices for determining membership and insuring con

tinuity 
b. Devices for apportioning capital and product 
c. Devices for centralized control 

i. Successive generations 
a. Inheritance provisions 

(1) Entailment 
(2) Division in kind 
(8) Undivided inheritance with cash settlement 
(t) Mortmain 

b. Other controls on alienation 
B. Debt Structure 
C. Incorporation 
D. Cooperation and Mutual Aid 

t Certain features of the present classification are derived from t!'e ~lghly aug
gestlve discussion by Carl Brinkmann, "Land Tenure: Introduetton, E""Yclo
f'ldia of tit• Socials.,;, ..... (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1981-19M, 15 Yols.), 
9:78-76. For a general discussion of the classes of agricultural laborers, see Inter
national Labour Office, Tit• B•pr11•ntatioft and Organilation of .4grictolttmal 
Work•r•, Studies and Reports, Series K, No. 8 (Geneva: 1928); Adam Rose, 
"Agricultural Workers and the Agrarian Reform In Central Europe," J .. t.....,... 
lioaal Lab0t1r B•l:>io•, 18:807-1188, September, 1988. 
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The first limitation, that of the rights retained by the legal authority, is 

inherent in any property system. This means that the polar case is also an 
abstract case: no such completely private property does or could exist, 
The existence of rights presupposes potential challengers to those rights, 
and their protection by competent authority. Moreover, the rights of a 
single property holder must always be limited by the legal authority in 
view of the equally legitimate rights of others. Thus, a farmer may be 
prevented from damming up a stream for purposes of irrigating his land 
but at the expense of the water supply of his neighbor; he cannot be 
allowed to burn off the stubble in his fields if such action endangers the 
unharvested crops or the buildings of his neighbor. The limitations en
forced by legal authority extend beyond the protec'tion of other individual 
rights, however. The power of taxation, the right of eminent domain, and 
those rights associated with the police power of the state--narrowly or 
broadly conceived--i:omprise the minimum modifications imposed on indi
vidual property rights. Stated in another way, there is always a minimum 
division of rights in land, that between the individual property holder and 
the legal authority. In the cases of further divisions of rights, the state 
always has the role of the more or less concealed "third party.'' As noted 
in the outline above, the only case in which the relationship of the legal 
authority .to the property holder entails no limitations upon property 
rights is the case of governmental ownership. Accordingly, in the sense of 
unlimited control of economic goods, governmental ownership is more 
"private" than individual ownership. 

The "hierarchical" division of rights is very common, in one form or 
another, in land tenure. Although any property system implies a potential 
power relationship between the holder of rights and challengers to those 
rights, such a power relationship depends on the intervention of legal 
authority in behalf of the property holder. On the other hand, the control 
of capital means also the control of employment in its broadest sense. 
Where land is .the primary source of livelihood and virtually no monetary 
system prevails, some form of communal or feudal tenure is likely to pre
vail The latter is the more likely where land. is scarce and economic in· 
security common. Although in recent times the customary emphasis is on 
the lack of freedom of the feudal tenant, actually the advantages and dis
advantages of .the relationship are highly variable for all parties con
cerned. An assured labor supply is of advantage to the landlord if other 
opportunities for labor are available to the tenant. On the other hand, an 
assured tenure of land is of advantage to the cultivator if other means of 
livelihood are not available and he is in a poor bargaining position for bis 
labor. 

Share tenancy, fixed rentals, or various types of direct employment by 
the landlord represent types of division of property rights more on the 
modem commercial pattern. Under a contractual system the authority of 
the landlord is both more and less extensive than under a feudal one. It is 
more extensive in that it is less limited by reciprocal duties to the tenant 
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or worker and by long-standing custom with respect to techniquea and 
products. On the other hand, the tenant or worker retains the nominal 
right to sever the relation and accept a more advantageous arrangement 
elsewhere, and he retains an official personal equality with the owner in 
contrast to the personal dependency of the feudal serf. In fact, a con
tractual system allows greater variation in the relation of owners and 
cultivators, since the relation is more sensitive to short-run changes in 
bargaining power. Even a contractual system allows some degree of divi
sion of rights in land. This is clearest in the casea of tenancy and the 
more permanent agricultural workers, and at a minimum in the case of 
temporary wage laborers whose rights in the land are ouly rights to a 
wage from the product of their labor. It follows, however, that any in
crease in security of employment-whether by governmental protection or 
by collective bargaining--correspondingly decreases the unlimited author
ity of the employer. 

A division of rights in land without appreciable direct authority of 
some holders of rights over others may be called equalitarian. As indicated 
in the outline above, such a division of rights is common and takes many 
forms. The most widespread appearance of this general class of property 
arrangements is to be found in the relationship between kinship system• 
and control of means of production. Although unified operation of holdings 
will ordinarily require some device for centralized control, the control is 
determined by considerations other than differential property rights. Even 
if the rights of the family are asserted only in the form of inheritance 
provisions and other restrictions on alienation, those provisions limit the 
power of the operator of any given generation, and essentially place him 
in the position of trustee. 

Other "horizontal" divisions of rights in land represent various modi
fications of purely individual and private control and management. A debt 
structure, involving mortgages or some other claims against the land by 
the creditor, limits alienation except with the permission or under the fore
closure of the creditor, and engages part of the product for payment of 
principal and interest. Cooperation and mutual aid, although ordinarily 
involving a minimum of legal division of rights, have the effect of modify
ing a purely individualistic property arrangement. ~ncorporation, although 
rare as a form of land tenure, may provide a convenient form for large
scale private capitalization. The effect is a unification of control through 
the legal fiction of corporate personality, with a division of benefits very 
like that of an ordinary small-scale debt structure. 

It may be noted tha.t all forms of division of rights in land tenure tend 
toward (a) spreading the benefits of land use beyond a single owner or 
his immediate family, (b) spreading some degree of control among those 
who have some recognizable rights, and thus (c) ordinarily allowing the 
operation of land in larger effective units than would be possible in our 

polar case. 
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Land Holding1 and Labor in Eadem and Southern Europe 

In order to give some uniformity to a descriptive summary of agricul
tural property and labor systems by country, the following outline and 
symbols will be used: 

1. Tenure and Property System 
2. Land Reforms: Character and General Extent 
8. Classes of Agricultural Workers and Nature of Labor 

Relations 
4. Social Legislation for Agricultural Workers, Unemploy-

ment, Wage Scales, and Kindred Problems 

The systematic character of the survey is further enhanced by an ar
rangement of the materials under Topic I to follow the general classifica
tion of property systems given above. Obviously, the importance of the 
other topics will vary from one country to another. 

It is to be particularly noted that the descriptions of tenure and labor 
arrangements, as well as the data on size and distribution of holdings, 
refer to the situation around 1988-1989 or earlier. Substantial political 
and economic changes have occurred in some of the areas here considered, 
but it is still impossible to record those changes accurately. 

ESTONIA 

I. The varieties of land ownership and tenure in Estonia have been 
greatly infiuenced by the changes accompanying political freedom from 
the Russian Empire and economic freedom from the Baltic German land
lords. Medium-sized independent family holdings predominated.• Feudal 
tenures were entirely abolished by the agrarian reforms, but several types 
of tenancy prevailed in the interwar period. Although short-term cash 
rentals were the most frequent of these, there were some hereditary leases 
from the state, and a few share tenants. In view of the predominance of 
family farms, the number of units large enough to require hired laborers 
was small 

Communal ownership in pastures and woodlands prevailed. Communal 
ownership of all productive land occurred in a few instances, following 
the Russian mir pattern. Undivided inheritance with cash payments to 
remaining heirs was practiced in the richer areas, but division in kind con
tinued in the eastern part of the country. The law forbade subdivision of 
holdings containing less than 8.8 hectares of arable land. Further limita
tions on alienallility arose from mortgages, many of them representing 

• See Estonian Institute of Economic Research, "Analysing the Estonian Agri
cultural Census, 1989: Farm Holdings In Estonia; Farm Tenure," Konjunkt,...r, 
M/611:103-189, April 80, 1940; (Estonian Minister of Agriculture), ''The Agrarian 
Reform In Estonia from 1919 to 1980," Jnternationol Re'l>ieUI of .il.griculturo, 
28:119E-1611E, 133E-168E, 249E-262E, May, June, and August, 1982; Albert Pul
leritl, ed., B•tonia: Population, O•lturlll """ Bconomw Lifo (Tallinn• 1987), pp. 
M-G6. See also International Institute of Agriculture, Tho Land T•-r• By.to..u in 
Bwopo, League of N atlons, European Conference on Rural Life, 1989, Publication 
No. t (Genevat 1989), pp • ..e-111. (Hereafter cited as ECRL No. t.) 
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long-term indebtedness to the state for lands distributed by the agrarian 
reform. 

2. Before gaining independence in 1918, Estonia's economic life was 
largely dominated by the Baltic Germans. The German landlords and 
commercial enterprisers served the general political aims of the Russian 
Empire, in return for a relatively free hand in the operation of their own 
feudal estates. Although the freeing of the serfs had occurred in 1860, and 
thereafter the official property relationship was one of tenancy, many 
elements of feudalism remained. The rents of tenants were customarily 
in goods and services, which were closely analogous to feudal servitudes. 
Peasants were allowed to buy land, if they could afford the high prices 
asked, but even in case of "sale" the landlord retained hunting, fishing, 
milling, and similar rights. Large properties predominated, with some 
independent peasant farms in the poorer areas. 

The agrarian reform following the successful revolt for independence 
in 1918 introduced radical changes in land distribution. Although large 
estates were nominally expropriated with compensation to the former land
lords, the exception-lands belonging to traitors, to the Russian govern
ment, or left without owner-were probably more numerous than those 
covered by the rule. Of the estates held by the nobility, some were accord
ingly expropriated completely except for communal pastures and woodlots. 
Other landlords were allowed to keep a residual estate; in these cases 
livestock and equipment were not expropriated. Churches and other re
ligious organizations were allowed to keep only those lands used for 
definitely religious purposes.• 

In view of the nationalistic as well as economic motives prompting land 
reform, it is not surprising that first consideration in the distribution of 
expropriated lands was given to military "heroes" and disabled veterans. 
Of these favored persons, those who had been previously landless agri
cultural tenants or workers were cared for first. Any remaining lands 
available for settlement were distributed to those who had formerly worked 
the land, or to increase the holdings of those with very small plots. 

Lands were distributed by the state in several ways: hereditary lease, 
temporary lease, and sale on a long-term mortgage. Loans with low interest 
rates were made for farm equipment and livestock. Newly settled lands 
were distributed as consolidated, single-family farms. Where lands were 
simply added to existing holdings, the village pattern was retained. 

Although the Estonian land reform is usually classified as radical and 
precipitous, several features of the program offset any possible disad
vantages from such a fundamental change.' For the most part, the "clivi-

• See especially Estonian Minister of Agriculture, loo. cif. 
• The radical character of the reforms, and the fact that they were undertaken 

very rapidly, have led some writers to the erroneous eonclualon that their effects 
upon agricultural production and economic organization were necessarily un
favorable. See, for example, Hans Jurgen-Serapblm, "La production agrleole t. 
!'eat et au sud-est de !'Europe," B•""' 4co...,...iq"" inlonoatiMialo, 28:~7-475, De
cember, 1984.. For a much more aecurate analysis of the relevant factors, - Karl 
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aion" of estates was a question of transfer of property rights, and not a 
question of breaking up effective economic unit&. The previously developed 
tenancy system had already established medium-sized holdings to a large 
extent. Moreover, the reform brought into more effective use areas of land 
previously held by the Russian government or religious organizations and 
farmed extensively, if at all. The new properties established on these and 
similar lands were not minute plots, but substantial family farms averag
ing some 18 hectares in extent. 1 The whole tendency of the reforms 
favored medium-sized holdings with a minimum of tenancy and hired labor. 

8. Agrarian reform usually works to the temporary and possibly 
permanent disadvantage of hired agricultural laborers. The hardship is 
occasioned by the breaking up of large estates, which naturally provide 
most of the employment, without a commensurate allocation of land to 
former employees.• Estonian land reform provided no exception to this 
tendency. As a result of breaking up the bulk of the large estates, workers 
might (a) seek an independent holding, (b) attempt to secure employment 
on amaller farms, or (c) remain totally or partially unemployed until in
dustrial or other steady employment could be secured. Actually, former 
tenanta and owners of very small farms were favored in the land distribu
tion. Those with medium-sized holdings attempted to get along with as 
little hired labor aa possible. In any event, the change from employment 
on a large farm to that on a small farm is almost always a reduction in 
atatus and real income for the laborer. Moreover, in seeking employment 
in agriculture or industry the displaced laborer had to compete with small 
holdera having insufficient land to support a family, as well as with mem
bera of artisan families aeeking employment. However, the problem grad
ually became less acute, with the achievement of economic stability and 
aubsequent expansion of employment opportunities. 

Shepherds and other annual workers constituted a majority of hired 
laborers in Estonia, although a number of summer and casual workers 
were also hired. Wages might be paid partly in kind, so .that some of the 
more permanent workera approached the position of ''deputatista." The 
number of workera of varioua classes ia shown in Table I. 

Some attempt was made in legislation to distinguish "grades" of labor 
according to the phyaical demanda of the work. Thua, children 12-16 yeara 
of age and peraons over 60 were clasaified as workera of th~ third grade, 
and had to be given light work.' 

Ihrig, "Lea multata dea reformea agralrea d'aprb-guerre," Jo......,.r tlo r.. •ocUU 
mgroilo tl1 •kltiltiqtUI, 12:~6, 1984.. The economies of agrarian reform Ia 
dlaeuased In Chapter IV. 

•Ihrig, fo~. cit~ p. 417. See aiJo International Labour Office, "Statistics of Land 
Reform In Estonia," Iaternatioftaf Lab""" B..,;,,.,, 12:676-684, November, 19211; 
M. Martoa, "Social Aspects of Land Reform In Esthonla," Int..,_tion<lf Labovr 
Bo,;,.,, 18:21-47, January, 1926. 

• See Adam Rose, "Agricultural Workera and the Agrarian Reform In Central 
Europe," l•tornation<lf Labovr B1r>iow, 18:807-888, September, 1988. 

r W. Martoa, "The Position of Agricultural Labour In Esthonla," Iftt~m~Jtio....r 
LabOtW B..,;,.,, 1:781-788, Ma;r, 1922. 
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TABLE 1 

Number and Percentage Distribution of Farm Workers of Various 
Classes in Estonia, 19391 

Classes of Workers Number Per Cent 

Members of the Farmer's Famny 431,6111 81-4 
Permanent workers M2,059 69.1 
Temporary workers 90,<Will 18.8 

Hired Laborers 61,619 11.6 

Annual workers 21,486 u 
Summer workers 22,778 4.6 
Monthly workers 1,528 0.8 
Shepherds 15,999 8.2 
Managing and technical sta!f 888 0.2 

Total 495,181 100.0 

1 Based npon data In Estonian Institute of Economic Research, "Analysing the 
Estonian Agricultural Census, 1989: The Farm Population," KoAjKAkf....,., M/661 
:100-226, A prU ao, 1940, 

Although the Estonian constitution secured both the right of association 
and the right to strike, the provisions of the Russian Penal Code were also 
adopted. Thus, the right to strike was limited in undertakings having 
"public utility," including agriculture. The effect of the rulings was to 
impose penalties for such offenses as incitement to strike, attendance at a 
meeting in support of a strike, and the like. Nevertheless, a small organ
ization of agricultural worker-the Association of the Rural Working 
Population-was formed on trade union lines. In addition, the newly 
established small holders formed an organization, ,;.hich operated also as 
a political party •1 

4, The wages and hours legislation in Estonia was extended to agri
cultnral workers, but administration of the provisions ran into the nsual 
difficulties. The eight-hour day had to be regarded as more of a theoretical 
average than as an actual maximum, in view of the seasonal necessity of 
long hours in agriculture. Similarly, wage provisions had to be interpreted 
in view of food, lodging, and payments in kind comprising part of the 
farm worker's income. Children under 12 were not supposed to work (ex
cept, presumably, as nnpaid family workers). 

Estonian agricultural workers were given special consideration in legis
lation attempting to improve their housing. Accident compensation was 
made on the same basis as that provided for industrial workers. On the 
other hand, sickness and similar insurance provisions did not apply to 

I International Labour Office, Th• .R•I'rflmlatio• "'"' Orga .. vatio• of A grimd
Cvral Work•r•, Studies and Reports, Series K, No.8 (Geneva• 1928), PP• 113-1111. 
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farm workers. Unemployment ceased to be a serious problem after the 
initial readjustments forced by the agrarian reform, although seasonal 
and other "hidden" types of unemployment peculiar to agriculture con
tinued throughout the interwar period. 1 

LATVIA 

The property and labor systems of Latvia, like those of Estonia, under
went major transformations as a result of the nationalistic movement 
culminating in independence after the First World War. 

I. Feudal tenures were extensive until the time of the land reforms 
following Latvian independence. The reforms transformed the predom
inant property system to one of independent ownership. Only 7 .4. per cent 
of the total number of undertakings ( 12.0 per cent of the farm area) were 
farmed under cash rentals, and an additional I.~ per cent of the holdings 
( 2.6 per cent of the area) were held in share tenancy .'0 

Communal ownership still prevailed during the interwar period in the 
East (Latgale province), but in other areas the older village structure had 
given way to dispersed family farms. Strip farming in Latgale was grad
ually replaced by communal cultivation In large consolidated areas. 

Although the ideal of the medium-sized holding was approximated in 
fact, there remained a substantial number of small holdings (some of them 
plots for part-time farming), and enough larger holdings to require hired 
labor in addition to the farmer's family. 

Division in kind was the rule of inheritance In all provinces except Lat
gale, but the postwar laws set a legal maximum of /SO hectares per farm 
and forbade subdivision under IO hectares. It is not apparent from avail
able evidence whether the latter provision was carried out more completely 
than the former,11 but the trend away from "land hunger" toward a labor 
shortage no doubt gave support to undivided inheritance. Aside from 
limitations on inheritance and maximum size, farms could be alienated 
and mortgaged. 

2. As in Estonia, the prevailing land tenure system in Latvia before 
the agrarian reform was a type of modified feudalism. With the exception 
of Latgale province, which closely followed Russian developments, the 
Latvian rural economy was dominated by German "nobles." The "freeing" 
of the peasants was gradual throughout the last century. For the most 
part, freedom meant ouly the relaxation of direct personal domination by 
the feudal lord, but not a complete independence of land tenure. Although 
_in the latter part of the century cash rentals were Introduced, and lands 

t W. Martna, loc. cit. 
•• lntemational Institute of Agriculture, Tho Flrd World Agricultural ao""'' 

(1980) (Rome: 1939,1 vou.), VoL UI, p. 244. (Hereafter cited as World .dgrlcuJ
hwal a ........ ) 

11 Although the legal maximum was established In 1920, the census of 1931 shows 
1,071 undertakings exceeding 100 hectares. See League of Nations, European Con
ference on Rural Life, Lat'Dia (in series, National Monograph& drawn up bf 
Govemments), Publication No. 11 (Geneva: 1989), pp. 1._20. 
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were made available for sale if the peasants could afford to buy, the "free" 
peasants for the most part continued as tenants paying in labor and kind 
for use of the soil. Independent peasant properties did develop, but only 
by virtue of occasional cash purchases and not by virtue of land distributed 
to liberated serfs.12 

Before the reforms, almost half ( 48.1 per cent) of the land area of Lat
via was held by members of the nobility, estimates of the average aize of 
these estates ranging from 1050 hectares to 2000 hectares. All private 
properties in excess of 100 hectares were expropriated, and frequently 
only the "irreducible" area of 50 hectares was left to the estate owners!• 
The expropriated areas were added to state lands, lands taken over from 
public institutions run by the nobility, and church lands in excess of 50 
hectares, and made available for redistribution. Servitudes of various 
sorts were abolished both for the expropriated lands and for the areas 
retained by private holders and various institutions. 

The first concern of the Latvian reforms, unlike those in most other 
countries, was the allocation of land to governmental bodies and various 
public organizations, the enlargement of small holdings, and the regu
larization of boundaries. Holdings under 15 hectares could be enlarged to 
the maximum of 80 hectares ( 22 hectares agricultural land) allowed to 

· new holdings, either by direct addition of adj scent state lands or by 
assignment of holdings to the state in return for a new settlement. 

The remaining available lands were distributed to landless workers, 
with first preference to ex-servicemen in order of military merit, and 
second preference to those having the necessary agricultural equipment 
and capital. Lands granted by the reform required the payment of a mod
erate redemption price, which could be abated in the case of ex-service
men. Loans were granted for buildings and equipment, and timber from 
the state forests was made available at a reduced price. Except for the 
limitation on subdivision previously noted, tenure and alienability were 
not restricted. 

As in Estonia, the Latvian land reforms were "radical" from the point 
of view of areas affected, the treatment of large properties, the number 
of new holdings, and the number of new enterprises without capital. But 
likewise as in Estonia, the substantial areas granted and the policy with 
respect to capitalization eased the transition and contributed to a sub
stantial increase in agricultural production!• 

8. The inevitably unfavorable effects of agrarian reform on labor 

uSee European Conferenee on Rural Life, ~CI~ PP• 1~20; F. W. "· BUI!'w, 
"Social Aspects of Agrarian Reform In Latvia, It~tertiCitiml<d Labour R"""'"'• 
20:811-66, July, 1929; (Latvian Mlnist~y of A~,riculture)! "Agrarl~n Reform .and 
the Recent Evolution of Latvian Agriculture, lt~tertiCitwtiCII R..,..... of .dgrim<l
turo, 80 :22E-SOE, January, 1939. 

11 See references cited In previous note and International Institute of Agricul
ture, .dgrlcultural ProblotM i• Tlt•ir l•t•"!"tiiJtlal .d1poct, Documentation for 
League of Nations, International EconoJDJc Conference, Geneva, May, 1927 
(Geneva• 1926), pp. 860-862. 

•• See Ihrig, loo. cit. 
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demand through the breaking up of large eetates were not appreciably 
oft'set in Latvia by land distribution to landless workers, but were oft'set 
by the fairly substantial size of the post-reform holdings, by employment 
in gradually re-established industrial enterprises, some migration abroad, 
and subsequently by declining site of families. At least one source main
tains that the demand for labor was actually greater after than before the 
reforms.•• In any event, it is certainly true that the demand relative to the 
supply was greater, since a shortage of agricultural laborers developed in 
the interwar period. Despite eft'orts of the Latvian government to halt the 
"rural exodus," and to encourage students and others to work seasonally 
in agriculture, it became necessary to bring in Polish and Lithuanian 
workers during periods of peak demand.11 

Only 16.8 per cent of ·those occupied in agriculture in 1929 were hired 
laborers, and well over half of these laborers were in the two semi-per
manent categories of "annual labor" and stockmen. The number and per
centage of agricultural workers of various types are shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Number and Percentage Distribution of Farm Workers of Various 
Classes in Holdings of One Hectare and Over in Latvia, 19291 

Classes of Workers Number Per Cent 

Members of Holder's Famlly 786,4811 811.7 
Persons permanently occupied 749,818 79.8 
Persons temporarily occupied 86,167 8.9 

Wage Labor 1611PIIO 16.8 
Managing and technical staff 4,249 0.4 
Annual labor 48,797 4.7 
Seasonal labor 29,718 8.2 
Stockmen 41,189 u 
Monthly labor 12,160 1.8 
Day labor 21,917 2.8 

Total 988,1118 100.0 

• Baaed upon data In Intematlonal Institute of Agriculture, Tho Fird World 
.4.g..W:.llfwGI Co""' (19110) (Rome: 1989, II vols.), VoL III, p. 267. 

The annual laborers comprised both farm servants and "deputatists." 
.Aaide from the latter group, wages were paid mostly in cash, and owing 
to the farm labor shortage the wages paid to farm workers occasionally 
exceeded industrial wages. The high wages, in fact, were due more to labor 

u European Conference on Rural Life, LtJt-oiG, p 20 
II Peterls Stoi'C8, "The Shortage of Agricultural. ~bour In Latvia," r .. , • .-

.,.,......., LtJbOtW .R""""'• 40:768-778, December, 1940. 
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shortage than to any effective unionism. Collective contracts, however, 
were common.11 

4. The Latvian farm workers were less protected by social legislation 
than w_ere industri~l worker-. circumstance nsually prevailing in other 
countries. S~aso~ahty of employment, long hours, and poor housing were 
the other ch1ef disadvantages felt by agricultural workers, but all of these 
conditions were changed somewhat in the competition for workers.1• 

LITHUANIA 

Both in its history and in its more recent economy, Lithuania is much 
more a part of ·the Eastern European development than are the two north
ern Baltic States. With the exception of Memel, an area over which its 
sovereignty was limited throughout the interwar period, Lithuanian ter
ritory was largely by-passed by the Teutonic Knights and their Baltic 
German successors. Lacking Scandinavian and German intluence, its 
economic institutions are more nearly Slavic in origin and type. 

1. Feudal tenures were abolished in Lithuania by the agrarian reforms 
and the abolition of the large estates, most of which bad been controlled by 
Germans (around the Memel area), Poles, and Russians. The transforma
tion of these estates into private holdings, and the breaking up of com
munal lands into consolidated holdings, produced a tenure system pre
dominantly characterized by peasant ownership of small holdings. 

Only 7.8 per cent of the holdings over one hectare (9.ll per cent of the 
area) were farmed by ·tenants, and a small additional number and area by 
hired bailiffs and other agents.11 Share tenancy was less common than cash 
rentals. 

As already noted, the village commune type of tenure, with allocation 
of strips of arable land and joint use of forests and pastures, was largely 
abolished in favor of isolated consolidated holdings. Even forest and 
pasture land was partly divided, but some was still controlled by villages 
or, in the case of forests, by the state. 

Equal inheritance prevailed, but division in kind might be avoided by 
cash settlements or even by joint.controL Holdings were in general smaller 
than in Estonia and Latvia, with a substantial proportion of the total num
ber {18.6 per cent) of the holdings over one hectare falling under five 
hectares of area.•• For the most part these did not represent plots for part
time farming, but were the sole means of livelihood of the cultivators. 

ll. Before the agrarian reforms some 40 per cent of the total area of 
Lithuania was held in large estates of over 100 hectares, an additional 10 
per cent by the state and clergy, and the remainder by peasants--<oither 

uSee F. W. "'· BUlow, loo. cit.; Intematlonsl Labour Office, TAl Blpt'll,.totio• 
alld Org<milatio" of .4grit:ultural Work•r•, pp. 1711-176. 

11 F. w. "'· BUlow, loo. cit. 
11 World .4grietUtvrtJl c ..... , VoL 111, PP• 80S-806. 
oo Ibi<l., p. 8~ 
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communally or individually.11 A large number of these were very small. 
Some 17 per cent of the rural population were landless. 

Communal lands were expropriated only for the sake of forming inde
pendent holdings by members of the villages. The state expropriated areaa 
of estates in excess of I 50 hectares, and later in excess of 80 hectares, 
apparently without compensation. These lands, together with some areas 
already controlled by the state, were made available for distribution in 
small holdings. 

In allocating areas available for farms, landless persons were given. 
preference over small holders. Among the former group, ex-servicemen 
who had fought for Lithuanian independence were first considered. Any 
additional lands available could be assigned to those having very small 
holdings. Tenure on lands afFected by the reform was designed to be free
hold, although the state leased lands not yet assigned in the process of 
earrying through the redistribution. It was subsequently decided ( 198~) 
that those who had benefited from the land distribution should pay a pur
chase price to the state on a long-term basis. 

The great difficulty of the agrarian reform in Lithuania, as compared 
with Estonia and Latvia, was that in the former country the lands available 
for distribution were far short of the amount necessary to satisfy the 
legally allowable demand. Without extensive development of other meana 
of livelihood, and with a rapidly growing rural population, it was im
possible to avoid division of the agricultural land into fairly small hold
ings, leaving landless workers with very little local demand for their labor. 

S and 4. The agrarian reforms improved the position of part of the 
landless workers and small holders, but even a more extensive "leveling" 
would scarcely have provided family holdings for all of those dependent 
on agriculture. Seasonal migration of landless workers to Latvia and Ger
many provided some additional employment. As shown by the accompany
ing table {Table S), some 15 per cent of the population occupied in agri
culture were employed persona. 

TABLE 3 
Number and Percentage Distribution of Fann Workers of Vari
ous Classes in Holdings of One Hectare and Over in Lithuania, 

19301 

Claasea of Workers 

Members of Holder's Family 
Emplofed Persona 

Total 

Number 

887,519 
158,76t 

991,288 

PerCent 

8U 
15.11 

100.0 

1 Baaed upon data In Intematlonal Institute of Agriculture, T1a• Fird World 
.dgrio•lttWtJl c ... .., (1980) (Rome: 1989, ll vola.), VoL III, p. 815. 

II ECRL, No ... pp. ~I; Intematlonal Institute of Agriculture, .Ag...,..II......Z 
Probloml ioo T1aoir lnt•noa""-l .drpoct, p. 868. 
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Lithuanian a~icultural workers, comprising the bulk of the wage

earning population, formed a small organization on trade-union lines and 
admitted small holders who employed no outside labor. Its inftuen~ on 
working conditions and labor relations was apparently negligible.•• 

POLAND 

The property situation in Poland reftects the troubled political history 
of the area, and especially the different institutions of the neighboring 
powers that ruled the several sections of the country until the First 
World War. 

I. Modified feudal tenures were still in existence in Poland after the 
First World War, and indeed various servitudes were only gradually abol
ished in the East as a result of the agrarian reforms. Tenancy was not 
widely developed, since large estates were generally farmed by various 
classes of hired laborers. In I92I only 2.7 per cent of all holdings were 
farmed exclusively by tenants, although the percentage rose to .I5.8 per 
cent of those holdings over IOO hectares, and an additional7.8 per cent of 
the holdings were made up of partly owned, partly leased land. 11 Com
parable evidence of more recent date is not available, but since the agrarian 
reform was very little concerned with the transformation of tenancies into 
freehold property, it is reasonable to assume that the importance of ten
ancy had neither increased nor diminished in marked degree by the end 
of the interwar period. 

The large estates, particularly in Western Poland, depended upon hired 
laborers, both temporary and permanent. As in East Prussia, the "depu
tat" system of agricultural employment was highly developed, so that 
aubstantial areas of farm land were actually farmed neither by owners 
nor by tenants, but by workers in lieu of wages. 

Communal ownership still prevailed in the formerly Russian areas of 
Poland, but the agrarian reforms attempted consolidation of the annually 
apportioned strips in this area, and the division of part of the forest and 
pasture areas. 

For the most part, inheritance was undivided in the West, with cash 
settlements to other heirs. In the South, and to a lesser extent in the East, 
the already minute holdings were further subdivided among heirs. Owing 
both to this mode of inheritance and, particularly in the East, to com
munally controlled strip farming, Poland has provided one of the extreme 
cases in Europe of parcellation and dispersion of small plots. 

Landa acquired by virtue of the agrarian reform were inalienable, in
divisible, and not to be mortgaged until long-time loans had been repaid. 

2. In sharp contrast to the agrarian reforms in the Baltic States, the 
initial and radical reforms proposed in Poland had no effect, and definite 

••Intematlonal Labour Office, TAo B•P'"'"tatio• 11nd Orga,.ilatio• of .A.gri-
Otlltvral Workor1, pp. 178-179. • • 

•• International Institute of Agriculture, .A.gricullvral Probl•"" '" Tltnr ltat•r
utioaal .A.•p•d, p. 870. 
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modification of land tenure only got under way after 1925. The reforms 
then established and thenceforth carried out contemplated a very long
range and semi-voluntary redistribution of land rights, to be accompanied 
by land reclamation, consolidation of holdings, and abolition of servitudes. 
The law established a maximum size of holdings by individual& and cor
porations ranging from 60 to 800 hectares. Areas in ezcess of that were to 
be transferred by private arrangement to landless persons, who could 
borrow money for the purchase from the state or the State Agrarian Bank. 
Some 200,000 hectares per year were to be listed for compulaory division, 
or voluntary division within a year. In practice, the areas so divided fell 

. considerably short of 200,000 hectares in some years, •• but only rarely 
was resort had to ezpropriation. Compensation was paid to estate owners, 
partly in eash and partly in state land bonds. 

Lands were to be distributed to landless workers and to holders of very 
amall plots. Smaller amounts were made available as building lots for 
workera and artisans. • 

The agrarisn reforms in Poland did not abolish th~ large estate, nor 
aolve the problem of eztreme subdivision of Jioldings. On the other hand, 
the reforms pushed both of these characteristics toward independent peas
ant proprietorships. Moreover, the proportion of the total agricultural 
land held in large units was not so large as the proportion of the total 
area, since forests comprised a large part of the area controlled by the 
big estates. . 

8. Poland has been one of the outstanding enmples in Eastern Europe 
of an agrarian economy unable to provide employment for many persona 
whose livelihood depends on agriculture. The parcellation of large estates 
among agricultural workers had no appreciable effect on the over-all 
character of employment opportunities. On the other hand, the problems 
of agricultural unemployment were not aggravated by a sudden abolition 
of the estates employing workers. 

The typea of farm labor, methods of payment, and considerations of 
labor relations and relative status all show remarkable heterogeneity in 
Poland. This is due not only to the divergent institutional developments in 
the aeveral sections of the country as they were molded along German, 
Austrian, or Russian lines, but alao to the unequal economic organization 
and opportunitiea for employment. Despite this diversity, one type of 
labor arrangement was 1urprisingly common: that of the deputat worker. 
In both the formerly Russian and the formerly German 1ections the large 
estates depended primarily upon ·these fairly permanent workers for the 
bolk of their year-round labor •upply. They usually received a small cash 
wage, but the larger amount of their income was derived from the dwelling 
furnished by the employer, a plot of land (usually for potatoes in the east), 
pasture for one or two cows, and allotments of cereals or possibly other 

M See Poland, Chief Bureau of Ststbtlea, Cot~Ne St<Jtutie..Z Y otJr-Boo" of 
Polottd, 1938 (Waraaw1 1938), p. 86. 

t1 ECRL, No ... pp. 6HII. 
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foodstuffs. This general pattern was subject to many modifications, de
pending upon particular regions, size of estates, and so on. The situation 
in the former Russian areas has been summarized aa follows: 

On the small farms only unmarried workers are engaged, who are 
lodged and boarded by the farmer and who receive, in addition, some 
wages in kind. This group exists also on the large estates, but iB not 
very important •••• It is stated that this class is disappearing, because 
the employers prefer married workers who have their own household 
and who are mostly paid in kind. This class, the "deputatists," forms 
the most important group of agricultural workers. They receive, as part 
of their wages in kind, a dwelling (sometimes in a block-building), a 
plot of land for potatoes, and the right of keeping one or two cows. They 
are engaged per year. The members of their family [ 1ic] working on 
the estates are paid per day. 

Another group are the "kormorniks,'' who receive a dwelling, half as 
much potato land, and half the amount of other wages in kind received 
by the "deputatists"; on the other hand, they receive a higher cash wage. 

The day-labourers proper, sometimes called "free workers,'' are 
mostly ~mallholders, whose families are not able to live from the produce 
of their holding. They are mostly employed in forestry work and for 
harvest work. Besides this type of cheap labor there iB a group of sea- f 
sonal workers engaged from April to October. These workers are lodged 
by the employer, often in block-buildings, but not boarded by him; they 
receive part of their wages in kind. They are mostly migratory workers, 
coming from the mountainous parts of the country. 

The wages and allowances of all groups are covered by collective 
agreements~ •• 

Since the independent proprietors of very small holdings had to seek 
wage labor to supplement the income from their cultivation, their position 
was very close to that of the deputatists. This similarity was especially 
marked when the small holders entered into contracts for annual employ
ment, less sufficient time for cultivation of their own plots. Their inde
pendence owing to property rights in a small plot of ground was scarcely 
greater than that of the deputatist, and their security might be smaller.•• 

The following table, although inadequate in detail, indicates something 
of the number of workers who lived ~n the employers' farms and those 
who had small holdings but worked for wages in addition. 

Although the source quoted above indicated that all farm labor in Poland 
was governed by collective agreements, this was only nominally true. 
These agreements applied most directly to employers and employees on 

•• International Labour Office, Tho Bopro•onlatio• and Organilalio• of .4.g,._ 
•vllurol Workor1, pp. 189-190. , • 

•• See Ibid., pp. 188-189; z. Ludkiewlcz, "Land Reform In P2land, Tho Sla'DOft"' 
Bo'l>io..,, 8:815-830, December, 1929; Wa:;Iaw Ponikowskl, Po!l&h Agricultural 
Land Organbation Since the World War, .dftoolo of lhl .4.moneaa A.cadom1 of 
Political and Sooiol BcioJOCo, 1~0:288-298, July, 1980. 
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TABLE 4t 

Number and Percentage Distribution of Farm Workers of Various 
Classes in Poland, 1931' 

Number 
Ouses of Worken (In thousands) Per Cent 

Ownen and Their Families 7,900.SS 85.2 

Wage and Sal•17 Eamersll 1t861.1 J4.8 
Craftsmen 20.5 0.2 
Laboren housed by employer 858.2 8.9 
Laboren housed with employer 882.1 u 
Laboren housed In own bome WJ.7 2.7 
Laborers, type of work unknown 846.7 8.7 
Salaried worker• lU 0.2 

Total 9,268.5 100.0 

• Tb!. repreoenb 47.t per c:ent of the total (active and passive) Independent 
alfrlcultnral population, given In the Y oar-Boolo, p. 80. Tbe ratio waa esbbllsbed 
on tbe basu of ratios between active and total populations for agricultural em
ployee. (pp. 238 and 80, respectively). 

II Includes only those domiciled In rural areaL 
l Based upon data In Poland, Chief Bureau of Sbtlstlca, ColleUo Btatiltical 

Yoar-Boo" of Polaad, 1938 (Warsaw• 1938), pp. 80 and 238. 

large estates; bow extensively they were applied to other workers in the 
appropriate regiollll covered by the agreements depended partly on the 
effectiveness of organisation among other workers. 18 

The policy of determining labor relations and conditions of employment 
by collective agreement dates almost from the time of Polish independence 
following the First World War. The initial agreements were fostered by 
government oflieiala in view of extensive labor disputes, and subsequently 
were further generalised and aupported by legislation. 21 

· 4. Social insurance provisions for agricultural workers were com
pulsory only in the westem provinces, formerly under German rule. In 
those areas health and accident insurance, provisions for invalids, and old 
age pensiona were in force.•• On the other hand, the collective agreements 
were in force in all areas of the country and thereby extended varioua 
aeeurity provisions into areas not affected by formal legislation. 

The Polish collective agreements were usually drawn up for various 
classes of workers separately. Casual workera were generally not covered. 
Houra of work were specified in great detail (although not generally en
forced in the aame detail). The housing of deputat workera was also speci-

• See Intematlonal Labour Oftlce, Ool'Ucti"' .4. gr,.mo•ta "' .4. grievltvr., Stndles 
and Reporta, Series K, No. 11 (GeneY&o 1933), pp. 51-54. 

HJb1<J, 
eo See Ponlkow1kl, Joo. oit. 
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tied, as were sickness and death benefits, accident compensation, and 
the like.11 

The Polish workers certainly had greater security and economic sta
bility by virtue of the collective agreements than they would have bad 
without such protection. On the other hand, the position of the laborers 
was under constant threat in view of the large number of landless workers 
and holders of_ minute plots seeking employment in agriculture. So long 
as considerable portions of their number remained unemployed the Polish 
farm workers had little hope of greatly improving their relative bargain
ing power in dealing with estate owners. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Like other succession states formerly divided between two or more rul
ing governments, Czechoslovakia exhibits divergent institutional develop
ments in different regions. Although other internal distinctions are present, 
the two major divisions in Czechoslovakia are the Czech regions (Bo
hemia, Moravia, and Silesia) formerly under Austrian rule, and the east
ern provinces (Slovakia and Sub-Carpathian Russia) under Hungarian 
rule. Although the Austro-Hungarian dual monarchy formed a united 
state for some purposes, the internal institutional structures of Austria 
and Hungary differed considerably. 

1. The land tenure systems in the east and west of Czechoslovakia 
during the interwar period rellected not only the divergent legislative in
fluences of the Hungarian and Austrian governments, but also the unequal 
economic de'l'elopment of the several regions. Thus the eastern provinces 
were largely unaffected by Western European industrial and commercial 
developments, and represented a breakdown of feudalism along almos·t 
purely agrarian lines. Former serfs became for the most part share tenants 
or small holders. Indeed, the share tenants, particularly in Slovakia, were 
before Czechoslovak independence scarcely distinguishable from feudal 
serfs, except with regard to personal liberty. In the Czech regions the 
vestiges of feudalism took a somewhat different form: vast latifundias, 
entailed in hereditary usufruct (fideicomi•), with ultimate title theoreti
cally retained by the Hapsburg dynasty. The local management of these 
estates, however, was more capitalistic in type, with cash or other fixed 
rentals of part of the area, and farming with hired labor (including depu
tatists) for those portions of the estates not leased. 

Although the agrarian reforms following Czechoslovak independence 
reduced the number and extent of large estates, and established some 
former tenants and laborers as independent owners, some fairly large 
estates remained both in the Czech provinces and in Slovakia. More than 
90 per cent of the agricultural and forest area was owned by the holders, 
various types of tenancy accounting for most of the remainder. (About 1 

11 International Labour Office, Colloolille .l.!l"•omo..tr ta .l.grimllhlr•, PP· '1'1-9'1, 
pturim. 
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per cent of the area was held by deputatists, church officials with preben
dary allotments, and under other modes of tenure.)•• 

Communal lands, especially forests and pastures in the eastern regions, 
were not abolished by the agrarian reforms. On the contrary, some lands 
were given to communes and to cooperative societies for joint cultivation.•• 

Although the entailment of the large estates in the Czech regions was 
abolished in 192t, the agrarian reforms set up a new category of "family 
properties" of from 6 to 15 hectares which were entailed and non-mort
gageable. None of the lands distributed as a result of the reforms could 
be divided or alienated without official approval. These provisions intro
duced very little novelty into the principles of succession in the Czech 
provinces, where undivided inheritance has prevailed (by law in Bohemia, 
and by custom in Silesia and most of Moravia). They were, however, in 
contrast to the normal division of property among heirs practiced in parts 
of Moravia, and in Slovakia and Sub-Carpathian Russia. Mortmain estates 
held by the church, especially in Slovakia, fell under the same provisions 
for maximum size as those applied to private domains. Some such estates 
of reduced size remained and were farmed for the benefit of clergymen or 
the support of the church. 

2. As already indicated, the property distribution in the regions that 
constituted the territory of Czechoslovakia in the interwar period was 
marked by estates of tremendous size and very small peasant holdings. In 
the Czech provinces 87 per cent of the area of rural landed property was 
held in estates exceeding 100 hectares {27.71 per cent of. the total in 
domains exceeding 2,000 hectares). In Slovakia almost exactly half ( t9.9 
per cent) of the farm area was held in units exceeding 200 arpents (ap
proximately 116 hectares) and 86.2 per cent in units exceeding 1,000 
arpents {580 hectares). For Ruthenia the respective percentages were 
t1.6 and 88.t.•• It should be especially noted that the percentages given 
refer to actual holdings, regardless of ownership, in the formerly Hun
garian areas, whereas the percentages for Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia 
refer to properties. ln the latter case, many of the large estates actually 
were not farDled as such, but rather aubstantial portions were farmed 
under some form of tenancy. It ahould also be noted that the distribution 
of actusl agricnltural land waa not so unequal as the foregoing figures 

•• World Agrictllhwal CeflltU, VoL II, p. 167. 
u For details concerning modes of property and tenure, especially as affected by 

the agrarian refonus, see H. BOker and F. W. von BUlow, The Rural E.,odtu ito 
Cuelto•lot>akia, Intemationai Labour Office, Studies and Reports, Series K, No. 18 
(GeueYa: 193/l), pp. ~7; VladislaY Brdllk, "Leo condition• de production, !'or
ganisation ct lee resultata de l'eutreprlse agricole," in VladlslaY Brdllk, ed., Ag,;,. 
ewlttwe, Encyclopedie Tchecoslovaque (Paris: :l!:ditious Bossard; Prague: :l!:ditions 
Orbil, 1928), pp. 1-91, especially pp. 17-21; Charles Vi!kovskf and Antoine Pavel, 
"La reforme foucihe," in ibid~ pp. 815-84-6; Antonio Pavel, "Public Guidance in 
Land Utilisation in Czechoslovakia," Aft-z. of the America• Academy of Political 
G1ld SocialS.._.,, 11J0:262-272, July, 1980. See alao ECRL, No .... pp. 52-6~ 

.. lutemational Institute of Agrieulture, Agricultural Problem• ito Their IAter
aatto..al A•pect, pp. 885-a87. 
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would seem to imply, since forest lands represented a aubstantial propor
tion of the area of the largest estates. 

The agrarian reforms, initiated in 1919 and supplemented in the early 
1920's, aimed at the seisure of large estates and their redistribution to 
laborers, tenants, and small holders. 11 Areas in excess of 150 hectares of 
agricultural land and a total area of 250 hectares were subject to aeisure. 
In some cases the latter amount could be increased to 500 hectares. The 
"residual estates" were retained by their owners in most cases, although in 
some cases of large estates held as feudal grants from the Hapsburgs by 
foreigners, the residual estates were also made available to other indi
viduals, or for cooperative enterprises. Compensation was paid for all 
lands seized, according to prewar market prices in the case of estates over 
100 hectares, and according to the "cadastral yield" for smaller properties 
taken over for one reason or another. Although the compensation paid was 
likely less than the current values of the lands, it is claimed that an impoai
tion of a land tax on formerly tax-free entailed estates would have caused 
even greater loss."' 

Not all of the seized lands were redistributed, since much of the area 
comprised timber lands, part of which was retained by the state. Other 
lands were distributed for building lots, cooperative ventures, for com
munal use, and so on. Approximately half of the total lands distributed 
went to small holder-including former tenants, landless workers, and 
those with very small holdings. The land available for distribution being 
less than the claims, preference was given to veterans of the various Czech 
units fighting with the Allied armies. 

The Czechoslovak land reforms were radical neither in their treatment 
of large holdings nor in the rapidity with which they were carried out. On 
the other hand, they did succeed in placing the center of gravity in agri
cultural organization in the small and medium-sised holdings."' 

The land reform legislation contemplated consolidation of holdings as 
part of the general program of rehabilitating the peasant farm, but this 
aspect of the program did not meet with marked success in view of the per
sistence in the eastern areas of inheritance by subdivision and the lack of 
other employment opportunities for workers who might have been dis
placed by a more rational size and use of cultivated land. 

8. The Czechoslovak land reform was exceptional in its provisions for 
displaced employees upon the seizure or breaking up of estates. The law 
required the Land Office to provide for those employees who had worked 
on the estatea for two years or more and who were Czech nationals 18 
years of age and over. The provision might be allocation of land, continued 

•• In addition to the references cited In note 83, above, see Lucy Elizabeth Tex
tor, La"d R•form ia Cz•clw•lol>akit& (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1923). 

II ECRL, No. 4, p. 88. cui a1 
IT In 1980, throughout the country, only 18.8 per cent of the strictly agr~ tur 

area was held In units exceeding 100 hectares In size. (See World ..lgncvll•ral 
c-.,., Vol. 11, p. 165.) Although direct evidence Is not available, .It does not 
appear that the proportion of the agricultural area o"""'d In large un1ts would be 
much larger. 
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employment, retirement or disability pensions, or cash settlements. Since 
only slightly more than one-fourth of the eligible employees were given 
land allotments, and an additional one-fifth retained employment, pensions 
or cash settlements bad to be provided for the majority of the workers.•• 

In the industrialized sections of the west, where the largest latifundias 
also were located, displaced agricultural workers could ordinarily find in
dustrial employment after a aborter or longer period of unemployment. In 
the eastern provinces the transition was somewhat more difficult, and ordi
narily required migration to ~e Czech provinces. Actually, there were 
opportunities in the Caecb provinces for both industrial and agricultural 
employment, since the lower wage scales in agriculture coupled with leu 
comprehensive social protection and poorer living conditions contributed 
to a shortage of agricnltural workers in the region. 11 

The agricnlturallabor force not only was composed of permanent land
less workers, but to a marked degree comprised small holders whose plots 
were too small to support a family. These small holders sought employ
ment not only on other farms but also as rural craftsmen and artisans.•• 
For the most part the workers employed on the smaller farms were farm 
servants engaged by the year. The larger holders hired deputatists and day 
laborers aa well as a technical staff. Table 5 indicates the percentage dis
tribution of various workers in ·agricnlture. 

Labor relations in Czechoslovak agricnlture were governed not only by 
local collective agreements, but more importantly by the "guiding prin
ciples" established by central federations and the public authorities. Agri
cnltural workers as well as small holders and employers were highly 
organised in Czechoslovakia. The organisations were partly along trade 
uuion lines, and partly constituted politico-economic groups. Although 
there was no legal compulsion upon either employers or employees to ac
cept the guiding principles, their acceptance by regional federations 
assured fairly wide local application.-. 

~. The legislation governing the position and protection of agricul
tural labor in Czechoslovakia was a rather heterogeneous miature of former 
Austrian and Hungarian legislation and modem Czechoslovak enactments. 
The legal eight-hour day applied to agricnlture, with the necessary escep
tions for some types of seasonal work. Social insurance for agricultural 
workers bad less coverage in the Czech provinces than in Slovakia and 
Sub-Carpathian Russia. In the former provinces, for esample, accident 
compensation applied only if the accidents occurred in the use of ma
chinery. Likewise sickness insurance was less estensive under Austrian 

•• Bilker and BUlow, op. cit~ p. 68; Intematlonal Labour Oftlce, "Soda! Aspects 
of Land Reform ID Czechoslonkla," lnt•,.,...tioMI LGbOtW B•r>H•, 12:46-M, 2241-
24', luly and August, 1925. 

•• See International Labour Office, "An Enqull"1 Into Conditions of Work and 
Wages of Agricultural Worker• In Czecboolovakla," Int,.....lional Lt~bovr B.r>N•, 
21 :8~7, 1 une, 1930 • 

.. See International Labour Office, Th• BoprlllllttJtiontJM Orgt~nlltJiio• of dg,;,. 
OOJIC.ral W orlulr•, p. 108. 

u luternatlonal Labour Office, Collocllut dgr11m1nl• '- dgricvltvr•, pp. 29-81. 
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TABLE 5 

Number and Percentage Distribution of Farm Workers of Various 
Classes in Czechoslovakia, 19301 

Classea of W orkera Number PerCent 

Owners, etc. 8,830,768 85.-f 
Owners, eo-proprietors and tenants 1,M5,682 88.6 
Members of holders' families 1,825,086 46.8 

Wage Labor 566,789 14.6 
Having agrleultural Instruction 8,330 0~ 
Overseers, stewards, ete. 25,662 0.1 
Farm servants boarded 229,591 u 
Deputat laborers 67,412 1.1 
Other contractual labor • 86,621 2.2 
Craftsmen 8,888 0.1 
Permanent day laborers 57,841 u 
Seasonal laborers 88,082 2.8 

Total 8,891,651 100.0 

t Based upon data from Intematlonal Institute of Agrirulture, T/ao Fird World 
Agricultural Co""" (1930) (Rome: 1989, II vols.), VoL II, p. 179. 

legislation than under Hungarian. •• However, certain classes of agricul
tural workers were given more extensive insurance coverage, either of an 
obligatory sort in conformity with special legislation or through member
ship in various associations. These insurance provisions included pensions 
and unemployment insurance. Moreover, a fluid labor market was facili
tated by provincial employment bureaus. 

The housing for deputat workers was govemed by the "guiding prin
ciples" in Czechoslovakia. In general, the housing conditions on small 
farms were considerably less satisfactory than on the larger estates. 

The problem of employment for landless workers was considerably 
more acute in the eastern provinces than in the western, and was partially 
offset by the possibility of internal migration from the agricultural to the 
industrial regions. 

HUNGARY 

Of the larger Eastern European states, only Hungary remained rela
tively unaffected by agrarian reforms in the interwar period, The traces 
of feudalism remained quite apparent, and the economic and political 
dominance of the agrarian landlord was scarcely challenged after the few 
years of instability following the First World War. The loss of extended 
territories formerly ruled by the Hungarian half of the Austro-Hungarian 
dual monarchy tended to accentuate the concentration of land in. large 

•• The situation with respect to legislation and la~M?r conditions In ~secho~Jovakla 
Ia summarized In International Labour Office, Coll•chv• .dgr.,moAtl '" .dg,.,..lturo, 
pp. 6~108; B<lker and Billow, op. cit. pp. 120-141; Fran~ola Kubec, "L'agrlculture 
et lea pouvolrs publics," In Brdllk, op. cit., pp. 701-125. 
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estates, since many of the areas incorporated into the succession states 
were already characterised by fairly extensive peasant proprietorship. 

1. Land distribution in Hungary was characterized by a relatively 
amall number of very large estates and a large number of extremely small 
plots. The independent owner of a family-size farm, or the holder of a 
medium-size area requiring perhaps one or two additional workers was a 
rarity in Hungarian agricultural organization. It was in the exploitation 
of the very large concentrations of landholdings that the Hungarian pat
tem of post-feudal developments was most marked. 

Somewhat less than four-tenths of one per cent (.00~) of the total 
number of land owners in Hungary owned ~S per cent of the total land 
area." These were the owners of estates ranging in sise from 200 arpents 
(approximately 115 hectares) to over 100,000 arpents (over 57,500 hec
tares). Part of these estates were held by corporations, communes, and 
churches. A considerable part of the area, whether "privately" or "pub
licly" owned, was farmed by tenants of one type or another. 

Part of the area of one of the larger property holdings was usually 
managed by the owner, mainly through hired labor (including deputatists). 
Other properties might be leased entire as a large holding, and managed 
by the lessee in much the same way as the owner managed the estate upon 
which he lived. Thus, cash rentala were chiefly confined to large-scale 
tenants of high economic position, and the much less important share 
tenancies provided part of the labor necessary for farming large holdings. 
Only 8.9 per cent of the total number of farm properties were leased 
wholly or in part, but this figure rises to 52.2 per cent in the case of 
"large" properties over 1,000 arpents. Of the total farm area, 17.4 per 
cent was leased (24.5 per cent of the large properties). A larger propor
tion of the total arable area (22.2 per cent) was under tenancy, an,d in 
the case of large estates the proportion was ~i. 7 per cent." 

Personal dependency relations accentuated the marked hiatus in status 
between agrienltural workers (domestic servants, depotatists, annual em
ployees, seasonal employees) and share tenants on the one hand and land
ownera or entrepreneurial renters on the other. 

Communal ownership of village pasture and woodlands, and even of 
crop land, prevailed to some extent, especially in the north. Small prop
erties were generally alienable and divided in kind among heirs. Many of 
the larger estates were entailed, held in mortmain as church lands, or by 
corporations. Although only slightly more than one per cent (1.19) of all 
properties were onder entail or similar restrictions on alienability (27.1 
per cent of the total area), 84.1 per cent of the number and 119.8 per cent 
of the area of the large estates were so restricted.'" 

.. Mlebael Ke~k, "Agricultural Land Reform In Hungary," HvAgu.riaA Qvu.r
,.,.,,, &:471-480, Autumn, 1940, p. 472. 

"Julea de Konkoly Thege, "L'eztenalon et !'Importance dea baux ruraux dana Ia 
Hongrle de Trianon," JovrRDJ .U IG 10cUU lwAgroilo do 1tu.tiltiqV1, 18:149-164, 
1940 • 

.. Computed from data In ibid. 
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The division of holdings not under entail accordingly most seriously 

affected those properties which were already small. In some areas, particu
larly in the north, the subdivision of property, added to the traditional 
village structure with surrounding "checker-board" plots, resulted in ex
tensive parcellation and dispersion of small holdings. "In other regions, 
particularly on the Great Plain, the separate family farm or estate was 
more common, although even here the development of the extensive "agri
cultural cities" in which property owners lived for part of the year 
modified the pattern somewhat. 

i. Agrarian reforms of an extensive character were contemplated by 
the first postwar govemment of Hungary, but the counter-revolution suc
cessfully maintained the dominance of the land-owning nobility. In re
sponse to the continued clamor for land on the part of large numbers 
of landless (and frequently unemployed) farm laborers, however, a re
distribution of land of very minor proportions was undertaken. The reform 
legislation envisaged purchases of land by the state and re-sale to those 
deserving land. In some cases expropriation was provided for. In practice 
very little land was directly expropriated, and that chiefly estates owned 
by foreigners living abroad. Land taxes contributed to the parcellation of 
some estates, although it should be noted that this had little effect on the 
largest estates, which for the most part are under entail and relatively 
tax-free." 

The land affected by the reform was to be distributed to disabled war 
veterans, widows of veterans, and farm workers. Additional lands could 
be granted to increase the size of small holdings, to provide building and 
garden plots for landless artisans, to public officials, to communes and 
farming societies, and to institutions. Actually, the lands distributed were 
almost exclusively small building plots, and small agricultural plots for 
landless agricultural workers. The total area of land so distributed was 
very small. Only about 604,000 hectares of land were given to some 
686,000 new proprietors;" the area amounted to about 6.~ per cent of the 
total area of the country. When it is recalled that a substantial part of this 

•• For details concerning the reform legislation and its effects, see M. Arnold 
Daniel, "Land Reform in Hungary," The .tfdMnc•""'"' of s,;,,..,, 6:149-160, 
July, 19,2; Karl Ihrig, "Agrarian Reform In Hungary," Int•malio7141 Bm•• of 
.tfgricultur•, 22:M1E-85,E, 869E-882E, November and December, 1931; Intema
tional Institute of Agriculture, .tfgricultural Probl~tru ;,. Thrir It~tlrftiJtional 41-
p•ct, pp. 865-858; Kerc!k, loc. cit.; A. Kormendy-l':kes, "Big Estateo In Hungary," 
Hungaria• Quarterly, 8:48-68, Spring, 1937; League of Nations, European Con
ference on Rural Life, Hungary (in serieo, National Monographs drawn up by 
Governments), Publication No. 27 (Geneva: 1939), pp. 61-6._ The lnterpretetiona 
of the effects of the agrarian reform~ In the last of the foreg~ing references must 
be viewed with eonsiderable reservation. An even more queotionable discussion Ia 
that of Ivan Edgar Nagy, "Agriculture and the Agricultural ~conomle Polley of 
Hungary," in 0. S. Morgan, ed., .tfgricultural Byll•,.. of Middl• Evropf (New 
York• The Macmillan Co~ 1983), Chap. V. 

" An additional 90,000 hectereo were distributed as small tenancleo, preonmably 
to agricultural laborers. Computed from date In Hungary, Office Central Royal 
Hongrois de Statistique, ,4,......,;r, StatilliqtH HonfttOil, 1931 (Budspeott 1983), 
pp. 7._75. 
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division did not affect agricultural land at all, the minor character of the 
reform becomes evident. 

S. Hungarian agricultural organization departs sharply from the 
Eastem European pattern common in the Interwar period of small peasant 
proprietorship. The Hungarian land was worked for the most part by 
landless workers and by small holders who had plots too small to support 
a family, and who therefore had to seek employment on the large estates. 
This pattem was not appreciably altered by the agrarian reforms. 

The development of agriculture in the direction of large-seale enter
prises naturally resulted in a greater division of labor in Hungary than 
was common in Eastern Europe. Estates normally employed technically 
trained managers, field supervisors, personal servants, farm serva.ots, 
harvesting gangs under collective agreement, and various types of day 
laborers. The latter two groups might be mainly composed of holders of 
minute plots of land, although landless migratory workers were also in
cluded. A.. shown in Table 6, almost 40 per cent of those actively en-

TABLE 6 

Number and Percentage Distribution of Farm Workers of Vari
ous Classes in Hungary, 19301 

Classes of Workers Number PerCent 

Holders and Their Families l,u1,464 60.91 

In:t";denta '700,468 8U8 
Mem rs of the family 186,988 26.48 

Employees and Aaxlliarles 798JJ91 89.09 

Funetlonaries and employees 11,611 0.28 
Supervisors 868 0.04. 
Clerkl, workers, day laborers 11611,0511 2'7.811 
Apprentices 811'7 O.Oll 
Other auxiliary persons 222,106 10.98 

Total 2,()81~1 100.00 

1 Based upon data from Hungary, Oftiee Central Royal Hongrola de Statlstique, 
..flllltiGir• Btatutiq .. Btn~groU, 1938 (Budapest• 19~), p. 1'7. 

gaged in agriculture were neither property holders nor members of their 
families ... 

Labor relations, and the conditions of labor over which disputes might 

.. The statlsties unfortunately do not Indicate bow many of the agricultural 
employees may bold small plou of land. In any event, the economic and aoclal 
position of nch employees would not diller greatly (except possibly In the direction 
of 1- aeeurity) from that of the deputat workers who are given small piote of land 
aa part of their remuneration. For somewhat comparable otatlstles for 1910 and 
1920, lee Louia G. Michael, ..fgrievltvral 8""'"'11 of EvTop•: BuJOgaTy, United States 
Department of Agrleulture, Teclmlcal Bulletin No. 160 (Waah!DjJtona 1980), p. 11. 
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arise, were regulated in detail by legislation. The Hungarian state did not 
look with favor upon independent organization for collective action, ex
cept within the rather rigid framework prescribed by law. Yet the de
pendence of estate owners on agricultural laborers was so great, and so 
crucial at the time of the grain harvests, that considerable bargaining 
power remained with the farm workers. This bargaining was naturally en
hanced during periods of industrial expansion when alternative oppor
tunities for employment were present, and conversely diminished when op
portonities for industrial and/ or agricultural employment were falling off. 

Deputat workers, in Hungary as elsewhere, were paid mainly in kind, 
including food, shelter, fodder for livestock, and an allotment of groond. 
The law required that the employer allot land of quality comparable to 
the average of the employer's land for the same crop. The employer 
furnished the work of horses sufficient to cultivate the land, tools, and 
cartage to the nearest mill for that part of the wage paid in grain. The 
grain paid as wages had to be of the same quality as the first-class crop 
intended for sale. Products that formed part of the payment in kind and 
that should by their nature be delivered daily, such as milk and fodder, 
had to be so delivered. Other payments, including any cash payments, 
were to be made promptly. For his part, the deputatist was required to 
cultivate hia land satisfactorily, as well as perform other duties as 
required.•• 

Farm servants, including depntatists, might in emergencies be required 
to do any type of work, but in ordinary circumstances only that work for 
which they were engaged. Servants were ordinarily onder annual contract, 
although they might be engaged for as short a time as one month. The law 
specified in detail the circumstances under which either the employer or 
employee could terminate the contract, and the notice required onder 
various circumstances. Farm servants had a service book, in which the 
employer was to enter the servant's employment record, without comment 
on qualifications, at the expiration of a contract. 

Other laborers, including more or less permanent estate employees, 
could be paid mainly or entirely in kind. This even applied to harvest 
workers onder collective contract (part of the terms of which were not 
subject to bargaining, but were specified by law). In periods of rising 
prices, the employer might prefer to pay his workers in cash; in periods 
of falling prices, payments in kind might constitute the total payment, the 
workers thereby constituting part of the con_s?mers.•• . 

4. The legislation regulating the conditions of farm labor mamly 

"This summary Is chiefly based on Jntematlonal.Labour ~ce, TAo La"'"" tho 
Contract of Employmont of .tfgrict~ltural Work1r1 '" .tfwtna, G•rmafly afld Hu,... 
gary, Studies and Reports, Series K, No. 10 (~eneva: 1930). See al'!!' 1ntemat~onal 
Labour Office, "The Agricultural Labour S:tuatlon In Hungary, lflt•matoo_, 
Labour .R•ww, 25:678-678, May, 1932; International Labour Office, T~• .R•pr,.,,._ 
tatio" and Organilatio" of 4gricultur1Jl Work!"• pp. 15_1-157; M:klclo M6~1cs, 
"Landless Agricultural Wo~kers In Hungary, lntornaho_, Labour ,R..,....,, 
28:518-580, October, 1988. 

•• M6rlcs, loo. cit., p. 627. 
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originated from periods before the First World War, some of the provisions 
dating from the nineteenth centnry. On the one hand, their effeet-and 
indeed their intent-was to ensure a relatively permanent and tractable 
labor supply, with little opportunity for the workers materially to improve 
their economic or social position. On the other hand, the prevention of 
independent action upon the part of landless workers and small holders 
necessitated a modicum of protection and regulation of working conditions. 
Even this protection, however, emphasized personal dependency relations. 
Thus, sickness insurance was not provided by the state, but rather the em
ployer of a farm servant was required to provide medical care and hospital
isation. Other employees had to be given temporary medical treatment if 
their normal residence was in another commune. 11 Agricultnral workers 
using machinery were provided with accident insurance, the cost of which 
was paid by the employer. More recently, disability and old-age pensions 
were established for male workers on a state-wide compulsory basis. These 
were the first major inroads upon the principle of personal responsibility 
of employers. These provisions· did not apply to women, who were like
wise unprotected, by other special legislation with respect to labor con
ditions.•• 

The number of workers and small holders who had to depend upon em
ployment in agricultnre ensured seasonal unemployment of substantial 
proportions. The number of days of employment during the year might 
nry from 80 to 220, depending on the year and the area. When industrial 
curtailment coincided with a poor agricultural market (as it normally did), 
the ranks of unemployed farm workers were swelled by industrial em
ployees retnrning to their native villages in search of, employment or 
support." 

ROUMANIA 

Perhaps more than any other of the Eastern European succession states, 
or countries experiencing major territorial changes as a result of the First 
World War, Roumania during the interwar period exhibited a diversity 
of property and tenure systems in its several regions. Certainly the di
versity was greater than that prevailing in Poland and Czechoslovakia, 
which also incorporated territories previously ruled by different govern
menta and inBuenced by divergent institntional systems. Perhaps the 
closest approximation to the diversity of Roumanian economic institntions 
was to be found in Yugoslavia. 

It may be useful to recall that to the Old Kingdom of Roumania (Mol
davia and Walachia or Muntenia) the peace settlements added Bessarabia 
from Russia, Bukovina from Austria, Transylvania (including Crisana, 

11 See Tu Ltral "" tho Ccn&trad of Employment of 4gricvltvral W <Wkoro ••• , 
pp. 87-43. 

uSee European Conference on Rural Life, Hvngary, pp. 72-74.. 
n International Labour Office, "The Agricultural Labour Situation In Hungary," 

loe. eit.; Jan61 Saeibert, "Le chbmage agrlcole en Hongrle," Magyar Btatiutikal 
s-z.. 17:866-881, A prO, 1939. 
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Maramures, and the Banat) from Hungary. Moreover, the southern part 
of Dobrudja had been acquired from Bulgaria on the eve of the First 
World War, and was not fully integrated into the national structure until 
after the war: These areas not only had varied institutional arrangements 
before becommg a part of Roumania, but that variation was regarded as so 
great as to prevent uniform land reform legislation after the war. Thus 
it is impossible to outline a property and tenure system that would b~ 
uniformly accurate for all sections of the country. Indeed, even the differ
ences in area measures were perforce preserved in the distribution of land, 
the former Hungarian areas using arpents (that is, cadastral jochs) rather 
than hectares. The review of property, tenure, and labor systems must 
accordingly proceed by regions. . 

1. Throughout Roumania the typical mode of land tenure waa the 
private cultivation of small holdings. Large estates were few in number, 
and of small consequence with reference to the total cultivable land. Within 
this common pattern, however, the detailed regulation of sise, alienability, 
succession, and the like varied greatly by region. 

The land reforms effectively abolished feudal tenures, which had per
sisted in various modified forms until the First World War, but did not 
abolish tenancy. In some cases a nominally cash rental actually paid by 
annual labor contracts continued to be the practice. Although enct data 
on forms of tenancy and classes of tenants are not available, it is claimed 
that the bulk of the tenant farming on the large estates was contributed by 
peasant share cultivators, and not, as before the reform, by entrepreneurs 
renting whole estates and operating them through sub-tenants or hired 
workers. Statistics for 1927 indicate the following percentages of the 
arable land held in tenancy in the several regions: Old Kingdom, 8.4 per 
cent; Transylvania, 8.1 per cent; Bessarabia, 8.4 per cent; Bukovina, 7.8 
per cent. •• Since tenancy chiefly affected the eultivation of larger holdings 
in Roumania, it is understandable that the foregoing percentages of the 
arable area so held are in every case higher than the corresponding figures 
for the proportion of owners who let out land."" 

Share tenancy (metayage) was more common in the days immediately 
following the reforms, since many peasants subsequently granted title to 
lands were in the position of share tenants during the time of expropria
tion and resettlement. The expropriation of large areas of large estates, 
and the entire area of those estates held by foundations, corporations, 
foreigners and those living outside the country-all served to reduce 
materially' the tenant farming of large estates and increase the number of 
farms, large and small, cultivated by their owners. in ll . 

The reduction in the number and extent of large estates a reg1on1 
similarly diminished the importance of hired agricultural labor. 

Since the agrarian reforms primarily affected arable lands, communal 

"David Mltrany Tho Land and th• Poa~aRI '" Rt~maftia, Publications of the 
Carnegie Endowme~t for International Peace (London: Humphrey MUforcl, Cis
ford University Press, 1930), pp. 246-241. 

••Ibid. 
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oW'tlership of pastures, as well as large private holdings of forests and 
pastures, was little affected. However, some limitations were placed on 
the extensity of such areas under whatever ownership. These limitations 
were applied most stringently in Transylvania. 

The agrarian reform laws for all regions of Greater Roumania were 
intended to establish and maintain peasant proprietorship. Thus, previous 
rules of the civil law were modified with respect to both alienability and 
succession. Since division in kind bad been formerly practiced in nearly 
all regions (it was less extensive in Bessarabia), the new agrarian laws 
attempted to prevent continued subdivision. In the Old Kingdom and 
Bukovina, a non-divisible minimum of 2 hectares was established (this 
applied only to crop lands and not to kitchen gardens, vineyards, and the 
like). The new law allowed inheritance undivided in kind, but with money 
payments for other heirs or a single undivided inheritance up to 50 hec
tares. Similar laws were applied in Transylvania, but the areas affected 
were arpents rather than hectares.•• This amounted to placing a minimum 
area of 2 hectares (or 2 arpents in Transylvania) under entail, but with 
an allowable entailed holding up to 50 hectares or arpents. While entailed 
lands were established for small holdings, the mortmain lands of the 
churches and various foundations were expropriated. In principle, the ex-

. propriation of arable lands under mortmain was complete, but some ex
ceptions were made for allotments to the clergy and for similar uses. 
Mortmain estate' had been particularly extensive in Hungary, where 
nrious churches and educational institutions had been mainly supported 
by rents. 

Before the agrarian reforms peasant lands in most of the regions had 
not been protected against subdivision, but had been inalienable. The in
evitable result was successive parcellation. The new laws reversed the 
restrictions, providing for an indivisible minimum but also for alienabil
ity under certain restrictions. Thus, lots could be sold only to Roumanian 
citisena who were already cultivators or who held agricultural degrees, in 
either case the prospective purchaser becoming the direct cultivator. The 
lands distributed under the reform were inalienable during the payment 
of the resettlement price and for five years after the title deed had been 
aeeured. The land could not be sold to anyone who would thereby own 

.more than 25 hectares of arable land. In Bessarabia this maximum was 
reduced to 20 hectares. The state reserved the right of pre-emption in all 

H lbi4~ pp. 161-162. Mitrany'a work constitutea the principal source from which 
are drawn materialo on tenure systema and the agrarian reform• In the several 
reglona of Roumania. Considerably leao detailed summariea are given by Valerio 
Bercarn, L4 r4formtJ agrair• .,. .Roumanio (Pari11 Librairie Universitaire J. 
Gamber, 1928); Ollndo Goml, "Land Reform in Rumania," Int•nudio""' Labo"r 
.Rn>lno, 22:~2, October, 1940; Louio G. Michael, ..fgrictdtural Bvr'D•Y of Eor 
ropo: Tu Danub• B ...... ; Part I, ,R.......,.io, B"lgaria, an<J Y "go•lt~'Oia, United 
Stateo Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin No. 126 (Washington: 1929) 1 
:emile Petrini, "Land Reform In Rumania," lntsrnatioMI .Ro'Oiow of ..fgricultur1, 
22:67E-107E, March, 1931. See also ECRL No.4., pp. 62-64.; C. Evelpidl, L11 4t<Jtl 
l>alkarolqtH1 (Parlo1 Llbralrle Arthur Rou11eau, 1980), pp. 82-67, 
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sales of resettlement lands, and in all sales involving areas of GO hectares 
or more. Mortgageability was sharply limited on lands under 25 hectares 
in extent, but legislation in 1987 relaxed the restrictions on alienability 
and indebtedness. 

It appears that for the most part the agrarian reforms did not establish 
absolute~y ~iform tenure principles even within each region, aa the new 
rules primarily affected those areas redistributed from state and expro
priated lands. Thus, small holdings held privately before the reforma and 
the residual areas of large estates were· apparently little affected by the 
new legislation. The requirement in Transylvania that land not expro
priated could not be leased for less than seven years, and with equal 
preference to cultivators and cooperative societiea, provides a notable ex
ception to the general tendency. On the other hand, the agrarian reforms 
affected a substantial proportion of the farm area and may be assumed to 
have established a general pattem in tenure principles. 

2. The close geographical proximity of the revolutionary movement In 
Russia, a proximity fostered by the close contact between Roumanian and 
Russian troops on the Eastern Front during the war, made agrarian re
forms in Roumania a virtual necessity to ensure social stability. It is, of 
course, extremely doubtful that any of the Eastern European agrarian 
reforms were undertaken on the "purely economic" grounds som.,times 
claimed for them. Yet it seems safe to say that political and nationalistic 
considerations figured more prominently in Roumania than in most other 
Eastern European countries. 

Until the time of the agrarian reforms, modified forms of feudal tenures 
had prevailed in most regions, and were especially marked in the Old 
Kingdom. The "freeing" of the serfs in 1864. had been accomplished by 
giving them some two-thirds of the land of the estates, but usually the 
poorest land. The division of holdings through succession rather quickly 
made these plots too small to support a family. Additional arable land and, 
until1907, all pasture land was therefore "rented"' from the landlord. But 
since the peasants could not pay rents in cash, share tenancy developed to 
some extent. More commonly, however, the lands were rented by pay
ments in labor on the landlord"s estate by the peasant. Since he was in a 
poor bargaining position, the peasant frequently worked a great man! 
days for the privilege of cultivating a small extra plot of land. The modi
fication of feudal tenure was if anything, therefore, in the direction of 
increased exploitation of the peasant. 

In all of the regions added to Roumania after the First World War 
large estates and tiny peasant holdings bad prevailed. In Bukovina, the 
granting of lands to the peasants upon their freedom from serfdom in 1848 
was conditional upon remuneration of the landlords. To pay th~se charges, 
as well as other capital additions, the peasants mortgaged their farms at 
usurious rates of interest, and frequently lost their plots to speculators. 
The debt burden and the practice of subdivision through succession placed 
the peasants in a precarious economic position. In Bessarabia the land re-
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forms sponsored by the Russian government around 1907 had been largely 
subverted by minor functionaries. Although some communal cultivation 
continued (following the mir pattern), large private estates prevailed in 
the north, and very small peasant holdings in the south. In Transylvania, 
various reforms carried out after the freeing of the serfs did not seriously 
modify the property distribution typical of areas under Hungarian rule: 
a rather large number of very small holdings, and a few tremendous estates 
occupying about half of the total area. 

In the Old Kingdom, the land reform laws totally expropriated all 
arable land (including meadows and pastures fit for cultivation) belong
ing to the state, public and private institutions, and the total extent of 
estates belonging to foreigners and absentees. Other large private estates 
were expropriated on a progressive scale, allowing a residual minimum of 
100 hectares arable, and a maximum of 500 hectares. These amounts, how
ever, originally referred to estates and not to proprietors, so that it was 
still possible for a single proprietor to own several estates falling within 
the 10G-500 hectares range. This was modified by subsequent legislation, 
which was so interpreted as to place an absolute maximum of 500 hectares 
for a single proprietor. Former owners were compensated at a maximum 
rate of forty times the rent fixed for 1916, payable by the state on a long
term basis. Only about half of this amount was to be paid directly by the 
peasant, also on a long-term basis, although the additional expense to the 
state naturally figured in subsequent taxes paid by the new proprietors. 

In Bukovina, the following types of properties were expropriated in 
full: those belonging to foreigners (those who were not Roumanians or 
cimens of the region in 1914), to absentees (living outside Greater Ron
mania), to individuals who had lost their civil rights, estates farmed out 
for nine consecutive years before 1919, and mortmain estates. The maxi
mum to be retained by a single cultivator was fixed at 250 hectares, which 
could be reduced to t hectares if neither the owner nor his parents had 
been cultivators. Communal property in excess of grazing and other needs 
was expropriated. A. in other regions, forest and unproductive land ex
propriated became the property of the state. Compensation provisions 
were similar to those for the Old Kingdom. 

In Bess arabia the following were expropriated in full: former state and 
crown domains, estates belonging to foreigners who had not elected Rou
manian cimenship, estates rented out for five consecutive years, mortmain 
estates, and those belonging to towns but not required for purpO'Ses of 
town planning. All areas in excess of 100 hectares of arable land per pro
prietor were expropriated without exception, and the law provided for 
further expropriation if necessary. Compensation was similar to that in 
other regions, with the state absorbing one-fourth of the cost. 

In Transylvania the legislation was extremely ambiguous, and all of 
the central provisions were modified by numerous and Imprecise excep
tions. Estates that were without significant exception subjected to com
plete expropriation were those belonging to foreigners (that is, those who 
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had or would elect foreign citizenship), and those belonging to institutions 
not located in Roumania. Other estates subject to complete or partial ex
propriation, with numerous exceptions and qualifications, included: prop
erties acquired during the war, estates over 600 arpenta in size, various 
institutional and mortmain holdings, communal holdings beyond a per 
capita allowance, and estates rented out for a period of years. In fixing 
compensation for expropriated land in Transylvania, more latitude was 
allowed the commissions charged with the reforms than in the other re
gions. Payments and transfers were also arranged more quickly, so that 
interim rentals payable to the landlord or to the state were not so common 
there as elsewhere. 

It appears that in all regions expropriated forest and unproductive land 
became state property, as did the subsoil of land distributed to new pro
prietors. 

The distribution of land itaelf involved a complicated process of de
termining the order of priority for various classes of claimants to land, 
and the preparation of lista of such claimants in terms of their appropriate 
positions. For the Old Kingdom the order of preference was: those mobil
ized in the World War, those mobilized in the Balkan war of 1918, war 
widows in trust for their children, landless cultivators, cultivators with 
very small holdings (under 5 hecta-res), and war o-rphans. Within any one 
catego-ry, additional priorities were established: war invalids, peasants who 
had labo-red on the estate being divided, peasants who had stock and a 
settled fa-rm, those with more child-ren, those who were older. Others we-re 
also allowed to claim land after the foregoing claims had been satisfied: 
holders of agricultural degrees, rural priesta, teachers, and civil func
tionaries. Subsequently, land allotments we-re allowed to decorated military 
heroes who previously had not been cultivators. 

In Bukovina full holdings of 4-8 hectares and "colonization Iota" of II 
hectares were established, with first p-reference to those having no land at 
all, and to those who ceded their previous property righta in favor of new 
allotment&. Complementary Iota were allowed to those having farms of 
less than 4o hectares, and Iota were also granted to village priesta and rural 
schools. 

In Bessarabia the order of preference was considerably different, as is 
evident from the following priority list: holders of plots under 6-8 hec
tares to be granted supplementa-ry plota to achieve the minimum size, full 
holdings to be distributed to landless peasanta living on the estate to be 
divided, and supplementa-ry Iota to those living in the vicinity. The last 
group could be counted in the third group if they ceded their existing 
rights to the state. Additional allotments of various sizes were made to 
teacher-training colleges, rural schools, regiment& in training, and to 
various establishments for experimental and similar agricultural work. 
Later special allotments were made to members of the provisional assembly 
that convened to unite the province with Roumania, and the 100 hectare 
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muimum was revised upward for those landowners whose daughters mar
ried officers. of the Roumanian army. 

In Transylvania the expropriation and resettlement were designed to 
proceed as a single process, permission even being given for voluntary 
agreements between landlords and peasant purchasers, provided that the 
general intention of the reform was not violated. The general order of 
preference was: local residents, those who suffered because of the war, and 
war invalids capable of working the land. Mobilized peasants received gen
eral preference. Complementary plots for those holding less than 5 arpents 
took precedence, followed by new plots for landless laborers and servants. 
The sbe of the holdings allotted varied by region and by the capacity 
(including the capital) of the new proprietors to work the land. 

lu already noted, lands affected by the agrarian reforms became more 
easily alienable than they had been under previous_ land laws, although 
some restrictions still applied. On the other hand, ·division throu-gh suc
cession was limited but only by establishing a very small indivisible mini
mum. Since only minor attempts at consolidation of holdings were under
taken (as in the provisions for cession of previous plots in return for 
consolidated allotments), and complementary plots for small holders were 
granted in all regions, the reform did little to alleviate the serious scat
tering of holdings. The entirely new holdings were for the most part con
solidated, but still subjected to division through succession down to the 
minimum of 2 hectares or 2 arpents. Some slight consolidation was begun 
in 1980 in Dobrudja, a region where scattering was extreme. For the most 
part, however, the agrarian reforms did little to modify the traditional 
pattern of village residence, with· or without communal pastures, and 
scattered, mostly unfenced, plots in the surrounding area. 

With respect to the area affected by the reforms, the strict limitation of 
large estates, the small areas given to new proprietors, the increase in 
parcellation, and the more or less precipitous character of the changes in 
tenure, the Roumanian land reforms are customarily classified as "radical." 
Such a classification is confirmed by the economic consequences of the land 
distribution, noted more fully in Chapter IV." In the characteristics noted 
above Roumania ranks with the Baltic states as areas marked by extreme 
reforms, without, however, the compensating advantages of size of hold
ings, state-aided capitalization, and other opportunities for employment 
that characterized economic development in the latter states. 

IJ. and 4r. Since Roumanian agricnlture became predominantly a sys
tem of peasant cnltivation, the use of employed labor was not extensive. 
There are no available data on the proportion of those gainfully occupied 
in agricnlture who were hired workers, and a fortiori no data on the occu
pational distribution of such workera. 

Workera engaged by the year were housed and fed, and paid monthly 
cub wages in addition. Day laborera, the demand for whose servicea was 

"See Ibrlg, "Lea reawtats des rHormes agralres d'apds-guerre," Joo. oit.J .Jur
~rea-Seraohim. Joo. oil, 
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probably small, were paid wages that differed widely by distriet and 
s~ason. These ,laborers usually were fed, but no special housing was pro
VIded. Seasonal. workers were under collective agreement, with a gang 
leader representmg the group in negotiations. It is reported that there was 
a shortage of skilled laborers. 01 

There was apparently no special legislation applying to agricultural 
employment, a lack made less surprising if the small importance of large
scale agriculture be considered. 

YUGOSLAVIA 

The interwar territory of Yugoslavia, like that of Roumania, was com
posed of a central state (Serbia) tracing direct continuity to the prewar 
period, and several regions which were formerly under the rule of other 
governments. It is accordingly necessary again to take account of the di
vergent institutional developments of the several provinces that were 
united as the Kingdom of the South Slavs. 

It may be recalled that in addition to the South Serbian territory ac
quired from Turkey in the Balkan wars, and not fully incorporated into 
the institutional structure until after the First World War, the new king
dom incorporated: Dalmatia and Carniola from Austria, Croatia-Slavonia 
and parts of the south of Old Hungary (chiefly the Voyvodina) from Hun
gary, the semi-autonomous Austro-Hungarian provinces of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, and the independent state of Montenegro. In South Serbia 
and Bosnia and Herzegovina the influence of long Turkish domination was 
clearly evident at the time of the founding of the new kingdom. The 
troubled political history of the other areas was likewise reflected in the 
economic institutions, and in areas like the Dalmatian coast agrarian sys
tems instituted under the Roman Empire survive into the modern world. 

1. The feudal domination of the Ottoman conquerors, abetted by local 
noblemen, left its imprint on most of the southern regions of the interwar 
territory of Yugoslavia. Only in Montenegro did a substantial area with
stand Turkish military and social domination. But the various sections of 
the region of the South Slavs exhibit quite divergent results of Turkish 
influence. Thus, in North Serbia virtual independence from the Ottoman 
Empire was gained in 1880, and complete independence in 1877. The 
Turkish landlords abandoned their domains, and the hereditary tenants 
(serfs) simply came into full proprietary possession of the lands they had 
been cultivating. Long before the agrarian reforms following the First 
World War therefore, old Serbia was a region of small peasant propri
etors. Tena~cy and agricultural employment were of little importance.•• 

Turkish domination of the land tenure system in Ser~ia contributed to 
the deeline of communal ownership by village-kinship groups (11adrug.e ). 

•• See Gornl, loe. cit. 
It Unless otherwise Indicated, the present ~~mmary "' based ?n [Otto] ."on 

Prange§ "The Agrarian Reform In Yugoslavia, b•torMtoonal R'"''"' of .A.gncuf.
turl, 2S:89E-IOOE, 126E-1S6E, 17'E-198E, 209E-230E, 269E-287E, 811E-827E, 
March-August, 19M. 
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The process was further accelerated upon the collapse of Ottoman feudal
ism by the adoption in Serbia of a modified Napoleonic Civil Code, which 
took no account of ancient tribal organization. Some pastures and wood
lands remained as communal holdings, and nomadic pastoral groups re
tained communal rights to mountain pastures and customary rights of 
free passage between winter and summer pastures. Succession to culti
vated land, and some of the pastures, was by division in kind among male 
heirs. However, during the interwar period there persisted a system of 
entail in an attempt to ensure a minimum holding (house, garden, equip
ment, and land requiring two days to plow). This entailed portion was also 
inalienable and could not be hypothecated. This rule did not prevent suc
cessive subdivision, but did prevent the peasant from securing credit for 
the purchase of additional land. 00 

South Serbia (chiefly the Y"9goslav province of Vardar) remained under 
Turkish rule until19U, and was not effectively brought within the legal 
control of the Slavs until after the First World War. An extremely com
plex system of property relations had developed under Turkish rule. The 
most common had been a feudal tenure system, whereby hereditary serfs 
(here called cifci) had tilled the ground and paid their feudal dues in kind 
and in labor service. But there were also various types of share tenancies 
for fixed lengths of time, nxed rentala in cash or kind, and farm servants 
( m0t11ci) who were paid partly in kind and by an allotment of land to 
which they had usufructary rights (thus closely resembling the depu
tatists of Central Europe). Some arable as well as pasture lands were 
communally owned. In the general scramble for land that followed Turkish 
defeat and the postwar political and economic disorganization, the com
mon practice was for all classes of tenants to take and retain possession of 
the land they bad cultivated without legal or judicial ceremony. This 
process was not without conflict, especially among the cultivators them
lelves, since rights were poorly defined, boundaries were extremely hazy, 
areas had never been precisely determined, and all written records were 
subject to falsification. The uncertainty concerning property rights was 
enhanced by a considerable political instability. This state of affairs con
tinued unchecked for the first decade of the interwar period, and to a 
lesser degree thereafter. The final settlement left former serfs in legal 
possession as individual proprietors with rights subject only to the Civil 
Code. The claims of other tenants and former laborers were not allowed; 
the land was returned to the landlord subject to partial expropriation on 
behalf of tenants, laborers, or others having a claim to land under the 
general principles of the agrarian reform for the· whole country. Thus, it 
appear• that some fixed and share tenancies remained, although the num
ber of those in actual possession of the soU who were not aubsequently 
dispossessed undoubtedly reduced the extent of tenancy. The reduction 

oo See Mljo MlrkoYif, "The Land Question In Jugoala'l'la," Tho Slaflonitl B•"""'' 
1':38~ Janua17, 1938. 
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was further facilitated by the confiscation of the estates of Moslem land
lords and by other features of the agrarian reform. 

Communal ownership of forests and pastures still prevailed in S th 
Serbia, but few if any arable lands were so owned. Succession follo':ed 
the general Serbian pattern of division among male heirs. This was modi
fied only in the case of the rather numerous resettlement holdings formed 
as small and medium-sized family farms from state lands and m~re espe
cially from lands left unoccupied through the death or flight of former 
holders. Even for these plots, however, the limitation on subdivision lasted 
only for the period (three to ten years) during which title to the land was 
incomplete. For such holdings, however, there was a permanent injunction 
against mortgages in favor of private creditors. The land was alienable , 
but agricultural cooperative societies and local beneficiaries of the agrarian 
reforms had prior rights of purchase, and the restriction on incurrence of 
debts held for subsequent owners. 

Only a few areas of Montenegro ~ere under Turkish rule, and the 
abolition of feudal tenures in those areas followed the same pattern as in 
the adjoining areas of South Serbia. However, it is not clear whether the 
abolition of these tenures resulted in the establishment of individual hold
ings, or whether the land so freed was incorporated into the system of 
communal ownership found elsewhere in Montenegro. lu the only sub
stantial area of Southeast Europe never under Turkish domination, the 
main portion of Montenegro retained the traditional Slavic system of land 
tenure by a village kinship group. 

Before the First World War Bosnia and Herzegovina had gained a 
nominal independence, chiefly by ~irtue of the declining power of the 
Ottoman Empire and the ascendancy of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 
The intermediate and somewhat indeterminate position of the area is re
llected in the mixture of Moslem feudal land tenures and private peasant 
holdings. The latter were of considerably less importanCe than the former, 
and only developed in the areas most strongly under Austro-Hungarian 
influence. The persistence of the Turkish feudal system after the territory 
had come under Austro-Hungarian hegemony is worthy of comment. The 
independence from Turkish rule was gained gradually. Elsewhere in 
Southeastern Europe a war of political liberation from the Ottoman Em
pire was accompanied by an internal revolution overthrowing the politico
economic domination of feudal chieftains. In the absence of a definitive 
and violent severance of political ties, internal revolution did not come 
about in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Moreover, conversion to Mohammedan
ism had gone much further in these areas than in other adjoinjng states 
except Albania. Thus the landlords, and to a certain extent the peasan~, 
followed the Moslem feudal principles of land tenure even when the1r 
political structure became tied to that of the Austro-Hung~rian E';"pire. 

/uide from free peasant holdings, the land tenure system m Bosrua and 
Herzegovina was primarily that of various types of feudal estates farmed 
by semi-free serfs (kmet•) whose payments to the landlord included both 
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a share of the produce and various labor duties. The land reforms trans
formed these feudal holdings into free property. Tenancy was almost en
tirely abolished. The land distributed (or rather, the titles transferred) 
was given to families, and not to individuals. The families who thus be
came property owners, were, however, apparently the "small" families 
and not the larger kinship organizations (aadruge ). The effect of this pro
cedure was thus not to create truly communal ownership of cultivated 
lands, but rather to establish an effective entail and to prevent subdivision 
through succession. It would appear that family ownership would also 
limit alienability and debt encumbrances. Pastures and some forest Ianda 
were owned communally. 

Feudal tenures had been effectively abolished during the last century in 
the former Austrian section of present Yugoslavia (roughly Carniola or 
Slovenia). But large estates and various types of tenancy had persisted. 
The operation of the agrarian reform apparently reduced tenancy to a 
minimum, and so divided the large estates that few opportunities for agri
cultural employment existed. The typical holding here, as elsewhere in the 
country, was the small or very small plot. In those parts of Slovenia most 
influenced by Germanic institutions the size of the holdings was somewhat 
protected by the practice of undivided succession. Lands affected by the 
agrarian reforms were, in the case of the allotments for which the peasant 
had to pay part of the landlord's compensation, inalienable until the pay
ment had been guaranteed ·by proper authority, and other legitimate 
charges (especially debts to agricultural societies) had been met. Even 
after the property became alienable, however, the state retained the right 
of pre-emption for ten years. Lots assigned to war volunteers without pay
ment were made inalienable for five years. The area of mortmain estates 
(mostly church lands) was reduced, as was the communal or private forest 
area. As in other regions, communal pastures still prevailed. 

The northern sections of Yugoslavia that were a part of Old Hungary 
·(chiefly Voyvodina, or the modern Yugoslav province of Dunavska) and 
the Hungarian-ruled region of Croatia-Slavonia may be treated as a aingle 
unit with regard to property relations. Feudal tenures in this area had 
been effectively abolished during the last century, and some redistribution 
of land had taken place. However, aome large properties persisted, 
farmed by laborers or tenants. Following the postwar agrarian reforms, 
there was little tenancy, and the practice of the entrepreneurial renting of 
large farms and subletting waa definitely forbidden. Breaking up the large 
estates resulted in the predominance of very small peasant holdings. There 
was still some demand for hired agricultural labor in vineyards, and dur· 
ing the harvest 1eason In Dunavska. Communal ownership of pastures and 
woodlands continued, although the area of such holdings was limited. The 
communal farming of cultivated land and the renting of communal land for 
the partial support of the village practically disappeared. The pattern of 
ownership by kinship groups gave way to division of such lands as private 
holding•. These private holdings were alienable, and Inheritance was by 
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division in kind. The only limits on alienability were those appl • t 
land distributed as a result of the reform legislation and were the ;a:~ 0 

applied in Slovenia.•• ' as 
On the Dalmatian coast of Yugoslavia the remnants of feudal tenure 

lasted longer, and in more varied forms, than in any other section of the 
country. Although tenures involving labor duties as well as a share of 
produce (the kmet system) were nominally abolished by the general re
form legislation of 1919, applied specifically to Dalmatia in 1980, the 
actual transfer of property rights did not begin until 1988. The operation 
of the refo~m affected primarily kmet tenure, "estates" (hereditary lease
holds, survivals of the Roman emphyteusis and scarcely distinguishable 
from private ownership), and other hereditary tenancies involving fixed 
payments without regard to soU use or produce. In these cases the land 
reform transferred unrestricted ownership to tenants of long standing, up 
to 10 hectares per holder. Other tenancies were less affected, since the land 
reform dissolved existing contracts and expropriated part of the area of 
large holdings for the benefit of cultivators, hut did not forbid new con
tractual agreements. Therefore both ordinary fixed-rental tenan~ies and 
the colonat (or share tenancy) systems still existed in the interwar period. 
The operation of the land reform was, however, in the direction of in
creasing the number of small private holdings. Extensive communal pas
tures existed. Succession was by division in kind, but lands were alienable. 
Indeed, the bidding up of land prices by returning migrants was one ol 
the more serious problems of the area, which was characteriaed by a dense 
agricultural population. 

In summary, the sin~le most common form of laud tenure and property 
distribution throughout Yugoslavia was that of the private ownership of 
very small farms, subject to further subdivision with each succeeding 
generation. In most areas this private holding was effectively increased by 
communal pasture and forest lands, and in some areas the kinship group 
maintained the continuity of holdings and the avoidance of the over-small 
and uneconomical plots characteristic of the private holdings. In all sec· 
tiona the smaller farms were likely to be heavily weighted with debts, in
curred as a result of the economic inadequacy of the holding, that tended 
to transfer property rights again out of the hands of the actual cultivators. 

!. Since it has been necessary to review in part the role of the agrarian 
reforms in property distribution and tenure in the various regions of Yugo
slavia, the present summary may be confined to some-of the more important 
features of the reform not yet discussed. 

As previously indicated the property systems prevailing in the several 
regions comprising the n;w Yugoslav state had follow~d quite different 
courses of development. In brief summary, North Serb1a was already an 

11rea of small peasant proprietors. Similar independent holdings were of 
less importance in all the other areas, but n?t entirely lackin~ in any. The 
land tenures of South Serbia and of Bosn1a and Hersegovma were prl-

•• See, In addition to Fraugd, loo. oil4 Mijo Mlrkovif, loo. ""-
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marily the various feudal tenures established under Turkish rule. The 
areas provided different problems for execution of the reforms, however, 
since in the latter two provinces the primary problem was simply that of 
transfer of property rights to cultivators already on the land, whereas the 
fleeing Turks left large areas in South Serbia available for migratory 
settlement from other regions. In Dalmatia also the chief modification 
necessary to establish peasant properties was the transfer of ownership 
from the state or landlords to tenants. In most of Montenegro communal 
ownership prevailed before the reform and remained unaffected by post
war legislation. Croatia-Slavonia and ot}Jer formerly Hungarian areas 
were accordingly the only regions in which agrarian reforms were under
taken under conditions similar to the general pattern in the remainder of 
Eastern and Southeastern Europe-namely, the expropriation of large 
estates and redistribution of land to landless workers and proprietors of 
very small holdings. 

The land reform in South Serbia was complicated by the fact that after 
the First World War all classes of tenants seized the property that they 
had cultivated. It was only after 1988 that part of the farms were returned 
to their original owners, leaving only the former feudal tenants ( kmet• or 
cifci) in undisputed possession without payment, but with payment by the 
state to those landlords still subjects of the state (that is, not Turks). The 
areas not settled, or left vacant by the departure of the Turks, and the 
heavy wartime mortality and emigration of the rural population provided 
opportunity for establishing medium-sized holdings. The authorities were 
not able, however, to prevent widespread '1and-grabbing" both by local 
residents and by immigrants from other areas. Land tenures as finally 
determined by law partly rearranged the distribution of holdings, partly 
legalized the de ftM:to possession of the cultivators. 

In the northern territories, primarily those formerly under Hungarian 
rule, the general policy of expropriating absentee owners (especially for
eigners) entirely, and of reducing large estates through partial expropria
tion was carried out. The amount of land expropriated (and conversely the 
land free from expropriation), the compensation made, and the classes of 
persons to whom land was appropriated varied not only with regional 
economic differences, but with political policies of the time and place. Land 
reform is by definition a political maneuver, but in Yugoslavia it was a 
political weapon subject to vacillation owing to pressure from various 
quarters. Landless workers and tenant farmers pressed their claims for 
land, while landowners held considerable political power. In the absence 
of a consistent, forthright, and definitiye policy, estates were broken up 
and land distributed with scarcely any regard to economic organization. 
Thus agricultural industries were not protected, and little account was 
taken of the capital or ability of prospective small proprietors. Owners 
were given nominal compensation, part of which was borne by the new 
proprietor, but the new property owner frequently emerged with a tiny 
holding without atock or equipment, and at the mercy of creditors or those 
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from whom he had to purchase various services, such as haulage aud plow• 
ing, by a long period of labor. The new holders were, by preference, prop· 
ertyless war veterans. These persons not only lacked capital and training, 
but were frequently met with hostility by members of the local village 
whose demands for land were still not satisfied. In short, the land reforms 
of Yugoslavia, especially those carried out in Croatia-Slavonia and Voy
vodina, finally succeed~d in establishing an "independent" peasantry with 
security of tenure guaranteed by ownership, but with a most precarious 
economic situation. The precariousness of economic position could only 
have been greater had the redistribution of land abolished communal 
property and the village organization of rural life. 

8 and 4. Hired agricultural labor had naturally been of very little im
portance in those areas predominantly characterized by small properties 
or small tenancies. Thus, it was again primarily in the north that agricul
tural laborers working on the large estates, as well as small owners supple
menting their incomes by part-time work for estate owners, were seriously 
affected by the agrarian reforms. Since the land available for distribution 
was so limited that these laborers either got plots too small to support a 
family or received no land at all, these workers were faced with unemploy· 
ment. This situation continued in varying degrees of seriousness through
out the interwar period. Laborers found employment on the remaining 
medium and large farms, emigrated to the towns or abroad, became de· 
pendent on relatives, or made some other equally unsatisfactory adjust
ment.•• 

Most of the agricultural laborers were to be found in the Dunavska 
province, engaged as estate laborers and paid partly in cash and partly in 
jdnd. Some workers of all classes were to be found distributed throughout 
the country. Seasonal workers were primarily peasant proprietors seeking 
outside employment. The accompanying table indicates the small propor
tion of those occupied in agriculture who were wage laborers. It is not 
evident from the official data how small holders who received part of their 
income from outside employment are classified, but it is probable that these 
constituted an additional number of workers competing for limited employ· 
ment opportunities. 

Legislation goveming hours of work, night work of women and children, 
minimum age, minimum wages, collective bargaining, conciliation and arbi
tration did not apply to farm workers. Terms of employment on a local 
basis, however, might be decided by the representatives of labor and the 
employers. 

Social insurance bad no application to agricultural workers except that 
there existed compulsory accident insurance for those workers using farm 
machinery. However, farm laborers were given special privileges through 
the public employment agencies and seasonal workers were given reduced 

•• See Frangel, loo. cit., pp. 132E-185E; D. Yeremltcb, •:The Problems of Agrl· 
cultural Labour In Yugoslavia," Jnt•mational Labour R•""'"'• 88:219-225, August, 
1988. 
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TABLE 7 

Number and Percentage Distribution of Farm Workers of Vari- · 
ous Classes in Yugoslavia, 19311 

Classes of Workers Number PerCent 

Holders and Their Families 4,605,657 90.60 

Proprietors and tenants 1,766,558 84.75 
Members of the family 2,889,104 55.85 

Hired Workers 411,508 9-40 

Functionaries and employees 2,874 0.05 
Laborers 21,482 0.42 
Day laborers and domestics 450,685 8.87 
Apprentices 124 

_... 
Honsehold servants 2,888 0.06 

Total 5,088,160 100.00 

• Leu than .01 per cent. 
I Based upon data In Yugoslavia, Statlstlque Gm~rale d':etat, .4•nuaire Bto.tU

tiqw (Beograd: 1988), pp. 61Hi9. 

railroad fares. The predominance of peasant agriculture meant that the 
political power of landless workers was too small, and their economic bar
gaining power too small in view of the existing demand, to make any 
effective claim for superior terms or conditions of employment. 

BULGARIA 

Although Bulgaria has become involved in all the major European con
flicts during this century, the territory of the country in the interwar 
period had been under Bulgarian rule since the kingdom achieved political 
independence from the Ottoman Empire in 1878. Therefore the basic 
institutional structure is about the same throughout the country. 

1. The feudal system of the Turks, similar in Bulgaria to its organiza
tion in Yugoslavia, was of declining power throughout the nineteenth cen
tury, the nobility gradually transforming the large estates into private 
property. Thus the freedom from Turkish rule directly caused the col
lapse ouly of the remaining feudatory estates (•pahileuk), but not of large 
holdings held as private property (tchftik)." The latter estates were only 
gradually broken up, and some of them remained after the First World 
War. 

The large estates in Bulgaria were farmed by hired laborers rather than 
by tenants with fixed or share rentals. Tenancy thus was not a frequent 

II See ECRL, No. 4, pp. 66-68; Y. G. KoYatchefl', "Agrarian Reform In Bul
sarla," IAter~oatioMJ B.,... of .4griou1Wr•1 211:441E-'72E, October, 19M. ' 
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type ~f holding." The splitting up of large estates through inheritance, 
occa~1onal pu.rcbase of lands by small holders, and especially through suc
cessive agrarian reforms reduced the demand for hired agricultural labor 
to a very low level. 

At the same time that the large private estates were being broken 
after the end of Turkish rule, the saclruga lands were also being broken :~ 
among members for private cultivation. Thus communal land ownership 
was almost limited to forests and pastures. 

Inheritance was during the interwar period almost entirely by subdi
vision among all heirs, and this practice, combined with the usual scattering 
of holdings dating from the apportionment of feudal or communal prop
erty, produced an extreme parcellation and scattering of plots. Even lands 
affected by the agrarian reforms were divisible through succession, and all 
private lands were inalienable. This allowed some selective competition for 
the limited land supply but also the development of a debt structure that at 
times threatened to transfer ownership ,to merchants and others in a posi
tion to lend money. 

Jl· Bulgaria was already predominantly a country of small peasant p~op
erties at the time that ~be agrarian reform movements were sweeping East
ern Europe. Nevertheless, the number of landless peasants and owners of 
tiny plots ensured support for a further apportionment from the lands 
belonging to the state and remaining large estates. The numerical impor
tance of very small holdings is evident from the fact that a farm having 
over 80 hectares of cultivable land was regarded as a "large estate." The 
postwar reform legislation made available for distribution cultivable state 
lands, non-utilized forest and grazing land in dispute between communes, 
and all privately owned cultivable land over 80 hectares in extent. Payment 
was made to private owners, but at a decreasing scale for larger properties. 
The law recognized only minor exceptions (chiefly model farms) to the 
maximum of 80 hectares, but as in other countries passage of a law and its 
application are not the same thing. Nevertheless, by 198t farms having 
more than 80 hectares of cultivated land (arable, gardens, tree and bush 
crops, artificial and natural meadows) comprised only 2. 7 per cent of the 
total cultivated land.11 

In the distribution of available lands, which were far less extensive than 
would have been required to satisfy the "legitimate" demands, those who 
bad been previously landless (unless they bad sold land and squandered 
the money) 

1 
proprietors of tiny plots, Bulgarian refugees from regions 

under foreign rule farm workers who had unusual training or equipment, 
farming specialis:S who would establish model farms, and cooperative 

"Only 2.2 per cent of the total number of holdings were entirely rented, 68.9 
per cent were entirely owned, and the remaining 28.9 per cent were partly owned 
and partly rented. However, the rented land comprised only 10.1 pe~ ce~~ of tf:be : 
tolal agricultural area. All data are for 1984. Computed from B:;!g~ '( !reel~:; 
Gen~rale de Ia Statlstique, ,&,. ....... ;,. Statiltiq•• dv Roya•m• "gane, 
(Softa1 1940), pp. 19~195. 

OIJbid. PP• 19~195. 
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IIOcieties were given preference in that order. As already noted, no distinct 
provisions were made with reference to alienability or succession. More
over, no efFective efFort was made to accomplish consolidation of holdings 
by means of the land distribution, so that the village structure with its 
surrounding and scattered parcels remained the customary rural organ
isation. 

S and +. The number of agricultural workers had not been large before 
the most recent land reforms in view of the early development of very 
amall peasant holdings. The division of the remaining large estates added 
to, but by no means created, unemployment on the land. As becomes evident 
from the accompanying table showing the number of employees among 
those gainfully occupied in agriculture, the Bulgarian agricultural labor 
system was characteristically that of peasant enterprise and not of capital 
concentration and wage labor. 

TAliLE 8 

Number and Percentage Distribution of Farm Workers of 
Various Classes in Bulgaria, 19341 . 

Classes of Worken Number PerCent 

Owners and Their Families S,$68,530 98.9~ 

Owners 841,707 29.0/l 
Members of the family 2,024,828 69.89 

Hired Workers 80,538 1.08 

Directors and supervisors 2,091 0.07 
Specialists and employees 166 0.01 
Permanent workers 28,279 0.98 

Total 2,897,066 100.00 

t Based upon data In Bulgaria, Direction Gen~rale de Ia Statistique, .4tmt14irf 
St.Jtilliqw o .Roy-• .U Bvlgaril, 1940 (Sofia• 1940), pp. 206-207. 

It does not appear that agricultural labor relations were covered by 
special legislation, or that the rather extensive social insurance extended 
to agricultural workers. ' 

ALBANIA 

Albania was the only country in Europe in which feudalism in fairly 
pure form lasted at least to the end of the interwar period. Although hav-

- ing a rough terrain and virtually no roads, Albania has felt the influence 
of both Western Europe and the Ottoman Empire. Yet by virtue of Its 
relative inaccessibility it has yielded to few of the pressures and move
menta of the present century. Whether or not profound institutional 
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changes have been introduced since Italian occupation and the events of 
the Second World War is not known. The following summary assumes the 
interwar property situation to be the actual one. 

1. The feudal landlords, who are both Christian and Moslem, acknowl
edge a nominal fealty to the king or central government, but retain great 
local autonomy. A very few families control practically all of the land 
which is farmed by tenants, part of whom are bound to the soil.•• ' 

The hereditary tenants pay a tithe (10 per cent) of the product to the 
state and usually about one-third of the remainder to the landlord. But 
various other payments in kind and in labor increase the burden of the 
peasant. Besides the feudal tenures that prevail on the large estates of the 
beyt, where the peasants ( flchiftri or jari1chi) are under the more or less 
personal supervision of the nobles, some other types of tenancy prevail. In 
some cases holders of smaller private estates established under Turkish 
rule work part of the land themselves, and let out the remainder on shares 
(but ordinarily without additional feudal obligations). A few fixed rentals 
in kind are to be found, usually where the landlord is an absentee, and in 
some cases peasantS may try to supplement their small holdings by renting 
lands from the money-lenders of the towns who have come into possession 
of various farms. There are even cases of peasant ownership of the land 
with ownership of olive trees on the land by a speculator, who rents the 
trees to the peasant for two-thirds of the crop. In the virtual absence of 
formal legislation regulating tenancy, the local variations in the relations 
between landlord and tenant reflect both long-standing custom and the 
varying power of the landlord to impose his terms. 

Extensive communal pastures, aside from the pasture rights of tenants 
on the big estates, prevail in the mountainous districts. Some private small 
holdings have also developed, as well as communal farming (by saclruge) 
of small patches of cultivated land not under the control of bey1, ago•, and 
town money-lenders. Naturally, where the kinship system retains its 
economic activities the land is not subject to subdivision, but private hold
ings as well as some of the hereditary tenancies have been divided through 
succession. The cultivable (but frequently uncultivated) lands of the plain 
are almost entirely held by a small number of families, and have been 
subject to very little division. Some of the larger estates belong to Moslem 
religious foundations. Such estates, known as YJacouft, are equivalent to 
Westem conceptions of mortmain property. 

Capital is at a premium for all classes of cultivators. This fact coupled 
with the severe terms of tenancy on the large estates accounts for the small 
proportion of cultivable land actually cultivated. Peasants who have 
gained independence from feudal and semi-feudal tenancies, or who have 
small holdings derived from old communal lands, are virtually at the 
mercy of money-lenders. Their crops are sold immediately at harvest and 

•• See Richard Buscb-Zantner, ''LKndllche Siedlung In Aihanien: . AreAl" ffl_r 
Wanderungii'D6IBn, 10:84-86, 1988fl939; Giovanni Lorenson!, La qu11ttonB agranG 
AlbaM.,, 2a ed. (Bar!: Gius. Laterza e Figli, 1930). 
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therefore at the lowest prices, and they must seek loans at usurioua ratea . 
to buy seed, and possibly consumption products or the minimum of equip
ment. The debt structure therefore may reduce the share of the "independ
ent" cultivator by as much as if he were a share tenant. Moreover, he 
stands in imminent danger of losing his holding entirely, a virtual certainty 
nnder depressed market conditions. 

2. In 1980 legislation was adopted that would have expropriated the 
lands of the large estates down to a residual holding of 40 hectares, or 
somewhat more if largely grazing land. Apparently there was no intention 
of applying the expropriation and redistribution to state lands or the 
feudal holdings of the bey•, but rather to the large private holdings of the 
agtU and money-lenders. In any event, the legislation remained an expres
sion of official piety but was not put into effect. Apparently it was designed 
as a political weapon to keep recalcitran~ landlords in line with state 
policy. 

S and 4. From the very scanty materials concerning the economic organ
ization of Albania it does not appear that the large estates employ many 
agricultural workers. Indeed, agricultural employees are probably limited 
to a few landless domestics maintained by the more affiuent landlords. One 
may reasonably assume that their position is protected only by custom and 
by the possibility of commercial or handicraft opportunities in the towns. 
It is certainly true that the agricultural labor system of Albania is charac
teristically that of landlords and tenants, not employers and employeea. 

GREECE 

Freedom from the rule of the Turks was brought about in the various 
regions of modem Greece at quite different times. Thus, the regions of 
"Old Greece" gained independence early in the last century, while Thes
aaly, Epirus, and Macedonia did not come under full Greek sovereignty 
nntil after the First World War. Yet in each of these regions and periods 
the withdrawal of Turkish power produced changes in land tenure follow
ing a fairly common pattern: breaking up of Turkish feudal domains, and 
establishment of Greek peasants on lands left vacant by Turkish small 
holders who migrated to the remaining territory of the Empire. 

1. Large estatea cultivated by tenants nnder a semi-feudal system had 
been effectively abolished in Old Greece, but remained until after the 
Balkan wars and the First World War in the northern plains and Epirua. 
The withdrawal of the Turka and the application of land reforms to large 
estates, including those belonging to the state (many of them former Ianda 
held by the Sultan) and to religious foundations, removed most of the 
fendal aspects of property relations. The land reforms did not, however, 
create a single type of tenure or abolish tenancy. 

Although data on the areas concerned are not available, the agricultural 
census of 1929--when the reforms were nearly complete--indicates that 
approximately /J.9 per cent of the cultivators were renters and an addi-

' 
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tiona! 8.8 per cent share tenants." Holders in emphyteusis (a hereditary 
leasehold, possibly from the state), holders in usufruct, those with ex
changeabl~ titles, titles uncertain, other occupiers, various other forms of 
tenure, and those with tenure unspecified comprise an additional approxi
mate ll.S per cent of the total number of cultivators, the balance of 79.5 
per cent being owners. 11 · 

It is evident that the disturbed political history and long chain of devel
opment since classical times combined to confuse the property system. The 
absence of land registers and conflicting claims under various principles of 
tenure created a heterogeneous collection of property forms, This was 
accentuated by the fact that not all of the "cultivators" were private indi
viduals, but included organs of the state, municipalities, communes, re
ligious foundations, schools, banks, and various organizations and funds. 
However, these collective or communal owners. comprised less than 1 per 
cent of the total, although again it is not clear what proportion of the 
agricultural area was so held. 10 The land reforms were not made the 
occasion of a unified code of property regulations, and indeed the applica
tion of the reforms in the areas most recently recovered from the Turks 
was partly responsible for the "uncertain titles" and those listed as "in 
possession," since the claims to land were practically without documentary 
evidence. 

As in other Eastern European countries, pasture lands, particularly in 
the mountainous regions, were held communally. The closest approxima
tions to communal holding of cultivated land were to be found in a few 
cultivators' cooperatives, and in the domka system of cultivation in Thes
saly and Macedonia, whereby wide areas were planted to the same crops, 
regardless of ownership. This not only overcame the disadvantages of tiny 
and extremely dispersed parcels, but also conveniently neglected questions 
of doubtful boundaries!• 

Peasant properties (except those few held under some form of limited 
tenure like emphyteusis or hereditary usufruct) were in Greece tradition
ally alienable and divided by inheritance. Land distributed to former ten
ants and laborers, and to refugees, were made both inalienable and indi
visible. Except for these holdings, division through successive generations 
reduced the size of plots to uneconomic size, and scattered the plots held 
by a single cultivator over substantial distances. A~ e~tensive debt struc
ture constantly threatened the titles even to such hm1ted pl?ts; the ~ov
ernment in 19SO declared a moratorium on payments of strictly agricul-

tural debts • 
., See World .dgri.,.ltural C•"'"'• Vol. Ill, p. 1~0; Greece, Statlstique G~n~rale 

de Ia Gr~ Annuairo Stati.tiqu• do Ia Gr~c•, 19311 (Athens: [1936?) ), P· 1~8. 
The qualification ''approximately" is necessary not only beca.use of throba:lrd::
complete enumeration but also because of some double-counting of ose o g 
lands under two or more tenures. lb'" 

••Ibid 10 
,.., , 

•• See Georges Servakls '!nd C. Pert
8 

ountoi, "1T~.~~~IcE~::,~ p(~;! 
040~~~he 

In 0. S. Morgan, ed., AgriCultural y1tfflll o ' 
Macmillan Co

1 
1988), pp. 137-200, especially PP• 1411-152. 
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2. Aa already indicated, the reforms following the First World War 

chiefly affected the regions newly acquired from the Turkish Empire, since 
other regions were already predominantly characterized by small holdings. 
The postwar reforms were in principle, however, applied to all sections 
of the eountry. n . 

State lands (largely composed of lands formerly held directly for the 
benefit of the Sultan), the lands of eorporations and foundations, and the 
private estates of persons habitually living abroad were to be entirely 
expropriated. Other private farms were subject to expropriation down to 
8·85 hectares, which could be expanded to 50-200 hectares if farmed 
directly by the owners. Owners were paid at a fixed rate, nominally one
half of the prewar value but actually much less in view of a depreciated 
currency. It is doubtful whether former Moslem landlords, the Turkish 
state, or other absentees were paid at all 

Former tenants and laborers living on the land, or their widows and 
orphans, had first claim on the land. Neighboring tenants or small pro
prietors eould also claim land. Except for garden plots given to artisans, 
the distributed holdings were supposed to be large enough to support a 
family. The new holders were required to pay rents fixed by a local rep
resentative of the Service of Colonization to the landlord until final dis
tribution was made. Upon definite allocation of the land the holders were 
not only required to make payment at rates fixed by local commissions, but 
were required to organize cooperative societies for joint responsibility for 
all payments due. In addition to the provisions forbidding alienation and 
division already noted, the new proprietors were required to cultivate the 
land themselves. 

The agrarian reform was complicated by the necessity of making pro
vision for over 1,200,000 refugees from Turkey, Russia, and Bulgaria, a 
aubstantial proportion of whom were peasants.'• Since these refugees 
were without capital of any kind, outside loans (under auspices of the 
League of Nations) were secured to provide for settlement and capitali
sation of small farms. Even with such assistance the new proprietors were 
at a serious disadvantage in meeting crop failures and reduced prices. 

In general, the agrarian reforms, including the provision for refugees, 
appear to have forced a slightly more rational use of the soil. Even though 
the expropriation did not affect all the properties covered by the laws/1 

n See C. Evelpidl, L•• II<Jtl ballo:aaiqu01, pp. 89-90; C. Evelpedis, L& rlformo 
ograiro .. Orjco (Atheruu no pub., 1926). (The difference In spelling of the 
autbor'o name In the two worka appears to be due to dilferenceo of transliteration 
to the French.) See also M. J. S. Caramanos, "Greece" In League of Nations, 
Economic Committee, Tlul .J.gricultural Oriril, Publications 1981. 11. B. 13 (Ge
DeYa: 1981), VoL I, pp. 180-189; Servalda and Pertounul, loc • ..U. 

u Servakia and Pertounul, loc • .m~ p. 1110. 
n According to the agricultural cenaua of 1929 there were still at that time 883 

cultlntoro having holdinp;s over 200 bectarea (the official maximum). Although 
these constituted only a little over .1 per cent of the total cultivator&, the areas so 
held would naturally be a much larger proportion of the total. Indeed, by estlmat• 
lng the a.-erage area of the holdings aa substantially below the midpoint of eacb 
dua Interval eecording to obe and thereby computing tbe approximate area coT-
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the net result was the wider extension of small holdings in all sections of 
the country, and a gradual transition to more intensive cultivation. The 

· scattering of very small holdings was, however, if anything increased by 
the parcellation of large estates. 

8 and 4o. Agricultural wage labor was never strongly established even on 
the large estates in Greece, since the estates were rarely operated as a 
single productive unit. Rather, tenants comprised the bulk of farm work
ers who did not own land. This situation was not appreciably affected by 
the agrarian reforms, except for a possible further reduction of employ
ment opportunities. Despite widespread rural poverty, industrial and 
especially commercial development was much more advanced than in other 
Balkan countries. Thus, those unemploye~ an the land were able to migrate 
to the towns with a little more success than that experienced by Yugoslav 
or even Bulgarian peasants. 

Census data for Greece give only a classification by "profession,'' and 
not by status as owners or employees. However, the number of landless 
agricultural laborers was certainly small. •• There is no evidence of any 
formal legislation governing labor relations, employment conditions, or 
social insurance for agricultural workers. 

ITALY 

The land tenure arrangements in Italy reflect a long period of insti
tutional development and change, but with few marked regional differences 
explainable in terms of divergent political systems. Although the predomi
nance of large estates or small peasant holdings during the interwar 
period varied greatly from one part of the country to another, the differ
ences seemed to reflect topography, climate, and soil variation as much as 
they did variations in official policy. 

1. Italy is perhaps the classic European home both of the latifundia 
(operated by the owner or his agent with hired worker) and of the large 
estate operated primarily by share tenants. Although the southern part of 
the peninsula and the island of Sicily are the most outstanding regions of 
large agricultural enterprises, the large estate is to be found throughout 
the country. Similarly, the mountainous north and parts of the more 
broken coastal regions are predominantly characterized by small peasant 

ered by large holdings, It would appear that large estates still comprised about 
one-half of the total cultivated area In 1929. (Based upon data in ~nnuair• Bt• 
tutiquo d<J Ia or••• 19811, pp. 108, 118.) It should be noted, however, that th• 
redistribution was n~t officially terminated nntil 1982, and that the amount of cul
tivated land was substantially greater In subsequent years than In 1929 (88.8 per 
cent greater by 1984; see ibid~ p. 108) .. si'!ee the various forms of land a".'eliora. 
tion and reclamation, as well as the brmgmg of graslng lands under. cultivation, 
probably extended small holdings rather than large ones, the Immediate prewar 
distribution of cultivated land was undoubtedly more favorable to small holdings. 

"The agricultural census of 1929 enumerated 960,591 ''private" cultivators 
(owners, tenants, etc.) and by the general census of 1928 there wen; 1,298,398 
persons aged 10 and over engaged In agriculture (exclusive of atoc:k-ralsmg, chase, 
and tlshlng). The difference would seem to be comprised almost entirely of mem
ber• of the cultivators' families. (See ibid., pp. 11-8, 118.) 
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holdings, but such tiny farms may also be found adjoining the vast planta
tions in the south. 

The modern remnants of feudal tenures lasted well into the interwar 
period, most obviously in the case of share tenants required to render 
various feudal lnbor dues as well as a share of the produce to the landlord. 
Various servitudes against the landlord, especially the use of woodlands 
and pastures, also persisted into the late 1920's and early 1980's. The 
abolition of the feudal reciprocities took much the same form as the 
earlier eradication of feudalism in England: enclosure of the common 
lands for the benefit of the landlord and the abrogation of the peasants' 
rights. However, some payments were made, either in the form of monetsry 
quittances or in the form of allocation of a portion of the land to the 
communes.'' 

Tenancy in one form or another was very widespread in Italy. According 
to the agricultural census of 1980, 26.1 per cent of the holdings comprising 
28.5 per cent of the agricultural area were leased or held in share tenancy. 
An additional U.S per cent and Jt.O per cent, respectively, were under 
mixed forms of tenure.'' In round numbers, therefore, only about 60 per 
cent of the number and area of farm holdings were operated by the own
ers exclusively. Fixed rentals and share tenancies are about equally di
vided." The share tenancy ( •uitayage) system is most highly developed in 
the central provinces. 

A peculiar form of tenancy-ctually a number of related form-is 
represented by the "collective tenant farm." The common feature of such 
undertakings is a collective rental or tenancy contract between an organ
ization of workers, tenants, or small proprietors, and the land owner 
(frequently some form of aemi-puhlic or welfare organization) whereby 
the land is farmed by the organisation. The distribution of holdings and 
produce within the organisation may then vary from fixed or share wages 
in cash or kind to what amounts to sub-tenancy. Most frequently, however, 
the members (compartecipaati) of auch farming collectives are in the 
approximate position of farm workers. 

The actual range of contractual provision• in land tenancies and the 
minor and mixed gradation~ between landless day laborers and owners or 
cash tenants are so great aa to defy brief summary. This remains true in 
spite of the semblance of uniformity provided by the Fascist corporative 
organization. The land tenures are of much more ancient vintage than 
Fascism, and many of the complexities will certainly survive it. In fact, the 
inlluence of the "syndicates" and "corporations" wa1 primarily confined 

70 A ~ brief IUIDmary of property relations In Italian agricultural organiza
tion under Fascism II given by Carl T. Schmidt, Tu Plouglt. au th1 8TIIortJ: Labor, 
Latld, atld Prop•rly M Ftucid Ilaly (New York1 Columbia University Press, 
1938), Chap. VII, "Peasants and Proprletnro." See alao Paolo Albertario, "Le 
'fattorle' dell' Italia Centrale," ..ftltltJII tJI BlalvlictJ, Serle VII, Vol. Jill 99-191, 
1939; ECRL, No .... pp. 26-1111 Guglielmo Tommaol dl Vlgnano, Dldribvziotll d•lla 
JWOprVI<l • grand~Zza doll' imJWUII ""1111 agrlcollur11 llaliatiiJ (Rome• Tip. Ugo 
Quintily, 1938). 

11 World ..4 grlcullwlll c,,..,.., VoL III, pp. 21'-215. n Ibid. 
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to determining the more detailed provisions of the contracts and in pre
venting independent action upon the part of workers and tenants. 

Despite the importance of tenant farming, the large estate operated 
directly by the owner or his agents assures the continuance of extensive 
employment of wage labor. Although large holdings (that is, enterprises 
under unified and direct supervision) over 100 hectares in extent represent 
only about 0.6 per cent of the total number of undertakings, they occupy 
over one-third {84.7 per cent) of the agricultural area.'• It should be noted 
that thi• i• ezclu•ir~e of large propertie• brokett up into farm• under fizetl 
rentaZ. or •hare tenattcie•, which are listed as small holdings. It becomes 
clear, therefore, that the concentration of agricultural property in Italy is 
very great. 

As already noted, communal ownership of, or rights in, pasture lands and 
wood lots bas been restricted through the extension of enclosures, but still 
persists. Communal pastures are especially important in the north, where 
the land owned in common serves to supplement the very small holdings. 
The closest approximation to communal farming of cultivated land is to be 
found in the "collective tenant farm" already discussed. 

Equal division among heirs applies to nearly all small privately owned 
holdings, and bas resulted in the usual splitting up and scattering of tiny 
plots. Large estates belonging to the church or similar foundations are of 
course protected from subdivision by some sort of mortmain provisions. 
Large private estates have become increasingly subject to division or trans
fer, but the process bas not gone far. Some hereditary leaseholds and 
holders in usufruct still exist, and these tenures for the most part prevent 
division. The Fascist doctrine of increasingly tying the peasant to the soil 
resulted chiefly in restricting the independence of the landless worker, but 
not in entailing peasant holdings or developing genuinely hereditary share 
tenancies (although some have always been hereditary in practice). The 
extension of indebtedness, only partly abated under Fascism, bas contrib
uted even further economic insecurity to peasant holdings. 

2. The interwar period in Italy was not marked by an abrupt agrarian 
reform. On the contrary1 the influence of the govemment was toward sta
bilization and entrenchment of existing concentrations of ownership. The 
Fascist leadership made a great deal of the mystical strength of the farm
er's attachment to the land, and claimed in its ideology to be promoting a 
stable and independent peasantry. In the place of redistribution of land 
the government offered land reclamation, especially drainage of the 
marshes, and internal resettlement. Neither the doctrines of a peasant 
economy nor the actuality of extensive reclamation appreciably changed 
the distribution of property. A projected land reform affecting the Sicilian 
latifundias (but not the share-tenanted properties), immediately before the 
Second World War, does not seem to have been carried out.'' 

•• ECRL, No. 4, pp. 27-28. . • 
" See Giovanni Lorenzonl, Trtufo...,.aziono 1 eolonizz<l.zion1 .UIIatofoatlo tlcili<Jno 

(Flren .. ,. Casa ed. poligr. unlv. dl Cya, 1940). 
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Before the First World War, and to a lesser extent thereafter, remit

tances from emigrants financed the purchase of some small farms from 
large landowners. This minor movement toward redistribution of property 
was also fostered in behalf of war veterans by the National Organization 
of Ex-Service Men. This organisation was granted corporate status under 
the Fascist regime, and gained some land holdings through cession from the 
state and by direct purchase. Agricultural laborers were in turn allowed to 
become tenants and possibly purchasers of the land.80 The total effect of 
all these transfers of property bas been small. 

S. The existence of large commercial farms in Italy requires the exten
sive employment of agricultural workers, over and above share tenants in 
various positions of subservience. However, no clear-cut categories of 
farm workers can be found, the number of types depending largely on bow 
finely distinctions in position and security are drawn. Thus, the position 
of share tenants may vary from one scarcely distinguishable from that of 
permanent laborers, whose pay consists in a share of the produce, to rela
tively independent farmers owning some stock and equipment and paying 
a fixed proportion of the crops to the landlord. The former situation is more 
common than the latter, a fact confirmed by the grouping of share tenants 
with agricultural workers in the Fascist corporate organisation. Thus, 
although the accompanying table shows only 26.7 per cent of those gain
fnlly occupied in agriculture to be landless workers, those indicated as 
having a mised status (cultivators of small plots who must also depend on 
wage labor) and most of the share tenants must be considered as essen
tially dependent workers. The total of these groups approaches one-half 
of the occupied agricultural population. 

The groups of workers who may be regarded as relatively "permanent" 
include farm servants, who are on annual contract to do any work assigned, 
and are usually paid principally in kind, including lodging.11 Other per
manent workers are more specialised in occupation, but are also paid 
partly in lodging, various allowances, and possibly by some share of the 
produce with which their activities are almost directly linked. Day labor is 
partly on a short-time or seasonal basis, and may be arranged by indi
vidual contractual agreement. More frequently, however, it is covered by 
some form of collective agreement. Such agreements may provide for off
season employment on improvement or reclamation projects. Intermediate 
between individual agreements and large-scale collective contracts are 
nrious forma of family contracts. The latter may not specify any mini
mum period of employment but bind the family to be available when 
needed and the employer to give first preference to those families so 
bound. The whole tendency of Fascist policy was to stabilize and solidify 

so ECRL, No. 4, pp. 26-21. 
•• See Bruno Biagi, "Tbe Regulation of Collective Employment Relations In 

Agriaitnre In Italy," lt&tontatioJNJI Labour R..,;,.,, 29:809-819, March, 19M; also 
International Labour Office, Tho Ropt'olentation and Organuatio• of .dgrimdtural 
Worm1, pp.l61-168; ECRL, No.4, pp. 28-81; Schmidt, op. cit., Chap. VI, "Land
leu Farm Worken." 
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TABLE 9 

Number and Percentage Distribution of Farm Workers of Various 
Classes in Italy, 19361 

Classes of Workers Number PerCent 

Holc1ers and Their Families' 6,281M9 71.68 
Owners 2,870,972 88.00 

·Tenants in Usufruct 26,188 .80 
Tenants in Emphytensis 40,188 .46 
Renters 796,749 9.16 
Share Tenants . 1,787,552 20.55 
Mixed Tenures 709,910 8.16 

Employees and Laborers 1~1!8,688 16.70 
Directors and employees 20,882 0.24 
Comparlecipanti 141,281 1.62 
Day laborera 1,766,929 20.81 
Annual laborers 878,804 4.86 
Non-agricultural laborers 14,787 0.17 

Mixed Statuses• 138jJ65 1.60 

Holders and day laborers 125,176 1.44 
Holders and annual laborers 985 0.01 
Holders and compartecipanti 12,704 0.15 

Status Unknown 5,960 0.07 

Total 8,698,907 100.00 

• Members of the famlly assisting the bead are Included In the figures for each 
croup. 

• Those with mixed atatuses are llsted In the source under alx elasalftcatlona, 
apparently according to the relative Importance of the source of Income: The alx 
are here combined into lhree, thus neglecting such relative weight. Thus "holders 
and day laborers" Includes both those who are primarily owners or tenants and 
those who are prlmarlly day laborers. 

1 Based upon data In Italy, Istltuto Centrale ell Statistics del Regno d'1talla, 
""'!""rio Statutico ItalialltJ, 1941 (Romer 1941), p. 78. 

the relations between employer and employee, not only by increasing col
lective agreements but by transferring day laborers into some type of 
permanent workers, preferably with wages eonsisting of a share of the 
produce. 

Only the official hierarchy of labor organization was recognized by the 
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Fascist regime; other associations either became incorporated into the 
official structure or lost any semblance of bargaining power. Mobility of 
any sort was discouraged, and the power of group action for economic 
improvement was strictly limited by the overwhelming power of the state. 
Although the ·corporate hierarchy was officially tripartite in arrangement 
(employers, employees, and state officials), the lack of effective repre
sentation of the lower ranks of labor and the undoubted favoritism by the 
governmental officials for the vested interests of the landlords made the 
"corporative" structure a coatrol device without effective responsibility to 
those whose interests were presumably represented. 

t. Industrial expansion in Italy has not been sufficiently rapid. to provide 
employment for a rapidly growing rural population. The property dis
tribution ,.nd agricultural labor system in Italy are such that the lack of 
economic opportunity for rural manpower doea not result in "hidden unem
ployment," as is common in most Eastern European countries, but in overt 
unemployment on the Iand.11 Even during the planting and harvest seasons 
the backlog of unemployed workers was substantiaL Agricultural workers 
have not been covered by unemployment insurance, but the government 
attempted to relieve the situation through employment exchanges, pro
vision of minimum numbers of employees for farms according to area (the 
"tax in workers"), encouragement of seasonal migration, public worka 
(including the land reclamation projects), and, during the later interwar 
years, military mobilization. The difficulties of providing employment were 
enhanced by the virtual cessation of emigration, which had previously 
reached tremendous proportions. The economic position of workers and , 
peasants also deteriorated owing to a diminution in remittances from mem
bers of the family abroad. 

For a closely controlled economy, and particularly for one strongly 
accenting the development of agriculture, the Fascist regime gave re
markably little attention to legislation protecting the farm worker. Wages 
were fixed by collective agreement, but there was no official minimum. 
Hours of work were theoretically limited to eight per day, but this maxi
mum was subject to numerous and important qualifications, and could be 
spread on an annual average to allow very long hours during the growing 
and harvesting seaaon. 

Some social insurance benefits applied to agricultural workers: old-age, 
sickness, accident, and tuberculosia. The benefits paid were small and 
apparently somewhat uncertain. The government tapped the state inaur
ance funds u a source of credit, and part of the collected funds bad to be 
:regarded as taxes without direct and assured benefits. Various official and 
semi-official organisations fostered some additional insurance (including 
maternity insurance) u well as recreation and sports. These organization• 
also served u media of propaganda for the Fascist organization. 

•• See Sebmldt, op . ..U~ pp. 118-124. 
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PORTUGAL 

The property and tenure systems of Portugal, and especially the con
centration or dispersion of property ownership, show marked regional 
differences. The regional differences undoubtedly reflect differences in 
past political influences, but in a much less pronounced fashion than In 
many of the newly unified states of Eastern and Southeastern Europe. 
This circumstance is of course partly explainable on the grounds of long
standing political independence, approximately within the present bound
aries, allowing previous differences among regions to become blurred. 
Without attempting to assign weights to the influences, it is safe to say 
that the observable differences are due both to different institutional his
tories and to different topographical characteristics. Thus, the plains of 
the south lend themselves much more readily to extensive cultivation by 
large economic units than do the mountains and valleys of the north. It is 
equally true that the southern regions were exposed to a full-blown agra
rian feudalism that developed into widespread tenancy, whereas the north
em areas remained relatively free from feudal tenures and developed along 
lines of communal ownership and small private holdings. 

1 and 2. A country having a long political history like Portugal could 
scarcely avoid a mixed institutional development. This is quite clear in the 
case of property arrangements. The collapse of feudalism in those regions 
where it had been most highly developed was gradual, and without a major 
defeat for the landlords. Its modern counterpart is the extensive develop
ment of tenancy, especially in the south-central provinces of Portalegre, 
Evora, Setubal, and Beja. These tenancies are of various kinds, most fre
quently involving fixed rental& in cash or kind. There are, however, a 
number of share tenancies. 11 A form of tenancy that is of minor impor
tance and apparently disappearing is the foro, which ia a form of inherit
able leasehold, indivisible but alienable. Whatever the type of tenancy, the 
direct supervision of the landlord is limited and infrequent. The owners 
of rural estates apparently prefer life in the towns and cities, even at the 
expense of considerable loss in production through inadequate management. 
In fact, the practice of fixed rental& and absentee ownership has appar
ently resulted in a progressive depletion of capital as represented in 
natural fertility of the soil. The technical and economic organizations 
characteristic on the Portuguese large holdings are among the poorest In 
Europe. Much of the land lies fallow, often for a number of years. 

Communal ownership, especially of pasture land, is frequent in the 
north. The same region is marked, however, by tiny peasant holdings sub-

•• Unfortunately, precise data on the distribution of property or holdings are 
not available for Portugal. Not even land utilization can be determined at all ac
curately, since a general cadastral survey seems never to have been taken. Appar
ently tbe Internal political stability bas been sufficient never to bave given oppor
tunity for widespread disputes concerning boundaries, contradictory claims to 
various rights of use, etc. The present rather limited summary Ia mainly based on 
Portugal, Minist~re des All'alres :f:tran~res, L1 Porlvgal II ••• MtiviU 4coRO
tniqv• (Lisbon: 1982), pp. 81-88; E. Martines de Bujanda, "Agrarian Organisation 
In Portugal," Inlort14tiollal .Rovi,.. of ..f.grievllt1r10 29:272E-280E, June, 1938. 
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ject to further subdivision with each gei,.eration. The larger estates are 
very infrequently divided, although it is not clear whether they are under 
formal entaiL The mortmain estates of the church are certainly extensive, 
and provide a bulwark of resistance against extensive conversion of 
tenancies into properties. The conservative inftuence of the church, the 
inlluential position of the landlords, the continued possibility of some 
diversion of rural population into commerce and trade, and the avoidance 
of embroilment in the European wars of the present century have com
bined to prevent any radical reform in land distribution. What the inllu
ence of the "corporate" regime on rural tenures may be is not yet clear. 

S and t. Despite the wide extension of tenancy in those regions charac
terized by large concentrations of property in land, some large undertak
ings are managed on a commercial basis with hired workers. Because of 
the importance of labor-intensive crops, especially wine-grapes and olives, 
in the agricultural organization, the existence of a fairly large number of 
agricultural employees is not in fact surprising. Although the available 
data do not distinguish various classes of farm workers, and indeed do not 
indicate how small holders (owners or tenants) who also work for wages 
have been classified, Table 10 indicates sufficiently the sizable proportion 
of those gainfully occupied in agriculture who depend at least in part 
upon wages. 

TABLE 10 

Number and Percentage Distribution of Farm Workers of Various 
Classes in Portugal, 1930' 

Classes of Workers Number PerCent 

Holders and Their Families 1j)1B,7B7 66.1 

Holders t1S,15t 22.5 
Members of the Family 599,578 82.6 

Employees 828,858 U.9 

Total 1,886,580 100.0 

• Bued upon data In Portugal, Instltuto Naclonal de Estatlstlca, 4.1Hidrio Bo
latutieo tU Portugal, 1936 (Lisbon• 1mprensa Naclonal, 1987), p. 21. 

Permanent agricultural workers are employed on large estates devoted 
to 1tock-raiaing, and on farm1 devoted to cereal crops, olive orchards, vine
yards, and fruit crops. The permanent worker is also frequently a tenant, 
and his position thus varies from that of primarily a tenant farmer with 
occasional employment by the landlord, to that of being primarily depend
ent on wage• but having also a small plot of ground in tenancy, possibly 
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as part of his pay-nd thns closely approximating the position of the 
Central European deputatist.•• 

Since I988 the corporate principle of political and economic organiza
tion has been in effect in Portugal. Thus private bargaining and contract 
in agricultural labor have been virtually abolished in favor of tripartite 
hierarchical syndicates that attempt to specify the terms of employment."" 
Although this type of economic organization probably gives some greater 
security to landless workers and may have increased the rational use of 
the soil, its ideology and effect are clearly conservative and therefore 
favorable to owners of large estates, whether private or clerical 

SPAIN 

The Spanish institutional structure is at present difficult to analyze, 
aince the effects of a revolution and counter-revolution still are not clear. 
This circumstance has especial bearing on the problem of determining the 
agricultural property and labor systems, since the revision of the old 
regime was a fundamental aim of the Republican government, and a major 
factor in promoting the successful counter-revolutionary movement. Al
though it is certainly not true in any absolute sense that the Republican 
regime had no lasting effect on the institutional structure, it seems safe in 
general tO assume that the "nationalist" regime established as nearly as 
possible the datu• quo ante. 

I. Several outstanding features of property distribution and utilization 
in Spain deserve comment. One of these features is the marked inequality 
of distribution of agricultural properties, accentuated by a regional con
centration of tremendous estates in the south and southwest (Andalucia 
and Extremadura)."1 Another feature is the low level of technique pre
niling on nearly all types of farms, and pointed up by a failure to make 
any use of substantial portions of large estates. Closely related to the fore
going is the fact that the owners of the large estates are commonly ab
sentees, preferring a lesser income without effort so that they may live in 
the cities to a more effective management of their holdings. Finally, in 
perhaps no other European country is the church so important a land
owner, or so solidly entrenched in political power. Because mortmain prop
erties are in principle inalienable, the concentration of land under the 
control of the Church increases with each new bequest and never decreases. 

Purely feudal tenures are no longer in evidence in Spain, although the 
property rights of the Spanish nobility under the kingdom were of a quasi
feudal character, consisting primarily of hereditary grants nominally be-

•• See International Labour Office, Tho Bopr11...tatioa aN Organilatioa of 
' .tfgricultural Workor1, pp. 191-192. 

•• See E. Martlneo (de Bujanda ), "Corporative Organisation of Agriculture In 
Portugal," Intomotiolttll Bovi- of .tfgrtcultvro, 29:78E-86E, February, 1938. 

•• The present summary Ia based mainly on the following sources: E. Martineo 
de Bujanda, "Agrarian Reform In Spain," lnt ....... tioaal R,.,;- of .tfgrindt•ro, 
24:ll8E-180E, April, 1988; Ferdinand Kriessmann, Da1 1panO.cho .tfgrarproblo"' 
und dio V •r•ucho au ,.;,..r L/J1ung, Tilblnger Staatswlssenschaftllche Abhand
lungen, 4. Folge, Heft 7 (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 19M). 
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longing to the crown. Since this did not limit the rights of the landlord in 
the actual management of the estate, or extend through subinfeudation to 
hereditary tenancies with feudal rights on the part of the actual cultivator, 
the chief effect of this remnant of feudalism was to reduce or eliminate 
the tax burden home by large landowners. 

Although exact figures are not available, it does not appear that tenancy 
is a common mode of property arrangement. Cash or other fixed rentals 
are few, and share tenancy is also relatively unimportant, except in Cata
lonia. The large estates are primarily latif'undia, that is, dependent upon 
various types of' hired agricultural labor. The marked Importance of the 
large estates before the agrarian reforms undertaken under the Repub
lican regime (and therefore presumably at the present time, since the re
distributions were mainly cancelled), is evident from the fact that some 
four-hundredths of' one per cent of' the total holdings comprise about one
fourth of the total agricultural area. •• 

Communal ownership of' pasture lands is frequent, especially In those 
northern regions where cultivated land is held in extremely small units. 
The Republican government contemplated the establishment of' collective 
ownership of' expropriated latif'undias in order to prevent uneconomic 
division. The fate of these schemes is uncertain, but they were probably 
abolished by the Franco government. 

The extreme disparity in sixe of' farm establishments has been fostered 
by differences in provision for succession. The quasi-feudal tenures apply
ing to the large estates have placed them in effective entail. The mortmain 
estates of' the Church have been similarly protected. On the other hand, 
private peasant properties are subject to equal division among heirs. The 
effect of' the differences is to increase the disparity in size of' holdings with 
each succeeding generation. 

Lack of' capital among small landowners has created an extensive debt 
structure, which serves further to concentrate ownership of' land through 
foreclosure and subsequent operation by absentee owners. 

2, The land reforms undertaken by the Republican government appear 
now to be mainly of historical interest. For this reason the provisions of' 
the reform legislation, which were about as complex as any redistribution 
schemes undertaken in Europe during the interwar years, need be re
viewed here only in the most general terms. 

Lands belonging to the Spanish crown and those of the nobility who had 
been most opposed to the Republican· government were to be completely 
expropriated without compensation. Other estates above certain minima 
determined by region, land use, and so on were subject to expropriation 
with partial compensation. The mortmain estates of' the Church were 

17 Baoed upon data given by Martines de Bujanda, "Agrarian Reform In Spain,• 
loe. rit. pp. 116E-117E. From the aame aource It appeara that 98 per cent of the 
boldlngo are under 10 hectares, but Include only 86 per cent of the agricultural 
area. A large proportion of theoe small boldlnga are under 1 hectare. 
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largely confiscated. 11 Communal pastures, rough pastures privately owned, 
and certain "model farms" were exempted from expropriation. 

Those who were to benefit by the reforms included, in order, landless 
farm workers, aocieties of agricultural workers, amall landowners, and 
renters or share tenants. 

Since the reform was intended to cause no interruption of production, 
the state acted as landlord, collecting rents or paying workers until final 
disposition waa made. Improvement through irrigation, intensification of 
land use, and a stabiliaed credit situation were all contemplated as part 
of the reform. 

Whether the reforms bad any lasting effect, such as placing in cultiva
tion additional lands formerly part of the large estates, is not clear. It is 
certain tbat most of the newly established peasant owners were dispos
sessed after the successful counter-revolution and that the pre-reform 
'situation has been re-established so far as the general institutional struc
ture is concerned. 

8. and 4. For reasons already noted, the present situation of agricul
tural workers in Spain is difficult to assess. The difficulty is enhanced by 
the absence of adequate occupational statistics showing the number and 
proportion of those gainfully occupied in agriculture who must depend on 
wage labor. So far as economic position is concerned, the holders of tiny 
plots may be grouped with employees of the latifundias, most of the share 
tenants, and others with little or no independent capital or security. In
deed, the small holders must also seek wage labor to supplement the in
come from the meager produce derived from their plots. •• 

Although the Republican government contemplated not only increased 
peasant proprietorship but also various measures for increased aocial se
curity, It is doubtful if the farm workers are given much special protection 
at present. They seem to be nominally represented in the "corporate" 
economy, but without visible benefits. 

•• In addition to the sourcea cited In note 86, above, see E. Martines de Bujanda, 
"The Development of the Agrarian Reform In SpaiD," Intornatiotl<ll Bovil• of 
Jfgrieulturo, 26:262E-268E, July, 1986. . 

•• See International Labour Office, Tlao Bopro•ontatio• at1d O..ganilatioll of 
Jfgrieultural Workor•, pp. 198-19~; Angel Lera de Isla, LtJ ri'DOiuciO• eamporina; 
Hambr,. r miloricu dol prolotariatlo rvral (Madrid: Edic!On Blblloteca Atlmtieo, 
1981). 
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.APPENDIX IY 

TABLES SHOWING INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

THU Appendix is a technical supplement to the last section of Chapter IV. 
Table 1 shows the ratio of males gainfully occupied in industry to those 
gainfully occupied in agriculture, as a measure of economic modernization 
in the broad sense of industrialization plus occupational specialization and 
market development. Commercial, financial, ~nd service {including pro
fessional) occupations constitute a residual category measured indirectly 
by this ratio. Table 2 compares the rank order of certain European coun
tries as shown by two indexes of industrial development, and Table 8 shows 
weighted indexes of manufacturing production from a common base year 
for two major European regions. Tables 4-8 summarise data on the produc
tion and ltuown reserves of certain power resources (coal and petroleum) 
and iron ore in Eastern and Southern Europe. 
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TABLE 1 

Ratio of Males Gainfully Occupied .in Mining and Industry to 
Males Gainfully Occupied in Agriculture, European Countries,• 

around 1930 

(1) (2) (8) 

Countries Males In Males In 
Agriculture• Industry• Ratio: 

(OOO's omitted) (OOO's omitted) [(2)/(1)) x100 

Albania 240 201 8.88 
Austria 627 BU 129.82 
Belgium 489 1,426 291.62 
Bulgaria 1,178 229. 19.62 
Csecboslovakla 1,484 1,939 130.66 
Denmark 892 865 98.11 
Estonia 204 11 84.80 
Finland 635 186 29.29 
France 4,894 5,155 117.82 
Germany 4,552 10,461 229.81 
Greece 998 856• 85.85 
Hungary 1,1152 749 48.26 
Ireland 550 165 30.00 
Italy 6,4711 8,998 61.711 
Latvia 8711 118 81.47 
Lithuania 54-6 57 10.44 
Nether lands 1129 1,066 201.111 
Norway 264 249 94-.82 
Poland 11,636 2,019 85.82 
Portugal 999 8791 87.94 
Roumania 4,064 618 15.21 
Spain 8,728 2,41101 611.72 
Sweden 691 741 106.81 
Switzerland 8118 6411 182.72 
United Kingdom 1,2411 7,838 1189.40 
Yugoslavia 8,219 1198 18.42 

Europe, Total• 411,4111 42,201 92.94 

• Excluding Andorra, Liecbtenstein, Lm:embourg, Monaco, San Marino, Turkey, 
and USSR. 

1 From Appendix I, Table 18. · 
• Source, unless otherwise indicated, Ia lutematlona! ·Labour OJI!ce, Y oar Boolo 

of Labovr Blatiltica, 1941 (Montreal: 1942), pp. 9-17. 
1 Estimate. 
• Greece, Statistique G~n~rale de Ia Gnce, ~n11vair1 Btatiltiqv1 do 1<1 Gr.ce, 

1985 (Athens: (1986P)), p. 48. 
• Portugal, Instituto Naciona! de Estatlstica, ~Rudrio Edatutico Ill Portvgal, 

1936 (Lisbon: 1987), pp. 21-23. 
• Spain, Direcci6n General de Estadlstica, ~-rio Ealadutico tl• Eapaila, 1942 

(Madrid: 1942), pp. 86-109, 
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TABLE 2 

Comparison of Rank Order of Certain European Countries in Two 
Indexes of Industrial Development . 

Per Capita Value of 
.MIIIlllfacturing Prodw:tlont 

Swedea 
United Kingdom 
Belgium 
Germany 
Denmark 

• Netherlands 
Finland 
France 
Austria 
Csechoslovakia 

Ital:r 
H~~~~gu:r 
Spain 
Poland 
Roumsnia 

s From C..llllllll 2 of Table II Ill tbe ted 

Per Capita Value of 
.Machine~ 

United Kingdom 
Germany 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
Sweden 

Denmark 
Austria 
France 
Caeehoalovakia 
ltal:r 

Finland 
Hungary 
Spain 
Poland 
Roumania 

• From Eugeoe Staley, World B_,., ia 2'f"'IIUitiott (New Yorln CotmeU on 
Foreip Relatlou, 1939), p. '10. baaed upon data I.J'Ound 1925 giftll by El'lllt 
W•B"""""'o BeN&,_""" Blsrtlaw IHr W .U..rUelui{l (Berlin: Re.lmar Hobblng, 
1981), pp. tofl.408. 
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TABLE 3 

Index of Manufacturing Production in Certain European Coun
tries, 1936-1938 

(1913 = 100) 

Index of 
Countries Prod uctlont 

N orthont and Well.,.. E•rope 
Austria 124..9• 
Belgium 119.5 
Denmark 198.7 
Finland 816.8 
France 118.4 
Germany 188.8 
Netherlands 197.1 
Norway 21!2.8 
Sweden 217.7 
Switzerland 76.011 
United Kingdom 12U 

Etutom and Southon~ Europe 
Czechoslovakia 184..0 
Estonia 14.5.8 
Greece 209.7 
Hungary 124.8 
Italy 171!.8 
Latvia 14.5.2e 
Poland 98.2 
Roumania 11!6.0 
Spain 117.4• 4 

• Includes mining. 
II Uncertain figure, probably too low. 
e1910 = 100. 

Weighted 
Weight• Averageo 

139.36 
1.67 2.09 
'-85 5.20 
2.01 8.99 
1.84. 4.24. 

14.72 17.48 
84..4.5 47.64 

8.68 7.25 
1.00 2.62 
4.84 9.4.5 
1.67 1.27 

80.77 88.28 

14U3 
16.92 22.67 

1.54. 2.24 
8.08 6.46 
6.15 7.66 

88.46 67.42 
8.08 4.47 

10.77 10.04 
4.62 7.21 

15.88 18.06 

d 1981-19811. 
• By the method of a "weighted arithmetic mean" only the total figures for eaeb 

region are significant. 
1 From unpublished data developed by the Economic, Flnanclal and Transit De

partment of the League of Nations. 
• The weights assigned are the proportional shares of world value of manufae· 

turing production for each country, converted to a basis of 100 for the total ol 
eacl1 region. Source Is the same as Indicated In preceding note. 
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TABLE 41 

Production of Coal and Lignite in Eastern and Southern Europe, 
· Annual Average, 1931-19351 

· 

(In Thousands of 1\Ietric Tons) 

Cool Llllllte 

Prodactloa PIOductloll 
CoomtrJ' Eotlmatecl Amlual - Amlual per 

Papulatioa, A- TboUJaDd AYUa&e Tbouu.nd 
1933, ID Producttoa, Populatloa, ProductiOD Populatloa, 

Thoaoanda 19JI·I9JS 1D TOD& 19JI-19l5 1D TOD& 

Bulgaria 6,020 8'7 1U 1,&4.6 256.8 
Caedloa!O't'alda 15,020 11,801 762 ... lll,762 1,049 ... 
Greece 6,630 - - 108 16.8 
Hunga17 8,sn 810 91.8 6,178 698.2 
Italy .. 2,21'7 828 7.8 tiS 1.8 
Poland 83,02t 80, .. 7 122.0 80 0.9 
Portugal ., ,()90 202 28.1 18 lU 
Roumanla 18,800 288 12.& 1,58'7 81.8 
SpaiD U,2t2 6,&79 2'7U 818 18.0 
Y ugosla'l'ia 1t,lll .. 8S8 26.'7 t,068 2'71.1 

Gennanya 66,178 128,928 1,H8.1 188,"20 2,016.1 

a Including the Saar. 
·t Produdion data are from Btatilti<:Gl Yoar-Booll of C111 Loagw of NaliDu, 

1936-31, pp. 127, 128; estimated populatlou are from ibid., p. 22. 
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TABLE 5 

Estimated Coal and Lignite Reserves in Eastern and Southern 
Europe• 

(In Millions of Met~ic Tons) 

Coal Lignite 

Country Actual Probable Actual Probable 
Reserve ·Reserve Reserve Reserve 

Bulgaria - 80 - 868 
Greece - - 10 -Hungary ' 109 864. 1,250 
Italy I 148 Ill <&8 
Poland - 2,11211 - -
Portugal 20 - - -
Roumanla - - 8 88 
Spain 11,828 2,175 89 .. 878 
Yugoslavia 2 48 1,758 2,..all 

1 From TA• Coal B11ovrc11 of f111 World, Twelftb International Geological 
Congress, as reproduced In Elwood S. Moore, Coal, 2nd eel. (New Yorko John 
Wiley and Sons, 19..0), PP•. t21 .... 22. The figures are estimates made around 1918, 
based on seams more tban one foot tblek lying np to ,,000 feet deep, and more 
tban two feet thick lying 4.,000 to 8,000 feet deep. The data are Incomplete for 
countries established by tbe peace treaties following tbe First World War, 

TABLE 6 

Production of Petroleum in Eastern and Southern Europe, An
nual Average, 1931-19351 

(In Thousands of Metric Tons) 

Annnal Estimated Produetlon 

Country Average Population Per Thousand 
Production, 1938, In Population, 
1981-1986 Thousands In Tona 

c ... hoslovakla 20 15,020 1.8 
Italy 21 .. 2,217 .IS 
Poland 1158 88,02, 18.8 
Roumanla 7,666 IS,SOO to7.8 

Germany& 289 66,178 u 

• Including tbe Saar. , 
1 Production data are from Statidieal Y•ar-Bool: of CA• L•afi'H of Nac-, 

1986-87, p. 1261 estimated populations are from ibid., p. 22. . 
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TABLE 7 

Estimated Oil Reserves in Eastern and Southern Europe, 
around 19401 

Albania 
c.eclx>slonkla 
Hunguy 
Italy 
Poland 
RoUDlania 

Counby 
Estimated Reserve 

( Milliou of Barrels) 

41 
1 

'1'5 
1 

80 
892 

1 From "Post-War Section," OU AN GGI J0t1noal, November 18, 1944. 

TABLE 8 

Production of Iron Ore in Eastern and Southern Europe, Annual 
Average, 1931-19351 

(In Thousands of Metric Tons) 

Annual Estimated Production 
Average Population ~rThousand 

Counby Production, 1933, in Population, 
1931-1935 Thousands in Tons 

Csechoslovakla '1'60 15,020 IIO.S a..,..,., 144 6,630 21.'1' 
Hungary 90 8,841 10.ll 
Italya 1120 42,21'1' 12.8 
Poland 220 83,024 fl. 'I' 
Portugal 8 '1',090 0.4 
Roumania Sll 18,800 2.8 
Spain• 2,298 24,24ll 9U 
Yugoslavia 125 14,1114 8.8 
German,.. 8,888 86,1'1'8 111.2 

• Including a amall quantity of manganiferous iron ore. 
• Including tile Saar. 
1 Production data are from Btatuticsl Y oar-Book of tho Loa g.., of N atioM, 

193CJ.37, p. 135; eatlmated population& are from ibid• p. 22. 
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